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ACCOUNTING
4345
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The standard of candidates was almost the same as last year.
Dates and layout are still as problematic as last year. Teachers are encouraged to emphasise the importance of dates
in their teaching.
Teachers are encouraged to teach candidates how to explain the concepts and terminology according to the glossary.
Teachers need to emphasise the use of various books of first entry and posting to the ledgers. Teachers must revise
the petty cash book and all other books of first entry throughout.
A great number of questions was left unanswered.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

(a) Well answered.
Answer
Cash book
CB abbreviation not acceptable.		

[1]

(b) Fairly answered. Many candidates referred to profit and loss account or trading, profit and loss account.
Answer
Trading (account)			

[1]

(c) Fairly answered.
Answer
Asset

Liability

(i)

Income received in advance

(1)

(ii)

Bank overdraft

(1)

(iii)

Prepaid expense

(1)

(iv)
Fixed deposit
(1)
							
(d) (i)

[4]

Fairly answered.
Answer
N$6 400 – N$1 200 (1) = N$5 200 (1)
One mark for deduction
One mark for final answer				

(ii)

[2]

Fairly answered.
Answer
N$5 200 O/F				
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(iii)

Poorly answered. Candidates did not indicate that the unpresented cheque appears in the Cash
book and not in the Bank statement.
Answer
Cheques paid by the business and entered in the cash book (1) but not yet shown on the bank 		
statement. (1)
One mark for recorded in cash book
One mark not shown in bank statement			

[2]

(e) Fairly answered.
Answer
Reliable workforce/efficiency of workforce
Contacts with reliable suppliers
Possession of brand names and trademarks
Quality of goods/services
Location of business premises
Reputation of business
Number of regular customers/links with customers			
(f)

Any two

[2]

Fairly answered.
Answer
It decreases/reduces capital				

(g) (i)

[1]

Poorly answered. Many candidates referred to partners in the company in the explanation.
Answer
- Form of business for smaller businesses/a less complex and more easily administered legal entity.
- Is a juristic person created by law.			
[1]

(ii)

Poorly answered. Many candidates referred wrongly to capital and partners.
Answer
- Members of a CC obtain a member’s interest if a contribution of one or more of the following is 		
made:cash, property, services rendered.
- There are funds/money contributed by the member			
[1]

(iii)

Poorly answered. Candidates did not indicate at the end of the year.
Answer
- Net income not distributed to members in a specific year/will become available in a following financial 		
year for distribution
- undistributed profit at the end of the financial year
OR
Undrawn income (retained profit) at the beginning of the year			
[1]

(h) (i)

Poorly answered.
Answer
- Products where the production process has begun but has not been completed by the end of the 		
financial period.
- Products partly done, not yet completed at the end of the year.			
[1]

(ii)

Poorly answered. Many candidates gave a formula.
Answer
-The total of direct/raw materials and direct labour and direct expenses spent on a product in the 		
manufacturing process.
- Basic cost of manufacturing a product before addition of factory overheads.			
[1]

(i)

Well answered.
Answer
It will be a (net) loss/deficit		

6
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(j)

Poorly answered. Many candidates could not adjust correctly for rent prepaid.
Answer
Insurance account

2011
Oct 1

Balance

2020
Jan 1

Bank

b/d

4 000

24 000 (1)

2020
I
Sept 30
Prepaid Expense

6 000 (1)

30 Profit and Loss

22 000 (1)

28 000
Alternative calculations are acceptable.
4 000 		
24 000
+ 24 000 (1)		
- 6 000 (1)
28 000			
18 000
- 6 000 (1)		
+ 4 000 (1)
22 000 (1)		
22 000 (1)
						

28 000
4 000
+ 18 000 (2)
22 000 (1)
24 000 ÷ 12 = 2 000 x 9
= 18 000 + 4 000 = 22 000
6 000 prepaid already deducted

[3]

(k) Poorly answered.
Answer
cost (1)
net realisable value (1)			
2

(a) (i)

Fairly answered.
Answer
- It provides the total credit purchases amount for the month (1)
- It reduces the number of entries in the purchases account (1)
- For inventory control purposes (1)
- It provides the purchases figure needed to draw up the control account (1)
- Record credit purchases

(ii)

[2]

Any two

[2]

Fairly answered. Many candidates could not distinguish between an invoice and a credit note.

Answer
(Original) invoice/credit invoice (1)		
[1]
(b) Fairly answered. Most candidates also recorded the vehicle bought on credit.
Answer
Creditors Journal of R Mate – June 2020
Day

Details

Fol

Amount
N$

3
22

Phillip Stores

9 500 (1)

Eldo Traders (15 600 – 2 340)

13 260 (1)
22 760 (1)

One mark for correct day, details and amount.		
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(c) Poorly answered. The calculation of discount was a problem and most candidates could not indicate
the action and therefore lost marks. Candidates did not deduct the returns from purchases to calculate
amount paid. Candidates entered wrong details and on the wrong side.
Answer
Creditors Ledger of R Mate
Day

Details

Fol Debit

Credit

N$
2020
June 1 Balance
3

Balance

N$

N$

b/d

5 360

Purchases

9 500 (1)

18

Purchases returns/ Returns outwards

25

Interest paid

380 (1)
8 664 (2)

14 860
14 480

134 (1)

14 614

O/F (1)

30

Bank

9 120 x 95
100

8 664 (2)

5 950

O/F (1)

Discount received

456 (1)

5 494

One mark for correct day, details and amount
Action must be correct – see balance
Days to be in correct numerical order
Day or balance missing – no mark
The O/F is the one on the 30th amount 9 025, discount was calculated on the purchases 9 500.
(d) (i)

[6]

Poorly answered. Candidates did not post the total from the CJ, but re-wrote all the entries in
the account.
Answer
Subscriptions Account
N$

2020
June 30 (Sundry) Creditors

N$

2020
22 760 (1) O/F June 27 Equipment
30 Balance
27 760

July

1 Balance

b/d

6 200 (1)
c/d

16 650
22 760

16 560 (1) O/F

O/F should be correctly brought down on the dr. side, 1 July 2020.
Discount received, discount allowed are indicated as an entry – seen as an alien, loses O/F mark.
Mark allocated for date and amount.
O/F on 30 June 2020 should be correctly brought over from the creditors journal.		
(ii)

[3]

Poorly answered. Candidates did not know that they just needed to post the total at the end of
the month.
Answer
Purchases Returns Account
N$

N$
2020
June 30 Sundry (Creditors)

546 (1)
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(a) Poorly answered. Many candidates did not show the money was deposited into the bank and also left
out petty cash and the date and figure. Most of the candidates did not write the narration.
M Ndjoze
General Journal – August 2019
Date

Details

Debit
N$

1

Stock (Inventory)

Credit
N$

16 400

Equipment
Bank (20 200 + 40 000)

10 000 (1)

Petty cash

60 200 (1)

Loan: June

400 (1)

Capital

40 000 (1)

Opening entries of new business/ Assets and liabilities at
this date entered to open the books
(1)

47 000 (1)

No date – first entry loses 1 mark
If cash 20 600, bank 20 400 and petty cash 400, include as one entry in debit column – then no mark –
choice.						
(b) Fairly answered. Many candidates did not figure out owners travelling as drawing and could not
restore the imprest amount correctly. Most candidates could not differentiate between opening
balance and petty cashier receiving cash on the first day.
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103
104
105
106
107

8 Postage on parcel

12 Pens and pencils

15 Wages

20 Copy paper

25 Drawings

c/d

102

5 Envelopes

2020

Balance

31 Cash

101

Voucher

3 Wages

1 Balance

Details

b/d Aug 1 Balance

CB

b/d

Date

756

400

356

30

85

50

43

60

38

50

N$

Total

100

50 (1)

50 (1)

N$

Wages

M Ndjoze
Petty Cash Book - July 2020

Mark allocation for date, details, receipts = debit
Mark allocation for date, details, total and analysis column = credit
For balance b/d 1 August = date must be correct = 1 August 2020

400 (1)

756

356 (1)

400

N$

Receipts Fol

Dr

166

85 (1)

43 (1)

38 (1)

Stationery

60

60 (1)

N$

Postage

Drawings

Account

Fol

Sundry Accounts

PCB9

[10]

30

30 (1)

N$

Amount

Cr

(c) (i)

Well answered. A few candidates gave a formula instead of an explanation.
Answer
Current assets less current liabilities
OR
Amount available for the business’s day-to-day operations
Difference between current assets and current liabilities and NOT difference between current liability
and current assets.
[1]

(ii)

Fairly answered. Most candidates omitted petty cash under current assets in the calculation for
working capital.
Answer
M Ndjoze
Extract from Balance Sheet (Statement of Financial Position)
as at 31 July 2020
N$
N$

Working capital

N$
18 200 (1)

Current assets

30 000

Stock (Inventory)

8 600

Debtors (Trade receivables)

13 500 (1)

Bank

7 500 (1)
400

Petty cash
Less Current liabilities

11 800

Creditors (Trade payables)
Income received in advance

9 400 (1)
2 400

Alternative layout accepted
The following headings must be clearly indicated for the marks to be awarded:
working capital
current assets
current liabilities				
4

[4]

(a) Fairly answered. Many candidates lost marks because they could not indicate the actions for adding
interest on drawings or deducting interest on capital or included interest on loan which was an alien.
Answer
Chris and Becca
Appropriation account for the year ended 30 September 2020
N$
N$
Net Profit

N$
140 600

Add: Interest on drawings: Chris

2 000 (1)
3 000 (1)

Becca

5 000
145 600

Less: Salary: Becca

96 000 (1)

Interest on Capital: Chris
Becca

15 000 (1)
10 000 (1)

25 000

121 000
24 600

Share of profits
Chris

(3/5 x 24 600)

14 760 (1) O/F

Becca

(2/5 x 24 600)

9 840 (1) O/F

24 600

OR
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Chris and Becca
Appropriation Account
N$
2020
Interest on Capital:
Sept 30 Chris

15 000 (1)

Interest on Capital:
Becca

10 000 (1)

Salary: Becca

96 000 (1)

Share of profits:
Chris (3/5 x 24 600)

14 760 (1) O/F

Share of profits:
Becca: (2/5 x 24 600)

N$
2020
Sept 30 Net profit

140 600

Interest on drawings:
Chris

2 000 (1)

Interest on drawings:
Becca

3 000 (1)

9 840 (1) O/F
145 600

145 600

							
Details and amount correct for one mark
If calculations shown, no amount in first column but added together e.g. in interest on capital (1) can be 		
given.			
Action should be correct for a mark to be awarded for interest on drawings, 2 000 and 3 000 should be
added to 140600 or own figure candidates have written.
Interest on capital and salary should be deducted from 145 600 or candidate’s O/F for a mark to be 		
awarded.						
[7]
(b) Poorly answered. The dates were a problem. Most candidates did not include interest on loan.
Some candidates wrote partners salary instead of salary.
Current Accounts
Chris
N$
2019
Oct 1

Balance b/d

2020
Sept 30 Drawings
Interest on
drawings

Balance b/d

Becca
N$
1 400

20 000
2 000

15 360

37 360

30 000 (1)

2019
Oct 1

Balance b/d

Chris

Becca

N$

N$

2 600 (1)

2020
Sept 30 Salary

3 000 (1) O/F

81 440

96 000 (1) O/F

Interest on
capital

15 000

10 000 (1) O/F

Appropriation
account/
Share of
profits

14 760

9 840 (1) O/F

Interest on
loan

5 000 (1)

115 840

37 360
Oct

1

Balance b/d

115 840

15 360 (1) O/F

81 440 (1) O/F

One mark each side is deducted for incorrect dates (year, month, day) – in total 3 marks
Dr. and Cr. side 1 mark for balances
30 Sept 2020 1 mark on both sides
O/F should be correctly brought down on both dr. side to cr. side to get O/F
O/F should also be correctly brought down from either side to the correct sides e.g. dr. to cr. or cr. to dr.
If loan and capital are included as an entry seen as alien, loses both O/F marks
Mark allocated for date, details and amount correct.
* 1 Mark for both Chris and Becca for:
- Interest on capital
(1)
- Share of profits
(1)
- Interest on drawings (1)
- Drawings
(1)			

12
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[9]

(c) (i)

Poorly answered. Candidates did not indicate early in the financial year.
Answer
Chris and Becca are charged interest on drawings as an attempt to discourage/deter excessive 		
drawings early in the financial year.			
[1]

(ii)

Fairly answered.
Answer
Becca has more responsibilities or is working in the partnership.			

5

(a) (i)

			

[1]

Well answered.
Answer
Gross profit
x
Sales

100
1

= 40 000 x
160 000

100
1

(1)

			= 25% (1)
One mark for correct formula
One mark for correct answer with %			
(ii)

[2]

Well answered.
Answer
Net profit
Sales

x

100
1

= 40 000 – 24 000
100
x
160 000
1
= 16 000 x 100
160 000
1 (1)
= 10% (1)
One mark for correct formula
One mark for correct answer with %			
(b) (i)

[2]

Poorly answered. Many candidates could not provide a reason why a business had a better ratio.
Answer
Shapaka Traders (1)
Sales are higher
Have cheap supplies
Have better control over cost of goods
Answer based on 5 (a) (i)				 Any one

(ii)

[2]

Poorly answered. Many candidates could not provide a reason why a business had a better ratio.
Answer
Mary Tjizu (1)
Higher income
Better control over expenses/lower expenses
Answer based on 5 (a) (ii)				
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[2]

(c) Comments of candidates are based on their answer of the ratio.
(i)

Fairly answered. Many candidates did not know which stock figure to use as part of current assets.
Answer
Current assets
: Current liabilities
= (32 000 + 6 800 + 1 200) (1) : 12 000
= 40 000 : 12 000 (1)
= 3,33

: 1

(1)

If (32 000 + 6 800 + 1 200) not shown, then 1 mark for 40 000			
(ii)

Current ratio is satisfactory, because it is above the norm of 2:1.
Will be able to cover her short-term debts.			

[3]
Any one

Fairly answered.
Answer
Current assets – Closing stock (inventory) : Current liabilities
= 40 000 – 32 000 (1) : 12 000
=
8 000
: 12 000 (1)
=
0,67
: 1 (1)			
-

(iii)

[1]

Quick ratio is not satisfactory, because it is below the norm of 1:1.
Will not be able to cover her short-term debts.			

[3]
Any one

[1]

Poorly answered. Many candidates did not calculate average stock correctly and could then not
comment on the poor rate.
Answer
Cost of sales
Average stock
=

120 000
(28 000 + 32 000) ÷ 2 (1)

= 120 000
30 000 (1)
= 4 times (1)
If

120 000
(28 000 + 32 000) ÷ 2 not shown then 2 marks for 120 000
				
30 000

			

Ratio is low and it implies either poor sales or excess inventory.
The low turnover rate can indicate poor liquidity, possible overstocking and obsolescence.
							Any one

14
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4345
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
Most candidates managed to answer all questions.
Candidates should learn their financial statement layouts.
Most candidates struggled with theory questions, especially the interpretational (C and D assessment) questions.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

(a) Fairly answered. Candidates struggled with this question. They did not take into account that there
was a bank overdraft and it being a liability would increase and decrease in this column. Some
candidates lost marks due to showing three effects in all columns.
Answer

Date
Example
2020
Aug
1

Assets

Owner’s Equity

Liabilities

N$

N$

N$

-70

-70

4

-200 (1)

10 -2 000 (1) OR -2 500 (2)
-500 (1)
12
15

-500 (1)

+20 000 (1)

+200 (1)
-2 000 (1)
+20 000 (1)

+200 (1)

18

-200 (1)
-5 000 (1)
+5 000 (1)

Notes:
Each effect marked separately = 1 mark
If candidate gives three effects, e.g. in Assets -200, Owner’s Equity -200 and Liabilities +200 THEN NO 		
mark, because candidate is expecting marker to choose the correct answer.
On the 10th the decrease in the assets could be indicated as -2 500 for two marks.		
[12]
(b) (i)

Fairly answered. Candidates used the wording income, profits and receipts received instead of
money received. They also did not mention that the money received is for selling a non-current
asset. It was just stated as money received from selling of assets.
Answer
Amounts received which do not form part of the day-to-day trading activities.
OR
Capital receipts: Money received when an asset is sold.			

(ii)

[1]

Fairly answered. Candidates failed to mention money spent on the day to day/operating
expenses in order to run the business.
Answer
Money spent on the business on a day-to-day basis.
OR
Revenue expenditure: All expenses incurred in order to run the business on a day-to-day basis.

[1]

(c) Fairly answered. Some candidates wrote balance sheet account, although the question clearly
requested them to name the financial statement.
Answer
Balance Sheet (Statement of Financial Position)			
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(d) Fairly answered. Some candidates wrote positive effect instead of increase.
Answer
Profit increase				
(e) (i)

[1]

Well answered.

(ii)

A lot of candidates wrote capital expenditure because of equipment even though money spent
was on repairs.

(iii)

Well answered.

(iv)

Well answered.
Answers
(i) Revenue expenditure				
(ii) Revenue expenditure				
(iii) Capital expenditure				
(iv) Capital receipt				

2

[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]

(a) Poorly answered. Candidates did not know the theory. Some candidates wrote detect fraud instead
of avoid and prevent. They also wrote that the arithmetical accuracy of the double entry is checked,
while it is the arithmetical accuracy of the ledgers that is being checked.
Answer
May be used to identify ledgers in which there are errors when a trial balance does not agree. (1)
Provides a summary of the transactions relating to debtors (trade receivables)/creditors (trade 		
payables) for the period OR at the end of the month. (1)
Enable the Balance Sheet (Statement of Financial Position) to be prepared quickly. (1)
Provides a check on the arithmetical accuracy of entries made in the ledgers. (1)
Provides instant totals of debtors (trade receivables) and creditors (trade payables) for inclusion in the 		
trial balance. (1)
Helps to prevent fraud OR reduces fraud. (1)
Helps to locate errors OR detect errors. (1)
OR other suitable points		

Any two

[2]

(b) Fairly answered. Most candidates struggled with the correct dates. A lot of candidates entered the
cash purchases, which is seen as an alien, into the control account.
Some candidates prepared an account using the running balance method, but only wrote debit and credit,
not having a balance column that is a part of this layout and indicating the action of each entry in the debit or
credit columns.
Contra account names is a problem. Some candidates wrote purchases returned and interest charged on
overdue account, where it should have been purchases returns and interest paid.
Answer
Frieda Vino
Creditors (Trade payables) Control Account
N$
2020
Aug 31

N$

46 900 (1)

2020
Aug 1

Purchases returns

440 (1)

31

Discount received

730 (1)

Bank

Balance

c/d

Balance

b/d

Purchases

46 800 (1)

Interest paid

210 (1)

3 340 (1) O/F
51 410

51 410
2020
Sept 1

16

4 400 (1)

Balance

b/d

3 340 (1) O/F

One mark on each side is deducted for incorrect dates – year, month, day (in total 3 marks)
Lose 1 mark dr. side 31 Aug 2020, lose 1 mark cr. side 1 Aug 2020, lose 1 mark for 31 Aug 2020 on cr. 		
side
Own figure should be correctly brought down from dr. side to cr. side to get O/F mark
If cash purchase is included as an entry – seen as alien, loses O/F mark
Mark allocation for date, detail & amount correct			
[7]
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(c) Fairly answered. Item identification was answered well. Candidates struggled with the correct
reasoning. The total amount of debt was affected, not only the discount and interest parts. Some
candidates explained the item instead of mentioning that discount causes a customer to pay less and
interest causes a customer to pay more.
Answer
Item 1
Reason
Item 2
Reason
		

Discount received. (1)
Receive discount if pay on or before due date – to make items cheaper OR pay less. (1)
Interest charged on overdue account OR interest paid OR interest charged. (1)
If account not paid by due date extra money (interest) needs to be paid – to make items more 		
expensive OR pay more. (1)			
[4]

(d) Poorly answered. Few candidates knew the content of this question. Candidates wrote about
creditors instead of debtors. They wrote about provision for doubtful debts instead of bad debts.
They also wrote on how to reduce bad debts instead of avoiding bad debts.
Answer
Send out regular (invoices and) statements of account, promptly. (1)
Follow up overdue accounts promptly. (1)
Supply goods on cash on delivery basis. (1)
Refuse further supplies until customer pays outstanding account. (1)
Fix a credit limit and do not allow the customer to go over that limit. (1)
Charge interest on overdue account. (1)
Give discount to encourage prompt payment. (1)
Obtain references from new customers. (1)
Take legal action. (1)
Other suitable points. (1)				 Any three
(e) Poorly answered. Candidates handled the N$360 of bad debts as additional information. It should
not have been subtracted from the debtors’ amount. Candidates also did not know which debtor
balance to use.
The preparation of an extract seems foreign to a lot of candidates. Candidates need to know that the
section required from an extract is the immediate heading. Debtors is under current assets.
Answer
Frieda Vino
Extract from Balance Sheet (Statement of Financial Position)
as at 31 August 2019
N$

N$

Current Assets (1)
Debtors (Trade Receivables)

9 000 (1)

Less: Provision for doubtful debts

450 (1)

8 550 (1) O/F

(9 000 x 5% = 450)
OR
N$

N$

Current Assets (1)
Debtors (Trade Receivables)

8 640 (1)

Less: Provision for doubtful debts

432 (1)

8 208 (1) O/F

Bad debts subtracted + provision calculated on net debtors
OR
N$

N$

Current Assets (1)
Debtors (Trade Receivables)

9 000 (1)

Less: Provision for doubtful debts

432 (1)

8 568 (1) O/F

Correct debtors used, but provision calculated on 8 640
OR
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N$

N$

Current Assets (1)
Debtors (Trade Receivables)

8 640 (1)

Less: Provision for doubtful debts

450 (1)

8 190 (1) O/F

Bad debts subtracted, but provision calculated on correct debtors			
3

[4]

(a) Poorly answered. Candidates did not know the theory. They compared the bank statement and cash
book instead of giving reasons why it is necessary to prepare a bank reconciliation statement.
Answer
To identify unpresented cheques/outstanding deposits/mistakes or errors, or theft or embezzlement.
							
Any two

[2]

(b) Poorly answered. Most candidates entered all the transactions into the suspense account, even
those that did not affect it. 		
Wrong or no dates were used, some candidates even used the error numbers as dates. Some
candidates prepared a general journal instead of a suspense account.
Answer
Suspense Account
N$
2020
Difference as
June 30 Trial balance
Rent received

per

858 (1)

N$
2020
June 30 Purchases

550 (1)

200 (1)

B Bock

440 (1)

Stock (Inventory)

768 (1)

1 408

1 408

- 1 mark for date, detail & amount
- Deduct only 1 mark on each side (dr. and cr.) for incorrect dates.			

[5]

(c) Fairly answered. Most candidates could calculate the corrected net profits though with wrong effects.
Some candidates did not read the instruction given in the question and did not write the words ‘no
effect’ next to those errors with no effect.
Answer
Alvina Mujame
Statement of corrected net profit for the year ended 30 June 2020
+
N$

N$

Net profit before correction

N$
14 358

Error 1

200 (1)

Error 2

no effect (1)

Error 3

no effect (1)

Error 4

550 (1)

Error 5

300 (1)

Error 6

768 (1)

Error 7

300 (1)
850

1 268

(418)
13 940 (2) C/F

Corrected net profit

(1) O/F

O/F of error 6 only given when using O/F in suspense account
O/F of profit only given if difference is either added or subtracted			
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4

(a) Fairly answered. Some candidates still struggled with the layout of the trading profit and loss account.
Most candidates that did the T-account layout did not separate the trading account from the profit and
loss account.
Wrong account names were also used.
Depreciation amounts were recorded separately, instead of a total amount. Candidates struggled with
the provision for doubtful debts calculation. They did not deduct the bad debts from the debtors before
calculating the percentage. Due to this most candidates got N$1 725 instead of N$1 700.
Some candidates only listed the income and expenses not showing the action of subtracting the expenses
from the income; others did the wrong action, subtracting where they should have added.
Answer

Magic Discounters
Trading Profit and Loss Account for the year ended 30 June 2020
N$

N$
600 000 (1)

Sales less sales returns (620 000 – 20 000) (1)
Less: Cost of sales

420 000

Stock (Inventory) (01/07/2019)

82 390 (1)

Purchases

380 000 (1)
462 390
42 390 (2) C/F

Stock (Inventory) (30/06/2020)

(1) O/F

Gross Profit (30% margin)

180 000 (1) O/F

Add: Other income

16 200
16 200 (1)

Rent received (17 550 – 1350) (1)

196 200
Less: Expenses

43 510

Bad Debts (1 800 + 500) (1)

2 300 (1)

Provision for Doubtful Debts (34 500 x 5%) (1)

1 700 (1)

Depreciation (12 300 (1) + 6 700) (1)
Interest on Loan(1 500 + 1 500) (1)
Water and Electricity (13 390 + 520) (1)

19 000
3 000 (1)
13 910 (1)
3 600 (1)

Insurance (4 800 – 1 200) (1)

152 690

Net profit
OR (see next page)
-

O/F of gross profit only given if candidate worked on N$620 000 of sales means gross profit (O/F) 		
N$186 000 + closing stock (inventory) (O/F) N$48 390.
If no calculations shown in brackets, but total is correct – candidate is awarded 2 marks, e.g. at rent 		
received N$16 200 (2)
If answer is incorrect, marker goes back to calculations and awards marks
If layout is incorrect or expenses are added (incorrect action) = mark only for calculations
Provision for doubtful debts: 34 500 – 500 x 5%
Depreciation should not be separately entered, add and write only one figure in column
T-layout also accepted
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Magic Discounters
Trading Profit and Loss Account for the year ended 30 June 2020
N$
Purchases

N$

380 000 (1)

Stock (Inventory) (01/07/2019)
Profit and Loss account

82 390 (1)

Sales less sales returns
(620 000 – 20 000) (1)

600 000 (1)

Stock (Inventory) (30/06/2020)

42 390 (2) C/F

(1) O/F

180 000 (1) O/F

Gross Profit (30% margin)
642 390

642 390
Trading account

Bad Debts (1 800 + 500) (1)

2 300 (1)

Provision for Doubtful Debts
(34 500 x 5%) (1)

1 700 (1)

Depreciation
(12 300 (1) + 6 700) (1)

180 000

Rent received
(17 550 – 1350) (1)

16 200 (1)

19 000

Interest on Loan
(1 500 + 1 500) (1)

3 000 (1)

Water and Electricity
(13 390 + 520) (1)

13 910 (1)

Insurance (4 800 – 1 200) (1)
Capital (Net profit)

3 600 (1)
152 690

196 200
196 200
							

[21]

(b) Poorly answered. Most candidates had a problem with this question. They interpret the question
wrongly and could not advise why it is important to adjust the rent received correctly. Accounting
principles and application as well as its effect on profit, assets, liabilities and capital need to be
explained thoroughly.
Answer
This is contrary to the accrual/matching principle (1) which requires the income to be matched with		
the expenses of the same period (1).
If the rent received in advance is included in the profit and loss account the profit/income will be 		
overstated (1) and so the closing capital will be overstated (1).
If the rent received in advance is included with the income for the year the current liabilities will be 		
understated (1).				
[5]
5

(a) (i)

Fairly answered. Dates are still a challenge to most candidates. Candidates do not know the
contra account names for entries.
Bank was used instead of the name of the creditor.
Answer
Vehicles Account
N$

2018
July 1

Balance

b/d

Tshegalo Motors

70 000

N$
2019
June 30 Balance

Balance
Bank

b/d

90 000

90 000

2019
Sept 30 Vehicle Disposal

25 000 (1)

2020
June 30 Balance

115 000
July
20

90 000

20 000 (1)
90 000

2019
July 1

c/d

12 000 (1)
c/d 103 000
115 000

Balance
b/d 103 000 (1)
1 mark date, detail & amount. If any incorrect, loses mark.
For balance b/d mark → balance b/d should be the same as c/d			
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(ii)

Poorly answered. Dates were again problematic. The contra account name profit and loss was
used instead of depreciation.
Special care should be given to balancing of accounts and calculations of depreciation. It is also 		
advisable that calculations are shown in brackets underneath the contra account name. It is important 		
that candidates know that depreciation on an asset sold is entered immediately in the provision		
account, for it to be transferred to the disposal account on the selling date.
Answer
Provision for Depreciation on Vehicles Account
N$

2019
June 30

Balance

c/d

N$

38 000

2018
July 1

Balance

2019
June 30

Depreciation
(14 000 (1) + 4 000 (1))

b/d

38 000
2019
Vehicle Disposal (2 400
Sept 30 + 2 400 (1) + 600 (1))
2020
June 30

Balance

c/d

5 400
53 800

2019
July 1

Balance

Sept

Depreciation

2020
June 30

Depreciation
(15 600 + 5 000 (1))

b/d

38 000 (1)
600 (1)
20 600
59 200

July

(iii)

18 000
38 000

59 200

		
-

20 000

1 Balance

b/d

53 800 (1) O/F

1 mark – date, detail & amount. If any incorrect – loses mark, unless 2 marks allocated for 		
calculations = give one mark for correct calculation.
Balance b/d marked together with c/d and account should have no aliens to get O/F mark.
Vehicle disposal calculation: 1 mark for 2 400 + 2 400 and 1 mark for 600			
[9]

Poorly answered. Wrong account names, e.g. incomplete detail for provision for depreciation on
vehicles, stated either as depreciation or only provision for depreciation. The full account name
should be used. Incorrect/or no dates were a problem.
Candidates should be taught that only two dates are entered into the disposal account. The date of 		
disposal of asset and the end of the year date for the profit and loss transfer.
A disposal account is not balanced but closed off to the final account.
Answer
Vehicle Disposal Account
N$

2019
Sept 30

Vehicles

12 000 (1)

N$
2019
Sept 30
2020
June 30

12 000
		

Provision for depreciation
on Vehicles

5 400 (1) O/F

Bank

5 000 (1)

Profit and Loss Account

1 600 (1) O/F
1 200

30 June 2020 date as last entry – change of date (1)
Based on candidates’ O/F provision for depreciation on vehicles the Profit & Loss amount O/F 		
can be either on the dr. side or the cr. side.			
[5]
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POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Accounting principles should be taught with every topic.
Teachers must pay attention to the teaching of dates, emphasising financial periods.
Candidates should understand and know the different account names like returns inwards, returns outwards and
carriage inwards.
Layouts of the financial statements must be emphasised.
Running balance format should be taught with correct columns, namely debit, credit and balance column.
More emphasis is needed on ledgers with dates and other contra account names.
Candidates should be taught to always show calculations in brackets.
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AFRIKAANS AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
4115
Paper 1

Afdeling 1
Oefening 1: Vrae 1-4
Goed beantwoord
Oefening 2: Vrae 9-11
9

Slegs 50% kon dit volledig beantwoord.

10 Die meeste kandidate het dit verkeerd gehad. Talle het die 2 vrae se inligting omgeruil. Oor die algemeen het
hul dit moeilik gevind.
Afdeling 2
Oefening 1: Vrae 12-18
12 Goed beantwoord.
13 50% het dit beantwoord, maar vele het nalatig ’n hoofletter gebruik.
14-18 Baie swak beantwoord. Hier en daar het ’n kandidaat ’n idee gehad het wat om te doen.
Behalwe dat hul nie weet hoe on die oefening te kan doen nie, het die oorgrote meerderheid afgeskryffoute/ nie ’n punt aan
die einde van sinne nie, vervang woorde bv. Sal/sou kan/kon.
Leerlinge weet nie dat hierdie afdeling 100% korrek moet wees nie. Daar is talle nalatige, agterlosige foute.
Oefening 2: Vraag 19 (Vorm-invul)
Oorwegend goed beantwoord. ’n Paar het nie daarop gelet dat hul met hul eie gegewens moet begin nie, ’n paar het fiktiewe
name gebruik.
Oefening 3: Vraag 20
Oorwegend goed beantwoord. Daar is steeds kandidate wat dit puntsgewys (nie gevra nie) of in 2 paragrawe gedoen het. Hul
mag glad nie die aantal woorde oorskry nie.
Afdeling 3 Oefening 1 Vraag 21 (Dagboekinskrywing)
Vorm van dagboek was meestal foutief.
Noem die tipe kompetisie.
Baie het NIE 4 of meer paragrawe nie (baie het slegs een paragraaf geskryf)
Onderwysers moet onderrig dat alle skryfstukke vier of meer paragrawe moet he, anders net ’n gemiddelde punt vir kandidaat.
AL die genoemde prikkels moet aangespreek word
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Noem die tipe kompetisie
bv. Wat het gebeur? 2. Gevoelens, 3. Les daaruit geleer?
Slaan ag op hoeveel inskrywings gevra word. Enkele kandidate het veelvuldige inskrywings gehad.
Let op na die aantal woorde.
Oefening 2: Vraag 22 (Dialoog)
Vorm van dialoog was meestal verkeerd.
bv. Name( Ek, oom, tannie, oupa = verkeerd Oupa Jan = korrek) nie, slegs twee sprekers, deeltekes, blokvorm, reels ooplaat
tussen spreek beurte, handelinge in hakkies.
Opdrag moet deeglik gelees word. Toekomsplanne---jy het baie spesifieke planne m.a.w. Jy weet wat jy wil doen. Tweede
spreker moet vrae vra, nie raad gee nie. Kandidaat moet sy/haar planne bespreek. Kan begin met: Ek weet nog nie? Ek
is onseker… Hul moet verduidelik ( nie net noem) wat hul wil doen , waar en waarom. Die familielid moet nie meer as die
kandidaat praat nie. Hul hoef nie oor hul eie ware planne te skryf nie(veral as hul onseker is).
Opdrae moet ontleed word en sorgvuldig gelees word, sodat die opdrag ten volle uitgevoer is.
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4115
Paper 2
Afdeling 1
Oefening 1: Vrae 1-7
1

Goed beantwoord. Kandidate kan meer aandag gee om die antwoord uit die teks te lig en nie die hele
paragraaf te skryf nie. As ander feite voor staan word slegs die eerste feit gemerk. Naam bv. Messumkrater
moet met hoofletter gespel wees.

Oefening 2: Vrae 8-11
Goed beantwoord
Oefening 3: Vrae 12-15
12-13

Redelik beantwoord---gesukkel om presiese, korrekte feite uit te haal en het net die jare genoem:
10 000 / 3,5 biljoen jaar

14-15

Kandidate het gesukkel en baie het die antwoorde omgeruil.

Afdeling 2
Oefening 1: vrae 16-24 (Taalvraag)
16 Baie goed beantwoord.
17-24 Kandidate het baie gesukkel en soos gewoonlik swak gevaar.
Mees algemene foute:
Verkeerd afgeskryf, spelfoute soos kappies of deeltekens uitgelaat, woorde uitgelaat of bygevoeg; nie ’n punt aan die
einde van die sin nie….alles nalatig.
Oefening 2: Vrae 25-29
Kandidate het gesukkel. Net enkele korrekte antwoorde en dan slegs een punt, selde twee. Meeste kandidate het
beantwoord op grond van eie algemene kennis en nie die gegewe adventensie in die vraestel nie. Vraag 28 was deur
100% kandidate verkeerd beantwoord, terwyl feitlik almal vir vraag 29 volpunte gekry het.
Oefenining 3: Vraag 30 (Osomming)
Goed beantwoord omdat ons nie verwag het dat feite chronologies moes wees nie( soos in oorspronklike memo
genoem, was nie so in vraestel gevra nie).
Woordtelling word oorskry. Kernfeite word net gemerk tot by 100.
Afdeling 3
Oefening 1: Vraag 31 (Dagboekinskrywing)
Vorm van dagboek was meestal foutief. Dag, datum; Liewe dagboek uitgelaat.
Noem die tipe kompetisie.
Baie het nie vier of meer paragrawe nie ( baie het slegs een paragraaf geskryf).
Onderwysers MOET onderrig dat ALLE skryfstukke moet vier of meer paragrawe wees, anders net ’n gemiddelde
punt vir kandidaat. AL die genoemde prikkels moet aangespreek word.
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Noem die tipe kompetisie.
bv.1.Wat het gebeur? 2. Gevoelens, 3. Les daaruit geleer?
Slaan ag op hoeveel inskrywings gevra word. Enkele kandidate het veelvuldige inskrywings gehad.
Let op na die woordtelling.
Oefening 2 Vraag 32 (Dialoog)
Vorm van dialoog was meestal verkeerd.
bv. Name( Ek, oom, tannie, oupa = verkeerd Oupa Jan = korrek) nie, slegs twee sprekers, deeltekes, blokvorm, reels
ooplaat tussen spreek beurte, handelinge in hakkies.
Opdrag moet DEEGLIK gelees word. Toekomsplanne---jy het baie spesifieke planne m.a.w. Jy weet wat jy wil doen.
Tweede spreker moet vrae vra, nie raad gee nie Kandidaat moet sy/haar planne bespreek. Kan begin met: Ek weet
nog nie ? Ek is onseker… Hul moet verduidelik (nie net noem) wat hul wil doen , waar en waarom.
Oefening 3: Vraag 33 (Opstel)
Titel!
Opdrag = Plastiekrommel. Nie besoedeling in die algemeen nie.
Nie ’n beskrywing van die prentjies nie.
Al die prikkels moet duidelik genoem en bespreek word.
Mees algemene foute:
*Swak spelling / Engels in die opstel
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hul sal dood x doodgaan
Van…x…,want
Kla…x…klaar
Song x sing
Edukasie…x…onderwys
Woorde wat in Engels geskryf word ( word gepenaliseer) of die Engelse woord word net met ’n Afrikaanse klank
geskryf bv rys ..x.. ipv race..x.. resies 
Kern woorde word uitgelaat by antwoorde
Soms is die antwoord nie spesifiek nie bv gee antwoord oor plante of wortels as spesifiek oor die blare gevra is.
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4115
Paper 3
Afdeling 1
Oefening 1: Vrae 1 – 6
1

Swakopmund na Lüderitz

2

28

3

Sy vleg dit.

4

Dit keer hartwater by diere.

5

Vir (jong opkomende) sangers om te wys hoe goed hulle kan sing.

6

handsakke en fietse
•
•
•
•
•

Kandidate moet kennis dra dat die regte spelling van woorde ’n vereiste is, net soos in enige ander geskrewe
vraestel.
Eiename moet altyd met ’n hoofletter begin.
Dit is raadsaam om getalle as syfers te skryf.
Kandidate moet weet dat die antwoord gehoor word en nie geïnterpreteer word nie.
Daar moet ook na detail geluister word sodat vrae volledig beantwoord kan word.

Afdeling 2
Oefening 1: Vraag 7
(a) toeriste
(b) Suid-Afrika
(c) geduldig
(d) Stille
(e) Britse
(f)

natuurlike
•
•

Swak spelling en die invloed van Engels het kandidate punte gekos by hierdie vraag.
Die spelling van eiename, sonder hoofletters, was weereens steurend hier.

Oefening 2: Vrae 8 – 13
8

Onwaar

9

Waar

10 Waar
11

Waar

12 Onwaar
13 Onwaar
•
Die oorgrote meerderheid kandidate kon hierdie vraag baie goed beantwoord.
•
Die gebruik van die regmerkie () was nie, soos in die verlede, ’n probleem nie.
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Afdeling 3
Oefening 1: Vrae 14 – 19
14 Hy swaai sy stert.
15 (Hy wil) liefde gee en ontvang. / (Om) liefde te gee en te onvang.
16 Hy luister.
17 Hy lek jou hand. / Skuur (sy lyf) teen jou (been). (Enige een)
18 Hulle wil nie in beheer wees nie. / Dit laat hulle nie minderwaardig voel nie. (Enige een)
Nie: Hulle voel nie minderwaardig nie.
19 (Hulle / Honde) glo ons is wonderlik (al is ons soms so vol nonsens).
•
•

Redelik baie kandidate het hierdie oefening moeilik gevind omdat hulle: nie die vrae deeglik gelees het nie,
van die inligting nie kon verstaan nie en ook nie na detail geluister het nie.
Die gebruik van “en” het ook probleme veroorsaak omdat die feit daarna geskryf was. Kandidate moet
daarop let dat die gebruik van “en” die volgende feit aandui.

Oefening 2: Vrae 20 – 25
20 kultuur-ambassadeur
21 Hulle moet van mekaar se kulture leer.
22 Inligting / Foto’s (oor Owamboland) word gedeel.
Vir inligting / foto’s . (Enige een)
23 Dis die mooiste plek in die land.
24 Hy skryf en komponeer sy eie liedjies.
25 besigheid / politiek / bemarking (Enige een)
•
’n Groot deel van die kandidate het gesukkel om die vrae in hierdie oefening te beantwoord.
Die probleme hier was:
die vrae is nie deeglik gelees nie, swak spelling, invloed van Engels, die interpretering van inligting en die
uitmis op belangrike detail.
Algemeen:
Groot dank aan al die onderwysers vir die voorbereiding van die kandidate.
Hartlike dank ook aan die kandidate wat probeer het om die vraestel na die beste van hulle vermoë te beantwoord.
Die aandag word egter weer gevestig op die volgende:
vrae moet deeglik gelees word,
korrekte spelling is ’n vereiste,
die vraestel moet in Afrikaans beantwoord word,
begin skryf die antwoord aan die begin van die reël,
haal die verkeerde inligting deur en skryf die regte direk daarbo,
werk netjies, te alle tye,
die oorblyfsels van die uitveër in ’n vraestel is uiters onnet en onaangenaam,
alles na ‘’en’’ dui die volgende feit aan,
antwoord wat jy hoor en moenie afleidings probeer maak of inligting onnodig interpreteer nie en probeer altyd om te
luister vir relevante detail.
Weereens, baie dankie aan almal.
Voorspoed en sukses vir 2021.
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4115
Paper 4

Speaking
Baie dankie aan die eksaminatore wat in hierdie baie moeilike jaar wat so vol ontwrigtinge was, steeds die wa deur die
drif getrek het. Tog het daar by sommige sentrums probleme voorgekom.
Voorbereiding:
•
•
•

Die keuses van lokale vir die opnames was vanjaar beter as vroeër, want agtergrondgeraas was baie minder.
Wees egter steeds bedag op moontlike lawaai bv. deure wat toeklap, stampe teen die tafel en selfoongeluide.
Daarom ook geen selfoon binne die lokaal toegelaat nie!
Eksaminatore sukkel met die verduideliking van woorde op die kaart indien ’n kandidaat vra vir verduidelikings.
Berei dus sinonieme voor sodat julle nie weer die Engelse woorde verskaf nie. Vermy die gebruik van Engels
tydens die Afrikaanse eksamen.
Daar is steeds eksaminatore wat die bandopnemer naby hulself plaas i.p.v. nader aan die kandidaat om ’n duidelike
opname te verseker. Gee aandag hieraan.

Prosedures tydens die opname:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

U hoef net aan die begin van die opname die sentrumnaam en u naam aan te kondig. Stoor dit in ’n aparte lêer/
“file”.  Dankie aan diegene wat dit so gedoen het.
Opwarming was soms heeltemal te lank of word glad nie gedoen nie. Dit moet net 2-3 minute duur om kandidate
op hulle gemak te stel en aan situasies gewoond te raak. Vermy dit dat die opwarming ontaard in ’n onderhoud met
voorbereide vrae soos oor ’n tema, wat die kandidaat ongemaklik laat voel nie
Die meeste eksaminatore vergeet om aan kandidate te vra of hulle iets op die kaart verduidelik wil hê (soos die
betekenis van woorde)
Rolspelkaarte wat deur kandidate gekies word. (Eksaminatore vra selfs: “Watter kaart het jy gekies?’) Heeltemal
onaanvaarbaar. Beplan dus aan wie u watter kaart gaan gee, om te verseker dat al die kaarte gebruik word, maar
ook dat dit by die kandidaat pas. Kyk na punt 14 in die riglyne asseblief.
Vraagstelling was oor die algemeen goed gedoen vanjaar. Vrae moet begeleidend wees en as aanmoediging
dien om kandidaat te help wat vashaak. Sommige eksaminatore raak entoesiasties betrokke by die onderwerp en
praat dan meer as die kandidaat. Hou in gedagte dat u die kandidaat se woordeskat, sinstrukure en praatvlotheid
evalueer en nie sy mening toets nie.
Hoofgesprek is gereeld te kort en moet 10 -12 minute duur.
Bepunting is oor die algemeen effens te streng. Hou in gedagte dat dit Tweede Taal Vlak is, ongeag of die kandidaat
’n moedertaalspreker is. Vermy dit om administratiewe werk te doen tydens die gesprek met die kandidaat en fokus
op wat gesê word,sodat relatiewe vrae gevra kan word
Dankie aan eksaminatore wat so afsluit dat kandidate met ’n positiewe en gemotiveerde gevoel die lokaal verlaat,
ongeag van die suksesvolheid van die afgelope toets. Dis belangrik dat kandidate positief voel oor die vraestelle
wat nog voorlê.

Administratiewe werk:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OASF- vorms word verkeerd voltooi deurdat die teenwoordigheidslys gebruik word met voorletters van kandidate.
Gebruik die MS1-vorm om die Opsommende Puntelys voor te berei met die volle name.
Vele optelfoute het voorgekom. Modereer dit asseblief behoorlik.
Dis baie belangrik dat as daar meer as een onderwyser by ’n skool as eksaminator optree, hulle vooraf moet
standaardiseer. Dit sal voorkom dat daar uiteenlopende puntetoekenning is wat tot nadeel van candidate kan lei.
Maak seker dat die volgorde van die name op die blou omslag ooreenstem met dié van die opnames wat ingestuur
is, die volgorde hoef nie nommeries te wees nie.
Indien daar meer as een klankskyf is, dui dit asseblief aan as nr.1 en nr. 2 en merk dit met die sentrumnommer ook.
Vanjaar was daar heelwat gevalle waar Tweede Taal en Eerste Taal se onderwerpe, dokumente en CD’s deurmekaar
ingestuur is.
Daar was weer sentrums wat die punt as bv. 7, 7, 8 op die MS1 aangedui het, i.p.v. die somtotaal uit dertig.
Wees bedag daaop om nie foute te maak as die punte vanaf die OASF oorgedra word na die MS1 nie. Modereer
ook die skakering van die punte op die MS1.
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Algemene foute:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foute kan telkens teruggevoer kan word na VOORSKRIFTE WAT NIE GEVOLG WORD NIE.
Puntetoekenning slegs volgens die onderwerp-inhoud en nie volgens die nasienkreteria nie.
Voorbeeldgroep is nie verteenwoordigend van die reeks punte van die kandidate en die rolspelkaarte nie.
Ander persone wat die lokaal betree tydens die opname.
Tydsduur van elke gesprek.
Monoloë ipv gesprekvoering.
Al die stappe van die praattoets moet deel vorm van die opname

Nogmaals dankie vir die harde werk.
(Hierdie riglyne is ook steeds in lyn met die hernude sillabusse vir gr 10-11 vanaf 2021.)
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AGRICULTURE
4321
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
Majority of candidates obtained 50% and above. Few candidates obtained 80% and above. Candidates interpreted
questions quite well. The spelling errors for scientific terms remains a challenge. Example, candidates could not spell
the word creosote.
The following syllabus topics proved to be a challenge:
•

Soils:
soil drainage experiment as well as the importance of testing soil pH and the effect of pH on plant growth.
drawing of a Nitrogen cycle

•

Principles of plant growth-

•

Crop production-

•

transpiration stream
asexual reproduction of Irish potato

how damage caused by pests can affect plant growth

Livestock physiology – contribution of enzymes to the absorption of nutrients

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Key:
/ (slash) means an alternative answer
SECTION A
1

(a) Majority of candidates could identify the uses of the animals correctly. Few indicated that a cow is
used for ploughing. The correct uses are:
A – milk; manure; skin/leather/hide;
B – transport/draught/ploughing;
C – animal feed, sport/angling/oil;
(b) Many candidates referred to fish as the animal that contributes most to the Namibian economy
instead of cow/beef.
(c) The suitability of maize to the Namibian climate is due to high temperature and a lot of sun shine
that Namibia offers. Although maize requires high rainfall, Namibia is a semi-arid country, hence
only few areas could successfully produce maize in Namibia.
(d) Many candidates referred to growing crops and keeping animals in a sustainable manner without
referring to the natural resources. The correct definition of sustainable agriculture is:
Maximising profit from the natural resources; without preventing the future generation to do the
same.
(e) Some candidates referred to the use of organic farming. Although organic farming is a healthy and
sustainable way of farming, this question requires the most effective and fast farming methods that
can produce more food for a growing population. These are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

use of scientific methods of farming;
use of machinery;
improved varieties/clean seed;
irrigation;
reclaiming new land/examples;
chemicals/fertilizers;
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2

(a) Many candidates failed to relate the amount of water in the tubes to the soil type. More water means
soil drain fast, while little water is due to low drainage. The correct answer is:
•
•

clay soil – B
Sandy soil – A

(b) The reason here should cover both soil types. Answers such as, clay soil has small particles and
therefore drain slow are incomplete. The following are the correct reasons:
The diagram shows more water in the tube for sandy soil and less water in the tube for clay soil;
OR
clay soil retained more water than sand/sand drain faster than clay;
(c) (i)
(iii)

Many candidates referred to loam soil for both i) and ii). The most aerated soil is sand, while
the soil which is naturally rich in nutrients is clay.
Candidates could correctly refer to sand as easily eroded soil.

(d) Some candidates refer to adding humus instead of organic fertilizers. Some referred to adding
calcium instead of lime. The correct ways of improving clay soil structure are:
adding lime to flocculate it; by adding manure to make it crumble; regular cultivation; improved
drainage;
(e) Many candidates know how to improve soil drainage through the use of ditches and pipes.
3

(a) Many candidates could not list the steps followed when testing soil pH. The correct procedure is:
•
•
•
•

mix soil with distilled water;
allow to settle / use barium sulphate;
place universal indicator paper/solution;
observe the colour change

(b) Many candidates do not know why soil pH is tested. The following are the reasons why it is important
to test the soil pH:
•
•
•
•

to find out the level of acidity/alkalinity in the soil;
allow a farmer to choose the suitable crop/
inform the farmer which crop to grow;
know whether the soil is suitable for plant growth

(c) Some candidates referred to limestone instead of lime.
(d) Many candidates referred to bad management without specifying it. The correct answer is:
heavy irrigation; removal of crop residues; adding fertilizers
(e) Many candidates don’t know how pH affect plant growth. They referred to general statements such
as, plants prefer specific pH to grow. The following are the effects of soil pH on plant growth:
•
•
•
•
•
•
4

in low or high pH, some nutrients become unavailable
in alkaline soil/ high pH minerals such as phosphorus
become unavailable;
in acid soil/low pH minerals such as calcium, iron
become unavailable;
when pH is too low or too high microbial activities are reduced/enzymes are denatured/inactive

(a) Some candidates referred to food, glucose etc instead of starch.
(b) Some candidates confuse Irish potato with sweet potato. Most referred to root tuber or stem
cutting. Irish potato is a stem tuber.
•
•
•
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tubers with buds/eyes are planted;
buds sprout into shoots and stems;
leaves produce food during photosynthesis;
which is stored in new tubers;
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(c) Many candidates could identify the features of the insect pollinated flower correctly as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

large flower;
bright petals;
scented;
nectar present;
small anthers/less pollen;
thick stigma;
sticky stigma;
stigma inside the flower;

(d) Many candidates did not understand the term ‘susceptible’.
big leaves/many leaves; small/fibrous/short roots
5

(a)(i-ii)

Some candidates could identify the digestive system correctly as non-ruminant but they indicated
that it has four chambered-stomach instead of one. Some referred to it as a ruminant whilst the
reason given is for a non-ruminant. The correct answer:
non-ruminant
reason: one single stomach

(b)(i-ii)

Most candidates found it difficult to label correctly.
Label E should be on the following parts where enzymes are most active:
mouth / stomach / duodenum / ileum;
Label W should be on: on large intestine;

(c) This question focuses on the absorption of nutrients, not on the digestion alone. The answer should
include the absorption part.
break down food into simpler substances/insoluble to
soluble; suitable for absorption/for easy absorption
(d) Some candidates referred to a production ration where animals need to produce more. Some
indicated the functions of specific food nutrients in the body. The correct answer is:
•
•
•
•
•

keep animal healthy;
normal growth and development;
provide all/essential/required nutrients;
for production;
for reproduction

(e) Candidates failed to describe the features of the small intestine correctly as:
large surface area/thin and long/lot of blood vessels;
villi/finger-like-structures
6

(a) Candidates did not know the gestation period of a cow. Some indicated November 2020 instead of
November 2019, nine months after the insemination date.
(b) Many candidates referred to farm records in general and not specific to the cow. The correct records
for this cow are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

sex of the calf
birth weight of a calf;
next heat;
calf number;
vaccination, health,
milk production/production

(c) Some candidates referred to inheritance as a reason for keeping farm records.
•
•
•
•
•
•

helps in planning/decision making;
enable farmer to know financial position/ check whether the farm is profitable;
estimate future results/budgeting;
detect problems early;
to get bank loans;
not to repeat same mistakes/to remember what was done in the past
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(d) (i)

(ii)

Some candidates subtracted the returns from the expenses, instead of subtracting the expenses
from the returns to get a profit.
45 000 – 25 000; = 20 000 profit;
Many candidates indicated other expenses not related to this cow such as water bill.
Expenses for the cow could be:
feed/ labour/wages/salaries; vets bills;
medicines; equipment/tools;
Source of income are:
milk; calf sales/calves; manure

7

(a) Many candidates could identify the fence correctly as:
jackal mesh/diamond mesh wire;
(b) Some candidates referred to the strength, which is a general benefit and not because of the
features of the specific fence.
The benefits of using a mesh wire fence are:
predator proof; keeps livestock in;
(c) Many candidates used wrong terms to describe the function of X. Some referred to hold, keep firm
etc, instead of strengthen/bracing/tighten;
(d) Candidates should know that these are the common features of any gate used to enclose large animals.
strong;
lockable/padlock/chain;
high;
wide;
flexible/easy to open and close
(e) Candidates could not spell the word creosote correctly. Some other methods are:
soak in old oil,
using rain deflector on top of the post;
paint;
(f)

8

Many candidates referred to prevent diseases instead of control diseases. Some referred to prevent
overgrazing. The correct answer is:
•
animal movement is controlled;
•
grazing is controlled;
•
diseases can be detected and controlled;
•
allow rotational grazing;
•
breeding can be controlled;
•
prevent selective grazing;
•
prevent theft/predators;

(a) Many candidates found it easier to draw the water cycle instead of discussing it. Some listed the
processes without explaining them.
The discussion should explain the following processes with explanations:
•
evaporation of water from the surface;
•
transpiration of water from plants;
•
condensation to form clouds;
•
precipitation/rainfall;
•
drainage/seepage/infiltration;
•
run-off;
•
respiration from animals;
(b) Candidates failed to refer to benefits. They instead discussed the negative effects of wind and
humidity. The correct benefits of wind and high humidity are:
•
•
•
•
•
34

high humidity reduces evaporation;
high humidity reduces transpiration;
wind disperse seeds and fruits;
wind remove excess water from plants,
wind helps in pollination
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(c) Many candidates discussed the osmosis process instead of transpiration stream.
water moves through xylem vessels;
from cell to cell/root to stem to leaves;
water is lost through stomata/evaporation;
caused by transpiration pull/stream/suction force/capillarity;
9

(a) Many candidates do not know how to draw the nitrogen cycle, they did not indicate nitrogen fixation,
which is key to the process. Some tried to explain it, instead of drawing it. The correct drawing
should look like:

(b) (i)

Some candidates referred to manure and compost as the only organic sources of NPK.
Functions: Nitrogen–for green leaves/green pigment/
vegetative growth;
Phosphorus−for root development /strong roots/root growth;
Potassium−for flowering and seed formation;
Organic sources: Nitrogen-legumes/manure/compost;
Phosphorus-bone meal;
Potassium-ash;

(ii)

Many candidates referred to increase fertility as an advantage of organic fertilizers. Inorganic
fertilizers increase fertility even more. The advantages of using organic fertilizers are:
•
•
•
•
•

cheap;
locally available/easily accessible;
Improves soil structure/water holding capacity;
environmentally friendly/no pollution;
do not cause damage to plants;

10 (a) Some candidates could define an allele and chromosomes correctly as:
allele refers to an alternative form of a gene;
chromosomes – is a protein strand in a nucleus of a cell which carry genes
(b) Most candidates are still struggling to construct the genetic diagram correctly. Some leave out the
parent genotype, some fail to incircle the gametes, or leave out the gametes. Some candidates use
different letters, eg. Ls instead of Ll.
The correct diagram is:

Phenotype: 3x long-haired, 1xshort-haired
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(c) Many candidates referred to factors to consider when choosing animals for breeding instead of the
consequences of genetic engineering.
•
may result in defect/mutations/abnormalities;
•
change in genetic makeup;
•
result in incurable diseases;
•
improve productivity/yield;
•
improve quality of products;
•
used to produce vaccines;
•
animals become resistant to diseases;
•
increases fertility;
•
resistant to drought/adaptability;
•
fast growth;
11

(a) Many candidates do not know how different pests damage crops. Many gave general answers such
as, damage the leave, feed inside etc. They failed to indicate the correct examples of pests in each
category.
biting and chewing
damage leaves and stem/biting off plant tissues/
making holes on leaves;
example: locust/termites/grasshoppers/
caterpillars/leaf miners/beetle;
piercing and sucking
pierce into plant tissues/suck out juice(sap)/transmit
viral diseases;
example: aphids/fruit flies/mealybugs/scaly
mites/red spider mites;
boring
bore into plant stalk/stem/seed/destroy plant tissue;
example: maize stalk borer/weevils/ball worms
(b) Some candidates failed to describe the how plant growth is affected by crops. They repeated the
nature of damage as in a).
•
less/reduced photosynthesis due to leaf damage;
•
water loss through damaged tissues;
•
allows diseases entry/harmful micro-organisms;
•
pests consume soluble carbohydrates/sucrose (in phloem tubes
(c) Many candidates do not know what cultural control is. They refer to mechanical control, use of hands
and tools.
Chemical: use of insecticides/pesticides to kill pests
advantages: work faster; effective;
Biological: use of natural enemies to control pests/example;
advantages: no damage to the environment/cheap;
Cultural: manipulation of the environment or
implementation of preventative practices
advantages: environmentally friendly/cheap

SUGGESTION TO TEACHERS
•
Teachers are advised to use examiners reports as their teaching tool and not only for the resource file.
•
Teachers should use correct agricultural terms when teaching and ensure candidates know how to spell them.
•
Teachers should focus on areas highlighted as problematic in this report.
•
Teachers should realize that same topics will always be examined differently and not to focus only on past
examinations.
•
Resource books including examination booklets are to be used as supplementary rather than hand books for
candidates. The syllabus should be used as the guide for teaching.
•
Teachers should try by all means to use internet more regularly to confirm the correctness of the content when
teaching.
•
Teachers should request advisory office to use markers as resource teachers to conduct workshops about
examination-based teaching.
•
Teachers should make it a point to prepare their candidates for examinations based on the specific requirement of
the examination paper.
•
Teachers are encouraged to apply a consistent marking throughout the year based on the marking requirements
provided in this report.
•
It is for the benefits of a learner to receive a copy of a syllabus.
36
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4321
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
The 2020 moderation exercise, once more, showed that many centres submitted most of the required and relevant
information as well as documents for the moderation process.
It was noted that most centres submitted worksheets of a high quality. However, some centres’ worksheets have not
shown any improvement and some worksheets assessed theoretical knowledge. Marks were allocated in such a manner
that it was beneficial to all candidates. Nevertheless, the moderation team would appreciate it when individualised
worksheets are submitted by each centre. Most centres submitted evidence of pictures / photos or models as required,
however, some centres failed to submit any evidence of work done. Few centres shared the same pictures. There is
a marked improvement of part-time centres in terms of providing evidence of photos / pictures or models as required,
compared to previous years. Where there are two or more Agriculture teachers who teach the same grade at a centre,
it is expected that they should collaborate in designing / developing the worksheets and mark schemes. They should
also complete the coursework assessment summary and the MSI forms together and indicate how many teachers were
involved.
APPROPRIATENESS OF ASSESSMENT TASKS
Improvement regarding the quality of the practical tasks was observed at the majority of centres. Many centres managed
to select practical tasks from all themes outlined in the syllabus. However, a few centres continue to select from only
one or a few sections. Few centres did develop challenging practical tasks that also assess a candidate’s investigative
skills optimally. However, a lot of centres prepare simple tasks that are not challenging enough for candidates on this
level.
While the growing of vegetables is encouraged at every school, centres should not only prepare the seedbeds without
showing which crops were ultimately produced or harvested. We continue to encourage centres to make use of the
“Distance Training Manual for Grade 12 Agriculture” when selecting topics for practical exercises. This manual is
obtainable from NIED and all Regional Offices in the country. The newly established centres could also seek advice
and support from sister schools and their Regional Office.
INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
As usual, most centres were aware of the five assessment criteria that should be assessed in each practical task. Many
centres, like in the past, were able to identify specific assessment points on individual practical tasks. However, at a few
centres the teachers still experienced problems in the development of the practical tasks and in generating appropriate
and specific assessment points which are required before marks can be awarded to candidates. Centres are urged to
prepare more challenging practical questions on the written component of the worksheets as this will assist candidates
to understand the subject content better. It is important for centres to realise that work generated from practical tasks
should be set at an appropriate level for all candidates and be linked to the practical at hand. It is also important for
the centres to ensure that the marks awarded to candidates are always objective and realistic. The marks of different
teachers should be at the same level.
Teachers are reminded that written work completed by candidates is important evidence that they had participated in
the carrying out of a specific assessment task.
ADMINISTRATION
It is appreciated that many of the centres complied with all the administrative procedures that are required for moderation
purposes. It was noticed that some centres put in an extra effort by providing this information in well-organised files
which is commendable.
In addition, centres are encouraged to submit evidence of candidates’ work in terms of written work done as well as
pictures for each practical task. It is strongly recommended that centres should establish a verification system where
teachers, other than those involved in entering marks on the MSI forms (supervised by the HODs or Heads of Centre),
need to check very thoroughly that marks are correctly entered and shaded. Absentees should also be shaded. Many
centres do not follow these guidelines.
Furthermore, centres are advised to make use of the latest version of forms supplied by the Ministry of Education, Arts
and Culture, where raw marks need to be entered. In addition, centres are advised that only ten samples of candidates’
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individual record cards with their worksheets should be submitted for moderation purposes. The rest of the individual
record cards should be kept safely at the centre until after the release of the results. The recommendation is not
adhered to by many centres as the office continuously receives a large number of record cards of individual candidates
which are not required.
It is important to verify, before sealing the envelope, that all the necessary documents for external moderation is enclosed
in the envelope. Centres are referred to the reverse side of the Coursework Assessment Summary form for additional
information.
In general, the completion of the MSI mark sheets, Coursework assessment Summary forms and the Individual
Candidate record cards were satisfactorily completed by most centres, however, it was again observed this year that
some centres entered some marks wrongly while others were wrongly shaded.
In conclusion, the performance demonstrated by all candidates was not up to standard. However, there were signs of
good work at a few centres. We still recommend that training be arranged by regional Offices for centres that are not
performing competently. New centres and newly appointed teachers to the subject should be assisted regarding the
conducting and administering of school-based assessment in Agriculture.
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ART AND DESIGN
4125
Paper 1 & 2

PAPER 1
Labelling
Please label all work as it makes it easier to identify the correct learner.
Question Papers and Preparation
Learners need the input of their teacher before the actual examination. Often they are clueless about a topic or they
need to be made aware of possibilities. It is advisable that individual sessions with each learner should take place
to give advice. Topics such as nudity and drug usage should not be part of a school learner's idea of a “good” topic.
Teachers please ask your learners to redo such work handed in.
Learners should be encouraged to find their own solutions to a chosen topic by working from first hand sources like life
drawings or own photos. Photos must be evident for direct observations. Quite a few learners used direct copying from
the intern, books and pictures. This is not allowed and plagiarism if not acknowledged. Make at least some adjustments
if using above sources.
Pictures, photographs, sketches should form an important part of research and exploration of these need to be included
in the preparation work to benefit the learners.
An image that is drawn from the supporting work should not be repeated in a different media. It is recommended that
the viewpoint, the composition, the images and the medium should be changed to explore all possibilities. Photograph
should be labelled as such, e.g. “My mother wearing a broad brim hat.” This will make the preparation work very
personal.
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
A: Gathering, recording, research and investigation
Gathering
It means to get as much visual information of the chosen topic. For example, use a lot of different old fashioned
telephones, not only one or two.
Recording
Make observational preparation work I different mediums from these gathered images.
Research
The inspirational artist/photographer should be applicable to your topic. Do not copy and paste written research, use
your own words. How did the work of the artist/photographer inspire you?
Investigation
Use your visual information (gathering) and investigate different viewpoints and close-ups, compositions, focussing on
different parts.
B: Explore and development of ideas
Now pick one or two of your already researched object(s) and develop it towards the final piece. Developing is important
throughout the work.
C: Organisation and relationships of visual and/or other forms
Preparation work should contribute to your initial ideas and the final work. The elements of art should be evident in
these preparations.
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D: Selection and control of materials, media and processes
Learners should be in control of different mediums and different techniques. The exploration and experimentation
should be in control. Make sure that the learner use mediums that they can control.
E: Personal vision and presentation
Learners should be able to know which composition and media to use which will communicate the expression of their
ideas.
When learners use photography as a media, they tend to only use photos without and written explanation. Please
use explanations/reasoning/usage of techniques as for any other media. Photos do not explain themselves in the
preparation work.
PAPER 2 – COURSEWORK
Again teachers and learners should be reminded that the copying of printouts, magazine cuttings and internet pictures
cannot replace first hand observational skills. Artist/photographers mentioned should be accompanied by an example
of the artists/photographers work which is relevant to the learner's research and outcome of his/her topic.
Topics such as nudity and drug usage should not be part of a school learner's idea of a “good” topic. Teachers please
ask your learners to redo such work handed in for examination purposes.
In photographic portfolios learners should experiment more with settings and setups and be sure they have an
understanding of how to achieve the best possible outcome. Underexposed and blurry images should be excluded.
Learners should keep the backgrounds in mind as it can distract from the main subject of the photograph.
All portfolios should have a starting point showing development throughout the portfolio towards a final outcome.
For a clear understanding of the assessment criteria please refer to the Paper 1 report and comments.
May 2021 prove to be even more creative and a productive year in the art department.
The guidance and inspiration given by the teachers to their learners is commendable. We look forward to future
submissions reflecting the candidatesʼ interests, skills and personal visions in this creative subject. Thank you all!
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BIOLOGY
4322
Paper 2
GENERAL COMMENTS
The responses of some of the candidates were pleasing, showing a real knowledge and understanding of NSSCO
Biology with correct use of biological terminology. These answers consistently showed excellent exam technique,
with reference to the stem of the question and some thought as to what the question is asking. However, there are
still many responses showing confusion, lack of knowledge and understanding, sloppy/incorrect terminology and poor
explanations. There is an improvement on the usage of correct English.
It is of outmost importance that candidates follow the instructions provided on the examination, in particular in questions
such as question 3 (e) (i) to draw in the arrow showing the direction of blood flow and Question 4 (b) to complete the
equation in symbols.
Many answers contained words that were spelt incorrectly. While candidates’ spelling and grammar are not directly
assessed, errors in spelling can cause a lack of clarity in meaning and failure to gain marks for the answer.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

(a) (i)

arthropoda/arthropods;
Many candidates scored marks from naming arthropod correctly, except some candidates who wrote
Arachnida and insect.

(ii)

jointed limbs/appendages/legs;
exoskeleton;
segmented bodies/body parts;
Fairly answered, the candidates referred to the characteristics of the specific classes instead of the
characteristics of the group.

(iii)

insecta/insects;
Well answered, but insecta was spelled wrongly, few refer to the phylum instead of class.

(b)
name of organism

letter

Musca domestica

D

Danaus plexippus

A

Scolopendra morsitans

B

Macrobrachium vollenbovenii

C

The table for the dichotomous key was well and correctly completed, only very few candidates couldn’t
obtain the full marks.
(c) Binomial system; two word/part name/first name is genus/generic name + second name is species/
specific name; (if using scientific names they should be underlined)
Most candidates had an idea of the binomial system but were struggling with the correct spelling of the concept
and spelt it as ‘biomial’, biominal’, ‘bionominal’ and so forth. The correct description of the binomial system
was also not well known as most candidates described it as a system of giving organisms two names instead
of a two-part name.
(d) (their reproductive organs are found within the) flowers; seeds are formed as a result of fertilisation/
seeds (enclosed) in fruits;
Most candidates misunderstood the question, hence they described the differences instead of giving the
similarities between the two groups of flowering plants. Few candidates could mention flowers but hardly
wrote about fruits as the possible second characteristic.
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2

(a) (i)

palisade cells/spongy cells/mesophyll cells/guard cells;
Most candidates struggled to identify the cells instead they stated the organelle chloroplast or the
pigment chlorophyll. Teachers are urged to emphasise more on this area during teaching and learning
to make it more clear that chloroplasts are not cells but organelles found inside the photosynthesizing
cells.

(ii)

xylem;
Well answered, although few challenges were noticed on spelling of xylem. Some candidates could not
differentiate between the xylem and phloem tissues hence they swap the answers with the one in (iv).

(iii)

stomata/stoma/stomatal pore;
Well answered, although few candidates referred to air spaces instead of stomata or stoma. Only few
candidates could not spell it correctly as they wrote it as “stomato”

(iv)

phloem;
Well answered, even though few candidates couldn’t spell phloem correctly. Some wrote “ploem”,
“phoem”, “phoelm” etc. This also shows that candidates could not differentiate on the functional
differences between the xylem and phloem tubes hence more emphasis should be put on this.

(b) light intensity; enzyme active site availability; amount of chlorophyll;

A – axis orientation + labelled;
S – appropriate + consistent scale;
P – correct plotting (x or ʘ);
L – points joined with a ruler;
Poorly answered. Only few candidates could score all the four marks on plotting the graph. Most challenging
part was on correct labels of the axes, consistent scaling as well as drawing a ruled line as most candidates
lost marks for drawing a free-hand curve/line, extrapolation and using dots [.] and failed to encircle them. Few
candidates drew bar graphs or histograms instead of a line graph hence they could not score full marks.
(ii)

3 – 4 (depending on final graph) (a.u.);
Well answered, only few candidates could not score a mark as they gave the range instead of a single
digit. Others lost the mark for using wrong unit such as mm3/min instead of light intensity in arbitrary
unit.

(iii)

9/10;
Well answered, although few candidates could not score the mark for using the wrong units.
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(iv)

the light intensity/amount of light can artificially be controlled/decreased and increased+ set at
the level of optimum/maximum photosynthesis;
This question seems to be very challenging as most candidates either misunderstood it or they did not
know the possible answer at all hence it was very poorly answered.

3

(a) cardiac;
Fairly answered, however spelling remains a concern as most candidates wrote cadic, cardiatic and cadial.
(b) left ventricle;
Well answered, although some candidates have confused left with right ventricle.
(c) takes/carries/provides/supply/transports oxygen/O2 and nutrients/glucose to the heart/cardiac muscle;
Poorly answered as most candidates referred to the coronary arteries supplying the heart with nutrients
without referring to the cardiac or heart muscles. In addition, most candidates lost marks as they only
mentioned either oxygen or nutrients alone.
(d) (contracting of muscle makes the heart smaller), so blood gets pushed/forced/squeezed/pumped into
the arteries/aorta and pulmonary artery;
Poorly answered as most candidates did not score this mark because they did not mentioned that blood is
pumped into arteries in addition, they only mention either aorta or pulmonary artery alone.
(e) (i)

Poorly answered, candidates could not interpret the diagram to identify the right atrium, right ventricle,
left atrium and left ventricle which would enable them to draw in the correct answer.
(ii)

carries/takes/transports blood full of digested/nutrients/proteins and carbohydrates/food or
amino acids and glucose to the liver;
Poorly answered, candidates could not specify the names of nutrients carried to the liver. Most
candidates could not refer to the liver that receives digested nutrients. In addition, candidates could not
display that the function of the hepatic portal vein is to transport small molecule instead they referred to
large insoluble molecule.
arteries

veins

1. many/more/thick(er) elastic fibres
tissues (in walls)

Fewer/less/thin(ner) elastic fibres/
tissues (in walls);

2. small/narrow lumen

large/wide lumen;

3. no valves

have valves;

4. more muscles/thick layer of muscles less muscles/thin layer of muscles;
5. thick(er) walls

Thin(ner) walls;

Fairly answered, however most candidates knew the structural differences but failed to compare them
correctly e.g. more: less/ narrow: wide. Some candidates gave functions of arteries and vein rather
than referring to structural differences. Some candidates switched structure for arteries to veins.
4

(a) lung(s)/left lung;
Well answered, although a few candidates wrote right lung.
(b) C6H12O6 + 6O2

→

6CO2 + 6H2O + energy;

Fairly answered with some candidates missing marks because of switching oxygen and carbon dioxide or by
failing to balance the equation.
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(c) (i)

anaerobic respiration;
Well answered by many candidates but spelling for anaerobic respiration remains a challenge for most
centres.

(ii)

lactic acid/lactate;
Well answered by most candidates though a few who lost a mark for misspelling lactic or not writing
acid.

(d) 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

diaphragm contracts + lowers/less dome-shaped/less convex/flattens/moves downwards;
(external) intercostal muscles contract + cause ribs to raise/upwards (and outwards);
volume in lungs/ space in the chest cavity increases;
thoracic/internal pressure reduces/decreases (air pushed in/flows in from outside);
lungs inflate;

Poorly answered, most candidates described what happens to the diaphragm and intercostal muscles but
failed to explain the effect of the contraction.
(e) 1.
2.
3.
4.

(this breaking down) requires extra oxygen, (thus breathing (panting) continue to absorb enough oxygen);
to repay oxygen debt;
lactic acid/lactate built up in her muscles;
because it is toxic, it must be broken down/oxidised;

Poorly answered, most candidates scored only 1 mark for “To repay the oxygen debt”. Even though they knew
lactic acid was produced, they failed to explain what happens to it. Most candidates lost a mark because they
misspelled debt as dept.
(f)

carbohydrate digested/broken down/hydrolysed, (in the gut);
by amylase;
in alkaline conditions;
glucose molecules are absorbed through the gut/by villi (into bloodstream); max
Fairly answered, however the use of biological terms remain a concern. Most candidates can not differentiate
between respiration and digestion, as candidate referred to carbohydrate being broken in the cells. Most
candidates referred to the conversion of carbohydrates being converted into glycogen or being broken by the
liver. Spelling of amylase is still a challenge to candidates and this need more emphasis.

5

(a) homeostasis;
receptors;
feedback;
well answered question almost 90% got it right, few mixed up receptors and effectors, copying of given words
was done recklessly by some candidates i.e., wrote homeostatic for homeostasis.
(b) (i)
homeostatic organ

factor controlled

(i) liver

Glucose content of blood

pancreas

(ii) insulin and glucagon (regulation/secretion/release);

Most candidates know that the liver is the homeostatic organ that controls glucose level of the blood.
Very few candidates spelled it as river or live which was rejected.
Very few candidates know the factor being controlled by the pancreas. Some mentioned either
glucagon or insulin but they needed to mention both two hormones for one mark. Glucagon was
misspelled as Glycogen
(c) 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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eating results in increased/fasting results in decreased blood glucose level;
change/increase/decrease in blood glucose is detected (by receptors/Islets of Langerhans/pancrease);
hormone insulin/glucagon is released;
liver cells convert excess glucose to (stored)glycogen/liver cells convert glycogen to glucose;
glucose levels in blood decreases/increases;
feedback/message (negative) is send to the liver + stop or reverse/take corrective action/back to normal;
glucose levels are maintained within narrow limits/80/90-100-120mg/100cm3 of blood;
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Poorly answered majority of candidates failed to apply the concept of negative feedback with regard to
regulation of blood glucose levels. Terms such as high/higher and low/lower are not understood by candidates.
Some candidates confused the role of liver cells and hormones in the regulation of blood glucose. Majority
of the candidates confused / mismatched cells of islets of Langerhans in the pancreas with the hormones.
Emphasis should be placed on the liver cells doing the conversions and not just the liver.
6

(a) (i)

sensory neuron/optic nerve;
Optic nerve is well known to most candidates, although some misspelled it as optical nerve.

(ii)

(circular) ciliary (muscles/body);
Ciliary muscles was misspelled as ciliar muscles which was not taken

(iii)

choroid;
Few candidates knew that the choroid prevent light from being reflected around the eye. The word was
occasionally misspelled as chloroid/chord/chorid.

(iv)

cornea;
Very few candidates could state the Cornea as a clear window in front of the eye.

(b) stretched and thin/become thin/flattened/less convex;
Only few candidates could recall that the less convex / flattened lens focus distant objects. Words such as
concave, constrict, smaller, dilate, thinner, widen were used to describe the shape of the lens when focusing
on distant objects.
(c) how ‒ less light enters the eye/few impulses to brain;
by circular muscles of iris relaxing;
by radial muscles of iris contacting;
to increase/widen/dilate/the size of the pupil become bigger/larger/enlarge;
why ‒ for more light to enter the eye;
Fairly answered, most candidates confused the roles of the two types of iris muscles, circular and radial
muscles. Many referred the circular muscle as ciliary/ cilia and radial muscle as radicle/radical.
(d) (i)

sensory;
Most candidates could identify the sensory neuron correctly

(ii)

spinal cord/CNS/brain;
Only few candidates knew that the relay/ inter/ connector neuron is located in the central nervous
system. Majority of candidates indicated that, the relay neuron is located between motor and sensory/
between brain and spinal cord.

(iii)

synapse/ synaptic gap/cleft;
Most candidates identified the junction between neuron A and B as synapse but failed to spell it
correctly. Words such as synapase, synap, synaptic, synoptic and synapases were used.

(e) it controls/coordinate/links the different parts/systems of the body;
so they work together/controls activities and responses;
carrying out their job/function at the right/same time/effectively;
This question was poorly answered 99 % could not explain why the central nervous system can be called a
coordinator. Majority were just defining coordination in general or described the reflex arc.
7

(a) (i)

Petals/corolla; attract pollinators/bees/colourful/scented/provide landing platform for insects/
protect reproductive organs;
The question was fairly answered, most of the candidates could identify the petal even though some
candidates label it as sepal. Most of the students could not give the function of the petal.

(ii)

stamen/anther / filament;
correct location on the diagram;
The question was well answered, most students could label the male reproductive parts, anther and
filament.
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(iii)

at stigma;
The question was well answered, most students mentioned stigma, the site of pollination.

(b) (i)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

insect lands on petal (when visiting flower);
to collect nectar/food;
insect moves (down), along nectar guides/to nectary gland;
come into contact with anthers/brushes against anthers/pollen grain stick to the legs;
pollen grains from anther transferred to stigma/pollen grains on insect back/body from visiting a
different plant, fall off onto stigma as animal/insect brushes past stigma;

Most candidates were able to give a definition of pollination and was able to score mark. Many
candidates describe the process of fertilization/double fertilization.
Some candidates referred to wind pollination.
(ii)

become the fruit;
Well answered.

(c) (i)
mitosis

meiosis

1. form cells genetically identical to parent cells form cells genetically different from parent cells
(clones)
and each other;
2. retains chromosome number /diploid
number/produces diploid cells/ chromosome
number stays the same

Halves/reduces chromosome number /haploid
number / produces haploid cells;

3. used for asexual reproduction

used for sexual reproduction;

4. gives no variation

allows variation;

5. is ideal for organisms well adapted in a
constant environment

allows evolution;

6. for cell proliferation / growth/repairing

for gamete production;

7. in all somatic / body cells

only in cells in reproductive organs;

Most candidates can differentiate between mitosis and meiosis, however, there was a mix up of comparisons
which made it difficult for most candidates to obtain a mark for this question. Many candidates chose to draw
a table and state a fact about meiosis and mitosis instead of describing the differences.
(ii)

meiosis: anthers/ovary/ovule;
Well answered
haploid

diploid

sperm

liver cell
zygote
anther

pollen grain

Most candidates scored only one mark. Despite the fact that the words were given they could not rewrite the
word correctly. Candidates split names like pollen grain and liver cell.
8

(a) Name of hormone – progesterone/oestrogen/FSH/LH/;
Name of hormone – oestrogen/progesterone/ FSH/LH;
Name of organ – ovary/pituitary gland;
The question was well answered, most candidate could mention the female hormones as well as their organ,
the site of the hormones production.
(ii)

the pill contains (female) hormones/progesterone/progesterone and oestrogen; which prevents
ovulation/formation of ova/thickens cervical mucus + prevents sperms from entering;
Most candidates thought the pill produces the hormones. They do not know that contraceptive pills
contain hormones. Most students could not explain how the contraceptive pill prevent pregnancy,
however they mentioned the benefits or advantages of taking contraceptive pills. The hormones
progesterone and oestrogen were misspelled by many candidates.
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(b) (i)

X: placenta;
Y: umbilical cord;
This question was well answered. Many candidates could correctly label placenta and umbilical cord,
however some candidates misspelled the concept umbilical cord.

(ii)

villi; increase surface area for exchange/diffusion of nutrients/substances/amino acids, glucose,
water, vitamins and minerals;
Poorly answered. Candidates do not know that the finger-like structures is called ‘villi’, many candidates
referred to the structure a large surface area instead of to increase the surface area and give its function
related to nourishment of a developing foetus.

(c) 1. educate/teach/advise/ the people about the risks/danger involved in sexual activity/promote/
encourage use of condoms/practice safe sex;
2. (promote/encourage) long term sexual relationships with one person/stick to one partner;
3. abstinence;
4. testing of partners;
The question was fairly answered.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Spelling of words should also be emphasised, since words have different meaning and may mean something else.
The concepts should be explained to candidates and make reference to the context to enable the candidates to apply
their knowledge and understanding of the topic.
Introduce candidates in the use of comparative words for example more- less, thick - thin, many-few, narrow-wide.
Pay more attention to skills as outlined in each topic of the syllabus (handling of information)
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4322
Paper 3

General Comments
The candidates entered for this paper showed a lower range of ability compared with last year’s entry.
Many scored low marks and showed no knowledge of practical skills and lack the ability to express their understanding
and biological knowledge.
Plotting the graph in question 2(d) was a very big problem. Candidates could not present reasoned explanations of
phenomena, patterns and relationships. There was also a challenge in designing an investigation and in suggesting
modifications.
Candidates also could not apply knowledge and understanding to make appropriate conclusion from practical data
provided.
It is very important that candidates read carefully through the introduction to the questions and to follow the rubric. Some
candidates answered using theoretical knowledge instead of the information contained in the stem of the question.
The standard of written English was not so good and there were many spelling errors.
It appeared that most candidates had sufficient time to complete the Paper.
The range of marks seen, covered 0 to 45.
Comments on specific questions
Question 1
(a) The majority of candidates got the answer right. Those who did not mention biological catalyst gave
a correct description of what is meant by biological catalyst.
Answer
Enzymes are (proteins that function as) biological catalysts;
(b) Was answered very well, although some of the candidates still mentioned that it is the best temperature
for an enzyme.
Answer
Optimum temperature is the temperature at which the enzyme has its maximum activity/highest rate of
reaction. It is the temperature where the enzyme works the best/AW;
(c) (i)

Many candidates ticked temperature as well which shows that they did not read how the
investigation was performed and that temperature was the variable that is changing.
Answer
Variable

Variable controlled?

concentration of enzyme

√

Concentration of substrate

√

pH

√

temperature
Volume of substrate
(ii)

√

The majority of the candidates identified the liver as the substrate in the investigation, while the
enzyme activity was given:

Answer
hydrogen peroxide;
(iii)
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Candidates got confused with the fact that the liver contains the enzyme and that if the liver
was cut into smaller pieces , the amount of free enzymes will be higher. The majority of the
candidates wrote that the foam will be more, but the reason given was wrong.
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Answer
(maximum) height of foam will be greater/bigger/higher;
Explanation: Increase in amount of free enzyme/increased number of enzymes in contact with substrate;
or
smaller slices have increased overall surface area;
(iv)

The emphasise of this question is on the modification of the investigation to get more accurate
results. The previous result was the height of the foam. The foam represents the oxygen. This
question was answered very poorly.
Answer
collect oxygen produced;
And measure its volume/AW;

(v)
		
		
		
		
		
		

When tables are required they should be planned so that the correct number of rows and columns are
neatly ruled with all the entries enclosed in the spaces. The purpose of a table is to present data clearly
and concisely; thus the rows and columns should be headed with the title and unit. Each entry can
then be a figure without a unit and all the figures in each column should be comparable.
In this particular exercise there was confusion of the units in which the height of the foam should be
expressed – many stated cm3 rather than cm/mm as it should have been. There were no data of the
height of the foam, so this column was supposed to be left open.
Answer
Temperature/°C

Height of foam/mm

7
20
37
100
NB; appropriate column headings;
Units for temperature and height; (must not be in body of table)
All four temperatures included+ nothing in height column;		
Question 2
(a) The candidates were supposed to be guided by the sequence of numbers given in the table.
Answer
Percentage concentration
of blackcurrant mash

Volume of
blackcurrant mash/
cm3

Volume of
water / cm3

20

2

8

60

6
2

80

(b) Where there is an increase in mass, a positive change should be indicated and a negative represents
a decrease in mass.
		Answer
- 4.95;
		
		

- 55.31/ -55.30;
NB: correct to 2 decimal places

(c) If one wants to see the effect of the concentrations of black current juice on the mass of the potatoes,
the potatoes should be the same. Candidates failed to come to this conclusion and could not state
that if the cylinders are cut from the same potato, they will have the same water potential or the same
water content.
Answer
(cells/tissues) have same water potential/sugar content;
No genetic differences;
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(d) Using the data recorded in Table 2.2, candidates were required to present the data using the most
suitable graph.
Many candidates drew bars graphs.
The candidates struggled with the scaling of positive and negative numbers on the y-axis.
Label mark – the labels for the axes should represent the column headings in the table with concentration
of juice for the x-axis and change in mass on the y –axis. Many candidates just wrote mass and juice
respectively.
The unit mark – percentage for both labels. Candidates failed to correctly represent the units.
Scale mark – this was a big challenge for many candidates.
Plotting mark – this mark was seldom obtained.
Curve mark- ruled lines are needed when plots are joined.
Answer
A – axis labelled correctly; (% concentration of juice on X-axis and % change in mass on y- axis)
U – correct units used; ( percentages for both)
S- correct scales for x and y axes; ( y- axes must have positive and negative numbers)
P- all points plotted correctly;
L- all points joined correctly or line of best fit as appropriate; 		
(e) Candidates are still struggling with osmosis questions. They know the definition of osmosis but cannot
apply their knowledge to real scenarios. There is still confusion over concentrated solutions and
high water potential. In this question they had to give reasons for the changes in mass of the potato
cylinders between the concentrations of 0% and 80%. Seeing that there was an increase between 0
and 20% and a decrease in mass between 40 and 80%, it was expected from them to show it out and
to give reasons in each case.
Answer
1. mass increases at 0 and 20 % concentration;
2. Water potential outside (the potato) is higher than inside (linked to 1);
3. water moves into potato;
4. at 40%.60%,80% the change in mass decreases;
5. water potential is higher inside potato than outside/ORA (linked to 4);
6. water moves out (of potato)
7. reference to osmosis (only once)
Question 3
(a) (i)

This question was answered well. Some candidates did not mention that it is a type of cell
division and just stated that it results in 2 identical daughter cells and thus lost the mark.
Answer
A type of cell division that results in two daughter cells each having the same number of chromosomes as
the parent nucleus/ a type of cell division that results in two identical daughter cells;

(ii)

This question was answered well.
Answer
Meiosis: formation of sex cells/gametes/ sperm cells + egg cells;
Mitosis: growth / repair;

(b) Most candidates did not know what was expected from them. This question was answered very
poorly. It seemed as if it was not covered by the majority of the centres.
The suggestion as far as this experiment is concerned, can be found on page 19 of the syllabus.
1. Cell division
Suggestions for practical work:
- observe, draw and interpret prepared slides showing mitosis in root tips
- prepare and stain temporary slides of root tip squashes to show mitosis
Answer
(i)
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Stage 2: hydrochloric acid + break up;
Stage 3: Toluidine/orcein/ Feulgen/ Schiff’s reagent/ethano-orcein;
Stage 4: slide + coverslip;
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(ii)
(c) (i)

growth occurs at root tips/ cells at root tip are dividing rapidly;
Many candidates successfully identified the cell wall, cytoplasm and nucleus. There are still
candidates that used arrows on label lines.
Answer

(ii)

Overall measurements were reasonably accurate but it is important to state the units used.
Answer
length of cell in photograph = 60- 63 mm / 6 - 6.3 cm;

(iii)

Although it varied from one centre to another, the majority of candidates correctly calculated the
actual length of the cell.
Answer
60/61/62/63 ÷ 400 = 0.15/ 0.153/ 0.155/0.157 mm;
= 150/153/155/157 µm;

Question 4
(a)(i),(ii),(iii) these questions were answered well by the majority of the candidates.
Answers
(i) A- protein;
			
B- reducing sugar/ glucose/maltose/fructose;
			
C- lipids/fats;
(ii)
			

Sodium hydroxide;
copper sulphate;

(iii)
			
			

A: (from blue to) purple/violet/mauve;
B: (from blue to) orange/red
C: white / milky;

(b) Most candidates found (i) and (ii) easy but struggled with (iii).
		Answers
(i)

cheese + peanuts:

(ii)

cheese + chicken;

(iii)

potato + beans

Question 5
(a) This question was based on experimental design and tested planning skills. This suggestion for
practical work, can be found on p.25 of the syllabus.
		4. Human influences on the ecosystem
		Suggestions for practical work:
		- compare biological oxygen demand in water from different sources, e.g. above and below a sewage
		
outfall, using methylene blue as an indicator
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(i)

Candidates had no idea what is meant by BOD and therefore the majority could not answer this
question.
Answers
1. get samples of water from before and after sewage outfall;
2. Pour same amount of each in two different containers;
3. Add same amount of drops of methylene blue in each container;
4. Observe and record time for methylene blue to decolourise in each container.

(ii)

The limited understanding of the BOD caused the majority of candidates to perform poorly in this
part of the questions as well. They were unable to interpret the graph correctly.
‘BOD represents amount of oxygen consumed by bacteria while they decompose organic matter under
aerobic conditions’

			Answer
		
1. BOD increases in the beginning;
		
2. sewage is rich in organic material;
		
3. bacteria will begin to break down these wastes;
			
4. population/number of bacteria increases;
		
5. aerobic respiration;
		
6. bacteria consume the oxygen;
		
7. as waste is consumed, BOD levels will decline;
(b) (i)

and (ii) A fair number of learners knew what is meant by invertebrates but they failed to describe
what is meant by biodiversity.

		Answers
(i)

animals with no backbone/vertebral column;

(ii)

species richness/ variety of plant and animal life/variety of life;

(iii),(iv)(v) A fair number of learners managed to score good marks. They applied scientific knowledge
and understanding to make interpretations and to draw appropriate conclusions from the graph
and the table.
Answer
(iii)

Mayfly;

(iv)

Rat-tailed maggot/ blood worm;

(v)
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idea that there will be predators in clean water;
Polluted water may provide nutrients;
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BUSINESS STUDIES
4346
Paper 1

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

(a) (i)

Many learners answered this question well. Learners who wrote that ‘labour is divided into
different tasks’ were not awarded marks as learners were expected to indicate that ‘production
process is split (divided) up into different tasks'. The second mark was awarded for ‘each worker,
performs one of the tasks she/he knows best'.

		Answer
		
The production process is split up into different tasks and each worker performs one of these tasks. [2]
(ii)

Well answered. A few learners listed the disadvantages of division of labour without developing
them further, hence they lost marks. Some learners did not read the question well. They listed
the advantages of division of labour instead of the disadvantages that were required. Some
candidates confused disadvantages of division of labour with disadvantages of introduction of
new technology.

		Answer
		
- Workers do work repetitively
- Workers may become bored which can result in accidents/demotivation/a drop in efficiency
- People or firms must rely on each other – some firms are not reliable which can result in
			 businesses not delivering on time
- People might lack skills – since they concentrate only on a small part, they may find it difficult to
			 get a job if they become redundant
		
- A strike/absence by one group of workers will affect other groups of workers/affect production		
				
P+D
				
2+2
[4]
(b) Poorly answered. Stages of production are primary, secondary and tertiary stages of production
(sector), however, many learners wrote methods of production (batch, job and flow production) which
were wrong. Many learners failed to give examples. Only case-related examples could be awarded
marks, e.g., primary refers to extracting raw materials from nature, e.g., fishing.  Definitions for stages
of production alone could not be awarded marks if case-related examples were not provided.
Answer
Production/Primary Sector
Fishing
First stage extract natural resources
Manufacturing/Secondary Sector
Second stage convert the fish into a tin
Distribution/Tertiary Sector
Third stage distribution of fish from manufacturing industry to final consumer
			
(c) (i)

P+D
3+3

[6]

Fairly answered. Learners who included ‘take over’ were not awarded marks as merge means
two firms join together and become one.  If a candidate answered ‘two firms merge together’ she/
he was not awarded marks since this is a verbatim repetition of the words used in the question.
Some learners wrote ‘when two are joining together’, (who are they?) hence no marks awarded
for such answers.
Answer
Merger
Is when the owners of two businesses agree to join their firms together to make one business

(ii)

[2]

The only correct answer for this question is conglomerate integration. Many learners were not
familiar with this term and scored no marks.

		Answer
		Conglomerate integration
When one firm merges or takes over a firm in a completely different industry
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(iii)

This answer required the correct answer in (ii) as (ii) and (iii) are linked. This question was
specifically asking for advantages of conglomerate integration.  Since most candidates could not
identify the correct integration in (ii), the question was poorly answered.
Answer
Risks taken by OF can be spread evenly over all sectors, for example a fall in demand for products
in one industry can be supported by an increased demand for products in another industry
Ideas can be exchanged amongst different sections of the business, although they are in different
industries
More business opportunities
Variety of products to offer
Case OF
P+D+C
			
2+ 1+1
[4]

2

(a) (i)

This was fairly answered.  This question specifically required candidates to list the information
that had to be included in the job advertisement since Bibi was looking for three more waitresses.
The advertisement was not intended for product sales as indicated by most learners.

		Answer
		
Hours of work
Days – (Monday-Saturday)
		Contact numbers
		Language abilities
		
Level of education (high level not needed)
		Experience
		
Method of application
		Starting/closing dates
		
Name of business
		Job title
(ii)

Any three

The local newspaper was the only acceptable answer as the job does not need a high level
of qualification or skills.  Nevertheless, some learners did not know which newspaper (local/
national) was relevant for which type of advertisement/job. Some learners who indicated local
newspaper did not provide reasons for their choice and hence lost marks.

		Answer
		Local
Since job does not require a high level of education – not difficult to get waitresses
			
P+D
			
1+1
(iii)

[3]

[2]

The steps in the recruitment and selection process that were asked in the question are the steps
after advertisement, hence advertisement was not supposed to be mentioned. The steps also
had to be mentioned in the correct (specific) order, however learners mixed them up, therefore
they lost marks, as a result this question was poorly answered.
Answer
Produce a short list of applications to interview
Hold interviews
Select suitable applicants
Organise induction training

[4]

(b) Most learners wrote the correct definitions of picketing and work to rule.   However, they failed to
comment on the effects/impacts that the two industrial actions may have on the business (Bibi’s
restaurant). "Effects on employees and economy" were not accepted. Candidates were expected
to specify the effects of picketing and the effects of industrial action on Bibi’s restaurant, listing each
series seperately.
Answer
Picketing
Workers standing outside the company with posters persuading other workers not to go work.
This creates bad image for company since workers gain publicity.
Firm does not want this – thus might give in to their demands
Lose customers/sales/demand
Work to rule
Work strictly according to rules and regulations e.g. several checks which prolong process, resulting in
low output and disruption as a result – management might listen to their demands – unsatisfied
customers
P+D
				
2+ 5
[7]
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(c) Poorly answered. Most learners did not know the two concepts, hence failed to differentiate between
the roles of mediator and arbitrator.
Answer
Arbitrator will listen to both sides and make a decision/agreement (1) which is binding to both parties. (1)
A mediator does not have the power to make a decision/agreement – will only contribute towards
communication between the two parties.
P+D
			
2+2
[4]
3

(a) Poorly answered. Most candidates confused economic growth with population growth. Some failed
to indicate an increase. GDP in their answer and did not score all the marks. Learners who wrote an
increase in GNP instead of GDP were not awarded marks. Many of the learners did not develop their
answers.
Answer
Economic growth occurs when the real level of GDP rises as a result of the physical output of goods
and services in the economy increase.
P+D
			
1+ 1

[2]

(b) Most learners could not identify required points that are exports become more expensive and imports
become cheaper. These two points needed to be developed further and many learners could not do
that.  Some learners explained the general benefits of currency appreciation on the economy but not
on the business (Bimbo). Some learners gave development without points and these answers were
not awarded marks.
Answer
Namibian products will become more expensive in the export market, making Bimbo’s business less
competitive/lowering the demand
The business might lose orders from local firms since they may be able to import the products more
cheaply from elsewhere
P+D
			
2+2
[4]
(c) Most learners could identify the correct points such as provision of subsidies/grants, training, tax
reduction, however, many learners did not manage to develop them. The tax to be mentioned here
is profit tax, hence, learners who specified income tax or value added tax, could not be awarded
marks. Nevertheless those who simply wrote "tax reduction'' were awarded marks. Learners who
wrote that government gives loans, low interest rates, export subsidies, could not be awarded marks
as government does not provide loans to businesses but encourage banks to provide loans at low
interest rates.   Some candidates indicated benefits to the government when referring to business
activies. This was not correct!
		Answer
		Loan guarantee scheme/Grants/Subsidies
This provides small firms with more opportunities to borrow money
		Profit Tax
Small firms pay reduced rates of corporate tax – less cost
		Funds for development of new products
		
Product innovation enterprise initiative grants
		
Financial support for development of new technology
Providing advice and information/training centres for – improving efficiency/broadening skills
				
P+D
				
4+4

[8]

(d) Poorly answered. Many candidates incorrectly provided examples of strict safety and health
measures or how to introduce safety and health measures. The question required consequences/
effects/impacts to be named, ‘what happens when strict health and safety regulations are introduced’.
Learners were expected to give both positive and negative effects. Maximum of 2 marks for onesided answer.
		Answer
		Positive
Workers cost a great deal to recruit and train – keep them safe and healthy
Better motivated – they are more efficient and stay with the firm for a longer period
		
Workers feel no fear
		Negative
Increases costs – consumers pay higher price – less competitive in market – lower demand for their
			products
		
MUST give impact NOT regulations
[6]
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4

(a) Learners were expected to identify points/reasons why Bimbo preferred his business to remain
small. Candidates were then expected to develop the points they identified, but most did not do so.  
Learners who wrote “Bimbo prefers to run a small business” could not be awarded marks as that was
a repetition of the question. The question was fairly answered.

		Answer
		The type of industry they operate in
Firms offer personal services – if they grow too large they would find it difficult to offer the personal services
		Market size
If it is small the businesses are likely to remain small, such as firms selling expensive/exclusive products
		Owners' objectives
Owners wish to avoid the stress and worry of running a large firms
P+D
				
2+2
[4]
(b) (i)

Poorly answered.  Most learners failed to define the term “added value” correctly.  Some learners
confused the “cost of bought in materials and components” with “cost of goods”. Those who
wrote “cost of goods” were not awarded marks.

		Answer
		
Added value is the difference between the selling price of a product or service and the cost of
		
bought in material and component
(ii)

[2]

Fairly answered as most learners could give the correct reasons as to why survival and profit
were the main objectives of the business. However, some learners set their answers in a general
form without specifying which points were for survival and which ones were for profit, hence they
lost marks.  Definitions of profit and survival were not awarded marks.

		Answer
		Survival
		
- Competitors in the market need to survive
- Keep business running in times of difficulty – economic recession/severe competition
		Profit
- Profit needs to expand/income for owner

[4]

(c) The answer to this question should present positive and negative sides for candidates to score full
marks.  It was not well answered since the key word “effect” was misunderstood. The points were
poorly developed, however, many learners included the case “Bimbo” in their answers, which earned
them a mark for case.
		Answer
Increased business cost – increased prices/keep differential
If Bimbo's wages are below the minimum rate, they would have to be increased to
meet the minimum wage.  This, in turn, could lead to job losses and lower profit margins.
		
This may also may lead to better trained and more highly motivated staff, improved quality of output and
			higher consumer satisfaction.
		
Answer should be both positive and negative
				

P+D+C
2+2 +1

[5]

(d) Poorly answered.   Most learners gave the, characteristics of entrepreneurs instead of difficulties
experienced as a business grows. Many learners stated one or more points correctly but failed to
develop them.   However, some learners identified correct points such as diseconomies of scale,
shortages of capital to improve poor communication, low morale of the workers, etc. and developed
them correctly. The case was awarded one mark.
		Answer
Diseconomies of scale – increased costs
Shortage of capital to expand – less competitive
		Poor communication
		
Slow decision making
Low morale of workers – inefficiency
Inefficient control and management
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P+D+C
2 +2+1

[5]

5

(a) (i)

Most learners explained the negative implications of Namibia being a member of SADC instead
of the advantages, hence the question was poorly answered. Learners were expected to explain
3 advantages and develop them correctly to score full marks.
Answer
Health aid/food supply
Namibian consumers are offered a much wider choice of goods and services – no trade restrictions
Importing products creates additional competition for domestic industries resulting in better designs
and higher quality
Trade improves political and social links with other countries
Namibia might develop comparative advantages in specific products at which they excel (exporting)
May lead to decreased poverty – employment opportunities
Free movement of people without visas
Any three
			
P+D
			
3+3
[6]

(ii)

Fairly answered. Many learners could identify the points but failed to develop them correctly.
Subsidies and tax reduction were regarded to be in one category hence only one mark was
awarded for both. Development for correct points was needed to score full marks.
Answer
Encourage banks to lend to exporters at lower interest rates
Offering subsidies and tax reduction to exporters – more money to plough back into economy
Trying to keep the exchange rates of the currency as stable as possible – so that exporters can
predict how much they can earn
Organising trade fairs abroad to encourage foreign businesses to buy country’s exports
Offering credit facilities to exporters – by guaranteeing payments
P+D
			
2+2
[4]

(b) (i)

Most learners know what induction is and answered this question well. Those who failed to
indicate “new employee” (it was considered a key word) could not be awarded any marks.
Answer
An introduction given to a new employee explaining the firm's activities, customers and procedures/
showing them around and introducing them to fellow employees.
[3]

(ii)

Most learners could not provide the correct items to be included in the induction program.
Some of them wrote job specification, job description, job analysis instead of company policies,
company history, and health and safety regulations. Health and safety alone without regulations
could not be awarded marks.
Answer
Company policies/structure
Company history
Tour of the company’s premises/workplace
Introduction to staff members
Information on TU
Health and safety regulations

(iii)

Any three

[3]

This question was poorly answered as learners gave the advantages of general training and not
specifically of induction training.
Answer
Bimbo
Reduce employee turnover/familiar/save costs
The new employee starts making a contribution to the firm’s work as quickly as possible/efficiency

(iv)

[2]

Fairly answered. Many learners could score marks by identifying correct points such as “new
employees feel wanted, valued, motivated,” though they did not develop them further.
Answer
Employees
Feel wanted and motivated from the start of being employed/respected and valued
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4346
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
There was no improvement in the standard of learners' answers.
Most learners showed a very low level of subject knowledge. Without subject knowledge no explanations are possible.
Some learners left blank spaces and did not attempt to answer certain questions.
Calculations are still a problem – learners have no idea how to calculate and do not even know the formulas.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

(a) Fairly answered. Learners could suggest two possible reasons for Vicky to start a bed and breakfast
business. Some learners quoted directly from the case study and others named social benefits and
lost marks.

		Answer
		
Work independently, since he was unable to find a job
		
Achieve something for herself – earn an income
		
Keep profits for herself – expand/provide a service
		
Easy to set up – register name/tax office
		
Own boss – choose own working hours/flexible
		
Close contact with her customers – respond to needs
				

P+D
2+2

[4]

(b) Well answered. Most learners could explain two possible disadvantages of Vicky setting up as a sole
trader. Few learners lost marks for giving answers in general which did not relate to the context.
		Answer
		
Limited sources of finance
		
None to share work load, ideas with
		
Unlimited liability i.e. can lose personal assets
		
Cannot afford specialist services – less efficient
		
No capital for expansion
		
No continuity – respond to needs
				
(c) (i)

P+D+C
2 +2+1

Learners confused a franchise business with a merger or joint venture. Some learners got one
mark for recognising that franchising businesses use logos and branding. Examples like Hungry
Lion, KFC were given. This does not explain the term franchise.

		Answer
		
- Is an agreement allowing one business to trade under the name of (1) and sell the
			 products or services of another (1)
		OR
		
- Based upon the use of brand names, promotional logos and trading methods (1) of
			 existing successful businesses (1)
		OR
		
- The franchisee buys a licence to use (1) business ideas from franchisor (1)
(ii)

[5]

[2]

Poorly answered. Learners did not read the question carefully. Learners had to explain the
benefits (advantages) for Vicky (franchisor) if she changes her business to a franchise. Learners
only explained the benefits for a franchisee.

		Answer
Benefit to franchisor
		
- Business can expand rapidly – NOT finance new outlets
		
- Can achieve economies of scale from large volume purchases
		
- Management of outlets will be the responsibility of franchisee – more efficient
		
- Earn income from selling licences to franchisees
		- Offer training
		
NO sales/profit increase
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[4]

2

(a) Most learners could identify that Vicky's business is market-orientated but failed to explain the reason
why it is market-orientated. Only a few learners differentiated between market-orientated and productorientated which was required.
Answer
Market orientated
Market research was conducted to find out consumers’ needs and wants before the launch of
Vicky’s Bed and Breakfast in order to assure that her product sell would and make a profit.
Product orientated
Businesses whose main focus is on the product itself. They start providing a service
and only thereafter, do they try to find a market.
P+D+J
			
2+1 +1

[4]

(b) Fairly answered. Most learners managed to show how internet helped Vicky to market her business
but not how price reductions could be used, e.g. to encourage brand loyalty.
Answer
Internet
make customers aware of/advertise Vicky’s service enabling them to book and pay their stay online. This
method is used in the long term.
Price reductions
Encourage customers to try the service and become regular customers. Promotion is used
in the short term.
P+D
			
3+3
[6]
(c) Most learners could identify reasons why Vicky did market research but could not explain their reasons
e.g. that Vicky wanted to determine the needs and wants of the customer. However, they failed to
explain why she needed to do so.
Answer
Vicky wanted to find out if they would use her service/demand
The price they would be prepared to pay for B+B service – to determine pricing strategy
Where would they want the service – where to locate
Who is her target market – to adhere to needs/wants
The types of promotion – to be most effective
Who are the competitors - survival
“What do you like about our service/food/rooms” – to meet the demand
Answers must be related the VBB service
P+D+C
			
2+2+1
3

[5]

(a) Most learners could not identify two possible factors that might negatively affect VBB's bookings.
Learners mostly concentrated on location factors that would affect VBB.
Answer
Cost involved
Travelling, payment of large amounts of money.
Time delay
Customers may cancel their bookings
Disruption of network system/availability of internet/technology
if bookings take place through internet
			

P+D
2+2

[4]

(b) Well answered. Learners could give the objectives of Vicky's marketing. Some learners' answers
refer to the objectives of a business which was incorrect.
Answer
To inform people about Vicky B+B.
To introduce a new service on to the market
To compete with competitors' services
To create a band image
To increase her sales/profitability/demand
To increase/maintain market share
To improve the existing service
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Any three

[3]
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(c) Poorly answered. Most learners could not describe how an effective advertisement would achieve
Vicky's objective. They were expected to describe the AIDA-model.
Answer
Effective advertising should seek to:
A – attract attention – consumers have to be made aware that the service exists
I – create interest – consumers need to be made interested in the service
D – develop a desire – consumers need to want to use service
A – lead to action – they actually make use of the service
			
4

P+D
4+4

[8]

(a) Poorly answered. Most learners failed to define the term “cost of sales”. Some learners defined it as
the price at which Vicky buys goods to provide her service.
Answer
Cost of sales (1) – Cost price of goods sold (1)
The cost price of goods already sold or the price at which one has bought goods.
(b) (i)

[2]

Poorly answered. Most learners could not calculate net or gross profit – therefore they could not
calculate the profitability ratio. Wrong formulas were used.
Answer

		
(ii)

[4]

Poorly answered. Learners could not explain and evaluate two ways in which Vicky might be
able to improve her profitability. Many learners' answers explained to how to improve cash flow.
They should have explained what should be done with sales and expenses.

		Answer
		
- Increasing sales – by advertising more
		
- Reducing expenses – by making use of cheaper suppliers
				

P+D
2+1

[3]

(c) Well answered. The majority of learners know why financial statements are important to the bank,
the government and Vicky.
Answer
Tourists - Service delivered
Vicky
Future plan/Expansion/profit
Comparison
Bank
to give a loan
if Vicky can repay loan
to decide to continue overdraft facilities/workers' jobs
Government
tax payment
confirm the business is staying within the accounting laws
			
5

P+D
3+3

[6]

(a) Poorly answered. Most learners could not define marketing plan. They only stated the 4 Ps of
marketing mix. Only 1 mark was achieved when the marketing mix was named.

		Answer
		
Marketing plan – the way that the Marketing department would bring everyone’s ideas together (1)
		
Combination of product, price, promotion, place (1)
		
NOT 4 Ps
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[2]

(b) Poorly answered. Learners could not explain the objectives of a marketing plan and only elaborated
on the four marketing mix tools.
		Answer
		
Focusing and integrating marketing activities
		
Taking advantage of opportunities in the target market
		
Protecting itself from threats in the market - competition
		
Anticipating and keeping ahead of the changing needs of its customers
		
Identifying the right market mix of product, price, promotion and place
				
(c) (i)

P+D
2+2

[4]

Fairly answered. Two factors that would influence the supply of VBB were identified by most
learners – but not well developed. Some learners gave factors which would influence demand.

		Answer
Supply
		
- Changes in the cost of supplying products
		
- e.g. changes in prices of raw material, wages, overhead costs
		
- Climate and weather
		
- Improvement in technology
		
- Taxes
			
6

[5]

Fairly answered. Learners could identify two factors that would influence the demand of VBB –
but failed to explain/develop the factors.

		Answer
Demand
		
- Prices of substitute products
		
- Changes in income
		
- Changes in taste and fashion
		
- A change in advertising
			
(ii)

P+D+C
2+2+1

P+D+C
2+1+1

[4]

Any two
P+D
2+2

[4]

(a) Learners were able to identify two management tasks but failed to explain them.

		Answer
Planning – selling aims and targets
		Organising – delegating to others
		Controlling – Vicky must measure and evaluate the work of her workers
		Command/Leading – guiding and supervising workers
				
				

(b) Not well answered. Some learners defined delegation and did not discuss the importance of delegation
to Vicky and her employees. Few learners were able to identify the advantages of delegation for
Vicky and her employees.
		Answer
Vicky
		
Vicky cannot do every job herself
		
Delegate (give) authority to perform tasks
		
Allow workers a degree of control
		
Vicky less likely to make mistakes
		
Can spend more time doing her own work
		
Can measure the success of the workers
		Employees
		
Work becomes more interesting and rewarding
		
Employees feel more important – trust put in them
		
Delegation helps to train workers – to make progress in the business – career opportunities
				
P+D
				
4+3

[7]

(c) Poorly answered. Learners gave the barriers to effective communication with customers of VBB
without explaining and relating to the case. Some learners gave solutions while the questions
demanded barriers and their effects.
		Answer
		
Language that is too difficult is used by tourists – message not understandable
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Sender speaks too fast – loss of important information
		
Communicates the wrong message - misunderstanding
		
Message too long – main points not understood
		
No feedback required – don't know if message was received
		
Poor attitudes of either sender or the receiver – may not act upon to message
		
Too much information – may lose interest
				
7

P+D
2+2

[4]

(a) Fairly answered. Most learners could identify that entrepreneurs are risk takers who identify
opportunities. Learners failed to point out that entrepreneurs ran businesses successfully.

		Answer
		
Person who identifies business opportunity (1) – takes risk to start a business (1) and runs it successfully
		
(makes a profit) (1)
		OR
		
Entrepreneur initiates a new business venture (1) containing the factors of production (1)
		
takes a risk of attaining a profit or loss (1) 		
[3]
(b) Question fairly answered by most learners. Some learners could not identify the importance of an
entrepreneur to the Namibian economy. Most learners identified tax and job creation but failed to
explain its importance to the economy. A few learners' answers referred to export of products while
BVV is a service business.
		Answer
		
Job creation (Entrepreneur' businesses often labour intensive) – leads to higher
			
living standards and less unemployment in Namibia
		
Combining factors of production provide in peoples wants and
			needs.
		
Income generate – reduce poverty and crime.
		
Entrepreneurs provide greater choice to consumers and competition
			
for larger firms.
		
Businesses operate in rural areas where unemployment is high.
		
Can grow into important businesses – export products – earn foreign
			currencies.
		
Pay tax to the government – to develop country.
				

P+D+C
3+ 3+1

[7]

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Teachers should read the syllabus carefully and apply it in the class.
Each topic should be explained in detail to the learners.
Learners should be taught how to attempt different types of questions.
Teachers should emphasise the importance of sticking to the case and learners should develop their reasoning abilities
when it comes to analysing the case.
Teachers should train learners NOT simply to repeat the same term when asked to explain terminology.
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COMPUTER STUDIES
4325
Paper 1

General Comments
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The pandemic made 2020 a challenging year for everyone. Regardless of the wide range of difficulties faced by
educators, learners and administrators, an unprecedented will power drove many to be able to prepare, attempt
and administer the 2020 examinations. The constructive responses witnessed will go a long way in the history lane.
Regardless of these challenges some candidates stood up to the examination and scored well.
There was a marginal improvement in the standard of the candidates work in comparison to the previous year.
However, the size and quality of top performing learners took a slight dip for the second year running.
With the exception of the programming question, where there was a sizeable improvement compared to last year, a
sizeable number of candidates still struggled in dealing with questions where application of knowledge was needed.
As in the recent past, misinterpretation of questions is still a common challenge that teachers still need to help
candidates to address. In relation to this, teachers should also guide candidates as much as possible regarding
reading and understanding questions first before answering.
Most candidates expressed themselves better by avoiding one word answers in questions where explanations,
descriptions, reasons etc were asked for. Keep up this progressive change.
The layout and presentation of work was well organised and neat for the majority of candidates.
Educators are encouraged to desist from selective teaching. Similarly candidates should be advised to desist from
selective learning. All aspects of the syllabus are important and are examinable.
Candidates should still be encouraged to attempt all questions and avoid leaving gaps or un-answered questions.

Comments on specific questions
1

(a) A sizeable number of candidates were defining the WWW instead of the internet. Such descriptions
were not creditworthy.
1 mark on each, maximum 2
Wide area computer network covering the whole world
Global computer devices network
Interconnection of computer networks
Uses standardized communication protocols
Network that uses TCP/IP protocols to transmit data via different media
1 mark for any of the first 3 points and 1 mark for either of the last 2 points
(b) Generally well answered question.  Most candidates managed to give services that were in context
as requested by the question with the exception of a few that just provided services that were out of
context and were therefore penalised.
-

e-mails : sending and receiving of electronic messages especially for business
online banking: the primary school transactions will be done online or over the internet
VoIP: video calls can be done
learning: the teachers can access quality information from the internet
search engine / research
cloud computing services: for example online storage of the primary school files like primary school
finances database.
Etc
1 point for a correct service. And 1 point for a correct description of the identified service, maximum 4
(c) Generally well answered question. Below are acceptable options for this question.
1 mark for a correct answer, maximum 2
Negative mobilization against the school management
Cyberbullying / cyberstalking
Exposure to materials not considered normal according to religion or for their age / inappropriate content
Addiction to social media and gaming
Lose quality time for school activities whilst watching movies online
RSI
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2

Viruses / hacking / phishing etc

Majority of candidates were better prepared for this question and these candidates therefore scored well.
(a) 1 mark for correct sensor, maximum 2
1 mark for a correct description, maximum 2
Proximity sensors: measures distance from a marked point
Motion sensor: identifies movement of objects
Light sensor: measures the light level
Pressure sensors: measures pressure on marked points
Acoustic sensors: ,measures sound / noise levels
IR sensors: detects infrared that match human beings’ thresholds
Gas sensor / Magnetic field sensor also accepted
(b) 1 mark for correct identified technique
1 mark for explanation
A sound for example a siren / buzzer sound is output through speakers when a certain range of the
expected recording has been exceeded.
Flash lights as well can be used as an alert signal.
LEDs can be used to alert personnel
Audible voice

3

(a) The manipulation of individual atoms and molecules
Application of extremely small things into technology at a scale of a billionth of a meter.
Bring the present technology to very small scale measured in nanometres.
1 mark for each point, maximum 2
(b) Although a majority of candidates could not score full marks for this question, candidates proved
to be knowledgeable in this topic. Some candidates could not score full marks because they could
not apply the use of nanotechnology to the scenario at hand as they just providedgeneral uses of
nanotechnology.
nanoparticles delivers drugs, light or other substances to specific cells
nanoparticles are engineered to be attracted to diseased cells and deliver drugs
miniaturizing of drug particles
use of Nano robots to remove affected cells
1 mark for each point, maximum 4

4

(a) Surveillance of areas of interest
spying through photographing events transpiring
linked with alarm system / feed alarm system
1 mark for each point, maximum 2
(b) -

A CCTV camera (s) is controlled from the ground using a computer program.
In war zones a robot can be used to control the drones.
The cameras will be controlled by the computers which give them instructions.
They make use of GPS, sensors and cameras together with computer programs to control the
actions of the.
Targets can be identified by comparing data being collected with what is stored in the computer.
view surveillance through big screens / monitors
store / save / archive recordings
1 mark for each bullet, maximum 3

5

This question was answered resoundingly well as most candidates proved to be knowledgeable and better
prepared for the question. Well done!
(a) -

64

hardware resources like printers can be shared files can be shared for example the patients
database can be accessed by all departments who need patient’s details .
easier to have a centralized backup
There is more control over one system.
Software program can be shared
communication / sharing of information / data
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1 mark for each benefit, maximum 2
(b) -

		

A bus topology
It is easier to connect all the computers in all sections to a bus
The cable can easily run through all the sections.
Sharing of resources in one network is easier
if one workstation is down, other workstations still function
OR
A star topology
Easy to manage and maintain the network since each mode requires separate
Easy to troubleshoot since cable failure affects single user
Easy to extend network without disturbing entire network
1 mark for correct network, maximum 1
1 mark for each point, maximum 2

(c) Use of proxy servers
Access should be allowed to employees and authorized outsiders only.
Use of user accounts and passwords to avoid access from unauthorized users
Use of firewall
1 mark for each point, maximum 2
6

Some candidates were providing just any hardware necessary for videoconferencing instead of providing
input devices as requested by the questions. Educators are encouraged to coach candidates to read and
understand questions before attempting in order to avoid similar pitfalls.
Microphone, enters sound or audio data in the form of digital waves
Web cam, captures images/video/ image in motion of the individual involved in the video conference
1 mark for each input device, maximum 2
1 mark for type of data, maximum 2

7

(a) -

A computer system that uses database of expert knowledge to make decisions in areas such as
medical diagnosis.
A computer system that mimics decisions that can be made by a specialist in a given field eg detecting
faults in car engines
1 mark for each point, maximum of 2

(b) A sizeable number of candidates could not score full marks as they were ‘parroting’ the question.  
An example of parroting the question in this case was: “Create knowledge base”.   Unfortunately
providing such an answer does not reflect on any prior skill or understanding of expert systems and
therefore candidates cannot be credited for such.  Other candidates were describing the components
of expert systems that were listed.  Again such answers were not creditworthy or not asked question.
-

Knowledge collected from experts in a given field is collect and it makes the knowledge base
A platform on which the user will interact with the system is created which is the human machine interaction
Set a format or way of asking question that will lead the system to making a conclusion or decision which
is the rule base
Set a way of examining the knowledge until you arrive at a conclusion or decision, which is the inference
engine
1 mark for each point
8

A sizeable number of candidates were describing what virtual reality is or its components instead of
explaining how virtual reality could be used in the training of doctors.
It gives students more interactive methods to learn and understand the human body system.
Mistakes can be made without risking anyone’s life
Both patients and the students will be in a safe zone.
Students get more skills which can be applied in real world e.g. fine motor skills
repetitions are possible yet preserving safety of both patients and students
feeling of being there
1 mark for each point

9

(a) It is important to note that the feasibility study focuses more on the new system than the current
system. It is not a mirror of the analysis stage but a component that can form part of the analysis
stage. Most candidates did not seem to appreciate the difference between feasibility study and
analysis stage. Here are some model explanation for the purposes of a feasibility study.
-

to find out the requirements of the new system
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-

Check on the availability of resources like funds, personnel to use the new system, technical knowhow
and technologies for the project to be carried out.
1 mark for each point, maximum of 2
(b) Generally well answered in comparison to yesteryears.  Candidates were better prepared for this question.
Change in major operations of an organization
Emerging of new technologies
Can be affected by viruses
Errors may develop with time
Business may expand
change in legislation / management
1 mark for each point, maximum of 3
10 (a) Multiprogramming or multitasking
A number of application programs are running at the same time
A number of tasks are carried out at once
1 mark for identified Operating system type, maximum 1
		
1 mark for correct point, maximum of 1
(b) A sizeable number of candidates were focusing on defining what buffering is yet it was not what
the question was soliciting for.  Educators are encouraged to help candidates to answer the correct
question asked; a critical skill that educators can instil in candidates to better the quality of answers
that candidates can provide.
- jobs sent are queued and hold in a temporary storage called a buffer on the printer.
Queued jobs are printed one after the other until all jobs are finished.
Printed jobs are removed from buffer.
1 mark for each point, maximum 3
(c) Surprisingly, a significant number of candidates confused Hardware drivers and Hard drive. It was a
common misconception that contributed to candidates’ loss of marks for this question. Most candidates
were also claiming that a disk defragmenter increases hard drive space rather than rearranging files
to improve access speed among other benefits.
-

Enables one or more hardware devices to communicate with the computer’s operating system
improves speed of access to files by organizing segments of a file that are scattered on different
segment on the disk and organize them in contiguous sectors on the disk.
1 mark for each point, maximum 2
11

More candidates attempted this question and scored well in comparison to past years.
Suggested algorithm
Enter children_number
Children_total = children_number * 25
Enter adults_number
adults_total = adults_number  * 50
total_price = children_total + adults_total
If total_price <=300
Output total_price
Else if total_price > 300
Output 300
1 mark for input of children and adult numbers.
1 mark for calculating children total
1 mark for calculating adult total
1 mark for calculating total price
1 mark for correct decision making
1 mark for output of total price
maximum 6

12 This question was done poorly by most candidates. Selective teaching / learning are discouraged at all
costs.  Educators are encouraged to rather prepare candidates on all aspects of the syllabus.
(a) -
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Offers searches and queries in tables and cross reference
It allow easy filtering of individual records
1 mark for each point, maximum 2
(b) (i)

-

A field which is unique in one of the tables…
…and common in both tables…
…with the same properties such as the data type is used to create the link between the tables
linking tables that have a primary key
….being a foreign key in another table

(ii)

-

locationId

(iii)

-

A request for data or information from a table or more tables

(iv)

-

LocationId – because it is unique in both tables

1 mark for each point, maximum 2
13 Cognisance was taken that the syllabus stipulates that only up to two inputs can be examined on at this
level.  This was factored in when marking this question and therefore no candidate was disadvantaged
because of this.
(a) Logic circuit

1 mark for correct input into logic gates
1 mark per correct logic gate (only 1 mark for OR followed by NOT in place or NOR),
maximum of 3
(b) Truth table
B

C

D

A

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1 mark per correct 2 rows, maximum 4
14 A sizeable number of candidates were not well prepared for this question.  This seemed to be a topic
covered only by certain centres.
-

Saas (Software as a service): organization can subscribe for application software suiting their business
without having to worry about the underlying infrastructure, hosting managing or maintaining of the software
Iaas (Infrastructure as a service): an organization rents and pay for what they can utilize at any particular
time only in terms of storage, virtual machines, network, operating system
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Paas (Platform as a service): an organization can subscribe for development platform layer, with items such
software development kits, webservers and database management systems.
1 mark for correct service identified, maximum 2
1 mark for correct explanation of benefit, maximum 4
-

15 Although candidates from certain centres answered this question well enough, the majority of candidates
struggled to score full marks on this question.
(a) -

-

Referencing is relative by default to all cells.  When copied across cells referencing changes based
on the relative position s of rows and
columns.
Referencing is enchored to a specific cell using a $ symbol for the row or for the column or both.
1 mark for each point, maximum of 2
1 mark for difference, maximum 1

(b) 1 mark for any of:
-

		
		

vlookup searches vertically
Vlookup searches in a column
It works when the setup of the table is vertical

1 mark for any ;
Hlookup searches horizontally
It works when the setup of the table is horizontal of data
Hlookup searches in rows
1 mark for difference
1 mark for example of first feature in a pair
1 mark for example of second feature in pair

16 Generally well answered question. Most candidates seemed better prepared for this question and scored well.
Do not get tired
Can withstand extremely harsh conditions where humans cannot stand
Can handle pressure, heavy loads and toxic substances
Can do repetitive tasks
Accept any other alternative correct answer(s)
1 mark for each point, maximum 4
17 (a) Most candidates seemed to have mastered the concepts examined here and also managed to apply
these concepts as required.

1 mark for correct working
1 mark for correct answer
(b) Cognisance is taken of the absence of interpreters and compilers from the current syllabus.  This was
factored in during marking and no candidates were disadvantaged due to this overlook.
translates the whole program at once.
The object code can be used over and over without need for translating again
1 mark for each point, maximum 2
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4325
Paper 2

Introduction
This report is divided into two sections; namely the general comments and the specific sections.
The overall impact of COVID19 was evident in most candidates’ work. Lack of thoroughness in attempting various
sections, failure to complete the projects as well as increased levels of plagiarism were just but a few of the indicators
that predominantly impacted the quality of candidates’ work.
Albeit the challenging times that affected everyone, some candidates still managed to follow the syllabus rubric and
presented detailed yet original work. Furthermore, at certain centres, there was evidence of candidates’ work being
thoroughly supervised as is expected. In most cases, at such centres the teachers also used the syllabus rubric closely
when mark thereby improving marking standards, fairness as well as consistency. A big well done to such candidates
and teachers.
General Comments
In most centres, clear signs of decline in quality of candidates’ work in comparison to last year were observed. There
was however a slight improvement in the level of marking with the exception of a few centres where it seemed as though
the teachers were new to Continuous Assessment marking. Despite the olds facing the candidates due to the difficult
COVID19 circumstances, some creative and outstanding work was also presented this year by some candidates.
At some centres the teachers seemed to inappropriately award marks to candidates and in such centres, the majority
of candidates would not provide even the minimum requirements of content in certain sections as prescribed by the
assessment rubric provided in the syllabus but yet awarded full marks in these sections. Teachers must diligently use
the assessment rubric that is provided in the syllabus when marking Continuous Assessment projects.
a.

Completion of Continuous Assessment Projects:

It was also clear that candidates from some centres could not complete the Continuous Assessment project and therefore
would not attempt some stages at all or the attempts were incomplete. Candidates who start early enough and dedicate
more time to the projects mostly produce high end products. Candidates who start late or do not dedicate adequate
time to the projects produce poor end products. Teachers are strongly advised to make sure that learners start with their
projects in Grade 11 already for 8324 and 4325 and in Grade 10 for 6134 as Computer Studies is a two-year syllabus.
b.

Assessment rubric interpretation:

Assessment rubric interpretation remains crucial. When a teacher does not interpret the assessment rubric to the
standards expected, the teacher will not award candidates marks that they deserve. This is either through overawarding or under-awarding marks to unacceptable levels. It is therefore advisable that teachers get ongoing mentorship
from educational officers or colleagues that are well skilled and experienced in Continuous Assessment for Computer
Studies, in the respective levels (8324/4325/6134). Additionally, in case your subject advisor or educational officer
does not specialise in Computer Studies, which a common occurrence, the teacher should try soliciting for help using
alternative routes such as online collaborative platforms among others.
c.

Rigorous guide to candidates:

Teachers should be more vigilant with candidates’ CA projects from day one to the last day of submission. This should
be through rigorous revision and pre-assessment of project work of candidates. It was clear that many candidates
had no idea what to do in specific sections and they left out many sections. Teachers MUST guide learners through
the entire project and give suggestions for improvement as much as possible. By no chance, this approach does not
parallel doing the project for the candidates.
Teachers are advised to guide learners on all the topics (sections) that should be included in the project. Each topic
(section) should be discussed and handled thoroughly with learners. Give target dates and then check up on learner’s
progress on the set dates. This will ensure that the teacher can see where learners are struggling and where they
require assistance and guidance before it is too late. Whenever possible, let the learners’ parents or guardians aware
of the project as it helps you (the teacher) with home monitoring or follow ups.
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Find and apply innovative techniques to motivate your candidates throughout the CA project duration. As a maiden
project of this nature for most candidates, this is probably the most challenging and intense project that candidates are
embarking. As a life-long educator, your guidance will go a long way in their academic journey and as such it should be
given the respect and value that it deserves.
d.

Continuous Assessment Project Topics:

Teachers are also expected to guide the learners in coming up with appropriate project topics or ideas. It was clear
that some learners chose projects which had nothing to do with solving problems that solicit them to showcase skills or
approaches that they learn in Computer Studies. Attempting such projects is defies the main objectives of the Computer
Studies syllabus and is therefore unacceptable. Furthermore, teachers are also recommended to discourage learners
from the same centre from working on the same project topics or ideas. Creative and unique project topics or ideas will
stimulate learners to come up with creative project end products yet promoting independence.
e.

Caution against plagiarism:

Warn learners about plagiarism and copying from the internet as well as from one another. In the future, when work
is plagiarised or copied either from the internet or from another learner, no marks will be allocated for this work AND it
might even be considered as incomplete especially where evidence can be found of copying or plagiarism. Teachers
should be more vigilant and rigorous in checking for originality of candidates’ work.
If the teacher is unsure whether specific learners have copied or plagiarised from the internet or otherwise and the
learners cannot present reasonable solution to the problem, seek help from your subject advisor or educational officer.
If copying or plagiarism, etc. should be the case, you (the teacher) should be able to pick this up fairly early. Since you
start in grade 10 or 11 already and assess different sections of the project REGULARLY, guide the learner to redo this
section (topic) or start over. DO NOT LET COPYING OR PLAGIARISM OF PROJECT INFORMATION (from the internet
or otherwise) GO ON FOR TOO LONG, the longer you (as the teacher) wait the worse it becomes.
Encourage candidates to submit sections at set dates and discourage sudden or complete change of topics towards the
end as this normally means gross plagiarism or ‘resurrecting’ past projects. Also keep copies of candidates sectional
submission so that you have proof and can check against this.
Specific sections
a.

Objectives:

The Objectives section is a key pinnacle of the entire project. The Business related and Computer related Objectives
should be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timeous). It benefits the leaners in big ways if the
teacher guides them intensively on setting up SMART objectives as these determine the quality of the entire project.
Remember the learners most likely are doing this for the first time and it may take time and effort for them to grasp the
concept well enough. In most cases, poorly outlined objectives mean that even if the project takes off, the end product
will also be of poor quality. The converse is also true.
b.

Data Flow in existing System:

For Higher Level, Data Flow in existing system, this section was not presented well in the project for most candidates.
Candidates are expected to show the logical flow of data in the existing system by using acceptable computer related
diagrams or charts such as Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs), Systems flow charts etc. and making use of the correct
symbols. Teachers are advised to teach learners on how to use these charts and guide them through intensive practice
sessions. This way learners will grasp the concepts as expected, thereby enabling the candidates to apply the concepts
in their own projects.
c.

Action Plan:

The action plan should, in all instances, be clearly related to the objectives and the Gantt chart should reflect what is
set-out in the action plan. Detailed description of each stage should also be included. Like in yester years, it was a
common pitfall that the Gantt chart presented, did not correctly depict the time spent on the various stages as shown in
the detailed action plan. It was also common that some candidates did not provide the detailed description of what each
staged represented in the action plan covers and therefore could not score full marks even if the correct Gantt chart
was provided. Furthermore, this year plagiarism was rife on this section. Teachers should be particularly more vigilant.
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d.

Hardware and software requirements:

Hardware and Software requirements should be related to THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION,
not general requirements to use a computer application. It should be made clear to learners that they should identify
the hardware and software used to create the system in the Technical Documentation and the hardware and software
needed to run the system in the User Documentation. Although there was an improvement on this section in comparison
to past years, some learners did not justify their choice(s) of the hardware and software in the contexts of the proposed
solution as expected.
It is also important for teachers to be extra vigilant with these sections as plagiarism is rife. Teachers are encouraged
to enforce candidates to provide specific hardware and software requirements rather than general hardware or software
requirements. This way, plagiarism will be easy to identify and will therefore be discouraged.
e.

Design of method of solution:

The Design Method of Solution section requires learners to clearly show how the learner designed each module of the
system. A link from the Separate Modules section should be put to use thereby simplifying the candidates work. There
should be clear evidence of all modules, tables, forms, relationships, design view of queries, reports of the proposed
solution etc. The entire system should be covered, including the Main Menu.
f.

Design algorithms for each module:

In syllabus 8324, learners should design an algorithm for each and every process in ALL modules, not only for one or
two. Pseudo code or Flow Charts are acceptable. If flow charts are used, then the correct symbols should be used.
g.

Testing:

Testing of the proposed solution should involve test strategies for Input, Processing and Output of the proposed system.
Most learners focused on Input only. Queries (parameter and action, where entries are made and a process takes place)
can also be used for testing a type of data.
Teachers should also fairly award marks in consistence with the syllabus rubric.
h.

User documentation

User documentation should be CLEAR. There are several guides on what should be included in the user documentation.
It should have a separate front page, index, introduction, problem description, etc. User documentation should guide
the user STEP BY STEP on how to use EVERY FEATURE AND BUTTON, etc. of the proposed solution.
i.

Technical documentation:

Learners should be made aware that they create their OWN CUSTOMISED VALIDATION RULES WITH ORIGINAL
AND CUSTOM-MADE ERROR MESSAGES. System error messages cannot be accepted.
j.

Technical skills:

For syllabus 8324, to give marks for Section 20 – Technical Skills, teachers should evaluate what was created, how it
was created and to which extent did the learner use exceptional methods to create a working system. The syllabus
provides clear mark allocation methods for each skills level. Mostly only very exceptional learners, using coding
methods, automated features and other advanced development skills, can score a 12 – 14 skills level.
Conclusion
Both seasoned and new teachers are advised to familiarise themselves with the assessment criteria interpretation as
well as assessment methods used for the project work before marking the projects. Try to reach out to your experienced
peers and challenge yourself to always learn and improve yourselves. Good teachers avoid professional isolation and
should therefore seek help from the more experienced teachers or subject advisors.
Collaboration among peers is encouraged as it curbs the challenges of space and time. Online collaborative methods
proved doable and beneficial during pandemic times e.g. WhatsApp, Google Groups etc. Perhaps such methods
should be used even more often beyond pandemic times.
The overall standard of the project work and internal project moderation was acceptable, but there are still some areas
which need to be addressed as soon as possible.
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DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
4129
Paper 1

General comments
The question paper covered most of the topics in the syllabus, however, centres underperformed compared to previous
year. Centres could not answer Generic questions that covered general knowledge type of questions correctly which
centres were supposed to have known as foundation from Junior secondary phase. It has become evident that
examiner’s reports are not studied and recommendations not implemented by centres hence the same mistakes are
made year after year. The importance of examiner’s reports should never be overlooked, therefore Senior Education
Officers are implored to study the comments and work out a plan of action for schools in the regions. In regions where
no Senior Education Officers are appointed, the DNEA can still be contacted via the REXO for external assistance.
Where possible, training should be accorded to centres in need of assistance. The examiners could also note with
concern that candidates struggled to answer basic processes correctly for activities such as soldering, painting as
well as using appropriate sketches and notes to solve a given problem. In the examiner’s report for 2018, it was
clearly recommended that centres convert basic competencies in the syllabus into assessment activities (topic Test,
Tasks, etc) to get candidates accustomed to how questions are structured in the end of year national examination.
The same recommendations are again made and management must monitor that these recommendations are indeed
implemented.
Part A
1.

Most centres answered this question correctly, however some candidates wrote the four types of safety
signs instead of the meaning of the given symbol.
Answers should refer to:
(Any 1)
A: No entry; entry prohibited; prohibited; restriction; 			
B: Wearing of ear muffs is mandatory; ear protection; ear defenders; ear plugs;
noisy environment						
(Any 1)
C: Emergency exit; safety exit; run for safety 			
(Any 1)
D: First aid kit; First aid box; hospital clinics,
(Any 1)

2.

[4]

(a) Most candidates answered this question correctly.
Properties to include:
•
heat resistant;
•
resistant to corrosion;
•
non-toxic,
•
good conductor of heat
•
durable;
•
strong;
•
malleable;

(Any 2)

(b) Some candidates did not interpret the question well and wrote the properties instead of features.
Features to include:
•
handle for the grip;
•
mesh wire which allows fire to heat;
•
locking mechanism at the handle
•
thin wire for light weight;
•
shape and size of the grill
3.

(Any 2)

Well attempted since most candidates answered correctly.
Factors to include:
(a) Function:
The tri-cycle should be able to function without difficulty and safely; Functionality of any of the following
mentioned: Wheels/ pedals/steering wheel or handle bars/ handles (Any 1)
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(b) Appearance:
Smooth appearance; aesthetically pleasing; shape; form; colour;

(Any 1)

(c) Materials:
Appropriate/specific materials listed e.g. PVC/ Pine/ Mild steel ;
easily accessible and affordable; light;

(Any 1)

(d) Market:
sell to parents with small children/ age stated; toy shops/stores; can be sold for profit;
; should be affordable/cheap;

[1]

(e) Construction:
Three wheels offer stability; durable material used; comfortable for kids to seat; safe no sharp edges;
easily serviced and repaired when broken; ergonomics;
(Any 1)
4.

Correctly answered by most centers.
Energy conversions refers to:
Sound energy; light energy; movement/kinetic energy

5.

(Any 1)

This question appeared difficult for candidates to answer correctly. Candidates just unfolded/developed
the sheet material. It shows that communication skills and practical knowledge of candidates is limited.
Sketches and notes to include:

6.

(a) Suitable sketch
Shaping/bending: strip heater/heat gun; former/jig; etc.
Notes (must include tools)

(1)
(1)
(1)

[3]

(b) Suitable sketch
Shaping/bending: press brake/folding bar/vice; etc
Notes (must include tools)

(1)
(1)
(1)		

[3]

Correctly answered by most centers.
(a) (i)
(ii)

Water

[1]

Renewable energy

[1]

(b) Description to refer to:
As the water flows down (1) through the dam its kinetic energy (1) is used to turn a turbine (1).
The generator converts the turbines mechanical energy into electricity (1).
(Any 3)
7.

8.

Correctly answered
Thermosetting plastics: Cannot be successfully reshaped (1) / remoulded or reheated (1) after their initial
heat-forming.
Thermoplastics: Thermoplastic materials can be reheated and reshaped (1) several times (1) without any
change in their chemistry or mechanical properties.

[3]

[2]
[2]

Most centres answered correctly.
(a) Definition refers to:
An alloy is a mixture/combination made up of two or more chemical elements, of which at least
one is a metal. An alloy has properties different from the metals it is made of

[2]

(b) Examples of copper alloy refers:
•
Bronze
•
brass
•
duralumin
•
gilding metal; etc

[1]

(Any 1)

(c) Bronze: Bronze is commonly used in coins, medals and sculptures due to its ability to be moulded,
its strength and resistance to corrosion or
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Brass: Brass is most widely used in applications that are decorative and mechanical. Due to its unique
properties, which include corrosion resistance, common uses for Brass include applications which
require low friction. These applications can include fittings (fasteners and connectors), tools,
appliance parts, and ammunition components.
(Any 1)
[1]
9

Most candidates failed to answer this question correctly.

Labels refer to
(a) A: worm wheel
		B: Worm		

[2]

(b) Bevel gears; (Rack and pinion could also be accepted)

[1]

10. Most candidates answered this question correctly.
Explanations refers to:
Global warming: Increase in overall temperatures of the earth’s atmosphere (1) due to increased levels of
carbon dioxide/ CFC’s/ other pollutants (1).
(Any appropriate answer)		

[2]

Deforestation refers to clearing of forest (1) or intentional destruction (1) or removal of trees (1) and other
vegetation for agricultural, commercial or firewood use without replanting. (1)
			
(Any 2)

[2]

					

[40]

11. Design Communication
This part of the question paper was attempted by few candidates. However, candidates who attempted Question
11 scored higher marks compared to candidates who answered Question 12 and 13.
(a) Diagram should refer to:

The lawn
•
Construction lines of ellipse shown correctly
•
Three quarters ellipse drawn correctly
The pathway

(6)
(4)

[10]

•
•

(3)
(2)

[5]

The patio
•
Construction lines of pentagon shown correctly
•
The pentagon drawn correctly

(6)
(3)

[9]

The pond
•
The centre of the circle correctly determined
•
Three quarters ellipse drawn correctly

(4)
(2)		

[6]

Construction lines shown correctly
Three quarters ellipse drawn correctly
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(b) Diagram should refer to:

The front view of aid
•
Teeth on upper jaw		
•
Teeth equally spaced		

[5]

Quarter ellipse
•
Construction lines shown correctly
•
Quarter ellipse shown correctly

(6)
(3)

[9]

Two arcs at beginning of jaw
•
Construction lines shown correctly
•
Arc drawn correctly

(3)
(2)

[5]

Two arcs at bend of jaw
•
Construction lines shown correctly
•
Arc drawn correctly

(2)
(2)

[4]

Freehand sketch
•
Presentation
•
Operation

(3)
(4)

[7]
[60]

Part B Resistant Material
12 (a) (i)

Well answered
Stiffness, strength, toughness, resistance to chemicals and moisture, hard; strong; durability, wear
resistant; etc.
(Any 2)

(ii)

Centres were unable to identify the production method
Production method(s) refers to:
Injection moulding;
(Also acceptable: vacuum forming; compression moulding)

(iii)

[1]

Material (plastic granules) for the part are fed into a heated barrel through a hopper (1) and
injected (Forced) into a mould (1), where it cools (1) and hardens (1). The final product is ejected
when the dies are opened (1).
(Any 4)
(Any appropriate method described)

(b) (i)

[2]

[4]

(aa) Step 1:
Well answered
Wastage: Measure and mark accurately (1) or prevent unnecessary wastage of wood and cutting
(1) the material to the required shape using different processes.
(Processes like filing, chiseling, drilling etc. described)
[1]
Well answered
Tools / equipment: Use of circular saw (1) or back saw (1) to cut straight lines. Use a band saw
(1) or coping saw (1) to cut curved lines. A hole saw (1) can be sued to cut the holes.
[2]
(Any appropriate tool stated)
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Well answered
Safety: Observe the necessary safety when cutting. Use the right tools and equipment for the
right work. Always use a leather apron, dust masks and ear muffs when using a band saw and
circular saw.
(Any appropriate safety stated)
[1]
Step 2:
Smoothing and refining:
Well answered
Answer should to refer to: Sanding (1); planning; filing. [Any appropriate 2 processes stated] [1]
Tools / equipment: A belt sander (1) or a orbital sander (1) is ideal for ensuring smooth surface
before vanishing is applied to the wood. In the absence of the listed power tools, files (1) and
rasps (1) could be used.
[2]
Safety measures: Always use dust masks (1) and ear protection (1) when using power tools
because of the loud noise it produce. (Saw dust could pose a serious health risk if dust masks are
not used).
[1]
Step 3:
Finishing (Answer should refer to the following processes):
Vanishing; oiling; painting or any suitable finish should be safely applied.
[1]
Equipment/material: The finish could be applied by using a brush (1) or a spray gun with an air
compressor (1).
[1]
Safety measures: always wear an apron with hand gloves and dust masks to protect the user
form getting dirty as well as poisonous fumes (1). Never play with compressed air when applying
a finish with a spray gun (1). Ensure that there is adequate ventilation in the workroom when
applying a finish or do it outside (1). Cheaper than solid wood (1); stable (1)
[2]
(Any relevant safety measures stated)
[12]
(ii)

Advantages to refer to:
•
Does not warp as much as solid timbers.
•
Available in large and flat sheets and can be used for large pieces of furniture without having to join
pieces together
•
Some manufactured boards like sheets of plywood and MDF are flexible to a certain degree and
can easily be bend over formers for laminating
•
Manufactured boards are stable than solid timber
•
Manufactured boards are tough and durable than solid timber
•
Manufactured boards have great strength in both directions because of the crossing of the grain in
the layers.
(Any 3 appropriate stated)
[3]

(iii)

Poorly answered by many centres.
Exploded view
Construction detail shown
Suitable labels and notes indicated
Tools 		

(1)
(2)
(2)
(1)

[6]

			(bb) Well answered:
Finishing method (Should refer to the following processes): Painting; lacquering

[1]

Surface preparation: Remove all the impurities like sand, dust, corrosion, oil etc. (1)
Make sure paint sticks to the surface perfectly. (1)		

[2]

Tools / equipment: Hold the work in the vice tightly; use files/rasps to clean the surface by
removing all impurities; brush and paint; spray gun

[2]

Safety: Wear appropriate protective gear like hand gloves and dust masks to protect the user
against fumes and sharp edges and corners; (observes safety at all times) etc.
(Appropriate safety measures stated)
[2]
Procedure: Wear appropriate safety gear (1); Secure the work (1) tightly in the vice. Use files
or abrasive paper to remove all impurities (1) like oil, grease, etc. from the metal. Use a cloth to
remove dust and dirt (1) before painting. Make sure there is appropriate ventilation (1);
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Apply finish using a brush or spray gun (1).		
(Any 4 appropriate procedures described)
[4]
		(cc)

Most centres were unable to present correct sketches
Sketches and notes to include:
•
Relevant sketches and notes
•
Correct processes outlined (Any two)
•
Tools (At least two)

(2)
(2)
(1)

[5]

Appropriate development should show:
•
Solder tabs
•
Folding lines
•
Appropriate notes and labelling

(2)
(2)
(2)

[6]

(c) Very few candidates answered this question correctly
(i)

(ii)

Process includes:
Forging by heating and tempering
Shaping of cutting edge
May also be drop forged
(Any appropriate description)

[2]

Process includes:
•
•
•

Heat the steel to the critical temperature. At this point the steel will be a bright red colour.
Quench the steel in order to cool it down.
Move the steel up and down in the quenching liquid. This motion helps to speedup the quenching
process;
•
Eventually the liquid will stop bubbling; this lets you know that the steel has cooled down, and that it
is hard and brittle.
All points in the correct order 4 marks
All points not in the correct order 3 marks
At least three points in any order 2 marks
Less than three points 1 mark
[4]
(iii)

To cut other metals (1) without breaking (1).

[2]

(iv)

Dip coating is a process that involves immersing/dipping (1) preheated handles of the plier into
liquid plastic to form a plastic coating that can add protection and aesthetics to handles of the plier

[2]

(Also acceptable: Dipping/putting of metal/material into liquid plastic)
[60]
13. Technology
(a) Centres who answered this question did not get full marks.
(i)

Hydraulic systems work with fluid (1) whereas pneumatic systems work with air (1).

[2]

(ii)

It provides a constant force (1), regardless of changes in speed (1). For the most part, hydraulic
systems are simple (1), safe (1) and economical (1) because they use fewer moving parts
compared to mechanical and electrical systems (1), which makes them easier to maintain (1).
(Any appropriate )

[3]

(iii)

Hydraulic jacks depend on force generated by pressure.
Hydraulic jacks depend on this basic principle to lift heavy loads: they use pump plungers (1) to move
oil through two cylinders (1). The plunger is first drawn back (1), which opens the suction valve ball
within (1) and draws oil into the pump chamber (1).
[5]

(iv)

F(N) = M(kg) x a (m/s2)

		
		

50 x 50
2500 N											

(b) Should refer to:
A: Bending; B: compression; C: Tension
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[3]
[3]

(c) Candidates had difficulty to answer question (c) (i) – (f) (iv)
(i)

friction takes place between the pedal and human foot (1) as well as the wheel and the road
surface (1).

[2]

(ii)

The force of friction(1) acts in the opposite direction that the object is moving (1), so friction slows
down the motion (1) of moving objects. Friction also produces unnecessary heat (1).

[4]

(iii)

Composite Materials tend to be lightweight.
•
•
•
•
•
•

(iv)
(c) (i)

Composites are corrosion resistant.
Lightweight
Non-conductive composites.
High Strength.
Composites have high dimensional stability.
Strength related to weight

[2]

Sketches and notes showing four mechanisms. I mark for each mechanism shown

[4]

should name
•

(ii)

(Any 2)

reed switch

[1]

Should give the application.
A reed switch is an electromagnetic switch (1) used to control the flow of electricity in a circuit (1).
They are made from two or more ferrous reeds (1) encased within a small glass tube-like envelope (1),
which become magnetized (1) and move together or separate (1) when a magnetic field is
moved towards the switch (1).
(Any relevant 3 answers)
[3]

(iii)

[5]
(e) Relevant sketches indicating a linkage (2)
notes and labels (2)
(f)

(aa) (i)

			 (ii)
				
				
				
				
			 (iii)
				
(bb) (i)
			

[4]

1. TRIAC
2. DIAC
[2]
By adjusting R2 the time constant is changed (t=RC) (1). Decreasing R2 the time constant is
reduced (1). The time it takes to charge up the capacitor (C) to the voltage (DIAC) (1) that will
trigger the DIAC (1) causing it to conduct will be reduced thus reducing the angle at which the
TRIAC is fired resulting in the TRIAC been fired quicker increasing the brightness of the
lamp (1). 		
[5]
To limit the current in the event that R2 is set to 0 ohms, i.e. a short circuit. OR
The resistor acts as a current-limiting device.
[2]
LDR: This is a type of resistor which has a resistance that changes with the amount of
LIGHT that falls on it.
[1]
Thermistor: It is an electrical resistor whose resistance is greatly reduced by heating, used for
measurement and control
[1]
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			(ii)

symbol for LDR:

[1]
				 Symbol for Thermistor:

[1]
			(iii) The resistor's current I in amps (A) is equal to the resistor's voltage V in volts (V) divided by
				
the resistance R in ohms (Ω): V is the voltage drop of the resistor, measured in Volts (V).
				
			(iv) Should calculate:
I=V/Ω
I=12/4
I=3
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4129
Paper 2

General comments
There has been a significant improvement as some candidates got A-C symbols, as well as in the standard and manner
in which the candidates responded to the question paper when compared to 2019. It was evident that candidates
performed better in the upper grades and poorer in the lower grades than the previous year. There were no changes in
the syllabus or assessment criteria.
The only reason could be that most candidates chose Question 2 (Resistant Materials), which appeared to be much
easier for them to do compared to Question 1 (Communication) and Question 3 (Technology).
Centres should make sure that candidates are fully prepared and informed about the options available and make them
aware of the syllabus requirements for each of these options.
It is recommended that some centres should make a thorough study of the syllabus and the assessment criteria to
prepare candidates for the examination, well in advance because some candidates lost marks for little things like line
work, shading, enhancing, evaluation, testing, etc.
It is highly recommended that centres capacitate candidates to be able to comfortably answer any of the three questions
confidently.
The ability of candidates to consider a wide range of ideas still proved to be a challenge since many mostly concentrated
on a single concept (on the possible ideas) instead of concentrating on a variety of concepts. (Three possible ideas
should vary from each other, e.g. material, location, shape, etc.).
NB!!!It is very important that candidates use colour (pencils) when answering this paper. Some centres’ candidates
never attempted to use colour when answering this paper.
The majority of candidates answered Question 2 (Resistant Materials) well. The other questions appeared to be more
demanding.
Question 1
Communication
Comments on individual questions
A few candidates chose this question because it seemed more difficult compared to Question 2 and Question 3.
(a) Additional specification points
•
•
•
•
•

pleasing appearance
Should be eye catching
Should be durable
Should be light
should have visible information

[Any 4]

[4]

[Any 4]

[4]

(b) Places to refer to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hospital
Clinics
Schools
Road sides
Prisons
Street markets
Shops
Shebeens/bars
Churches
Sport fields
Taxi ranks
Buses/taxis
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(c) Learners are judged for communication skills.
Any suitable ideas
•
Communication:
•
Simplistic approach
		
convey ideas in an elementary manner
		
represent form by a recognisable outline

(0 – 2)

•
Appropriate approach
		
convey ideas with clarity in a structured manner
		
represent details of a form with some accuracy
		
using a range of conventions

(3 – 4)

•
Good clear approach
		
convey a sequence of ideas in a fluent manner
		
represent detail of form with clarity and precision
		
taking full account of appropriate conventions

(5 – 6)

Suitability
•
Simplistic design
envisage one type or form of solution

(0 – 3)

•
More detail, sensible solution
		
generate alternative forms of solution
		
propose some variation within one form

(4 – 6)

•
Comprehensive solution with fitting production detail
		
produce ideas for solutions which are varied in form and detail
		
occasionally innovative
		
apply sound judgements regarding feasibility
		
appreciate implications for brief, specification and production

(7 – 9) [15]

(d) Evaluating ideas:
•
Evaluating of each idea
		
make minor, simple statements about each idea					
(max 3)
evaluate each idea in terms of the brief with respect to function, appearance, cost and expected
performances 										
(max 6)
•
Selection justification
		
simple statements justifying selection
		
justify selection of idea in terms of the brief with respect to function, appearance, cost, and
		
expected performances 								
(2)
(e) Quality of drawing
•
poor line quality, proportion, detail
•
good line work, use of shading, proportions, detail
•
high standard throughout
		
Dimensioning
•
main dimensions of space and sizes inserted
•
detailed dimension to applying prescribed standard
Construction details
•
Simplistic approach
•
Appropriate approach
•
Good, clear approach
(f)

(0 – 3)
(4 – 6)
(7 – 8)
(1)
(2)
(0 – 3)
(4 – 6)
(7 – 8) [18]

Any suitable computer programming method
•

CAD or other drafting program

(1)

Good detailed description of process/ advantages of using computer
•
Its faster
•
Less labour intensive
•
Used for mass production
•
Stores information

82
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(0 – 3)

[4]

(g) Good detailed description of item to include:
• Annotated sketches with notes and labels
• Materials used
• Presentation (neatness, quality of work, fit into 100mm circle)

(0 – 3)
(0 – 1)
(0 – 3)

Question 2
Resistant Material
Most candidates answered this question and answered it well
(a) Accept points to include reference to function:
•
Protect from scorching sun/dust/rain/possible attacks/ possible dangers from sunburn/skin cancer
•
Considering safety
•
comfort
(b) Two methods described including sketches and notes to include:
•
•
•

use of bolts and nuts
rivets
arc welding

[Any 2]

[4]

(c) Learners are judged for communication skills.
Any suitable ideas
•
Communication:
•
Simplistic approach
		
convey ideas in an elementary manner
		
represent form by a recognisable outline

(0 – 2)

•
Appropriate approach
		
convey ideas with clarity in a structured manner
		
represent details of a form with some accuracy
		
using a range of conventions

(3 – 4)

•
Good clear approach
		
convey a sequence of ideas in a fluent manner
		
represent detail of form with clarity and precision
		
taking full account of appropriate conventions

(5 – 6)

Suitability
•
Simplistic design
		
envisage one type or form of solution

(0 – 3)

•
More detail, sensible solution
		
generate alternative forms of solution
		
propose some variation within one form

(4 – 6)

•
Comprehensive solution with fitting production detail
		
produce ideas for solutions which are varied in form and detail
		
occasionally innovative
		
apply sound judgements regarding feasibility
		
appreciate implications for brief, specification and production

(7 – 9)

[15]

(d) Evaluating ideas:
•
Evaluating of each idea
		
make minor, simple statements about each idea
		

evaluate each idea in terms of the brief with respect to function, appearance,
cost and expected performances

(max 3)
(max 6)

•
Selection justification
		
simple statements justifying selection
		
justify selection of idea in terms of the brief with respect to function, appearance, cost,
and expected performances
(2)
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(e) Quality of drawing
•
•
•

(f)

poor line quality, proportion, detail
good line work, use of shading, proportions, detail
high standard throughout

(0 – 3)
(4 – 6)
(7 – 8)

Dimensioning
•
main dimensions of space and sizes inserted
•
detailed dimension to applying prescribed standard

(1)
(2)

Construction details
•
Simplistic approach
•
Appropriate approach
•
Good, clear approach

(0 – 3)
(4 – 6)
(7 – 8)

[18]

(0 – 2)
(0 – 2)

[4]

Materials:
•
•

Suitable materials stated
Reasons for choice

(g) Manufacturing methods
•

Suitable method stated

(1)

Good detailed description of process to include:
•
Materials
•
Processes
•
Tools

(0 – 2)
(0 – 2)
(0 – 3)		

[7]
[60]

Question 3
Technology
(a) Acceptable points to include
•
•
•
•

Safe in use
Easy to fix/repair/replace
Produce sound
Produce light

(Any 4)

[4]

(Max 2)

[4]

(b) Mechanisms:
•
•

Any two suitable mechanisms
Presentation of each type

(c) Learners are judged for communication skills.
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Any suitable ideas
Communication:
•
Simplistic approach
		
convey ideas in an elementary manner
		
represent form by a recognisable outline

(0 – 2)

•
Appropriate approach
		
convey ideas with clarity in a structured manner
		
represent details of a form with some accuracy
		
using a range of conventions

(3 – 4)

•
Good clear approach
		
convey a sequence of ideas in a fluent manner
		
represent detail of form with clarity and precision
		
taking full account of appropriate conventions

(5 – 6)
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Suitability
•
Simplistic design
		
envisage one type or form of solution

(0 – 3)

•
More detail, sensible solution
		
generate alternative forms of solution
		
propose some variation within one form

(4 – 6)

•
Comprehensive solution with fitting production detail
		
produce ideas for solutions which are varied in form and detail
		
occasionally innovative
		
apply sound judgements regarding feasibility
		
appreciate implications for brief, specification and production

(7 – 9)

[15]

(d) Evaluating ideas:
•
Evaluating of each idea
		
make minor, simple statements about each idea
		

(max 3)

evaluate each idea in terms of the brief with respect to function, appearance,
cost and expected performances
(max 6)

•
Selection justification
		
simple statements justifying selection
		
justify selection of idea in terms of the brief with respect to function, appearance,
cost, and expected performances
(2)

[8]

(e) Quality of drawing
•
•
•

(f)

poor line quality, proportion, detail
good line work, use of shading, proportions, detail
high standard throughout

(0 – 3)
(4 – 6)
(7 – 8)

Dimensioning
•
main dimensions of space and sizes inserted
•
detailed dimension to applying prescribed standard

(1)
(2)

Construction details
•
Simplistic approach
•
Appropriate approach
•
Good, clear approach

(0 – 3)
(4 – 6)
(7 – 8)

[18]

(0 – 2)
(0 – 2)

[4]

Components:
•
•

Suitable materials stated
Reasons for choice

(g) Manufacturing methods
•
Suitable method stated
Good detailed description of process to include:
•
Materials
•
Processes

(1)
(0 – 3)
(0 – 3)

[7]
[60]
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4129
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
The teacher teaching Design and Technology can be regarded as the window that reflex the candidate’s performance.
This mean if the Teacher struggle to transfer skills and knowledge regarding Design folders than it will be reflected
through the learner’s marks in their folders in most cases.
The quality of coursework for NSSC/O 2020 has slightly improved, but a large, habitual tendency of errors are still
picked up at many Centres and problems are more or less the same as in the previous years. It implies that the overall
quality of coursework did not show a remarkable improvement. Regional Offices should make sure that Examiners’
Reports are studied and recommendations drafted for implementation purposes from the regions to the schools.
Regional Offices should give continuous, professional development (CPD) programmes to teachers who teach Design
and Technology. If possible networking with DNEA, NIED and other regions with Senior Education Officers as well as
relevant stakeholders should be initiated to have teachers capacitated and assisted on a regular basis. The common
mistakes Centres made in the 2020 Design folder are basically the same. This makes one realise how many candidates
are penalised for poor quality work submitted because of Centres that did not put in the needed efforts from the beginning
of the Senior Secondary phase. The Design folder starts in Grade 11 and should be completed in the second term of
Grade 12, yet folders submitted show that very little time was spent on them. One can draw the conclusion that Centre
Reports are not studied and recommendations not implemented by many Centres. Due to the defiant negligence by
some Centres, the assistance of the Regional Directors is needed to ensure that Senior Education Officers and Circuit
Inspectors study and analyse these reports and monitor that the recommendations are implemented at schools that
offer Design and Technology as a subject.
Once again, Regional Offices, principals and HOD’s are pleaded with to take the responsibility to ensure that the folders
and projects are monitored throughout Grades 11 and 12. Towards the end of the second term of the Grade 12 year
the folders should be internally moderated before the marks are dispatched to DNEA for external moderation. Regional
Offices must make sure that NSSC schools are provided with the necessary materials and tools for candidates to build
quality models. DNEA observed that some Centres’ projects were compromised by the lack of adequate resources.
It is unacceptable to see that candidates are not submitting any folders or coursework and a zero is given some centres
failed to write a report that explain as to why learners do not submit. On the other hand, no evidence is given regarding
attempts made by teacher’s/ HOD’s/principals/school boards/Regional Offices(SEO’s). Since the folder is supposed
to be completed over a two-year period, it should not be done in one week’s time, which is the case at some Centres.
Candidates who do not submit photographic evidence has become common practice, yet marks are awarded for the
quality of products by the Centres. There were a few cases where candidates made poor problem selections and
outcomes and showed little evidence of imaginative interpretation and creativity. The sample of work presented for
moderation was suitable in most cases and Centres generally applied the assessment criteria appropriately, although,
in some cases, this was not at the correct level.
All folders must include clear photographic evidence of the artefacts, in addition to an overall view of the final product,
showing detail to support the awarding of marks.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT HEADINGS
Identification of a need leading to Design Brief
Most of the candidates clearly stated the problem to be addressed but not all gave a concise Design Brief. The degree
to which candidates researched the design problem varied enormously. Candidates should be encouraged to complete
adequate and relevant research in order to gain adequate knowledge before formulating the Design Brief.
Research into Brief resulting in Specification.
Often this research consisted simply of information on materials and constructions taken directly from textbooks.
Information of this type is totally irrelevant at this stage of the design process. It should have been considered in the
development stage when ideas were explored.
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If a model is made, the model should form the core of the specification. If this is not done properly, meaningful evaluation
becomes difficult.
Candidates should do research into similar existing products as mentioned in the Design Brief and evaluate these
products regarding cost, material, etc. Only then can the specifications be listed. These specifications must be relatively
specific. E.g. “It should not cost more than N$100”. Many candidates stated generic specifications like “it must be safe,
must not be expensive, etc.”
This research does not refer to materials and its properties. Most candidates included points of specification but of a
generic nature, which could be applied to any product. This section should give clear and specific requirements for the
design outcome in order to award of maximum marks.
The NSSCO Examiners’ Report of 2018 revealed that under each subtopic a reference was done to define the general
outcome on the coursework of all the Centres.
Generation and exploration of ideas.
This is the part where most candidates lost valuable marks. This is where candidates can show evidence of genuine
design creativity and not copies from books. Some candidates included a wide range of different ideas enhanced
by clearly annotated sketches. Too often candidates presented a few formal drawings that showed too little design
capabilities and tended to follow a single concept. These ideas can be presented most successfully through sketches
and candidates should be encouraged to include everything that comes to mind. Annotations should include comments
as to how an idea might link to the specification.
Development of proposed solution
In this section of the folder the candidates should take the chosen idea and make further detailed decisions on form,
materials and construction methods to be used in the final product. In most cases a notable improvement was observed,
but in some cases candidates still found it difficult to apply. In these cases the final ideas were simply a repetition of one
of the ideas recorded in the previous section.
In most cases the final drawings of the Design Solution were generally well presented and gave sufficient information
with regards to the manufacturing of the product. However, working drawings still prove to be a major concern at most
Centres.
Product realisation
Candidates should be congratulated on the wide range of materials used for their products. Photographic evidence
showed that some candidates were able to work on their own and able to work at an acceptable standard of construction
and finish to the extent that the end product could be used. Sadly, some Centres could not provide sufficient photographic
evidence to substantiate the credibility of the folders. Some photographic evidence reflected just a mear posing activity
and no real action was seen.
Testing and Evaluation
Most candidates included photographic evidence to show the testing of the product, which is commendable. They are,
however, encouraged to link the outcome of the original specifications and make objective judgements on the success
of their products.
The section should also include suggestions for further modifications or possible future improvements. Therefore
Centres are urged to ensure that the specifications are fully evaluated and tested in this section, which will guarantee
maximum marks for the candidates.
Fitness for purpose
Centres generally tended to award full marks in the high band only. It is important that the full range of marks is used in
order to mark this section accordingly. Candidates were expected to state the functionality of purpose of the product.
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Conclusion
It is clear that the 11 Centres that offered NSSCO Design and Technology in 2020 all need to receive training in the near
future. In order to standardise the general understanding of the different subtopics in the design folders.
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DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
4331
Paper 1

General comments:
The overall performance of both full-time and part-time candidates was relatively better compared to the previous year.
However, some candidates found it hard to use key terms and definitions related to the subject with confidence in an
appropriate context, for example, production, technology and commercial farming. The majority of candidates still find
it difficult to interpret and extract answers from the sources provided.
1

(a) (i)

Well answered. Although few candidates wrote growth instead of Gross.
Answer: Gross Domestic Product

(ii)

[1]

Well answered.
Answer: Wholesale and Retail Trade

(iii)

Fairly answered. Most candidates wrote energy without including the word use or consumption.
Answers
GNP (accept GNI)
Energy use/Energy consumption
Employment/unemployment

(iv)

[1]

[any two]

[2]

[any four]

[4]

Fairly answered. Some candidates wrote the disadvantages of development.
Answers
Does not show differences between rich and poor
It does not include all production/does not show all production
Government statistics may be inaccurate/not reliable
Population statistics are outdated
It does not measure happiness, satisfaction or well-being
It ignores quality of life
It does not show us how income/wealth is shared/distributed

(b) Well answered.
Answers
Health
Education
(c) (i)

[2]

Well answered.
Answer
Manufacturing or
Construction

(ii)

[1]

Fairly answered. Some candidates referred to foreign investors and pay tax to the government
which were not correct answers. Some failed to use correct words such as improve, create, bring etc.
Answers
Earns/brings in/gain/provide foreign currency/exchange (through export)
Create/provide employment
Raises/improves standards of living
Sponsoring schools/sports activities
Employment increasing people’s skills
Abandoned/old mines attract tourists
Improves infrastructure
Capital investment
[any four]

[4]
[15]
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2

(a) (i)

Fairly answered. Some candidates could not use correct words such as changing, creating,
transforming etc. But used the wrong word manufacturing.
Answers: The changing/ making/creating/converting/transforming/processing/turning raw material
into finished goods and services/into useful goods

(ii)

[1]

Well answered. However, some candidates failed to use the key words such as buy and pay.
Instead they wrote for transport, for raw-materials of which they did not score any mark.
Answers:
Used to buy goods and services/machinery/tractors and equipment/capital goods/seeds/fertilisers
Used to pay for water/electricity/pay for services
Used to pay the workers/labour/salaries or wages
Used to buy raw materials
Used to pay transport
To pay for rent
[Any four)
[4]

(b) (i)

Fairly answered. Some candidates referred to make work easier for which they could not score a mark.
Answer:
Capital goods such as factories and machines which are used to increase production/tools and
machineries used to increase production/used in production/used in production process.
Not to make work easier. Not things but candidates should be specific.

(ii)

Fairly answered. Candidates wrote simple, intermediate, car and modern technology which were
wrong answers.
Answer: Complex technology/advanced

(iii)

[1]

[1]

Well answered. However, few candidates could not score marks because of the type of technology
in 2 b (ii) was wrong.
Answers:
Advantages
Production is fast/saves time/speeds up production
Reduces labour cost
High output/mass production/increase output/efficiency/increase production
(High) quality products
It allows economies of scale to operate
[Any two]
Disadvantages
Machinery expensive/not affordable
Expensive to maintain
Needs lot of energy/electricity
Needs highly skilled people
Not all parts are locally available
Machineries replace workers causing unemployment

(c) (i)

[Any two]

Well answered. However, few candidates wrote head of the state or country.
Answer: The state /government owns the resources in a planned economy Not GRN

(ii)

[4]

[1]

Poorly answered. Most of the candidates referred to ownership of land and resources instead of
business or properties.
Answers:
Characteristics of mixed economy
The government and individuals can own and run business/properties
Not land /resources
Government partially controls the prices/prices are controlled by both state and private companies
Individuals and companies can compete freely.
Focus on needs and wants of the community.
Some aspects/means of production are controlled by the state and receive support from the state.		
		
[Any three]
[3]
[15]
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3

(a) (i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(b) (i)

Fairly answered. Few candidates could not include the key words such as proportion, number,
percentage or growth in number.
Answer:
An increase in proportion/growth in number/percentage of population/people living in towns/cities/urban
areas.
Not increase in people
[1]
poorly answered. Most of the candidates did not explain the effects of over-population on the
community. Instead, they listed the environmental problems such as deforestation, desertification
and poor housing.
Answers:
Traffic congestion caused air pollution which can affect people’s lungs/makes people late for work
Do not have access to clean water which leads to spreading of diseases
Overcrowding spread diseases/named disease
Unemployment leads to increase in crime rate.
Development of squatter camps leads to pollution.
No marks for listing without any explanation
[Any three]
[3]
Fairly answered. Some candidates could not score marks because they did not expand their
points, for example; they only wrote create employment without explaining how; or bring industries
without explaining the purpose of industries.
Answers:
Self-help schemes – to create self-employment in rural areas/projects
Decentralise government functions – to redistribute development efforts.
Encourage rural urban trade – through small industries to produce goods for sale to urban areas/
create a market for goods produced in rural areas.
Development in rural areas – provision of services like electricity, clean water, better roads/better
schools/hospitals etc.
Provision of loans to set up small business – create jobs
Create employment by setting up industries Not create employment without explanation
			
[Any three]
[3]
Fairly answered. Some candidates referred to answers such as they do not want to pay for water
and electricity. Some referred to cannot afford. Some candidates wrote did not pay water and
electricity without indicating bills.
Answers:
Pay no rent/little rent/cheap rent/less
No water/electricity bills to pay/no rates
Can build own houses of poor material/cheap to build/building materials are cheap (cheap should
be explained) Not easy to build
Start own business from home/opportunities to start informal business
Don’t pay tax to government/Don’t buy land
Friends/family already stay there
Not cannot afford
[Any three]
[3]
Poorly answered. Most candidates could not link the health problems to land pollution.
Answers:
Flies carry bacteria which cause cholera (Flies, rats, diseases like cholera, plague, hepatitis).
Diarrhoea, dysentery caused by bacteria in polluted water.
Breathing problems related to smoke from burning wastes.
Malaria caused by mosquitoes breeding at dumping site
[Any two]
[2]

(ii)

Fairly answered. Few candidates referred to punishment and penalties instead of fines. Some
candidates just wrote education, use dustbins without an explanation.
Answers:
Re-use – to use again in a different way or reprocessing
Re-cycle – converting waste materials into new materials and objects
Pay for plastic bags in shops
Bury wastes/Dig holes for the wastes/Dumping sites
Education on effects of pollution/awareness campaigns on effects of pollution
Supply of rubbish bins
Organise cleaning campaigns
Give a fine to those who dump waste anywhere
Award 1 mark for listing re-use and recycle
Not burning waste/punishment/deal with/come up with laws or policies to reduce land pollution
		
[Any three]
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[3]
[15]

4

(a) (i)

Fairly answered. Some candidates could not come up with the definition as they referred to large
scale without indicating for selling, export and making profit.
Answer:
Growing crops and keeping animals/ on a large scale for sale locally or export
Not farming on a large scale only

(ii)

[1]

Poorly answered. Most candidates referred to mixed farming or crop rotation.
Answer:
Mixed cropping

(iii)

[1]

Fairly answered. Some candidates referred to poultry and subsistence farming.
Answers:
Monoculture
Livestock/animal farming
Mixed farming/integrated
Crop rotation

(b) (i)

[3]

Well answered.
Answer: Beans

(ii)

[1]

Poorly answered. Most candidates failed to indicate the units and the word tonnes.
Answer: 74 000 tonnes

(c) (i)

[1]

Fairly answered. Some candidates could not compare and match the answers. Some candidates
wrote vertically which was not correct.

Answers:
Commercial farming
Subsistence farming
- Output is for export
- output for own use
- Large farms
- small farms
- Capital intensive
- labour intensive
- Labour done by hired worker
- work done by family
- Use complex machinery
- use simply technology
- Specialises in monoculture
- seasonal or crop rotation
- Artificial fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides
- use animal manure
- Wealthy/rich family or multinational/company owned
- land owned by family
(horizontal marking – no mark if comparison is not clear)		
[Any three]
(ii)

Well answered.
Answers:
Fertilisers can pollute ground water/rivers/water pollution
Pesticides may poison wildlife
Removal of trees leads to deforestation
Removal of vegetation cover increase soil erosion/soil degradation
Burning of trees leads to air pollution
Overgrazing

(iii)

[3]

[Any two]

[2]

Fairly answered. Some candidates referred to government donating tractors, fertilisers instead
of the government subsidising farmers. Some candidates referred to education without an explanation.
Answers:
Farm visits by extension workers to advise farmers
Introduction of credit schemes/loans
Agricultural magazines to keep farmers update with latest development
Use of educational radio programmes
Holding agricultural shows to share ideas
Providing a market
Building rural training centres to offer short courses to farmers/workers/ train farmers to specialise
on a specific crop/livestock
Compulsory and free inoculation of animals
Encourage farmers to join farmers’ cooperatives
Subsidise seeds/ provide seeds /fertilisers/tractors
[Any three]
[3]
[15]
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5

(a) (i)

Fairly answered. Some candidates referred to cabinet, congress and head of the state.
Answers:
Legislature/legislative/National Assembly/law-making body

(ii)

[1]

Fairly answered. Few candidates struggled to spell the concepts executive and judiciary correctly.
Answers:
Executive
Judiciary

(iii)

[2]

Poorly answered. Most of the candidates referred to election, problems of the people in the
region rather than to the development of the region.
Answers:
To bring development to region/develop infrastructure e.g. roads
Provision of flood/drought relief aid/assist vulnerable people
Provision of land/housing
Transport services in regions/provision of roads
Supply water for households, industries and businesses
Provision of healthcare services/facilities/schools/hostels
Provide and maintain sewage systems
Supply electricity to residents

(iv)

[3]

Poorly answered. Most candidates could not differentiate between local and traditional authorities.
Answers
Planning and providing local services (water, electricity)
promoting social and economic development
Collect taxes/rates for local development
Create conditions to improve people’s standard of living

(b) (i)

[Any three]

[Any two]

[2]

Fairly answered. Some candidates referred to traditional beliefs and myths without an explanation.
Answers:
Less educated/uneducated
Myth that men make better leaders/discrimination
Traditional view that women should bear and raise kids/women’s position is at home
Women are less confident
[Any two]

(ii)

[2]

Poorly answered. Most candidates referred to the importance of educated women in societies
and households instead of them being involved in decision making positions.
Answers:
to stand for their rights/vote/voices on issue concerning women and children
to fight for equal right/gender equality/to stop/reduce gender discrimination/affirmative action
to stop/reduce women and child abuse
to ensure that women get equal opportunities such as jobs/salaries
to allow more women to occupy top positions/raise/improve the status of women.

[5]
[15]

Positive suggestions to teachers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teach candidates to read and follow instructions carefully before attempting to answer questions.
Teach learners to write each question on a separate clean page, leave an open line between sub-questions and
number questions correctly.
Teachers should emphasise to learners to consider the numbers of marks allocated for each question.
Teach learners the correct terminologies and command words as indicated in the syllabus.
Teachers should emphasise on the interpretation of graphs, diagrams and tables.
Teachers should study and discuss the examiner’s report together with their learners to help them understand what
is required from them.
Teachers should encourage learners to write neatly and clearly by continuously practice during the course of the
year.
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General comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Candidates performed on an average level because they were able to get answers from the sources.
The Question Paper was fair as it could accommodate all candidates, although some candidates could not interpret the
questions correctly.
Most candidates could not manage to formulate argumentative opinions to questions expected.
Most candidates have problems with spelling development studies concepts.
The numbering and spacing of questions is still a thorn in the flesh and it needs to be addressed seriously.
Few candidates still use figures instead of question numbers.
Candidates lost some marks due to poor reading and judgement of the sources.

Comments on Individual Questions
1

(a) (i)

Fairly answered, although some candidates used words like brought, received, coming instead
of buying.
Answer: Buying goods and services from other countries.

(ii)

Fairly answered, although some candidates instead of saying negative balance mentioned
imbalance or unbalance. The majority of candidates managed to score one mark for the reason.

Answer: Negative balance of trade/trade deficit/unfavorable balance of trade.
                       -   Import is more than export/import exceeds the export/export less than import.
(iii)

Poorly answered, most candidates could only manage to score one mark for mentioning export
more and import less.
Answer:
Export more than import/increasing production and exports.
by diversifying/supplying variety of products/economic industries.
by devaluation of currency
by setting up import – substitution industry
put up tariffs/quotas/taxes/duties.
processing primary products before exporting (value added process)
by setting up export oriented industries
subsidise local companies
inviting Multi-national companies
promote/encourage tourism activities
using foreign reserves to offset the deficit

(iv)

Poorly answered, they could not manage to describe the problems instead they listed agricultural
problems.

			Answer:
Demand for primary goods may fall/decline
Primary goods are subjected to price fluctuations on the world market/prices are controlled by
world market.  [demand and supply]
Natural disasters/poor rainfall/storm damage/drought
May affect supply of primary/agricultural goods
These products are often of low value/less income/shortage of foreign currency
There is competition on the world market
Negative balance of trade/country may be forced to borrow/debts
(v)

Fairly answered, most candidates could score two or three marks.
Answers:
Level in technology – developing countries produced less manufactured goods/different levels of
efficiency in the production of certain commodities.
Difference in climatic conditions, e.g. Namibia is a desert cannot produce all products/countries
have different natural resources/unequal distribution of resources
For foreign currency/to increase income through tax
Small home markets/some countries cannot produce enough goods and services to meet local
demand
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(b) (i)

To satisfy needs and want
To gain foreign goods that are not produced in the countries
To strengthen a good relationship between countries

Poorly answered, many candidates defined the concept instead of giving the concept itself.
Answer:  globalisation

(ii)

Well answered, the majority of candidates referred to disadvantages and advantages of
Multinational companies instead of Globalisation.
Answer:
Advantages
increase trade/greater choice of goods
greater competition/low prices
economies of scale/more efficient production
increase capital and labour mobility
Disadvantages
monopoly power of multinational companies
structural unemployment/shifting from sectors
tax avoidance

(c) (i)

Well answered, most candidates managed to get answers from the source.
Answer:
To reduce global poverty
To encourage international trade
To promote global financial stability and economic growth   

(ii)

Well answered.
Answer:
credit facilities/loans to member countries/debt relief
technical assistance/provide advice and training to governments
reducing tariffs
give aid to countries facing natural disasters
to create sustainable development in a country
to create policies that maintain high level of employment
to monitor the economic development of different countries  

(iii)

Well answered, many candidates referred to debt relief as non-financial.
Answer:
Financial
loans/debt relief/credit facilities
Non-financial
advise and training
technical assistance

(d) (i)

Poorly answered, most candidates gave 13 people dead instead of 156.
Answer: 156

(ii)

Fairly answered, candidates could not motivate or support the Not correct argument.
Answer: Why government response was correct
Restoring law and order
Protecting property/preventing looting
Providing assistance/re-locating people to safer areas
Help civilians and speed up distribution of aid
Why government response was not correct
Risky to bring weapons on the streets
Soldiers may not be experts in disaster relief
They might use force/heavy handed
Took two days to report the incident to the UN
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2

(a) (i)

Well answered.
Answer: 13 215    

(ii)

Well answered, candidates could calculate the difference only few who could not get by dividing
instead of subtracting.
Answer: 66,4 – 33,6 = 32,8%

(iii)

Poorly answered, the majority of candidates could not provide reasons for the changes of males
enrollment.
Answer:
Decreased/dropped
boys do not see role models who succeed after university
more males feel that they have more alternatives outside universities/males are more involved in
business/politics
more females become empowered/educated
-      boys prefer to go to VTCs for skills development

(iv)

Poorly answered, most candidates scored one mark for skilled labour.
Answer:
shortage of skilled labour/qualified/experienced workers
need to employ expatriate/reliance on foreign workers
inability of the country to use modern technology/slow the rate of industrialisation
slow down the rate of development
GNP/GDP will remain low
overdependence on primary sector/agriculture
Negative balanced of trade
Lack of innovation/new ideas

(b) (i)

Well answered.
Answer:  diarrhoea/malaria/pneumonia   

(ii)

Fairly answered, candidates managed to score one mark.
Answer:  immunisation rates increased by 18%/ (76% – 58%)

(c) (i)

Fairly answered, most of the candidates could not only identify cabbage and watermelon.
Answer:  beetroot; water melon; cabbage; cucumber; sweet melon

(ii)

Fairly answered, although some candidates forgot to mention the food types and lost marks.
Answer:
Carbohydrates – for energy
Fats – for energy/insulation/keep body warm
Protein – for growth and repair damaged tissues
Vitamins and minerals-help to give a healthy skin and strong bones

(iii)

Fairly answered, some candidates could score only one mark for malnutrition.
Answer:
marasmus
rickets
kwashiorkor
obesity
anaemia
scurvy
malnutrition
goitre

(d) (i)

Well answered, although some candidates did not include keywords like Gender or Age.
Answer:   Population pyramid shows the age and sex/gender structures population       

(ii)

Fairly answered but most candidates gave 17% instead of 34%.
Answer: 33 - 34%   
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(iii)

Well answered, candidates were able to write the features of the pyramid, e.g. wide base and
narrow top.
Answer:
wider base/high birth rate
narrow top/high death rate/low life expectancy

(iv)

Poorly answered, most candidates wrote the use of family planning and education.
Answer:
GRN will spend a lot of money on building schools/overcrowded classrooms/resources
The need to train more teachers/more money to pay teachers

(v)

Poorly answered, candidates could not write the possible consequences of an aging population.
Answer:
more medical services for old people
more social services needed/more old age homes/more pension money
heavy work load on working group/working class under pressure/ high dependency ratio
lead to higher retirement age
lead to maltreatment of the elderly

Positive Suggestions to Teachers
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers are advised to use previous yearsʼ examinations report and question papers to prepare the candidates
thoroughly.
Teach comparative terms to the candidates, e.g. increase-decrease, decline, drop etc.
Teachers must use question analysis to coach candidates.
Teachers are advised to complete the syllabus on time in order to do sufficient revision.
Teachers are advised to encourage candidates to use various resources such as the internet/websites on question
papers.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Overall, the setting of the question paper was of good standard and based on the objectives of the syllabus.
Instructions given were very clear.
SECTION A
1

(a) (i)

Well answered, although few candidates failed to copy the name Okavango directly from the source.
Answer: Okavango Region
0 = Kavango

(ii)

[1]

Fairly answered. Some candidates failed to give the aim in their own words, instead they copied
it directly from the source.
Answer: To make/alert/warn/notify/educate parents, teachers and administrators aware of teenage
pregnancy among school girls.
[1]

(iii)

Well answered.
Answer: Questionnaires

(iv)

[1]

Well answered.
Answer: Sample
0 = Sampling

(v)

[1]

Well answered.
Answer: Suitability of Systematic Sampling
It is representative
Eliminate/reduce biasness
Saves time
Cover a large area/all parts/collect more information
Intent remain the same
Its cheap

(b) (i)

[Any three]

Well answered.
Answer: Table

(ii)

[3]

[1]

Fairly answered. Most candidates failed to explain the main causes, instead they just listed the causes.
Answer: Main causes of teenage pregnancy
Lack of education – no knowledge on the use and availability of contraceptives/family planning/
sexual education
Poverty – sexual relationship with working men to get money to buy basic needs
Peer pressure – easily/badly influence by friends     
[Any two]
[4]

(iii)

Poorly answered. Most of the candidates did not focus on the Ministry of Education but gave
general points instead.
Answer: Teenage pregnancy is a big concern to education system
Contribute to low literacy rate in the country
Few women with skills/educated women
Few women to participate in politics/decision making
Women and children problem will not be well addressed
High drop outs
Leads to unemployment/reduce labour force
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[Any two]

[2]

(iv)

Fairly answered. Some candidates failed to give ways how the ministry can reduce teenage
pregnancy. Candidates also confused educating and creating awareness as two different
points, although its similar.
Answer: Ways ministry can lower pregnancy rate
Encourage use of contraceptives/avail contraceptives to all schools/regions
Awareness programmes on sex education in schools
Strengthen parental control
The encouragement of the government to enforce the Age of consent and Statutory Rape Laws [3]
0 = fines/abortion

(v)

Fairly answered. Most candidates scored 2 marks. They failed to draw the Y and X axis correctly.
Candidates failed to label the X axis correctly. They only referred to % and not % of impregnators.
Answer: Presentation method: bar graph/pie chart/tally chart
Level 1 (1 mark)
An attempt of how a bar graph/pie chart could be used
Level 2 (2 – 3 marks)
Correct bar graph/pie chart with two weaknesses.

Level 3 (4 – 5 marks)
Graph titled, information plotted, axes drawn. Labelled and key drawn correctly.
[5]
						
[22]
2

(a) (i)

Poorly answered. Most candidates could not identify the country with the greatest change but
instead gave the country with the highest figures.
Answer: China

(ii)

[1]

Well answered.
Answer:  93/94%

(iii)

[1]

Fairly answered. Most candidates scored only 1mark. They failed to compare the trend of
countries and regions.
Answer: It has declined/decrease/lowered
Some countries and regions have declined more than others.

(b) (i)

[2]

Well answered.
Answer: Ways to solve water problems
Community to dig wells
Government can drill bore holes/bring piped water closer to people/tap water/stand pipes
Construction of micro storage schemes
Harvest rainwater/water tanks
Recycle/re-use
Construction of dams
Reservoirs
Educate how to conserve/maintain water/use water wisely/drought resistant plants
			
[Any two]

(ii)

[2]

Well answered.
Answer: What to do with information collected
Write/type up findings/report
Put on tape or store it on computer/internet
Make recommendations/give solutions
Give feedback to people/hold meetings with communities
Send information to newspapers/magazines
Give information to radio/television
Analyse data
Compare information
Draw conclusions
Draw graphs/statistical information
-      Take information to NGO/ministries
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[Any four]

[4]
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(c) Well answered.
Answer: Why care must be taken using the internet
data might be outdated
data might be irrelevant/not reliable
data might be distorted/wrong/false/inaccurate
data might be biased/personal opinions/views
the author might have limited knowledge
need to credit the source
commit plagiarism/copy right

[Any three]

[3]
[13]

SECTION B
3

(a) (i)

Fairly answered. Some candidates still failed to mention the area and formulate a research
question or hypothesis.
Answer: Full statement of hypothesis or research question with the area.

(ii)

[1]

Fairly answered. Some candidates still write aims as questions. The aims also do not relate to
the research question or hypothesis.
Answer: Two well formulated aims of what you want to find out about your research question or
hypothesis.

(iii)

Poorly answered. Most of the candidates could not list the factors.
Answer: Factors to be consider in research
Relevance
Feasibility
Practicality/possibility/researchable
Interest
Safety
Realism
Sensitivity/offensive
Specific
Ethical

(iv)

[2]

[Any two]

[2]

Poorly answered. Candidates failed to understand the command words.
They listed the findings instead of supporting the findings with evidence and implications.
Answer: Findings
Full and valid reports on findings based on evidence and implications
Level 1: (1 – 2 marks)
Simple findings, poorly related to aims and not well supported by evidence
Level 2: (3 marks)
Well developed findings and based on evidence and related to aims
Level 3: (4 marks)
Full and valid reports on findings based on evidence and implication       
[1 mark for listing of findings]

[4]

(b) Poorly answered. Most candidates gave advice based on the research topic at hand. They referred
to specific methods of research, e.g. questionnaire, random sampling.
Answer: Ideas such as
Be specific about topic/research question/hypothesis you want to study
Decide on the methods of data collection
Plan your time properly
Always carry out a pilot study/test your questions
Try to cut costs
Focus on local issues/problems
Identify/select sampling
Find out about availability of secondary sources
Use local languages to get better feedback/arrange for translator
100
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[Any three]

[3]

(c) Fairly answered. Candidates managed to recommend or suggest solutions to the problems they
researched. However, few gave solutions on the methods of data collection.
Answer: Three recommendation/solutions related to the aims of the research question or hypothesis.

[3]
[15]

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Teachers must pay attention to the following important points:
•
They should practice the drawing and identification of presentation methods.
•
Teach the candidates the meaning of command words, e.g. describe, outline, write a report, etc.
•
Candidates should/ must do their own research based on a development related problem in their local environment.
•
Avoid giving candidates only one topic which they copied from the chalk board.
•
Avoid topics like development, smoking, traffic counting, busses that came late and accidents.
•
Teach candidates to be more specific on the types of pollution.
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4347
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
Teachers must concentrate on basic terminology of economics.
Learners failed to score full marks for definitions.
The quality of the learners' work has worsen compared to the previous year.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
SECTION A
1

Learners were able to identify the factors of production, but unable to link the example from the extract.
Answer
Entrepreneur
making decision and taking the risk = boat owner
Labour
human effort = crew to catch fish
Land
natural resource = fish
Capital
man-made asset = boat
Any one identified and example used from the extract

2

[2]

Well answered.
Answer
Mixed economic system

3

[1]

Poorly answered. The learners fail to indicate the fall in price and could not identify that it was a movement
along the demand curve.
Answer

[2]
4

Poorly answered.
Answer
Risk-bearing economies of scale/diversification.

5

[1]

Well answered.
Answer
Horizontal merger/integration

6

[1]

Fairly answered. Struggle to calculate cost.
Answer
300 + 2 700 = 3 000 ÷ 100 = 30 AC

Answer only
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[1]
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7

Fairly answered. Learners confuse inflation with unemployment.
Answer
• Demand pull inflation
• Cost push inflation

8

[2]

Poorly answered. Most learners could not define subsidy, but instead answered money given by government.
Answer
• A subsidy is a grant from government paid to producers (1)
• Decreases production cost (1)

9

[2]

Fairly answered.
Answer
Capital

[1]

10 Poorly answered.
Answer
•
Invisible/trade (1)
•
Export (1)
11

[2]

Poorly answered. Learners failed to show the formula of GDP.
Answer
total output (1) ÷ total population (1)

[2]

12 Poorly answered.
Answer
Capital = interest (1)
Entrepreneur = profit/dividends (1)

[2]

13 Poorly answered. Learners mostly answered the result of diseconomies of scale instead of the major cause.
Answer
Business growing too big and too fast

[1]

14 Poorly answered.
Answer
• By law/government
• Driving out competition
• Mergers
• Cartels
• Ownership of scarce resources
• Patent rights

Any two

[2]

15 Fairly answered.
Answer
• Country A is more efficient in producing a product A and Country B is more efficient in producing product B (1)
• Country A export product A and import product B and vice versa for Country B (1)
• A country produces a commodity at a lower cost (1) than another country (1)
[2]
16 Fairly answered.
Answer
•
Income method
•
Output method
•
Expenditure method

Any two

[2]

17 Well answered.
Answer
Seasonal unemployment
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18 Fairly answered. Learners failed to indicate the shift in demand.
Answer

[2]
19 Fairly answered.
Answer
• Unlimited liability (1)
• Owners can lose personal possessions if business cannot pay debt/owners liable for business debt (1)

[2]

20 Poorly answered. Learners give factors that affect demand instead of supply.
Answer
• More cars manufactured/ use idle resources/ excess capacity available (1)
• High stock levels (1)
• Time period (1)

Any two

[2]

Answer
• society/community will benefit (skills gained/living standards improve/reduce poverty) (1)
• due to more jobs created (1)
• government benefit from tax collection (1)
Any two

[2]

21 Well answered.

22 Poorly answered. Most learners write fall in the value of rupee as currency.
Answer
Fall in value of Pakistani rupee/currency depreciation

[1]

23 Poorly answered. Most learners give features of public company.
Answer
• Owned by government
• Not profit driven

[2]

24 Fairly answered. Most learners confused this question with transfer payments e.g. pension funds.
Answer
• Maternity leave
• Death and funeral benefit
• Sick leave/injuries/disability
• Unemployment benefits

Any two

[2]

SECTION B
25 (a) Well answered. Most learners scored maximum marks.
Answer
•
Lightweight durable etc./contributes to health and safety (advantage)
•
Plastic is produced from oil/gas/ocean and soil pollution (disadvantage)
•
Contain additives that can harm humans and other species
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Any one
Any one

[2]
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(b) Poorly answered. Learners failed to define opportunity cost and did not link opportunity cost to the
case study.
Answer
Definition of OC
•
OC is to forgo/sacrifice
(1)
•
the next best alternative.
(1)
Plastic production = choice
•
Pollution (external costs of plastic production and consumption) / use of oil resources = opportunity cost
OR
Pollution reduction (external costs of plastic production and consumption) = choice/use of oil resources/
discourage use of plastic
The loss of benefits of plastic products = OC/profits
(2)
[4]
(c) Poorly answered. Most learners wrote price elastic.
Answer
•
Elasticity of demand measures how demand will respond to a change in price.
•
Consumers had to pay for shopping bags, but demand did not really respond = inelastic
•
Why inelastic?
•
No/few substitutes available for the bags
•
Necessity for groceries
•
Re-use for other things at home e.g. store food, packaging, rubbish
•
Low price per bag (small proportion of income)

(1)
(1)

(2)

[4]

(d) Well answered.
Answer
•
Increase price of plastic products/pay for plastic bag
•
Spend more money on research and recycling of plastic products
•
Introduce tax on production and consumption of plastic products
•
Consumer awareness and information programmes
•
Fines / penalties for pollution/misuse/overproduction (producers and consumers)/ban plastic production
•
Development of affordable, environmentally friendly substitutes/paper bags
[4]
(e) Fairly answered. Most candidates quoted from the article.
Answer
NO (disadvantages)
•
Unemployment in plastic factories and subsidiary industries might increase
•
Exports of plastic products reduced = negative effect on BoP
•
Important plastic imports (used as raw materials and semi-finished) will be reduced
•
Factories producing products from plastic will close down/decrease government taxes
•
Economic growth will fall
YES (advantages)
•
Development of affordable, environmentally friendly substitutes
•
Employment created in factories producing substitutes to plastic
•
Long term external benefits/health/no harm to humans and other species
•
Reduction of external costs/reduce pollution

(2/3/4)

(4/3/2) [6]

26 (a) Poorly answered. Most learners answered factors that affect a person's choice of occupation as in
the syllabus, but the question was referring specifically to armed forces.
Answer
•
Government employment benefits e.g. medical aid, pension fund etc./fringe benefits
•
Not a hard, physical job if there is peace and stability/level of education needed.
•
No other job due to lack of qualifications.
•
High unemployment in country.
•
Preference for job e.g. protection, danger, uniform, wearing a gun
•
Status in community
•
Promotion ability (ranks)
•
Participation and training in various sport teams of armed forces e.g. soccer
(b) (i)

Well answered.
Answer
206 730 x 100 (1)
675 885
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30,50% / 30,5% / 31% (1)
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[2]

(ii)

Poorly answered. Learners were penalised for rounding off.
Answer
Males = 23 560 x 100 = 40,4% (1)
58 305
[2]

Females = 34 748 x 100 = 59,59% or 59,6% (1)
58 305
(c) Poorly answered. The learners could not compare sales and services and the agriculture sector.
Answer
•
Better and easier working conditions
•
Shorter working hours/flexible working hours
•
Women take care of kids
•
Better income
•
Suits personality to serve and sell goods/natural ability
•
Agriculture more physical work and males are preferred to work there
(d) (i)

[4]

Poorly answered.
Answer
Agriculture
• Weather conditions e.g. drought, floods, pests etc.
• People moving away from rural areas and farms (personal choice)
More capital than labour intensive/skills required
Forestry and fishing
• Natural resources depletion
• Physical labour and hard working conditions
• Corruption/decrease fishing quotas
Learners must touch on all three sectors to earn full marks.

(ii)

[4]

Well answered.
Answer
High unemployment rate in country/more job opportunities
Lack of formal school and qualifications/skills
Large families (all of them stay on the farm and may be farm workers one day)
Tradition and cultural beliefs/subsistence farming
Preferred job = love of farming and working outside
Fringe benefits e.g. fresh milk, meat, no rent, free water etc.
Labour intensive
Labour = derived

[4]

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Teach the syllabus at all times. Make use of daily newspaper when teaching specific topics.
Assessment of learners during tests and assignments must be in line with the national examinations.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
There were some good answers for certain questions, but also very poor answers. It was evident that learners lack
knowledge and thinking skills. Some learners could not even answer knowledge questions and thus scored zero for
some questions.
Learners still answer six questions instead of four.
Learners also still write in point format and are still listing answers.
It was evident that the learners have a big problem with key words in questions such as compare and differentiate.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
1

(a) This question was well answered. Learners could score more than five marks. However, some
learners fail to include the word worker organisation in the definition. Examples of trade unions are
craft union, general union, etc.
Answer
An association of workers (1) formed for the purpose of improving the pay (1) and working conditions of
their members (1)
or
Workers organisation (1) that represent workers (1) in their dealing with management and
owners (1)
(3)
Types Craft unions
General unions
Industrial unions
White Collar unions
(3)
[6]
(b) This question was well answered and most learners could give most of the functions of trade
unions such as compensation for injuries, for wage negotiations, etc.
Answer
•
Workers would have strength in number
•
The environment in which they work such as health and safety would be improved
•
Union would ensure workers are compensated for injuries at the work-place
•
Protection form unfair dismissal/any other unfair treatment/discrimination
•
Additional benefits such as discounts at certain shops,
•
HIV/AIDS counselling
•
Funeral cover etc.
•
Their rights to redundancy pay will also be protected.
•
Negotiate for improve wages
•
Negotiate for shorter working hours/fringe benefits
Any seven

[7]

(c) This question was not well answered. The majority of learners could not refer to the negative impacts
of trade unions. Possible answers were: workers could lose their jobs, bad reputation for country, it
stops production, vandalism, etc.
Answer
•
Workers could lose their jobs/business use capital intensive methods
•
Bad reputation for the country
•
Discouraging foreign investment,
•
Export markets could be lost,
•
Less tax revenue for the government (unemployment)
•
Fall in output and economic growth
•
Firm closing down
•
Price fluctuations due to fall in supply + cost push inflation (higher wages)
•
More government spending and debt due to unemployment (less tax) and more transfer payments
•
Vandalism, destruction leading to repair costs
•
Short-term security of products
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[7]

2

(a) Most learners could not say what a tight fiscal policy is. Most scored zero. Possible answers are:
more government spending and lower tax rates.
Answer
•
More government spending
•
Lower tax rates

(1)
(1)

[2]

(b) Not well answered by learners. Some did not know what progressive tax was. Possible answers
were higher income = higher tax, more tax to government, reduce inequalities in income, etc.
Answer
Higher income = higher tax rate
More tax to government
Fairer to poor people
Reduce inequality of income

[4]

(c) This question was totally wrong answered or understood by candidates. Answers should have been:
reasons for change in tax brackets are: affects the poor the most, they can afford more products,
better living standards, more spending, etc.
Answer
•
Affects only poorer and low income groups (highest amount of people in Namibia)
•
Afford more products = more spending
•
Better living standards
•
More spending could lead to more employment created
•
Less government spending on transfer payments and merit goods and services
•
Increased output (GDP) due to more spending
•
More exports and less imports
•
Less political problems and unrest
•
More spending = more tax (indirect) to government
•
Reduce inequality in income
Any seven

NO link maximum (3) marks

[7]

(d) Learners could not differentiate between commercial and central banks and therefore only score half
the marks.
Differentiation should have been as follows: commercial banks are owned by private individuals while central
banks are owned by government. Commercial banks are listed on the stock exchange while central banks
not. Commercial banks distribute notes but central banks issue notes and coins.
Answer
COMMERCIAL BANK
(FNB, Bank Windhoek, Standard Bank etc.)

CENTRAL BANK
(BANK OF NAMIBIA = BoN)

Owned by private individuals (usually public
limited companies)

Owned by government/state

List on Stock Exchange and invite general public No shareholders. Only government ownership
to buy shares to obtain capital
Private clients (individuals and firms)
•
keep deposits at banks
•
settle debts and make payments through
cheques, direct debits, standing orders,
credit and debit cards, ATM, foreign
currency and traveller’s cheques

For government

For commercial banks

•

•

•
•

keep deposits (tax
income)
make all government
payments
manage national
debt + borrowing +
repay loans

•

keep deposits and
cash reserves
settle debts between
commercial banks

Distribute new notes and send damaged notes
to central bank

Produce new notes and destroys damaged notes

Follow instructions from central bank on interest
rates and bank lending (monetary policy)

Controls monetary policy. Sets interest rates and
control amount of bank lending

Obtain foreign currency from central bank to Holds stock of foreign currency and gold reserves
distribute to clients when needed
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Make loans to clients (long term, short term e.g.
overdrafts etc.)

Lender of last resort for commercial banks when they
need money

Executor of wills of deceased people
Advice on investments, shares etc.
Keep valuables safe e.g. documents, jewellery,
coins etc.

Services not rendered by central bank

Learners are not allowed to tabulate, but should write it in paragraph form and should differentiate
each point.
Any three x 2
(1) any function
Maximum (3) marks if not differentiating or only listing
[7]
3

(a) (i)

Fairly answered. Most learners scored full marks. Possible answer was life expectancy is the
number of years a person is expected to live.
Answer
Life expectancy = how old/ amount of years (1) a person expects to live (1)

(ii)

[2]

Well answered. Most learners could identify at least three reasons for low percentage of people
that reach 65 years and above in developing countries. Answers should have been: poor living
conditions, diseases, lack of basic amenities such as clean water, etc.
Answer
• Poor living conditions
• Lack of basic amenities (sanitation, clean water, housing etc.)
• Not educated on how to take care of themselves
• Diseases/poor health
• Hard physical labour (agriculture industry)
• Many young people died during war, of famine etc.
•
Lack of government involvement with merit services and transfer payments Any four

[4]

(b) This question was not well answered. Learners could not compare population structures of developed
and developing countries. They should have referred to the ages and working population. Example:
developed countries has few young people while developing countries has many young people and
developing countries has few old people while developed countries has a lot of old people.
Answer
•
Developing countries will have more people below 15 year of age (youthful population) due to high birth
rate
•
Developed country have few young people below 15 years, due to low birth rate
•
Developing countries have few people over 50 years, due to diseases, poor health
•
Developed countries will have more people over 50 years (aging population) due to good health care
•
Developing countries have a higher working population
•
Developed countries will have a lower working population
Contrast 3 x 2
Any development

(6)
(1)

Maximum (3) marks for not contrasting

[7]

(c) This question was also not well answered. Learners was expected to refer to the problems that a
young population has for developing countries. Possible answers were: low working population,
economic growth decrease, countries need more schools, government pay more transfer payments.
Answer
•
0 – 14 years = 48% = dependent on government and working population.
•
15 – 64 years = 49% total working population
•
20% of the total working population is unemployed
•
Only 19% people employed and 48% dependent (Ratio = 2:1)
•
Not enough TWP to increase output/economic growth/exports
•
More goods will be imported due to lack of availability in country
•
High dependency rate in young group
•
Not enough people in working population to support dependency group
•
The government will have to build more schools etc. to cater for young dependency group
•
Government pay more transfer payments
The answer should refer to the influence of the age structure and NOT problems in general.
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4

(a) This question was not well answered. Learners could not identify the form of ownership of a
multi-national company. The ownership was public limited company. Advantages: list on stock
exchange, sell shares to general public, limited liability, etc.
Answer
•
Public limited company
•
List on Stock Exchange world-wide to sell shares (spreading risks/growth)
•
No limit to amount of shareholders = high amount of capital for growth
•
Liquidity (shares can easily be sold
•
Limited liability
•
Unincorporated business = continuity
•
More finance opportunities (expansion)
•
Separation of ownership = make easier to manage

(1)

Any five

[6]

(b) Most learners could answer this question. Possible answers for advantages of multi-nationals was:
jobs are created, tax income for government, it increases economic growth, earn foreign currency, etc.
Answer
•
Jobs are created reducing unemployment
•
New investments in buildings and machinery increases output of goods and services in the country
•
Output produced will be sold abroad thus increasing exports
•
Earning foreign currency for the host economy
•
Taxes paid by these companies increase government revenue
•
Transfer of skills to develop quality of labour
•
Increases domestic competition (lower prices and more quality)
•
Increases consumer choice
•
Development and sponsorship of rural areas/improve living standards
•
Contribute to GDP and economic growth

[7]

(c) Most learners could score more than three marks, however, some could not identify the negative
impacts of multi-nationals such as: jobs created are unskilled, damage environment, send profits
home, etc. and thus score low marks.
Answer
•
The jobs created are usually unskilled
•
Local firms might be forced out of business as multinationals are more efficient and have lower costs
•
Profits made are sent back to the home country
•
They use up scarce non-renewable resources
•
They could influence the host government for large grants to keep them operating in the country
•
Environment damage and external costs
•
Monopoly power = higher prices and less choice
•
Huge influence and bargaining power to not follow labour laws
•
They misuse the countries natural resources
[7]
5

(a) Fairly answered. Most learners scored two marks for describing minimum profit and indicating the
points of profit maximisation is achieved.
Answer
•
Highest amount of profit / known as abnormal profit
•
MR = MC
•
AR > AC
(b) (i)

Most learners scored two marks for explaining external costs and giving an example.
Answer
External cost = cost to third party (society) due to business decision.
Pollution created by firm
Destruction of environment
Forced relocation of people

(ii)

[3]

(1)
Any two

[3]

Not well answered. Most learners just listed the control measures/interventions to reduce
external cost for all goods and could not specify or link the points to the negative external costs
that the intervention could resolve.
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Answer
• Tax. e.g. Carbon tax, which makes people pay the social cost of pollution.
• Subsidy. e.g. subsidy of alternative energy sources.
• Regulation. Limits on a number of pollutants that can be discarded into the atmosphere.
• Changing consumer behaviour – e.g. through advertising, information etc.
• Subsidising households or firms to be non-polluters, such as giving grants for home insulation
improvements.
• Forcing polluters to pay compensation to those who suffered
•
Toll roads = paying to use the road
Any three

[7]

(c) Not well answered. Some learners mixed the disadvantages of profit maximisation for consumers with
government disadvantages and could not link the direct impact of profit maximisation to consumers
and government. Examples: reduction in unemployment is due to cost cutting measures of firms that
leads to retrenchments.
Answer
Consumers
•
High prices
•
Poor quality to cut costs
•
Excessive variety of products and services
•
Misleading advertisements
Government
•
Firms reduce employment to cut costs
•
Tax evasions
•
Misuse and depletion of resources
•
All types of pollution
•
High prices increase inflation
6

(3/4)

(4/3)

[7]

(a) Learners failed to describe how the amount of income influence living standards instead they
concentrated more on the factors that influence a person's choice of occupation such as natural
ability, access to education and training, etc. Learners were expected to give answers such as: afford
basic needs and luxury goods, better houses, better medical or health care, etc.
Answer
•
Better houses, car etc.
•
More necessities and luxury goods
•
Determines status
•
People believe that money = happiness
•
Take better care of family/ wife may stay at home
•
Children to better schools

[6]

(b) Most of the learners were able to give a definition of division of labour and specialisation. Learners
failed to apply the two concepts – division of labour and specialisation to the occupation mentioned in
the extract, instead they gave their own example not related to the occupations in the extract. Most
of the learners' mange to give answers on the division of labour of the football players, by indicating
different position in the field, but failed to apply division of labour to the nurses.
Answer
•
Division of labour refers to a task being broken down into simple (different) operations
•
Specialisation refers to workers each only doing then one of these different operations
•
The football game/health care is the task being broken down
•
The footballer playing a specific position on the field (e.g. striker, goal keeper) specialises only doing
that job
•
Nurses also specialise in specific nursing jobs e.g. staff nurse, paediatric nurse, emergency ward nurse,
theatre nurse etc.
[7]
(c) Most of the common answers were: skills and training, risks to be injured, natural ability, but some
of the learners failed to explain those answers, instead they just list and lose marks. Most of the
candidates failed to give possible reasons why football players earn more than nurses. However,
most of the candidates concentrate that a nurse does have q qualification and gave reasons shy the
nurse earn more than a football player.
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Answer
•
Demand for football player (specific skills) determined by supporters (derived demand)
•
Demand for nurses
•
Higher demand = higher wage (skills, experience)
(3)
•
Supply of football player with specific skills needed nearly inelastic
•
Low supply of these type of skills = high income
•
High supply of nurses = low wage (responsibility, years to qualify, etc.)
(3)
•
Risk for injuries to footballers = higher paid/dangerous
•
They have a shorter working career
•
Incentives for performance or amount of goals scored
•
Sponsorships and advertisements
(1)

[7]

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Teachers must encourage learners to master economic knowledge first before they can interpret and analyse.
Encourage learners not to put answers in table form unless required.
Candidates must try to avoid listing of answers.
Teachers must at least try to train learners on the use of command words such as compare, differentiate, justify, etc.
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ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
4116
Paper 1 & 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
Overall, the performance of the candidates in Papers 1 and 2 has not improved much from that of the previous year. Parts
1 and 2 were answered fairly well, although poor lifting, incomplete ideas, wrong options written first and not reading
the questions properly, cost the candidates valuable marks. Candidates still have challenges with the interpretation of
questions and give long, irrelevant lifts instead of focusing on only giving the appropriate answer. It is essential that
candidates focus on the key points of each question. Candidates should take time to read and identify the requirements
of the questions in order to select precise and relevant information. Responses should be brief, as extra details may
include incorrect information which can negate the answer. It is essential that answers are written clearly. Candidates
should note the question words and be able to connect them with the questions. Candidates should also note whether
the question word is: “how”, “which”, “who”, “when”, or “where”, to guide them to the correct response. Candidates
should be taught not to write their responses in the first person by using “I”, but should use the third person “he” or “she”
or as the question dictates.
An improvement was noticed in Part 3 in the following areas:
•
•

The use of paragraphs. Very few candidates did not use paragraphs.
The candidates used the spaces provided effectively and to the maximum.

The following aspects need to be addressed urgently:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length of summary should be NOT MORE and NOT LESS than five words of the word limit. It is essential that
the responses stay within the word limit of 100 words, as otherwise correct Content points included after the limit
cannot be credited. Many summaries were still too long.
Careless lifting also results in no marks gained.
Careless spelling, concord and grammar need considerable attention. Candidates are extremely careless in how
they spell and write sentences.
Some responses showed a lack of a reading culture and their vocabulary was limited.
An increased number of candidates start their answers with a dash or hashtag. They should be encouraged not
to do so.
An increased number of candidates added their own lines to the lines provided in order to write long sentences.
Candidates should refrain from doing this unless it is absolutely necessary.
Candidates who cancel one answer and write it somewhere else should make sure that the intention is clear in
order to get the benefit.
Candidates displayed a lack of general knowledge and had difficulty expressing themselves when it came to the
writing pieces in Part 3.
There are still too many candidates with illegible handwriting. This is a major problem and hampers the marking
process. Some candidates’ handwriting is so bad that one has to guess some of the words. Candidates must pay
attention to their handwriting for their own benefit.
NB: Candidates should use a pen, not a pencil.
Overall, candidates entered wrongly for the Core or Extended tier. This matter should be monitored and directed
by the teacher. Most candidates were also able to complete the papers in the time allowed, so time was managed
sufficiently.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Part 1
Exercise 1: Questions 1 – 7
In general, this section was well answered by the majority of candidates.
1

Most candidates could not identify “families” as the correct answer and gave “school learners” as the
answer. This is perhaps because they failed to connect the question to the information in the reading passage.

2

This was well answered as most candidates wrote “freeing seals trapped” as their answer. The spelling of
freeing was the only problem as some candidates wrote “fleeing” and could not score the mark.
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3

This question was poorly answered as most candidates did not write the correct answer “puppet show”,
but wrote only “puppet” and left out the word “show” as part of the answer. Many candidates also lifted the
entire sentence from the passage which resulted in no mark as the lift was not accepted.

4

This was well answered as the majority of candidates wrote the correct answer “Discover Scuba qualification”.

5

The correct answer “sponsorship” was successfully identified by most candidates.

6

This question was well answered as the majority of candidates wrote the correct answer “the kitchen is
available until 17h00”.

7

Most candidates wrote the correct answer “your contact details”, but candidates who opted to write the lift
from the reading passage did not score the mark.

Exercise 2: Questions 8 – 13 (Extended)
8

This was poorly answered as the first person “I” response was discredited. The correct answers are: “the
writer is a lifelong animal lover/vegetarian.”, “the writer has committed his/her career to African wildlife
conservation”, “killing animals for fun is disturbing”. Any two of the three options were awarded as long as
each answer was written on a separate line next to letters (a) and (b) on the question paper.

9

This was well answered as the majority of candidates wrote the correct answer “fearful” or “could add to
the decline of species”.

10 This was fairly well answered as many candidates could identify “conflict with local people”, “loss of habitat”,
“poaching” as the correct answers. Marks were lost for misspelling of habitat when candidates wrote
“habit” or “habitant” instead or when candidates included additional information that made the answer
wrong, e.g. “preventing poaching”.
11

This offered mixed responses, however, some candidates could successfully write the correct answer “it
maintains very large areas of land for wildlife” while others wrote totally incorrect options that did not relate
to the question at all.

12 This was poorly answered and candidates could not identify the correct answer “photo-tourism”. It appears
as if candidates struggled to understand the question or they might have misinterpreted “harmless alternative”.
13 This was fairly well answered as many candidates correctly wrote “to minimise the death of wild animals”
as their answer.
Exercise 2: Questions 6 – 10 (Core)
6

Many candidates identified “mine” as the correct answer and some would lift “one-of-a-kind mine” which
was also credited. There were some candidates who wrote a partial lift “kind mine” and could not score the mark.

7

Stronger candidates answered this question successfully, “largest underground non sub-glacial lake in
the world”. Weaker candidates wrote an incomplete answer by leaving out parts of the answer or would
misspell lake and wrote “like”, “lack”, “lak” instead and did not get the mark.

8

This was answered quite well as the majority wrote the correct answer “zero sunlight conditions” or
“extreme darkness”, but the lift from the reading passage “appearing almost white having adapted to …”
was not accepted and resulted in candidates losing the mark.

9

This was answered well as the majority wrote the correct answer “the water level which changes every
now and again”.
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10 This was answered well as candidates could write “special skills needed” or “extremely dangerous” as the
correct answer. A few left out “special” or “extremely” as part of the answer and could not get the mark.
Exercise 3: Questions 14 – 19
There was mixed responses in this exercise. However, a lack of reading with understanding both the reading passage
and the questions is the reason for weak performance in this exercise.
14 Most candidates wrote the correct answer “threat of sharks” or “swim without a shark cage” but spelling
was once again a problem as threat was spelled as “treat” and shark as “shake” and “shack” which
resulted in loss of marks.
15 This was answered well as candidates are familiar with the word characteristics and the majority of
candidates wrote “strong minded nature” and “determination” as their answer, but there were still a few
candidates who wrote random incorrect options like “physically” and “mentally”.
16 This was poorly answered as candidates demonstrated difficulty in understanding the information presented
in the reading passage and connecting it to the question, as the one answer was inferred and not directly
stated in the reading passage. The one correct answer “rough seas” was successfully identified by many
candidates, but the alternatives answers: “incorrect forecast” and “winds stronger than expected”, were
hardly recognised by most candidates. The other answer “have to last 60 hours because of currents” was
almost never credited as most candidates gave an incomplete answer. Each answer had to be written on
a separate line next to letters (a) and (b) and this in itself was also a problem.
17 This was poorly answered as candidates did not interpret the question correctly. The fact that the answers
were separated by other information in the reading passage was also a problem and an indication that
candidates are not taught to interpret and identify relevant information, but rather only to lift directly from
the reading passage, even if the information does not answer the question directly. The correct answers
are: “She was in the water for more than 20 hours () but still far from the halfway point ()”. The
additional information between the two ideas did not add value to the answer and candidates did not score
both marks if the additional information was included in their answer.
18 The majority of candidates struggled to answer this question and wrote a totally incorrect answer. A few
who wrote the correct answer “she needed a challenge” or “she wanted to be filled with commitment” did
not also score the mark if the answer was written with the pronoun “I” instead of “she”.
19 This was answered fairly well as many wrote the correct answer “Her swimming sessions lasted 12, 14,
even 24 hours with long warm-ups”.
Part 2
Exercise 1: Questions 20 – 27
This question was answered poorly by some candidates, however, there were centres where the candidates scored
good marks. The following are still concerns and should be addressed: incorrect and inappropriate use of punctuation
marks, unnecessary spelling errors and capital letters in the wrong place or breaking up words in the wrong syllable.
Teachers should teach their candidates to write their responses very accurately as this part is assessed quite strictly.
They should also spend considerable time incorporating grammar in their lessons.
20 The majority of candidates identified that “suddenly” was misspelt and could give the correct spelling.
“surprised” was not easily identified and the majority of candidates wrote other words, even words that
did not appear in the sentence.
21 Most candidates opted for the correct letter “B”.
22 Most candidates struggled to answer this question. The correct answer is “Their researchers want
to know whether Mzanzi is ready for digitised learning.” Candidates failed to change both verbs or
changed digitised to “digitise” or “digit” or misspelt researchers.
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23 This was poorly answered as the majority could keep to the same tense. The correct answer is “A lack
of skill and infrastructure was delaying the technological transformation of education.” Another major
problem with this question was the fact that technological was not divided after the correct syllable where
candidates opted to separate the word. Candidates should know how to divide words correctly after the
correct syllable when they opt to separate a word.
24 Most candidates struggled to answer this question as they could not make all the changes. The correct
answer is “Philani said that they had seen some positive development as more teachers were getting
training.” Candidates also changed training to “trained” which scored no mark.
25 This resulted in mixed answers. Some candidates could successfully identify we as a “pronoun” and
direction as a “noun”, yet there were still too many candidates who wrote ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ as options
to this answer.
26 This was well answered as the majority of candidates underlined “than”. There were candidates who failed
to follow instructions and encircled their answer instead. It is essential for the candidates to follow instructions.
27 This was poorly answered which made it evident that candidates are not familiar with the proper use of
article. The correct answers are “an/the” …… “with”.
Exercise 2: Questions 28 – 33 (Extended)
28 This was answered well, although some candidates wrote incomplete answers. The correct answer is
“associated with obesity/dental health”.
29 This was answered well, although some candidates wrote incomplete answers. The correct answers are,
“offer candy as a midday pick-me-up snack” and “promise treats to after-dinner dessert lovers”. Candidates
did not score the mark if they made spelling errors like “desert” instead of dessert or “snake” instead of snack.
30 This was poorly answered as candidates mostly scored only one out of the two marks. The reason for this
is that they could not make a proper comparison between two different time periods. The correct answers
are “in 1822, consumed the amount of 350 grams of sugar every 5 days () Now it takes just 7 hours to
consume the same amount of sugar ().
31 This was answered well. The correct answer is “It stimulates the reward centre in your brain” or “as
addictive as cocaine” or “A massive amount of dopamine is released”.
32 This question required an interpretation of the graph with an (a) and (b) answer. Many candidates could
successfully identify (a) “Oceania” and (b) “Asia” as the correct answers, but spelling was once again a
problem as the names of places were spelled incorrectly which scored no mark.
Exercise 2: Question 24 (Core)
Candidates generally wrote clearly and legibly. Spelling was mainly accurate and there was clear definition of capital
letters. In general, the form was answered quite well, but there were still a few mistakes. In Section A, most candidates
wrote incorrect contact numbers and misinterpreted “name of emergency contact” and simply wrote a number in that
space. They also included unnecessary information to the address. In Section B, some candidates still used pencil to
tick or encircle their choices/answers.
Candidates should be taught that all instructions on the form should be followed and that no pencil should be used.
They should also be taught not to use punctuation marks when completing the form, e.g. full stop or comma after the
responses, except when they write the address on one line.
SECTION A
Please note that one mark is given for the use of capital letters.
Full name: RUTH DANIELS
Residential address: 24 JASPER STREET, ACADEMIA
Age: 17
Gender: FEMALE
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Mobile number: 0816264545
E-mail address: rdaniels@gmail.com [PLEASE NOTE: the e-mail address should not be underlined, there should not
be any big/obvious spaces, it should not be written in cursive and there should be no full stop at the end.]
Name of emergency contact: ELAINE DANIELS
Relationship to you: MOTHER
Contact number: 0811247019
SECTION B
Scheduled time for boot camp:
17h00 - 18h00
Payment package: Monthly [  ]
Any medical condition(s): No [  ]
Most important reason why you would like to join:
I would like to get the outdoor exercising experience.
Exercise 3: Question 35 (Extended)
A major problem is that many responses were too long. Most candidates wrote a prose summary, but there were too
many summaries that had more than one paragraph and a heading. A few candidates wrote notes. Candidates had
to focus on two different aspects for this summary namely, the reasons people are shy and the positive outcomes.
Candidates struggled to write the reasons people are shy, but could successfully write about the positive outcomes. An
attempt to write in their own words caused them valuable marks because the synonyms used and changes made to the
content were wrong and did not carry the same idea. Spelling was also a problem because certain words, when spelled
incorrectly, did not carry the same idea.
Exercise 3: Question 22 (Core)
There was a good attempt to write clear, brief notes and stay within the space provided. Many candidates struggled
to identify the notes to the first heading and wrote irrelevant information. The second heading was more successfully
attempted. A few candidates interchanged the information and wrote it under the wrong headings. With note taking,
candidates need to ensure that their responses correspond to the heading of each question. Each line represents a
separate point and candidates should not repeat a point. Where a candidate included two points on the same line, only
the first is taken into consideration. Additionally, candidates should not add extra lines unless they have crossed out
their first answer.
The content marks:
Reasons people are shy:
1
2
3
4
5

A result of genes a person has inherited / genes
Life experiences (also play a role) / Faced with situations that lead you to be shy
Over-protective parents/parents who are too careful
Isolated from others for the first few years of their lives
Lack social skills to enable easy interaction

Positive outcomes of being shy
6
7
8
9
10

Become really good listeners
Become sensitive to other people’s feelings and emotions
Appear more approachable to others
Have a calming effect on those who are very stressed
Develop deep and long-lasting friendships / place more value on their friends that they have

Part 3
Part 3 is still a problem for most candidates as they lack creativity, proper vocabulary, general knowledge and command
of the English language. Many candidates wrote in a pretentious manner by using bombastic English words that were
not always used in context. Candidates also used idioms incorrectly and sometimes even inappropriately. The same
applies to the conjunctions that were used by many candidates. It was very clear in their writing that certain idioms
and conjunctions were drilled into them and that they might have been told to use these in order to add value to their
written pieces, but it had the opposite effect. It is also quite troubling to note that candidates showed very little regard
for punctuation as they did not make use of punctuation marks at all. An increasing number of candidates also made
use of inappropriate content in their written pieces, e.g. quite a number of candidates made sexual references and or
wrote about alcohol abuse, information which does not add any value to their written pieces. Candidates also came
up with several of unrealistic ideas in this part, which shows lack of proper training in writing skills. Candidates also
made excessive religious and biblical references and should refrain from doing so. Candidates should read instructions
carefully, refer back to the task while writing and not just rush into these written pieces.
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Exercise 1
This question was not successfully answered. Candidates mostly misinterpreted one or more prompts which resulted
in average or below average marks awarded for this task. Most successful candidates showed an awareness of
the target audience and adopted a style and register suited to a report. Most responses were simple narratives and
lacked engagement with the reader. Some candidates wrote only one sentence per prompt and the pieces lacked
development. Where development was attempted, it was merely listing of ideas, mostly, by a few stronger candidates
who really tried to elaborate on specific ideas.
The topic was misinterpreted on several levels. Candidates had to write about the Life Skills Club project. The word
“club” was a problem for some candidates who wrote about going to a bar or a club for dancing and these pieces were
usually off topic. “Street children” was also misinterpreted where some candidates were writing about children playing
in the street after school.
There were limited responses to the first prompt. Candidates struggled to come up with reasons why they decided to
participate and would mostly write the information already provided on the question paper “to experience what life is like
for them”. This by itself was not considered as the prompt being addressed. Candidates could not express themselves
beyond average on the first prompt.
The second prompt required candidates to write about the challenges they experienced on the streets. This was also
greatly misinterpreted as the majority of candidates wrote about challenges street children experience in general and
not what they personally experienced on the particular day they were on the streets. A few candidates interpreted the
prompt correctly but could also not express themselves beyond average.
The third prompt expected candidates to say what lessons they have learned. Instead of focusing on the lesson learnt,
the majority of candidates gave suggestions to the government and advice to parents in order to eliminate the problem
of street children. The few who learnt a lesson did not learn a moral lesson, but mostly that “life on the streets is very
difficult”.
Exercise 2
This was a fairly well answered question, as most candidates had a fair idea of the topic and could interpret the prompts
correctly, but most candidates still delivered only average or below average pieces. Some candidates even managed
to write off topic as they wrote about general/political elections and about the importance of voting.
To answer the first prompt, candidates had to tell learners more about themselves. This prompt was poorly answered
as candidates mostly described themselves and gave general information about their personal lives, e.g. their age, the
school they currently attend!!!, name and family setup. Very few focused on their leadership qualities.
In the second prompt, candidates had to say what they have already achieved at their school. The first incorrect
focus was what they have achieved at other schools, e.g. “I had been a head boy at my previous school”. This was
considered a misinterpretation of the prompt as the focus should be at the current school. Weaker candidates focused
on their sport achievements and academics such as being the best candidate in a specific subject without linking those
achievements to the topic. This prompt was also just listed as these achievements were only listed. Some candidates
tried to venture beyond sport and academics and tried to write about clubs they have established or projects they were
running. Many candidates wrote about unrealistic achievements, like building a school hall with the support of their
parents or renovating the school all alone.
The third prompt was also not very well addressed. Candidates had to write about the changes they would like to make
and give reasons. The majority of candidates could write about changes, e.g. to work on their hygiene, or introduce a
new school uniform, but they failed to tackle the second part of the prompt, the reasons. Some candidates once again
came up with unrealistic changes, like renovating the school or telling the regional management to build a school hall.
Some made vague attempts like saying they would like to improve the performance of the school, but without the reason
or previous background it was like grasping at straws.
From a language point of view, there were an alarming number of grammar and spelling errors in general. The
inappropriate use of idioms was also quite disturbing as they were used incorrectly and at some centres the candidates
used them too much, e.g. every second sentence will have an idiom and that takes away from the appropriateness of
the language. Overall, many responses were organised effectively into paragraphs, but punctuation is a major concern
as the most basic punctuation was not even observed.
Exercise 3: Extended
This question was poorly answered. The candidates failed to state their arguments convincingly. Many candidates
misinterpreted the question and wrote about taking a gap year instead, while others made a comparison between
universities and vocational training facilities. Other candidates focused on the financial aspect of university and wrote
about getting a loan from the Namibia Students Financial Assistance Fund (NSFAF). Some candidates wrote about
education in general and the ideas got all muddled up between school and tertiary education. Many candidates relied
heavily on the quotes given and would randomly write them down, without attempting to explain what they mean and
how they link to one another. Many candidates wrote mixed ideas that did not help their arguments in the end. Weaker
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candidates could not venture beyond the quotes and wrote incoherent content. Quite a number of candidates used
“degree guarantees” as one concept and wrote content that did not make sense at all. Much repetition was also
experienced. The topic itself “is it important to go to university after high school” was rarely successfully attempted. The
topic was so poorly answered that candidates could not gain access to the higher band.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Candidates should be taught the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grammar, spelling and concord
Command and question words
To use prompts correctly and to develop them
To use the correct tone and register
To learn the different structures of written pieces
To write realistically
Encourage creativity
The functions of the different punctuation marks
Upgrade their vocabulary
Upgrade general knowledge
Idioms and idiomatic expressions as well as their meanings
Interpretation of questions
To lift correctly
To use the spaces provided
To adhere to word limits
To write legibly and in appropriate language
To develop a love of reading
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4116
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
Overall, the performance of candidates was average. However, Part 2, Questions 7 and 8 still proved to be a challenge
to most candidates. The majority of candidates could generally cope with the questions and provided answers. Some
candidates performed better in all three parts of the question paper. The questions varied from easy, average to difficult,
thus accommodating all levels of candidates.
The majority of the candidates followed the instructions, however, very few candidates wrote “True or False or made
crosses in the boxes in Part 2, Question 8, instead of ticks. It is important for the candidates to follow the instructions
as disregarding of the instructions may lead to losing marks. Some candidates used a pencil to write their answers.
Candidates should use a pen, not a pencil. Candidates need to be reminded of the importance of legible handwriting.
The formation of individual letters must be clear. Candidates should simply cross out responses/answers which need
to be altered. Candidates should try to avoid deleting the correct answer or provide the correct answer with additional
incorrect information, which makes the answer wrong. Candidates should avoid scratching out part of answers
or inserting letters/words as it is always not done satisfactorily. This makes it impossible to judge what is written.
Candidates should not write over, or try to erase their initial answers. Attempts which cannot be read may not be
credited. Candidates should be reminded that any answers put in brackets are not considered at all, thus they must
avoid writing their answers in brackets.
Many candidates gave answers based on general knowledge and/or synonyms of words used in the recording, which
should be avoided as answers should be based on the audio text. Candidates should be reminded that the answer will
be heard; they must not make up an answer. Poor spelling remains a challenge as it is proof of lack of vocabulary for
most candidates. Candidates should be made aware of the importance of spelling the words correctly. When providing
spelling attempts, the intended meaning of the attempted word should not be in doubt. Spelling attempts that create
homophones are not accepted. The majority of candidates failed to use the correct singular/plural form of nouns and
prepositions. Thus, candidates’ awareness should be raised about the importance of using the correct singular/plural
form of nouns and prepositions as these can alter the meaning of an answer.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
PART 1
QUESTION 1
Answer: One/1
This question was well answered by the majority of candidates. However, a few candidates included additional
information such as ‘one section’ or ‘one season’ and not ‘one session’ or ‘one session per weak’ and not ‘one session
per week’, thus the mark could not be given.
QUESTION 2
Answer: It is expensive
This question was well answered by the majority of candidates. However, a few candidates included an adverb of
degree which was not in the audio text such as: very expensive / so expensive / too expensive, which could not be
credited.
QUESTION 3
Answer: Germany
This was a fair question, but some candidates could not differentiate between the name of the country and the nationality
or language.
QUESTION 4
Answer: eight (a.m) to five (p.m) / 8 a.m to 5 p.m
This question was poorly answered. Many candidates wrote the distractor which was six to eight, Monday to Sunday
or gave incorrect time such as 5pm to 8 am / 8hrs to 17hrs / from Monday 8 o’clock to Friday 5 o’clock.
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QUESTION 5
Answer: Tsumeb
This question was poorly answered as some of the candidates gave the postal or physical address as their answer or
the distractor ‘Okahandja’ which was incorrect.
QUESTION 6
Answer: 3 years / three years
This question was the easiest of Part 1. The majority of candidates answered it correctly. A few candidates though
opted for the distractor ‘five years’ or wrote ‘3 months’ or ‘3 days’ which were not credited.
PART 2
Exercise 1: QUESTION 7
This question was well answered by most of the candidates. There was an improvement in this question as many
candidates attempted to answer the question. However, some candidates did not comprehend the text and were not
familiar with the synonyms used on the question paper.
Many candidates included words which are already printed on the question paper before or after each gap as part of
their answer. Candidates should be reminded to write the missing word only in the spaces provided.
(a) Rundu
(b) boarding
(c) IT
(d) bankrupt
(e) salary
(f)

hostess

(g) children
(h) power
(i)

N$250.00

(j)

insecure

(k) Tuesday
(l)

DJ

The following are examples of incorrect attempts:
(a) Rhundu / Lundu / Rudu
(b) boading / booding / boring / bonding
(c) ITC / AT / ART
(d) bankrapt / bankcrupt / bankraped/ bankrupted / bankrupt / backrupt / bangrupt
(e) salaries / salarry / sarlary
(f)

hostests / hostes / hostage / air hostess
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(g) child / babies / people’s animals / childrens / babysit children
(h) powers / too much power / more power / pawer
(i)

N$250 million / N$215 / $250 / N$2500 / N$250:00

(j)

secure / insequre / insecured / ansecure / in secure / quiet insecure / quit insecure

(k) Thuesday / Thursday / Teusday / Tusday / follow Tuesday
(l)

presenter / djy / presenter and DJ

Exercise 2: QUESTION 8
This question was fairly well answered by the majority of candidates, although a few candidates still did not adhere
to the instruction for the question. They made crosses instead of ticks, or wrote T/F and a combination of ticks and
crosses. Very few candidates made use of pencil ticks and were not credited at all.
Neatness should be exercised in this question when incorrect answers have to be deleted. On some occasions, more
than one box was ticked or it was not always clear which tick was intended as the final choice, as candidates did not
clearly cross out the response they had initially given before changing their minds.
(a) true
(b) false
(c) true
(d) false
(e) false
(f)

true

(g) false
(h) false
(i)

false

(j)

false

(k) true
(l)

false

PART 3
Exercise 1: QUESTION 9
(a) Answer: opening bottles / turning handles
A good attempt was made to answer the question, however, most candidates misspelled the word ‘opening’,
e.g. ‘openning’ and ‘oppening’. The word, bottle was also incorrectly spelled by some of the candidates.
Few candidates opted for the second option, ‘turning handles’.
(b) Answer: heart attack
This question was fairly well answered by the majority of candidates. A few candidates included additional
information which made their answers incorrect, e.g. ‘17% increased heart attack’, ‘dying heart attack’ and
‘dieing for a heart attack’. Also many incorrect spellings were observed such as ‘heart attact’/ ‘heart attark’ /
‘hart attack’ / ‘heat attack’ / ‘hard attack’.
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(c) Answer: to measure the power of grip
This question was fairly well answered by the majority of candidates. Many candidates wrote ‘measure the
power of group’ instead of ‘measure the power of grip’. Also, some candidates added extra information to
their answers which made their answers incorrect, e.g. ‘measure the power of hand grip’ / ‘measure the
power of grip strength’. The word ‘measure’ was also misspelled by most of the candidates.
(d) Answer: better health
This question was well answered by many candidates. Some candidates opted to write ‘better healthy’
which made the answer incorrect.
(e) Answer: men aged 65 and older
The majority of candidates could answer this question, however, some omitted the word ‘men’ from the
answer which resulted in no mark being awarded. Some candidates also lost a mark as they omitted the
conjunction ‘and’. A few candidates used ‘or’ instead of ‘and’ which made the answer incorrect.
(f)

Answer: to determine the risk of future lung problems
A good attempt was made to answer this question. However, most candidates misspelled the words
‘determine’ and/or ‘future’. Some candidates wrote ‘to determine the future of lung problems’ which made
the answer incorrect. Many candidates omitted the word ‘future’ from their answers and incorrect answers
such as ‘… future lung cancer’ / ‘… future heart problems’ / ‘…future lung diseases’ were given.

Exercise 2: QUESTION 10
(a) Answer: Kingston
This question was answered well by most candidates although a few candidates wrote ‘Kingstan’, ‘Kington’
instead of ‘Kingston’ or they either wrote ‘Jamaica, Kingston’ or ‘King stone’ and no mark was, therefore,
awarded.
(b) Answer: when he won the World Junior Championships
This question was answered fairly well by most candidates. However, incorrect spelling of the
words “World“, “Junior” and “Championship” was observed and marked wrong, e.g. “Word”, “Wolrd”,
‘Worlld’, ‘Jonior’, ‘Junnior’, ‘Jounior’, ‘Campionship’, ‘Champion ship” ‘Champion’, ‘Champianship’ or
‘Champhionship’. Incorrect attempts to this question were: ‘won World Junior Championship race’ ‘worn
World Junior Championship’ and a few candidates interchanged the words, e.g. ‘won Junior World
Championship’ or ‘won World Championship Junior’.
(c) Answer: it helps his pace
This question was answered poorly, as many candidates could not spell the word ‘pace’ correctly. The
following answers were not credited: ‘paise’ / ‘pase’ / ‘space’ / ‘pairs’ / ‘pays’ / ‘peace’.
(d) Answer:
(i)

cricket

(ii)

football
This question was answered well by the majority of candidates. However, many candidates could not
spell the words ‘cricket’ and ‘football’. The following answers were not accepted: ‘crickets’ / ‘criket’ /
‘clicket’ / ‘criecket’ / ‘criekt’ / ‘crecket’ / ‘foodball’ / ‘player football’ / ‘fotball’ / ‘foot bol’. Some candidates
opted for the distractors ‘swimming and boxing’ or wrote ‘soccer’ instead ‘football’ which could not be
credited.

(e) Answer: to give opportunities to the next generation
This question was answered well by the majority of candidates although some candidates could not
spell the word ‘opportunity’ correctly. Many candidates wrote ‘how to give opportunities …’, ‘how to help
opportunities …’, ‘to give out opportunities …’ , ‘ to keep opportunities …’, ‘ to give up opportunities …’, ‘to
get opportunities …’, ‘… to the future generation’, ‘… to the young generation’, ‘… to the coming generation’
and ‘… to the following generation’, which could not be credited.
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(f)

Answer: achieved 3 gold medals in 3 different Olympic games
This question was answered well by the majority of candidates although many candidates gave incomplete
answers or omitted one or two words such as ‘ 3 gold medals in 3 Olympic games’ / ‘ 3 gold medals in
different Olympic games’ / ‘3 gold medals in three different Olympic’ and no mark was awarded. Also, some
candidates wrote ‘3 gold medals and three different Olympic games’ which is incorrect. The following words
were not accepted: ‘golden’ / ‘goal’ / ‘meddal’ / ‘metal’ / ‘mental’ / ‘mendals’ / ‘olypic’ / ‘omlympic’.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers should expose their candidates to a variety of listening texts to enhance vocabulary and spelling.
Also, teachers should emphasise the difference between the 12-hour clock and 24-hour clock and their uses in
conversations and for schedules in the language classroom ( They should integrate numeracy skills in the language
classroom.).
Dictation/more pronunciation awareness activities would be a beneficial to candidates.
It is evident that candidates are not exposed to Listening Comprehension exercises throughout the year, thus
teachers should please make use of the previous Listening Comprehension papers or other listening materials in
order to prepare their candidates.
Furthermore, teachers should note that synonyms of words used in the text are given in the questions and, therefore,
to avoid confusion the candidates should not expect to hear the exact words given in the questions from the audio
text.
VERY IMPORTANT: Candidates should be encouraged to provide answers based on the audio text and not
give synonyms of words and/or their own ideas as answers.
Candidates should be made aware of distracting information in the listening text and practise listening for specific
detail, which is required as the intended answer and avoid supplying extra information, in addition to the expected
answer.
Teachers should instruct candidates to avoid giving more than one answer as only the first answer is considered,
as well as to write their answers in the spaces provided on the question paper.
Teachers must train their candidates how to delete the incorrect answer(s), by drawing a single line across.
Candidates should make use of the boxes provided for Part 2, Question 8 and NOT draw additional boxes when
they have made a mistake.
The meaning and the use of brackets should be taught in class as the bracketed answers are not considered.
Lastly, it is advisable for teachers to practise using the framework of gap-filling exercises with their candidates
to guide them through the audio text. This technique will help candidates locate the required missing detail and
ensure that this detail is inserted in the appropriate gap. Candidates should be advised that the space and number
of lines are arranged as a guide to the length of an answer required. One line means a one-word answer is
required. Candidates should not write lengthy answers in the spaces provided.
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Paper 4

Oral Communication
Key messages
•

Many of the examiners put a lot of effort into conducting the oral tests.  Many were well prepared and conducted
the examination with confidence.  They asked relevant and stimulating questions to keep the conversations going.  
It was evident that many examiners prepared as many as possible questions on the different topics.  All examiners
should do this!

•

Most oral tests were competently administered and conducted in ways that brought out the best in the candidates.  
However, as was reported in 2019, there were Grade 12 English Second Language teachers who once again did
not follow the simple instructions as stipulated in the Examiner’s Notes.
Examiners must familiarise themselves with the Examiner’s Notes and the topic cards preliminary to conducting
the oral tests.
Examiners are advised to have a “dummy run” with the recording equipment to check the recording levels.
Most examiners were sensitive to balancing the need to encourage a discussion with the candidates and allowing
them to express themselves fully.  Then there were some of the examiners who disregarded the procedures of the
oral examination as well as the awarding of the marks according to the marking criteria.  Many candidates were
disadvantaged due to this negligence in 2020, as in 2019.
During the test the examiner needs to be organised and be able to manage the choice and delivery of topic cards
efficiently.  Please follow the guidelines regarding the duration of the conversations.
Examiners and candidates are reminded that cell phones are not allowed in the examination room.
Teachers should run mock tests in class, reminding candidates that they can lead the conversations.
Examiners are advised to use a new CD to ensure good recording quality.
Examiners are advised to place each recording in a separate file.
Examiners are reminded to have a clock/timer in view and to pay close attention to timings for all parts.
Ensure the room is quiet as befits a formal examination.
Ask the candidates to speak up.  Place the recorder close to the candidates.
Examiners are reminded to listen attentively to the candidates, remembering it is a conversation.
The examiner should label the recordings with the candidates’ names and numbers.
Centres are advised not to stick labels on the CD as these could either come off while being played or damage the
CD player.
Note that while B to E must be recorded, only E is to be assessed.
Ensure that all administrative tasks are done neatly, meaning that the OASF must be completed in pen, the absent
candidates must be indicated as such on the OASF, the OASF must be completed numerically according to the
MS1, the MS1 must be completed in pencil, the total mark out of 30 must be filled in on the MS1 and the lozenges
must be shaded accordingly.
Internal moderation and standardisation - It is essential that reliable internal moderation processes are
undertaken at the Centres where a larger candidate entry dictates the need to use more than one examiner.
In these cases, please include a letter, explaining how internal moderation has been carried out and
managed. When internal moderation has resulted in a mark change, it would be useful if all categories
were adjusted accordingly on the OASF. Unfortunately this was not done!
The quality of the spoken English language by some of our English teachers is deteriorating drastically.  This is a
grave concern, because this means that there is no improvement in the quality of spoken English by our candidates.
Examiners are encouraged to read the Moderator's Comments sent to the centre which gives advice on
assessment, administration and the conduct of the test.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

GENERAL COMMENTS
Generally, many problems were again experienced during the moderation process of 2020.  Problems such as:
•
the submission of blank CDs, proving that internal moderation/ administrative checking was not done at the schools,
•
the submission of administrative documents without the Oral Assessment Summary Forms (OASF),
•
the submission of the OASF not filled in according to the MS1,
•
the submission of the MS1 not completed according to the instructions on the reverse side,
•
the submission of administrative documents without the MS1 forms,
•
not starting each CD with a clear statement stating the centre number, centre name, examination, examiner’s name
and date,
•
incomplete samples, i.e. not 10 recordings per centre or 5 per examiner at centres where there are more
than one examiner and more than 10 candidates,
•
the selected candidates on the CD were not always indicated with an asterisk (*) on the OASF,
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

preparation time was recorded as part of the sample; it is clearly stated in the ‘Examiner’s Notes’ that the preparation
by the candidates on the given topic must be done about 10 minutes before the time.
referring to the candidates as students / ‘Miss’ or ‘Mr’ and also introducing them by their names and not recording
the information as required,
the candidates indicated on the blue CD label do not correspond with the recordings on the CD,
incorrect candidate numbers were written on the blue CD label,
adding mistakes on the OASF were made,
marks that were transferred incorrectly from the OASF on to the MS1,
lozenges that were skipped and/or unshaded on the MS1,
absent candidates were not indicated as absent on the OASF, especially at the Part-time Centres,
marks of the candidates on the OASF differ completely from those on the MS1 – and this was not due to a transfer
mistake, but the marks had been changed on the MS1,
marks were entered on the MS1, but there was no mark for the candidate on the OASF, which meant the candidate
did not do the oral test,
examiners are still writing names and examination numbers on the MS1 forms, which is not allowed,
marks were entered on the MS1 in pen,
the order of the names of the candidates on the OASF at some Centres was still not listed as it appears on
the MS1,
the examiners telling the candidates to ‘please feel free’ and ‘how is the morning?’.  Some examiners also did not
know how to pronounce the words, ‘examiner’, ‘live’ and ‘success’.  This is really poor English and the examiners
must please refer to a dictionary if not sure how to pronounce any word,
examiners and or candidates, especially Part-time candidates, had their cell phones on during the examination,
which is totally against the rules of the examination, and
candidates were still examined in pairs.

In addition to the above-mentioned, the oral test was not conducted as prescribed at many centres.
Some examiners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

skipped the warm-up section, especially at some Part-time centres.
conducted warm-up sessions that lasted less than one minute.
asked too few open-ended questions, resulting in the candidates replying ‘yes’ and ‘no’.
asked questions which were too challenging in the warm-up section.
asked knowledge-based questions during the warm-up section instead of general questions.
conducted the main part of the test too briefly; sometimes it lasted 4 - 5 minutes.
spent too much time on the main part of the test, which sometimes lasted 13 minutes or more.
conducted the whole oral assessment within 5 minutes, some shorter than 3 minutes.
were unprepared because confusing questions were asked.
converted the prompts into the only questions posed to the candidates.
were not prepared to ask relevant questions if candidates responded briefly to questions or when they could not
answer a question.  Instead they became impatient with the candidates.
asked questions that were poorly structured and grammatically incorrect.  Also words were pronounced incorrectly
which led to many of the weaker candidates misinterpreting the questions.
did not take the trouble to find out the correct pronunciation of simple words such as ‘examiner’ and ‘success’.
could not even speak a basic sentence correctly, using the articles, ‘a, the, an’ before the nouns.
did not assist the candidates, because they expected from them to deliver long monologues on the selected topic.
were not sympathetic towards the weaker candidates, because they did not keep the conversation going by asking
easy and relevant questions.  Instead, some examiners were the cause of the long pauses.
interrupted or completed candidates’ sentences if it seemed they were taking too long to complete their thoughts.
did not standardise at centres where there was more than one examiner, resulting in inconsistent  marks being
awarded.
use correction fluid on the OASF, which is not acceptable.  This is an official document, so all documents submitted
must be neat and without errors.
submitted untidy forms from their centre.
submitted unburnt or blank CDs
used Afrikaans words that the candidates used, e.g. “pap”.
pasted the CD cases with cellotape/ tape and even elastic bands.  The cellotape becomes very sticky after a while
and then the case sticks to everything.

This year we had many problems with the Grade 12 Oral Communication, as some examiners decided not
to follow the instructions of the grade 12 Oral, but rather to follow the instructions of the Grade 11 Speaking
Assessment. There are significant differences between the two.  All that is needed is that the teachers follow
the instructions in the ‘Examiner’s Notes’ which accompany the Oral Assessment Cards.
The above-mentioned is a clear indication that some examiners neither read nor followed the instructions in the
Examiner’s Notes. Before any attempt is made to conduct Oral, the instructions must be read to see whether
they have remained the same or changed!
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Examiners have been requested since 2009 to study the comments in the annual moderators’ reports carefully
and to apply them, but this is ignored year after year by some examiners, just like the instructions in the
Examiner’s Notes are ignored.
Another matter of concern this year was the attitude of some examiners towards the whole examination process. We,
as teachers, have to be thoroughly prepared for this oral test.  It is expected from us to have the upper hand at all times
when conducting the orals.  This means that we have to be very well prepared by attending to the following issues
before the conducting of the oral tests begin.
•

Before attempting any oral test, make sure that you have all the correct documents. These documents are
obtained from the Head of Examinations at your Centre, at least three days before you start the orals. Make
sure you have the applicable forms which are:
The attendance register, so that you have the candidate numbers.
The OASF for English Second Language OL. Here you record the marks according to the marking grid- the
three categories on the marking grid and on the OASF correspond.
•
The MS1, on to which the marks are transferred from the OASF.  The candidate numbers on the OASF must
be in the same numerical order as the MS1.
Read through the ‘Examiner’s Notes’, included in the envelope with the topic cards.
After studying the ‘Examiner’s Notes’, familiarise yourself with the five topics that the candidates can
speak on.
It is important to prepare yourself thoroughly by doing the following:
•
Take one topic card at a time and read the topic to familiarise yourself with the contents.
•
Make sure you can pronounce all words relevant to the topic correctly.  If not, refer to any applicable
dictionary with regard to the pronunciation of any words to obtain the correct pronunciation of all relevant
words to be used during the duration of the oral test.
•
Set up a list of questions that you could possibly ask the candidates in connection with that specific topic.
•
Now do this with the remaining four topic cards.
•
Now you are familiar with each aspect of each topic card and are ready to start the oral examination.
•
•

•
•
•

The items that must be packed into the DNEA envelope to be sent to the DNEA for moderation are the
following:
1

The MS1

2

The OASF in the same numerical order as the MS1

3

The sample CD or CDs (labelled with the blue CD label) , which should contain a minimum of 10 recordings,
depending on the number of examiners.  If one examiner is involved, then 10 recordings form a sample,
and where there are more than one examiner, then 5 recordings per examiner must be submitted.

Quality of recordings
•

The sound quality of the recordings was generally very clear, although there were a number of recordings which
were indistinct because the recorder was placed too far away from the candidates.  Please use a recorder when
recording the orals, as some examiners are still using cell phones to record the orals.

•

Examiners’/candidates’ cell phones were on and could be clearly heard on the recordings.  This is not allowed.

•

Background noise was once again a disturbance such as learners yelling, laughing and screaming, cell phones
ringing, teachers fiddling with papers or scribbling on papers, chairs scraping over the floors and even examiners
walking around while conducting the orals.  Background noise should be kept to minimum as far as possible. This
is a formal examination and a quiet, secured room should be used.

•

Some candidates’ conversations were cut off in the middle or towards the end of the conversations, or the recordings
were paused.  This is not allowed.

Range of Sample
•

Many examiners did not adhere to the instructions in the ‘Examiner’s Notes’ regarding the range of sample.  These
centres did not submit sample recordings that covered the whole range of abilities: especially the weakest and the
strongest candidates were not recorded.  Alternatively, many centres submitted samples that included the best and
the weakest candidates but the average candidates were not recorded.

•

Some examiners did not indicate the samples recorded on the Oral Assessment Summary Form with an asterisk (*).
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•

At some centres, the names of the candidates on the sample were not written on the blue CD label as they
appeared on the sample, while some Centres did not submit a blue CD label with the CD this year.  Some centres
also indicated candidates whose recordings were not included in the sample as part of the sample.

•

Many examiners started EACH recording with the centre number and name, examination, examiner’s
name, the date, the candidate’s number and name.

Recommendations
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Each centre should select and record 10 candidates who represent the centre.  It would be good if 3 of the best, 4
middling and 3 of the weakest candidates are recorded as part of the sample.  If there is more than one examiner
per centre, then this range also applies to each examiner, even though five recordings are submitted.
The ‘Examiner’s Notes’ clearly states that there should be ONLY ONE EXAMINER PER CENTRE WHERE
POSSIBLE.  This was a big problem at the full time centres every year, as many schools submitted the recordings
of five, six and even seven examiners per centre, and each examiner was only responsible for 35 – 50 candidates.  
This is unacceptable! If, and only if, the numbers of the candidates are so many that one examiner cannot cope,   
more than one examiner will be acceptable.
At centres where more than one examiner is responsible for Grade 12 English as a Second Language, 5 candidates
per examiner must be recorded.
Even at the bigger schools where there are maybe 6 teachers teaching English as a Second Language, it does not
mean that all 6 teachers must submit recordings for the sample.  Choose 2 or 3 teachers to be examiners for each
year and rotate them on an annual basis.
Examiners should make sure that the candidates whose names appear on the blue label are indeed
the names of the candidates who are recorded as part of the sample. That is why internal moderation/
administrative checking is so important!
Examiners should only state the centre number, name, examination, examiner name and the date once at the
beginning of each CD on the sample recordings.  The purpose of this is to identify the centre.
When there is more than one examiner at a centre, each examiner must do his/her oral recordings on a separate
CD.  This makes the process of moderation so much easier.  Do not announce all the examiners responsible for
the recordings during the introductory statement, only the examiner that is responsible for those 5 recordings on
that specific CD.

Examining Techniques
•

Many of the examiners were well prepared and asked relevant, interesting and thought-provoking questions.  
However, some examiners still allowed long monologues and did not support the candidates by asking questions
and thus creating a conversation.   Again some examiners allowed long silences when examining the weaker
candidates.  This should be prevented by prompting or asking regular questions.  The examiners must also refrain
from whispering the answers to the candidates. This is an oral conversation, not a question setting examination. Do
not create the impression that it is a test of knowledge.

•

Many examiners would read what is on the Oral Topic Card and then instruct the candidates to start speaking,
without asking a question.  This should be done by the candidates during the preparation time.

•

Some examiners still let the candidates choose their topic for the oral communication.   It clearly states in the
“Examiner’s Notes’ that the examiner must choose the topic of discussion for the candidates.

•

The purpose of the warm-up section is to put the candidates at ease, but many examiners asked one or two
questions that lasted for a minute instead of 2-3 minutes as prescribed.  Where examiners made full use of the
2 to 3 minutes to put the candidates at ease, these candidates generally performed better during the oral test.   
Alternatively, some warm-up sections lasted too long.

•

The main part of the oral test should last about 6 to 9 minutes.  Some examiners again rushed through the oral test,
which lasted for 4 to 6 minutes and some were even shorter, thus disadvantaging these candidates.

•

Some examiners penalised candidates who spoke slowly, because low marks were awarded to these candidates,
whereas some examiners awarded high marks to candidates who spoke fast, not listening to the sentence structures
of the candidates in both instances.  It is of vital importance to listen to the candidates attentively when awarding
marks.

•

Some examiners did not study the marking grid carefully, because there was no definite correlation between the
components on the marking grid, e.g. a candidate would score 8 for structure, 4 for vocabulary and 6 for fluency,
which is impossible.

•

Some examiners still chose topics that the candidates could not relate to, especially for the weaker candidates.  It is
important to know your candidates and you can even test the waters during the warm-up section to find the interests
of the candidates as well as the speaking abilities of the candidates.
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•

Some examiners did not give candidates time to express their opinions about the topics and kept on interrupting
them by dominating the conversations. This makes the assessment difficult as the candidate hardly gets a chance
to speak.

•

Some examiners showed impatience towards the weaker candidates, especially when they could not answer the
posed questions, which caused long periods of silence.  This also caused examiners to be impatient with some
candidates. Some examiners also posed questions that were structurally so badly that the candidates could not
understand the questions posed.  Refrain from asking candidates sensitive and personal questions.  This is not
what the test is about.

•

Due to a lack of proper preparation, some examiners struggled with the correct pronunciation and structuring their
questions grammatically correctly.  This resulted in confusion and candidates not responding to the best of their
ability.

Recommendations
•

The purpose of the Oral Communication is to let the candidates perform to the best of their abilities, while engaging
in a conversation with the examiner.  This can only be done if the examiners are well prepared.  Being well prepared
means that the examiner must know as much as possible about the topics, has researched all relevant information
regarding all five topics, as well as has written out well formulated questions that can be posed to the candidates.

•

Examiners should adhere to the instructions given in the Examiner’s Notes.  The warm-up section has a purpose
and MUST be conducted and recorded as part of the oral test.  Prepare interesting and relevant questions to ask
during this section.   Ensure that the questions are clear and grammatically correct!

•

NB: The examiners should remember that the oral test is one of spoken language and not of subject
knowledge. If the candidates cannot speak about the topics that were chosen for them, the examiner may
move to a more productive topic within the selected topic. Alternatively, change the topic to one that the
candidate may be able to speak about. There is no need to stick rigidly to the topic or the prompts on the
Oral Topic Card. No candidate needs to struggle through a topic that he/she cannot talk about!

•

The examiners should prepare as many relevant and thought-provoking questions as possible on the different Oral
Topics in addition to the prompts on the Topic Card.  This will help them to guide candidates into a conversation if a
candidate has little to say about the given prompts on the Oral Topic Card.

•

Listen to what the candidates have to say about a topic and probe them on their opinions and ideas regarding the
topic.  So, listen attentively to the candidates and develop real conversations with them.  Be aware not to yawn or
sound bored, as this affects the candidates.

•

If the candidates speak slowly it does not necessarily mean that they cannot speak about the topic or that they
are weak.  Many of these candidates listened to, were good speakers.  Examiners should be objective and should
not allow this matter to influence them when marks are awarded.  If a candidate speaks continuously about the
topic and has the vocabulary to express his/her thoughts,he/she cannot be considered as weak or average.  Weak
candidates will give single-word responses or utter sentences with many language errors that blur, but do not
obscure communication.

•

Examiners should study the topics carefully beforehand and select the easier topics for the weaker
candidates. Examiners who really know their candidates will carefully select the best oral topic, which
would suit every individual candidate.

•

When recording the sample, the examiner should try to include as many of the different topics provided as possible.

•

Examiners must not be hesitant to award higher marks, because the marking grid is lenient, especially towards the
weaker candidates.

•

Study the Marking Grid carefully before the oral examination. When marks are awarded for the different
categories (bands), they should correlate with one another. For example, when 7 out of 10 is awarded for
vocabulary, 4 out of 10 for fluency does not correlate with this mark, because one needs vocabulary to be
fluent, i.e. 7 for structure, 7 for vocabulary and 8 for fluency correlate with one another.

•

Alternatively, use the same marking grid when awarding marks for speaking activities from Grade 11 when examiners
should start to expose candidates to the procedures of the Oral Test.

•

The Part-time tutors must familiarise the candidates with the examination process for oral too. This must be done
either during class time or during the holiday workshops. The Part-time candidates must obtain the same information
as any full time candidate.  It is, therefore the responsibility of the tutor to see that the candidates are familiar with
the examination process of the oral.

•

Examiners who conduct the Oral Examination at the Part-time Centres should provide the same quality and standard
of work as at Full Time Centres.

•

Candidates should be taught not to use foul language during the interviews.  Neither should examiners use foul
language.  It is offensive!
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•

Examiners should NOT use ink when completing the MS1!   Please READ the reverse side of the MS1 for the
instructions on how to complete the forms.  It clearly states that the MS1 must be completed with an HB pencil.  It
also clearly shows how to complete the form, illustrating the method of how the marks are to be entered and how
the lozenges are to be shaded.

•

The total mark for the English Second Language Oral Communication is out of 30. The total is at the top
of the MS1 page. Therefore, the total mark out of 30 should be transferred from the OASF to the MS1 and
NOT the different component marks awarded for each component, i.e. 25 and NOT 8, 8, 9. Also make sure
that the MS1 is for English Communication and not for another subject.

•

After every annual examination training, which is given in each region, the Head of Examinations is obliged to inform
all teachers who have to submit any document for the NSSC external examination, about the correct procedure
in completing and submitting the documents to the Head of examinations.   It is also the duty of the Head of
Examinations to check that all documents submitted are completed correctly.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC TOPIC CARDS
A – Water
The topic was very popular as it was widely used by many centres. Many candidates could speak about the topic at
length.  Most candidates could elaborate on the topic as they were familiar with the topic, which is either because of
using water daily, or learning more about water in Biology, Geography or in Agriculture.  This is where the preparation
comes in; many examiners were not well prepared for such a simple topic, only converting the prompts into questions,
which limited the candidates, as many of them could have done so much better if they were allowed to develop a
conversation with the examiners.  Those examiners who were well prepared asked stimulating questions on water.  
Therefore, the candidates could speak at length.
B – Towns and Villages
This topic was discussed with varying success.   Most candidates who live in the towns and cities could speak at
length on this topic, clearly pointing out the differences between towns and villages.  On the other hand, candidates
who live in the villages battled to compare their village to a town, as many of these candidates might had never been
to a town.  Although most candidates could relate to the topic, many could not produce sophisticated well-thought-out
conversations. Some examiners could not produce relevant questions to bring out the communicative skills of the
candidates.
C – Sport
Although this topic was widely used, it was challenging for a few candidates who are not interested in sport or who have
never participated in sport.  Many of the candidates who spoke, spoke about soccer, either because they played soccer
or because they are ardent supporters of different soccer teams.  These candidates could speak at length about this
topic, mentioning interesting information regarding sport.  The other popular sports spoken about were rugby, netball
and volleyball.  Again some candidates who have very little interest in sport were given this topic which made it difficult
for them to speak at length about sport.
D – Success
This topic was quite popular with the examiners, even though a few examiners could not pronounce the word “success”
properly.   Even some of the weaker candidates could develop a conversation with the examiners about the topic,
though some of them struggled to differentiate and use the word “success” correctly in the different parts of speech,
for example, success, successful or succeeded.  Some candidates did not understand the meaning of “success”, while
others referred to how they prepared for, wrote and passed grade 10.  Some of the stronger candidates went on to
explain how different people define success differently.
E – Cooking
In general the candidates could speak at length on this topic.  Many examiners gave this topic to the female candidates
who then performed well as they could speak at length and were able to maintain a reasonable conversation.  Both
the stronger and weaker candidates could maintain a conversation regarding the topic.   It was easy for candidates
who were familiar with cooking, either cooking meals for themselves or for their family.  However, many candidates
who did not experience cooking meals proved to lack a varied vocabulary relating to the topic which caused a lot of
hesitations and searching for words when speaking.  Although fewer male candidates were given this topic than the
female candidates, many of them did fare well and spoke at length on this topic, as they really enjoyed speaking about
cooking.  Considerable interesting information was communicated by the candidates concerning traditional cooking and
dishes.
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Recommendations
•
•

It is critical to select topic cards for the candidates that they can talk about and relate to.   Candidates should
NOT select the topics. The examiner should do it for them. There were some centres where the examiners
allowed the candidates to select the topic of their choice. This is not allowed.
We want the candidates to speak to the best of their ability, at the same time this can only be done if the examiners
have the candidatesʼ best interests at heart!   Some examiners skillfully asked questions about a topic to test
candidates’ understanding and relationship to the topic during the warm-up sessions.   If the candidates could
relate to the topic, the examiner explored the prompts during the Oral Test.  Examiners must really be considerate
and sympathetic towards our candidates when choosing a topic card.   Please take into consideration the area,
environment, the level of exposure of the candidates, as well as the interests of the candidates.

•

Examiners should remember that the Oral Assessment Card should be given to the candidates to prepare
themselves approximately 10 minutes before they are examined.  When candidates prepare, they should do
it in an isolated room and should not be allowed to make notes or speak to anyone.  Candidates should then know
if they would be able to speak about the topic.  It is, therefore, easy for the examiner to change the topic to one to
which the candidates can relate or which the candidates know something about.

•

It is, therefore, of the utmost importance that the examiners are well prepared before examining the candidates.  
The examiner should know beforehand which questions to pose to the candidates following from their discussions,
not just posing questions randomly to the candidates, but listening to their conversations.  

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•

Where there is more than one examiner at a centre, the moderation should be standardised to prevent inconsistent
allocation of marks at one centre.  This happened again this year at the centres where there was more than one
examiner.  

•

As examiners, we must prepare ourselves mentally for this oral examination, taking into consideration that we
want our learners to do the best possible.  It is our responsibility to inform the candidates about what the syllabus
entails.  Therefore, it is our responsibility to inform the candidates about the exact procedure of the oral examination
during our teaching/ tutoring time.  It is the duty of our teachers/ tutors to make sure that our candidates are fully
prepared for this examination. It is also the duty of the teacher/ tutor to help and correct our candidates if any word
is pronounced incorrectly or on any structural errors, so that these errors are minimal during the oral examination.  
Our candidates should know exactly what is expected of them at the end of the year, so that they can perform much
better!

•

Internal moderation at the centres should be done to ensure that all of the instructions in the Examiner’s
Notes are executed correctly!
Please do not record candidates who have a speech impairment or whom you know stutter when nervous.  This is
so unfair to the candidates and definitely puts them at a disadvantage, not allowing them to perform to the best of
their abilities.

•

•

It is very important that the teachers (examiners) try to improve their spoken English continuously, because in
many instances this disadvantaged the candidates.  It is a  fact that many examiners could not speak a sentence
grammatically correctly.

•

Please refrain from any questions of a sexual nature, as referred to in the ‘Examiner’s Notes’, as this is inappropriate.

•

It is advisable that Oral Communication training takes place in the different regions whenever deemed necessary.  
Cluster schools can get together whenever it suits them, also inviting the part-time tutors, to quickly have a one day
workshop to familiarise all the Grade 12 teachers with the oral examination, the marking grid, as well as to inform
the teachers about the whole process of assessment.
The names of the candidates on the Oral Assessment Summary Forms must correspond with the MS1.

•
•

The candidates’ names and numbers on the blue CD label should be in the same order as the recordings
on the CDs.

•

Examiners should scrutinise the instructions in the Examiner’s Notes to acquaint themselves with the
instructions and procedures of the Oral Assessment or with any changes in the instructions. They should
NOT do things that are not in the Examiner’s Notes!

•

We are very concerned about the deterioration in the standard of the spoken English language of some
of our teachers in the country. We felt that the standard of English had dropped considerably because of
the examiners who were not serious about this exercise, the examiners who were not well prepared for
the oral examination as well as the limited vocabulary and incorrect pronunciation of the words. We are
convinced that if the examiners are better prepared and take into consideration the earnestness of the
whole examination process, there will be an upliftment of the standard of English in Namibia.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
4344
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•

•

Candidates in general performed better than in previous years.
Many candidates scored full marks, for the questions in which they were only expected to list, identify and state.
This is a clear indication that candidates only study knowledge but are unable to develop, analyse and apply in their
answers.
Candidates misinterpreted some questions in the sense that they did not adhere to the action required in the
question.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Section A
1

Most candidates answered the question well.
Market feasibility study: is an investigation into the probability/possibility that an idea (1) has a
chance of being successful or not. (1)

2

Some candidates confused the 4ps model of creativity with 4ps of the marketing mix. 4p model of
creativity is:
1.
2.
3.
4.

3

Person
Process
Product
Press (environment)

Most candidates managed to list only and failed to describe very well.
Physical capital - the physical resources that one used to start the business: this could be a factory, machinery
vehicles, furniture, office equipment, etc.
Financial capital - this is the amount of money that an entrepreneur contributes towards the starting and running
of his/her enterprises (this could be a loan, money saved or pooled together).
Human capital - this is labour/people that an entrepreneur uses to start his/her business. (it includes the expertise,
level of education and skills that the people bring into the business).
(1 mark for identification of capital and 1 mark for description)

4

Some candidates confused the requirements with the Model of Entrepreneurship and factors to be
considered when locating the business.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

Come up with an entrepreneurial idea.
Research the business idea to find out if it is viable or not.
If it is viable, draw up a business plan
Register the business and get a fitness certificate
Obtain capital/financing
Find a location
Find a supplier for machines and stock/raw materials and purchase.
Appoint employees.
(for listing max 3)

Most candidates answered correctly but failed to give the correct development related to a fashion
design enterprise.
Time saving
It saves time, their customers do not have to drive to the shopping mall but can do it in the comfort of their own
homes.
Eliminate theft
There is no theft of products like the one experienced in brick-and-mortar store.
Access to a wide range of products
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On the internet it is easy for their customers have a wide range of their fashion products available for them.
Opportunity for small businesses to mix with bigger businesses.
It provides an opportunity for a small fashion business to trade with bigger businesses, on the internet size is not
regarded, as well as you have money and the products/services.
Business open 24 hours
The shop is open for 24 hours and there is no closing time like in a brick-and-mortar store.
Relatively low running cost
It has a low cost of running, there is no paying of rent, there is no need to have a lot of employees like in a brickand-mortar store.
Can reach a big audience/can do business world wide
The boutique can reach a wide audience, with the use of social media its easy to reach a lot of people.
(1 mark for advantage and 1 mark for explanation)
6

Poorly answered, some candidates explained the importance of a meeting instead of the importance of
time management.
-

7

Most of the candidates could not score full marks because of mixing of the words such as Ministry of Social
Security Commission, Ministry of Finance instead of Directorate of Inland Revenue and Ministry of Trade
and Industry instead of Ministry of Industrialisation, Trade and SME Development.  Make sure candidates
know the correct names of all government Ministries.
•
•
•
•
•
•

8

It is important to the success of the enterprise (1), as customers will know that activities run on time (1).
Helps to get the needed things done (1), as time is managed according to a planning schedule (1).
Work is accomplished on time (1) which leads to customers’ satisfaction (1)
Leaves you with time to spare (1) when all things are done on time (1).
Improved productivity/efficiency (1), because there is maximum time on ask (1)
Less stress/anxiety (1) because work is completed on time (1)
(1 mark for reason, 1 mark for explanation)
(Any suitable explanations can be rewarded)

Ministry of Industrialisation, Trade and SME Development
Local Authorities (municipalities/village councils/town councils) or Traditional Authorities
Social Security Commission
Directorate of Inland Revenue
Bank of Namibia/NAMFISA (financial institutions)
Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry, Division of Cooperative Development (for cooperatives).

Well answered.
Type: External communication / written communication
Reason: because its communication from the Ministry with outside
Organisations / because it is written as a tax notice.

9

Poorly answered, candidates were supposed to give definitions from the glossary at the end of the syllabus.
Copyright – the legal right of producers of intellectual property (1) or publishers to control the use
and reproduction of their original works (1)
Business rights clause – a paragraph in a document (1) giving one signatory the right to trade
in a particular manner (1)

10 (a) Poorly answered, candidates failed to identify the correct form of ownership.
Sole trader
There is only one owner
(b) Poorly answered, most of the candidates had no idea what span of control is.
4 persons
(c) Well answered.
Chef
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Section B
11

(a) This question was well answered by many candidates, however teachers are advised to use the
glossary at the back of the syllabus on a continuous basis.
An innovative person that can see a need, form an idea of how to supply for the need (1),
transform the idea into an opportunity and, in doing so, takes a risk (1).
(b) Most candidates scored marks on this questions for identifying the stages but most could not link Iita’s
enterprise to the five stages in the model of entrepreneurship.
Stage one: Idea generation – Iita identified an idea in the market by looking at the problem or need in the
market and decided to sell kapana, fruit and vegetables.
Stage two: Research and market research – Iita does research and market research to determine if
his business will be viable or not viable / who his customers will be, like pensioners / where he will sell his
products.
OR: There is no evidence in the case study that Iita did research.
Stage three: Financing – Iita used his own savings.
Stage four: Legal requirements – Iita registered his business
OR: There is no evidence in the case study that he registered his business.
Step five: Opening the enterprise – Iita open his meat business and start operating (with the help of his
employees).
(1 mark for step and 1 mark for analysis)
(c) This question was poorly answered, most of the candidates just listed the characteristic of an
entrepreneur and did not base their answer on the case study.  The question was on lessons learnt
and not on characteristics.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You can start and run a successful business even if you are not formally educated
You do not need a lot of capital / money to start the business
With dedication and hard work, you will make it
You need to invest a lot of time in your business
Treat your employees and customers well.
Iita was focused and determined to succeed.
Iita took a risk starting a business not knowing whether it would succeed.
Iita motivated his employees by setting an example of working hard.

(d) Fairly answered, most of the candidates gave aims of Team Namibia instead of ways on how Team
Namibia can promote Iita’s enterprise.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The use and display for Team Namibia logo on Iita’s product gives his product a competitive advantage
over other products, available locally.
Iita’s product or service gets to participate in Team Namibia’s promotional campaigns thus making your
brand to be popularly known.
Iita’s business can get free listing in Team Namibia’s leading directories.
Iita’s product/service gets to be associated with competitive standards thus inspires consumers to buy.
Helps Iita’s with business-to-business supply through their business networking.
Provide cost-effective online advertising options on their website, and regular online feeds on a wide
range of consumer topics featuring Team Namibia and Iita on their blog and other social media networks
such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
Provides a platform for Iita to meet other members and share best practices.
Networking opportunities such as free attendace at the Team Namibia Annaual General Meeting (AGM),
featuring high profile guest and keynote speakers. Team Namibia actively engages with stakeholders
ranging from Government through to private sector organisations across all industry sectors to raise
awareness of Namibian products and services.
Iita will gain market intelligence through our annual stakeholder perception survey conducted across the
full value chain, including members, retailers, manufactures, producers and consumers.
Iita will have access to the Team Namibia newsletter and regular communication with campaign news
and promotional opportunities for his business.
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(e) The question was answered moderately.  Some candidates answered giving the general laws on HIV/
AIDS and no marks were awarded to such answers as it is wrong because the question asked how
Iita can act ethically to support HIV/AIDS positive employees in his enterprise.  Only a few linked their
answers to Iita.
•
•
•
•
•
(f)

Iita cannot force a job applicant to undergo pre-employment testing for HIV/ AIDS.
Iita cannot refuse to employ a person due to his or her HIV/AIDS status. Iita should keep confidentiality
of medical information of employees.
Iita should give all employees, including people living with HIV/ AIDS, sick leave according to the New
Labour Act.
Iita should not discriminate against employees with HIV/AIDS equal to other employees. / Iita should
accord employees with HIV/AIDS all employee benefits.
Iita should not dismiss employees with HIV/ AIDS if they are still fit to work.

Most candidates scored marks for the choice circled and lost marks at the justification.  Candidates
gave advise instead of the supporting statement.
(i)

He experiences good customer care (1) because he said he has been
Iita’s long- time customer / he believes what Iita is doing is good. (1)

(ii)

(aa)

		 (bb)

Good customer care (1)
They are even willing to serve customers on a Sunday (1)
Bad Customer care (1)
Not willing to serve customer (1)
(Identification 1 mark justification 1 mark) x 2

12 (a) The majority of candidates scored full marks for this question, as the answer could be obtained from
the case study.
•
•
•
•

Poor farming practices
Illegal mining
Excessive mining and
Deforestation

(b) Most candidates scored full marks for the “why” part but some referred to the environment instead of
communities/humans in the “who” part.
Who:The community/people/humans will suffer the most
Why:because the environment will not be able to defend itself / people’s livelihoods are compromised.
(c) The majority of candidates struggled to answer this question.   They gave the ways on how the
enterprise should act socially responsible rather than to explain the reason why they should practise
social responsibility.
•
•
•
•

Enterprises use communities’ resources (1) and are expected to give back to the community (1)
To show they care about the environment (1) as their customers are also expected to do (1)
To show they are not just about making a profit (1) but for the wellbeing of the community (1)
The law requires them to do so (1) to sustain the environment for future generations (1)

(d) Only a few candidates scored more than 3 marks for this question.   3 marks were awarded for
identifying the components of the triple bottom line, but most candidates did not even state these,
they just started writing without mentioning which component they are discussing.  Some gave the
definition of triple bottom line.
The triple bottom line is important in the following ways:
Environmental sustainability (1) sustaining the environment so that it can be used by the future generation
or by our children’s’ children’s’ children. This is done by the proper use of natural resources in such a way
that they are not depleted but can go on for a long time. The proper use of trees; planting a tree for every
tree cut down.
Social responsibility (1) this is giving back to the community through social welfare or sponsoring of social
welfare programmes.
Financial consideration (1) this is the profit motive of every business. Every business is set up to make a
profit except if it is a social enterprise.
(1 mark for identification of part and 1 mark for discussion)
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(e) This question was specifically aimed at environmental sustainability but candidates still had social
responsibility and financial profitability as their answers.
•
•
•
(f)

It will preserve the environment for future generations. (1)
There will be proper use of the natural resources (1) so it is maintained. (1)
When enterprises cut trees and they plant them back (1) and therefor deforestation does not take place
(1).

Some candidates wrote down the acts that govern the utilisation of natural resources instead of
answering the question that asked for the benefits of those acts.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It protects the natural resources of Namibia so they are not exploited / conservation of natural resources
It rules safaris, trophy hunting and conservancies
It manages the sale of crafts made from natural resources
It protects community forest
It protects communal land
It rules over prospecting and mining of minerals
It manages water resources

(g) It seemed as if most candidates did not understand the question.  They were supposed to explain
how development and environmental management can co-exist to sustain the environment / natural
resources.  Some answers looked as if the question asked how deforestation could be decreased.
•
•
•
•
•
•

It will foster sustainable use of the natural environment
Even though development is taking place rapidly the natural environment will still be protected
The more development takes place the more businesses should be cautious to protect the environment
If one area is used for development another should be conserved
Reuse, recycle and reduce while developing
Use renewable energy resources in development

(h) Most candidates did not know what the immediate environment of Gobabeb looks like.  This were
not held against them, as long as the business idea came from the natural environment (thus not
something like recycling) and a proper explanation was given.  
E.g, Building a dam (1) to supply water for the community.(1)
(1 mark for correct opportunity suggested; 1 mark for reason).
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•

Candidates should be guided by the number of marks allocated to the questions in order to determine the length
of the answers needed.
Candidates should read the questions carefully to determine what is asked before they answer the questions.
Teachers are advised to train the candidates well in advance on levels C and D types of questions as they have
difficulty in answering this type of questions, compared to levels A and B type questions.
The syllabus should be used as a guide to assess and prepare candidates for examination.
Section B of the question paper mostly requires candidates to link their answers to the case studies.
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4344
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
1

There is no improvement in the learner's work.

2

Page numbers should be indicated especially in Task 4 where table of content is required.

3

Reports should be written in past tense e.g Tasks 2 and 5. Task 3 - planning should be written in future
tense and the feasibility report in past tense.

4

Most of the candidates did not use the entrepreneurial idea in task 2 to Task 3 and 4 which caused them
to lose marks in Task 3 and 4.

5

Copied tasks and parts of tasks scored 0 for copied parts. No marks will be awarded for copied work.

6

Some candidates scored 0 in Task 5, because they did not form their own social enterprise, did not attach
proofs required and went to either government or profit making organisations.

Task 1
1
Some centres created their own creativity tool. Some were using the self assessment tool for the
entrepreneurial characteristics. The format supplied in the syllabus should be used.
2

Some centres failed to give the correct explanation of the problem reversal.

3

Some centres could not give the correct outline in which the challenges could be solved or satisfied.

4

Step 1
There are still centres where candidates used a tuck shop as a challenge.
Step 2
Some centres failed to state the problem, they reversed the challenge instead.
Step 3
Assumptions should be 5 short negative statements, which are assumed to be causing the problem stated in
Step 2.
Step 4
Some struggled to reverse the assumption. The reversal should be in the same order as the assumptions given
in Step 2.
Step 5
Candidates should state the action, 'what can be done to accomplish or achieve the reversal'.
Step 6
Instead of using the reversal, candidates made use of the assumption.
Step 7
This should be a paragraph and not in point form. Most candidates failed to generate new ideas, they repeated
Step 5 instead.

Task 2
•
Some candidates found it difficult to explain the aim of the report. Some candidates still link their model of
entrepreneurship to their entrepreneurial idea.
•
Some centres generated three or more ideas while they are supposed to come up with only two ideas
•
The two ideas should be generated from the two problems identified.
•
Most of the candidates could not link the creative techniques to the problems.
•
Candidates should explain to what extent they possess the entrepreneurial skills. e.g. 'Practical skills - I am good
at working with my hands.'
•
With assessment and ranking of ideas, candidates should not give equal advantages and disadvantages, as it
makes it impossible to do the ranking of the ideas.
•
The justified choice should be motivated with three positive aspects/benefits and two negative aspects/disadvantages
for the idea not chosen.
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Task 3
•
•
•
•

•

The purpose of the feasibility study is still a challenge to most candidates.
The designed research tool should be relevant to answer the purpose of the feasibility study e.g. 'customer's needs,
price, competition, location', etc.
Data analysis is a challenge for most candidates, candidates could not conclude per question analysed.
Market Feasibility report
Methodology - candidates were explaining why they have chosen the research method instead of how
they used the research method.
e.g. Questionnaire - 'I have distributed 5 questionnaires to my sample'.
Recommendation is still a challenge. It should come from the conclusion drawn.

Task 4
•
•
•

This task should be on the same idea as Tasks 2 and 3 unless a candidate clearly state that the idea in Task 2
would not work or is not feasible.
Summary of the market research should be one or two paragraphs and not a repetition of the whole analysis in
Task 3.
Market size should be a percentage of your target market e.g. 'I am targeting 250 of the total population of 1000
which will be
250 x 100
1000

= 25%'.
My market size will be 25% of the total population.
Financial Plan
•
Break - even analysis continued to be a challenge.
•
Pricing - candidates should show some calculation on how they arrived at their prices charged. e.g 'mark - up price'.
Advertisement
•
Some candidates copied from the internet.
•
Candidates failed to show their creativity.
•
Some centres failed to indicate the principle they used i.e. -AIDA principle.
•
Summary of rules and regulations continue to be a challenge.
Task 5
•
•
•
•

In the introduction, candidates should state the name of the enterprise they visited or created.
The experience or opportunities required should not be the examples of existing social enterprises e.g SOS, SPCA,
etc.
Tools to monitor and evaluate their work should be written in full and not merely be the listing of stakeholder or
actions.
Proofs should be signed and stamped.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•

Candidates should be encouraged to submit all five tasks to avoid losing marks unnecessarily.
Teachers should give clear guidance on what is expected in each task.
Candidates should be encouraged to write neatly and should follow the sequence of the task given to them with
clear headings and sub-headings.
Steps should be taken at school level already when candidates copied each other's work and must be rewarded 0
marks or they should redo the task.
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FASHION & FABRICS
4342
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
Gratitude to all teachers who did their utmost best to deliver a good content presentation, despite the most difficult
and quite challenging time of COVID 19. Question 3, 4 and 6 were the most popular choices. Most candidates did not
manage to answer the questions well, especially Question 2 and 5. Most candidates did not give correct answers on
those questions due to misinterpretation and misunderstanding of instructions. The questions were challenging as the
majority of candidates seem to not understand the topic of fibres, yarns and fabrics. Most of the candidates obtained
average to above average marks with only a very few candidates scoring below average. The question paper was well
arranged and met the requirements of the syllabus. All candidates adhered to the instructions on the question paper
with regards to the choice of questions
COMMENTS ON THE INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Section A
Section A questions were answered well; all candidates were able to pick correct answers from the insert but few could
not answer (g) i – viii correctly.
(a) This question was answered correctly; most candidates were able to pick correct answers from the insert.
The correct answers were:
(i)

princess

(ii)

continuous

(iii)

button

(iv)

wrong

(v)

band

(vi)

bias

(vii)

tie

(b) Candidates were able to give the correct answer;
The correct answer was:
2.1m
(c) This question was answered correctly
The correct answers were:
Buttons and snap
(d) All candidates gave the correct answer to the question
The correct answers were:
Crepe de chine, Georgette, Charmeuse
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(e) Most candidates did not answer this question correctly; most referred the Challis fabric to cotton and linen
The correct answers were:
Fibre origin:
Structure:
Appearance:
Weight:
(f)

silk
rodlike filaments
striated
light

Most candidates did not answer this question correctly
The correct answers were:
•
•

Gathering on sleeve ruffles
Easing of sleeve head

(g) This question was not answered correctly by most candidates
The correct answers were:
(i)

wrong

(ii)

5 mm

(iii)

below

(iv)

3 mm

(v)

wrong

(vi)

fitting

(vii)

tacking

(viii)

one
SECTION B

2

(a) This question was selected by few candidates, but it was quiet challenging they were not able to give
the correct answers:
The correct answers were:
Characteristics of woven fabrics

Examples

Stretch only on the bias/true cross

Plain weave: Cotton: calico, gingham, cheesecloth lawn,
percale, voile

Loses shape easily (basket weave)

Linen: crash, Irish linen, cambric

Pile weave catches fluff easily,

Wool: flannel, tweed, challis

Frays easily

Silk and other filament yarns: chiffon, georgette, voile,
taffeta, organdie

Twill weave more durable than plain
weave

Basket weave: handanger cloth, Panama cloth, hopsack

Satin weave no definite pattern

Twill weave: cotton sateen, shantung, ticking, damask,
denim, gabardine, serge

Satin given luster and smoothness by
giving a minimum amount of twists.

Pile weave: corduroy, velour, toweling, fake fur, velvet,
plush cloth

Satin no right or wrong side

Dobby weave: bird’s eye pique, tie fabrics, shirt fabrics,
cretonne

Are firm so keep their shape well
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(b) Most candidates confused the processing of cotton with fabric finishes, only few candidates answered
it correctly
The correct answers were:
Preliminary mixing and cleaning process:
Impurities such leaves, broken stalks are removed. Fibers are pulled apart.
Scutching:
Machine loosens and cleans fibres by beating out dust
Carding:
Cotton laps sent over carding machines to separate fibres and remove impurities and short broken fibes.
Fibres arranged parallel to one another and twisted to form a rope
Drawing process:
Thin ropes (slivers) drawn out to be very thin. Twisted to form a rope (rowing) wound on bobbins.
Combing process:
Short fibres removed
Spinning process:
Spun into yarn using ring or mule spinning. Wound onto bobbins or cones
3

This question was challenging to the candidates; they could not give reasons of why polyester cotton blend
would be a better buy.
The correct answers were:
(a)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

strong whether wet or dry
dry quickly (drip dry)
very little ironing
do not shrink
colourfast
crease resistant
fairly smooth surface so it does not soil easily
resilient
resistant to moths and mildew
mild alkalis have no marked effect on them

[8]

(b) This question was correctly answered by most candidates, only few candidates that gave fabric
production processes instead.
The correct answers were:
Antistatic finishes: Are usually used on fabrics which contain synthetic fibres such as polyester/nylon
Crease resistancy: Finish used on fabrics which crease badly such as cotton and linen
Easy care/wash and wear: The so called easy care and minimum care fabric requires little or no ironing after
washing, resists and recovers from wrinkles caused by normal wear.
Durable press finish: This process ensures consistent performance from a garment which can then be
washed by machine, will shed creases and retain shape without ironing if washed and dried accordingly.
Calendered finish: This process ensures consistent performance from a garment which can then be washed
by machine, will shed creases and retain shape without ironing of washed and dried accordingly.
Water repellent: Fabrics can be treated with chemicals called silicones to reduce their affinity for water
absorption while the fabric itself remains porous.
Flame proofing (flame retardant finish)
This process prevent the spread of flame/ treated not to support combustion when the flame is no longer in
contact with them, proban, pyrovortex, pyronO, zirpro were used. Examples: Cotton, linen, rayon, wool are
subjected to a special chemical treatment.
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Sanforizing
The fabric is repeatedly immersed in alkaline solution to ensure that the fabric will shrink a bit each time.
Anti-shrink process applied to cotton, linen, rayon and wool fibres. Undergo a treatment that fabrics will not
stretch, but will be more durable and smooth to the touch. Wool will not felt.
Bleaching: Fabric whitened by chemical processes / easier to dye and not the definition of the finishers.
(c) Most candidates could not answer this question correctly. Only few candidates managed to score one
mark from this question
The correct answers were:
Linen has little resilience/elasticity and therefore creases badly
Linen also shrinks badly
Linen can be weakened by bleaches and can easily be damaged if not rinsed out well after treatment.
4

(a) This question was challenging, only few candidates managed to score 1 to 2 marks from (i) to (ii)
The correct answers were:
(i)

Comfort:
•
•
•

(ii)

Are warm because of the air pockets formed in their construction which provide insulation, porous
Are wrinkle resistant because of the elasticity of the fibre and the construction, they shed creases
easily
Are more absorbent because of their looser yarn twist

Durability:
•
•
•

Loosely knitted fabrics tend to lose their shape and sage
Weft knits will run/ladder when a loop is broke. Warp knits are ladder resistant and will not run
when a loop is broken.
Knitted fabrics have excellent recovery

(b) Most candidates were able to state how laundering of woolen jersey can be done,
The correct answers were:
•
Use a soft brush to brush out the dust particles
•
Remove stains immediately
•
Wool garments should be dry-cleaned if possible
•
Take measurements before washing
•
Hand wash in lukewarm water
•
Use soft water if possible
•
Use soap free from caustic soda or other strong alkalis, as this can harden or discolour the wool
•
Woolen items may be rinsed in vinegar.
•
Avoid friction. Do not rub, but knead and squeeze gently.
•
Keep the jersey submerged in water while washing, If you lift, the weight of the water can pull it out of
shape
•
Add fabric softener to the last rinse
•
Do not wring out the moisture by twisting the garment.
•
Fold in a towel and squeeze out the moisture
•
Do not hang the jersey to dry as it will stretch
•
Lay it flat on a towel and leave to dry in the shade,
•
Press lightly on wrong side with a cool iron and a dry pressing cloth.
(any)
[7]
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(c) Most candidates were able to illustrate the front view trouser with all processes asked, and labeling
was correctly done.
The correct features that were supposed to be shown and labeled on the front view were:
Front view

5

(a) This question was answered by few candidates, and they did not answer it correctly.
The correct answers were:
•
Turn the sleeve to the right side and the garment to the wrong side
•
Match and pin on the fitting line at the underarm seams of the garment and the sleeve, at the centre of
the sleeve head and at all notches
•
Insert pins vertically on the sleeve
•
Turn the garment to the right side and check that gathers are evenly distributed
•
Tack and stitch on the fitting line at the edge of the underarm seam
•
Trim the frays and neaten with blanket stitch or overcast stitch
•
Press the seam edges towards the sleeve
(b) Few candidates answered this question correctly, but they were not able to give correct answers to
the question.
The correct answers were:
Hem should hang evenly and gracefully
•
Hem width should be appropriate to the fabric and style of the garment
•
There should be no bulkiness in the hem or hem allowance
•
A hem should be uniform in width and sewn inconspicuously evenly and securely
•
A completed hem should be totally inconspicuous unless it is a decorative feature of the style
(c) None of the candidates answered this questions correctly, most candidates referred the diagrams to hems
The correct answers were:
(i)

Crossway facing

(ii)

Crossway binding

(d) Few candidates who answered this question were not able to give correct answers. Candidates
gave the differences between openings instead.
The correct answers were:
(i)

Crossway facing – these are strips of even width, they are cut on the exact bias of the fabric
and therefore have great elasticity
-

Shows only on one side of the fabric, usually the right side
Is usually a minimum of 3 cm wide
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(ii)

Crossway binding / Bias binding – these are strips of an even but narrower width, they are
cut on the exact bias of the fabric and therefore have great elasticity
•
•
•

6

Binding shows equally on both right side and wrong side of fabric
Contrast fabric can be used on binding and stitched towards the right side so it is visible
Is usually narrow e.g. 1 – 2 cm in width

(a) Most candidates answered this question correctly, but they only stated one use for each item
The correct answers were:
(i)

Seam ripper: unpicking garments/removing machine stitches/cutting machine-made buttonholes

(ii)

Tailor’s chalk: transfer pattern markings. Use on both sides of fabric as it brushes off easily/
thin accurate markings for pleats, buttonholes etc.

(iii)

Seam roll: small areas are pressed / single seams pressed open/ no marks on the garment

(b) Most candidates were able to give the four points for the correct use of the steam iron.
The correct answers were:
Steam iron: Is useful for dressmaking, the heat can be regulated to suit all types of fabrics and the iron can
be adjusted for steam and dry ironing
•
Use boiled or distilled water
•
Disconnect iron when not in use
•
Do not wind the flex around the iron
•
Pour out water left in the iron
•
Wipe base of iron with damp cloth while still hot. Polish with a dry cloth
•
Stand the iron on wide heel rest when you store it
(c) This question was answered correctly by most candidates; they were able to describe how to care for
an electrical sewing machine
The correct answers were:
•
Clean and oil regularly
•
Follow instructions from instruction book
•
Wind bobbin evenly
•
See that needle is perfectly straight
•
Do not draw work away from machine until needle is at it highest point and the pressure foot is raised
•
Do not pull the work while stitching
•
Do not stitch over pins
•
Do not jerk the machine when working
•
Stitch slowly over thick parts
•
Keep all attachments together
•
Cover the machine when not in use
•
Keep in a place where the machine will be free from dust and dampness.
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Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
Candidates have produced items of good quality despite the COVID 19 challenges and its difficulties; teachers have
shown a great commitment to their work in making candidates capable of meeting the assessment requirements.
Candidates have shown a clear picture in the ability of garment making for grade 11 and 12.
Candidates are not allowed to take their garments home to wear, or wash before they are sent, The garments must be
very clean, if not candidates will lose marks when they are not adhering to these instructions.
Fasteners: Zippers used were not properly attached, teachers should adjust the zippers were they are too long for the
garment to be made.
Buttons: were too tight, no shanks made and most were not finished off on the W.S with blanket stitches.
Samples and garments need proper finishing off on the W.S. Facings should be attached to seams with blanket stitches.
Teachers are encouraged to take marking/moderation seriously; candidates should not be given too much high marks
which do not match the work done, in the end candidates will be penalised when moderation is done lower than the
marks allocated by the teachers.
Good photographs were submitted.
The length of processes should be put into consideration especially of pant leg, facings, sleeves etc.
Teachers should assist, monitor and guide candidates during production of these sample and garments to ensure they
produce quality and well presentable coursework and not incomplete, sloppy and stained products.
Candidates should have good machine and hand skills as 100% of the products consist of machine and hand skills.
Teachers are highly encouraged to keep up their hard work despite the challenges that were faced during the academic
year. They should keep doing their best for the new curriculum to benefit all the candidates, the school and the country
at large.
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FIRST LANGUAGE AFRIKAANS
4101
Paper 1

ALGEMENE KOMMENTAAR
Kandidate het oor die algemeen nie so goed gevaar nie. Verskeie faktore kon hierin ’n rol speel. Daar is ’n groot sentrum wat
Afrikaans slegs op Eerste Taalvlak aanbied, terwyl die meerderheid van hierdie kandidate liefs Afrikaans op Tweede Taalvlak
moet neem. ’n Ander groot sentrum wat in die verlede goed gevaar het, het hierdie jaar geen kandidate op Gewone Vlak
ingeskryf nie, maar het hul kandidate eerder op Tweede Taalvlak ingeskryf.
AFDELING A
Vraag 1 - 3:
Kandidate het oor die algemeen goed gevaar met die meervoudige keusevrae.
Vraag 4:
Hierdie vraag het drie punte getel. Baie kandidate het slegs een feit hier neergeskryf. Eksaminatore moet daarop fokus om
kandidate te onderrig in die puntetoekenning van ’n vraag ten einde die maksimum punt te verwerf.
Vraag 5:
Kandidate het redelik gevaar met hierdie vraag. Hier is ’n leemte en eksaminatore kan gerus die kandidate wys op die doel
van ’n betrokke teks en wat die skrywer met die teks wil bereik.
Vraag 6:
Hierdie vraag het nie noodwendig ’n aanhaling geverg nie. Kandidate kon ook verwys na bewyse uit die teks. Kandidate het
oor die algemeen redelik swak gevaar in hierdie vraag en het geen begrip vir die vraag gehad nie.
Slegs twee kandidate het volpunte verwerf in hierdie afdeling. Talle kandidate het ’n gebrekkige begrip vir die teks en die
vraag getoon.
Vraag 7: Praatjie
Van kandidate is verwag on ’n praatjie te skryf waarin hulle verwys na die rol van sout in ons dieet.
•
Talle kandidate het irrelevante inligting gegee wat nie van toepassing is op ons dieet nie, byvoorbeeld dat sout “vlekke,
vetterigheid en muf verwyder.” Kandidate moet die vraag verstaan en presies weet wat van hulle vereis word. Hierdie is
’n vaardigheid wat in klasverband ingeoefen kan word.
•
Sommige sentrums het steeds nie die formaat van ’n praatjie bemeester nie. Die Handleiding vir Skriftelike Stelwerk gee
duidelike riglyne vir die formaat van ’n praatjie/toespraak. Ernstige vormfoute word ernstig gepenaliseer en sommige
kandidate het baie punte verloor a.g.v. vormfoute.
•
Wanneer ’n praatjie of toespraak gelewer word, moet kandidate poog om ten minste twee maal na die gehoor te verwys.
Dit onderskei dan ook die vorm van dié van ’n opstel.
•
’n Praatjie is nie ’n dialoog nie. Verskeie kandidate het die opdrag in dialoogvorm weergegee en is ernstig gepenaliseer.
•
Kandidate het verwys na: “mede klasmaatjies”. Hierdie groetvorm is nie gepas vir die opdrag nie.
•
Die groetvorm “goeiemore” is een woord. Talle kandidate het dit as twee woorde geskryf. Indien dit as twee woorde
geskryf word, sou die betekenis natuurlik heeltemal verskil van die van ’n groetvorm.
•
Talle kandidate het verwys na: “nodig sout om te funksioneer” i.p.v. “benodig sout”.
•
Te veel kandidate het klakkeloos vanuit die teks afgeskryf. In so ’n geval kan daar nie ’n punt vir Taal en Styl toegeken
word nie aangesien dit nie die kandidate se eie aanbieding is nie. Kandidate is dus ernstig hiervoor gepenaliseer.
•
Sekere sentrums gebruik steeds “van” i.p.v. “want”.
•
Sekere sentrums gebruik ook “ken” i.p.v. “weet”. Kandidate moet die onderskeid ken.
•
Sekere sentrums verwys na “ons se goed” i.p.v. “ons goed”.
•
Sentrums moet let op die gebruik van kommas voor “want” en “maar”. Inkorrekte leestekengebruik lei tot taalfoute wat
gepenaliseer word.
•
Eksaminatore moet let op die dubbele negatief – kandidate het hiermee gesukkel.
•
Paragrafering word ook gepenaliseer. Kandidate moet weet wanneer ’n nuwe paragraaf of nuwe idee moet begin.
Kandidate moet waak teen die onnodige gebruik van hoofletters in die middel van ’n sin.  Dit word as taalfoute uitgewys
•
en beïnvloed die kandidaat se punt.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Handskrif is ook ’n probleem en daar word ’n ernstige beroep gedoen op kandidate om netjiese, leesbare werk te lewer.
Anglisismes raak algemeen en eksaminatore kan help met woordeskatuitbreiding. Aglisismes wat voorgekom het was:
“op die ander kant” en “met dit gesê”. Kandidate moet asb. hierop let en die gebruik hiervan verhoed.
Wanneer na byvoorbeeld “juf. Koekemoer” verwys word, moet die woord “juffrou” met kleinletters geskryf word aangesien
die van van die onderwyseres voorsien word.  Indien die van nie voorsien word nie, moet “juffrou” met ‘n hoofletter geskryf
word. Dieselfde reël geld natuurlik vir Mnr., Mev., Dr., Prof. ensovoorts.
Kandidate moet let op die spelling van “daaglikse” i.p.v. “daglikse”.
Woordeskatuitbreiding moet ernstig aandag kry. Talle kandidate kon nie op die woord “soutinname” kom nie en het
verwys na “soutinvat”.
Die verskil tussen “eintlik” en “eindelik” moet onderrig word.
Die spelling van “waarvandaan” was ‘n probleem. Weereens is dit woordeskat wat aandag kort. Kandidate moet weet dat
hulle ook gebruik kon maak van die woord “herkoms”.
Kandidate het oor die algemeen nie te sleg gevaar in hierdie vraag nie, behalwe vir diegene wat die formaat verkeerd
gehad het en klakkeloos vanuit die teks geskryf het.

AFDELING B
Vraag 8: Opsomming
Daar is van kandidate verwag om ’n opsomming oor die noodsaaklikheid van sout in die moderne mens se lewe te skryf.
Kandidate het oor die algemeen nie so goed gevaar in hierdie vraag soos verwag nie.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

’n Opsomming moet voorsien word van ’n opskrif.
Indien ’n kandidaat klakkeloos vanuit die teks afgeskryf het, kan daar nie ’n punt toegeken word vir samehang en vlotheid
nie aangesien dit nie die kandidaat se eie aanbieding is nie.
Kandidate vind dit moeilik om feite te selekteer en sover moontlik as hul eie te interpreteer en weer te gee. Dit is ’n
vaardigheid wat in klastyd ingeoefen kan word.
Sekere kandidate het ’n puntsgewyse opsomming weergegee. Die oprag is duidelik dat dit in paragraafvorm weergegee
moet word.
Herhaling het voorgekom. Talle kandidate het genoem dat “sout help om kos te bewaar” en “op ’n natuurlike manier te
preserveer”. Hier is dan net een punt toegeken aangesien dit ’n herhaling is.
Sekere kandidate het die opsomming in telegramstyl weergegee. Dit beïnvloed natuurlik onmiddellik die vlotheid en
samehang en kandidate is hiervoor gepenaliseer.
Talle kandidate het nie-relevante feite weergegee soos die smeltpunt van sout asook die ontstaan van sout. ’n Opsomming
moet feitlik wees met geen irrelevante inligting.

Vraag 9: Artikel
In hierdie vraag is van kandidate verwag om ’n artikel vir die skoolkoerant te skryf oor die rol van sout in die geskiedenis van
die mensdom.
Kandidate het oor die algemeen swak gevaar in hierdie vraag bloot omdat hulle nie die omvang van die vraag verstaan het nie.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talle kandidate weet nie wat die korrekte formaat van ’n artikel is nie en is dus ernstig hiervoor gepenaliseer. ’n Artikel is
nie ’n opstel nie en moet voorsien word van ’n duidelike opskrif, lokteks en verkieslik die joernalis se naam. Sodoende
word daar duidelik onderskeid getref tussen ’n opstel en ’n artikel.
Sekere sentrums se kandidate het weereens klakkeloos vanuit die teks inligting weergegee. Kandidate is ernstig hiervoor
gepenaliseer aangesien daar nie ’n punt vir Taal en Styl toegeken kon word nie a.g.v. die feit dat dit nie die kandidaat se
eie aanbieding is nie.
Begrip ontbreek by sekere kandidate. Daar is verskeie kandidate wat gemeld het dat “sout in die sestigerjare ontdek is”.
Kandidate dra nie kennis dat “preserveer” en “bewaar” dieselfde betekenis het nie.
Kandidate weet nie hoe om die dubbele negatief te gebruik nie.
Kandidate sukkel moet die korrekte afkap van woorde wanneer die sin oorloop na ’n volgende reël en ’n woord onderbreek
moet word om oor te gaan na die volgende skryfreël. Lettergreepverdeling kort aandag en kan in klasverband onderrig
word.

Algemeen:
Kandidate moet aangemoedig word om lees en gerigte skryfwerk toe te pas. Inligting vanuit die teks moet sover moontlik as
’n eie interpretasie/aanbieding aangebied word. Feite moet ook relevant tot die vraag wees.
Eksaminatore moet fokus op eksamenonderrig om te verseker dat kandidate weet hoe om vrae te ontleed, korrekte formate
van skryfstukke weer te gee en om nie klakkeloos vanuit die teks te skryf nie.
Dankie aan al die eksaminatore wat so hard gewerk het om hulle kandidate gereed te kry vir die eksamen.
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Dit was hierdie jaar weer eens duidelik dat talle kandidate liewer vir Tweede Taal moes inskryf. Ongelukkig is foute wat
die afgelope paar jaar gemaak is, weer gemaak en sal hierdie verslag grootliks ooreenstem met die verslae van die
verlede.
Algemeen: Talle kandidate het nie die titel van die opstel bo-aan geskryf nie.
Sommige handskrifte is onleesbaar klein.
Daar was kandidate wat oneerlik was ten opsigte van die woordtal, wat hulle in ’n swak lig stel.
Engelse woorde word nie aanvaarbaar deur dit bloot net tussen aanhalingstekens te sit nie! Eiename soos Twitter en
Instagram kom nie in aanhalingstekens nie.
Woordorde is ’n groot kopseer. Kandidate moet baie oefening hierin kry.
Die dubbele ontkenning in Afrikaans verdien baie aandag.
Kandidate skryf te veel samestellings as twee woorde in plaas van een. Die infinitief is NIE een woord nie, bv. om te
lees. So ook die volgende: nog steeds, op soek na, ten minste.
Gee asseblief aandag aan die volgende foutiewe taalgebruik:
orals in plaas van oral
sommige tye in plaas van soms
om te het in plaas van om te hê
medemens het nie ’n meervoudsvorm nie
so ’n lekker tyd (enkelvoud) sulke lekker tye (meervoud)
van in plaas van want
hy het gedood in plaas van hy het gesterf
kyk agter die diere in plaas van kyk na die diere
die motor kom tot stilstaan in plaas van die motor kom tot stilstand
vliegtuigbestuurder in plaas van loods!!
jah in plaas van ja!
Kandidate verwar eens/eers, ly/lei, ander/anders
Sms-taal het minder voorgekom, maar die gebruik van anglisismes het drasties toegeneem, bv:
die lewe het vir die beter verander (die lewe het ten goede verander)
daar is geluk vir jou in stoor (geluk wag op jou)
op tyd (betyds)
ek het jou rug (ek ondersteun jou)
sy kom met ’n idee op (sy het ’n idee)
gaan vir jou drome (jaag jou drome na)
die pawiljoene was gepak (stampvol)
moenie opgee op jou drome nie (moenie jou drome laat vaar nie)
ek myself (ek)
Sommige kandidate weet nie hoe om by lettergrepe aan die einde van ’n reël af te kap nie.
In Afrikaans eindig woorde nie op ’n dubbel-l nie!
Woorde wat met be-, ge-, her-, er-, ont- en ver- begin, kry nie ge- vooraan in die verlede tyd nie.
Die gebruik van die betreklike voornaamwoord is problematies, bv. die stoel op wat ek sit, met dit het ons die einde
van die aand bereik.
Die gebruik van is/was bly ’n probleem, bv. Hy is in Windhoek gebore/sy is gewaarsku.
Voor die voegwoorde want en maar kom ’n komma, nie voor sodat en omdat nie.
Ontmoedig die gebruik van: ek as mens/persoon, ons as mense, persoonlik voel ek.
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Spesifieke onderwerpe:
1

Slegs een of twee kandidate het die idioom geken. Hierdie skryfstuk vereis ’n duidelike ontwikkeling en
klimaks. Slegs enkele persone het hierdie onderwerp gekies.

2

Uiters gewild, maar het meestal tot ’n niksseggende “gegorrel” aanleiding gegee of die hele opstel het in
’n “preek” verval. Kandidate moes bespreek hoekom dit belangrik is om elke dag met jou hele hart en siel
te leef. Daar was wel ook uitstekende skryfstukke.

3

Doodgewone, gemiddelde opstelle. ’n Gewilde onderwerp.

4

Hierdie opstel moet aansluit by die aspek van entrepreneurskap as oplossing vir werkloosheid. Nie gewild nie.

5

Baie ongewild. Een of twee goeie opstelle. Die opstel kan bespiegelend of verhalend wees (oop onderwerp).

6

Net ’n paar kandidate het hierdie onderwerp gekies. Nie werklik goeie punte is hier behaal nie.

7

Uiters gewild. Hier het goeie skryfstukke die lig gesien.

8

Die kandidaat kon die voor- en nadele bespreek, maar ’n eie oortuiging moet duidelik blyk. Enkele goeie
opstelle is geskryf.

9

Baie ongewild. Die werklik goeie punt behoort aan te sluit by die waarde van leierskap vir die indiwidu,
maar ook die breër samelewing.

Dis duidelik dat talle kandidate nie die onderwerpe met aandag gelees het nie. Kandidate moet onder geen
omstandighede ’n onderwerp kies as daar woorde in die onderwerp is waarvan die betekenis nie duidelik is nie.
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4101
Paper 3
The essays were neatly prepared and the cover pages contained the necessary information. Some centres did not
include an assessment table. This makes moderating a difficult task.
Some centres were lenient in their assessment which resulted in the scaling of some candidatesʼ marks.
Centres must motivate candidates to edit essays prior to submission. There are still too many errors in the final
submissions. This is a challenge for some bigger centres. Sufficient time must be spent on editing the essays.
Essays must therefore be clearly assessed by the examiner – all errors must be marked.
Some centres did not make use of adequate quotes and only stated the page number. This has resulted in a negative
mark as no marks can be awarded to incomplete statements. A friendly reminder that the maximum amount of quotes
for OL is six. Some centres exceeded this limit.
Quotes must be printed in italic and must consist of a short phrase in support of the statement. Some centres awarded
a mark for a one word quote. A lot of irrelevant quotes were also acknowledged by certain examiners. Please, note that
irrelevant quotes will not be awarded a mark.
Essays must include a list of references as all references, used need to be acknowledged in the essay.
Some essays omitted a conclusion or closing statement. Please ensure that the essay is well rounded-off by including
a conclusion.
Candidates should include a word count and examiners must ensure that this is adhered to as some candidates
exceeded the word limit.
Candidates on a first language level should be able to apply the necessary literary terminology. Literary devices should
form part of the discussion and should not be merely mentioned in the opening paragraph of the essay. Candidates
must alleviate on these devices. It is of no use referring to Tjokkie as the protagonist and not explaining the reason
therefore. Please also refer to the elements that support tension, conflict, climax etc. The marking grid provides a
section where these literary devices are assessed. Candidates cannot be awarded high marks by merely mentioning
the literary devices.
Book titles and titles of short stories must be underlined and poem titles must be printed in quotation marks. Please,
also include page numbers on pages of the essay.
Examiners should refrain from allocating half marks.
Some centres put a lot of effort into presenting neat and organised work. This was well received and made the process
of moderation enjoyable.
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4101
Paper 4
Speaking
Examiners must please ensure to record all the data to the CD provided. Some centres’ CD’s were incomplete and had
to be recorded during moderation.
Examiners must ensure to end each recording with a closing statement.
Some centres leaned heavily on the essay and asked questions in chronological order. This resulted in candidates
reading from their essays. Examiners must remember that this is a conversation. Should the examiner require that the
candidate read a quote or statement from the essay, this must then be alleviated upon e.g. “What do you mean by the
statement?” or “Give another example of the symbolism that you have mentioned here.”
Some centres were lenient in the assessment of the paper. This resulted in certain candidates or centres’ marks being
scaled down. Please refer to the marking grid when allocating marks.
Candidates are not allowed to receive questions in preparation beforehand. To ask an enourmous amount of questions
that is answered instantaneously does not justify a 7 or 8.
Candidates are allowed to refer to their essays during the session but it is important that answers must not be read from
the essay. Centres such as these will be subject to the scaling of marks.
The overall quality of work was of a good standard. Much appreciation is given to the examiners who have worked very
hard to deliver neat, organised work. This made the task of moderating enjoyable.
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FIRST LANGUAGE ENGLISH
4102
Paper 1

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

It appears that some candidates who chose to write this paper were entered on the incorrect level. These candidates
not only struggled to express themselves clearly but had trouble answering the questions with comprehension. As
a teachers it is our responsibility to ensure that candidates are capable of doing well on the level that they have
been entered for. These candidates would have received better marks had they chosen to write the English Second
Language examination instead.
It is unfortunate to see how many candidates were unsure of the correct format for the RDW questions, particularly
the letter to the General Manager of Bank Windhoek in Question 7. Please note all RDW formats must be taught to
the candidates and they must practise this enough to be comfortable to tackle these questions properly. As in 2019, a
worrying trend was the obtrusive, extensive lifting of information from the passage. This could indicates that candidates
were not comfortable with the vocabulary used in the texts or it highlighted a lack of understanding. Although Passage B
seemed more challenging, some candidates lacked basic understanding of the text’s premise especially when using this
information in the formal letter. Colloquialisms used in Question 5 when used in the formal letter in Question 7 showed
a lack of understanding of correct style and tone, and therefore influenced candidates’ Style and Accuracy marks.
Sentence construction, the correct form of tense and punctuation continue to be a problem. The RDW pieces as well as
the summary were filled with incomplete, run-on sentences due to an unawareness of sentence construction and lack of
correct punctuation. Sentences starting with coordinating conjunctions should be avoided at all times. Candidates were
unaware of how to use commas correctly. Time management was a problem as some candidates failed to complete the
question paper which however might be the lack for practice due to COVId-19 lockdown.
Commonly confused words its/it’s → then/than → send/sent → spend/spent → belief/believe → hard/difficult → quiet/
quite there/their → your/you’re → everyday/every day → relief/relieve too/to/two → where/were → assistance/assistants
→ extend/extent
Words and expressions to be avoided and so forth/etc/and the list goes on/and many more/just to name a few get/got
→ a lot of → guys → kids → things nice, mad/crazy
confused words: cause – because, extend – extent, made – maid, chick – cheek, except – accept laying – lying, every
day – everyday, principal – principle, stationary – stationery, one another – each other, between – among, loose – lose,
quiet – quite, were – where, their/there/they’re, weather – whether practise – practice, this – that, now – then, role –
roll, women – woman, peace – piece, of – off, throw – through, belief – believe, effect – affect, send – sent, fare – fair,
advise – advice , past – passed
Frequently misspelt words: suprise happend definately loosing wich opportunity Saterday knowtised I (k)now doughted
basicly immediatly atleast aisel/ail/eil (aisle) i (pronoun “I”) till(until) gratful , thankfull havn’t dissappoint nowthing
occassions wierded briberry can not by excident a lot chinese, application,
Americanisms (to please be avoided as the candidates write a Cambridge affiliated examination) program meter liter
color neighbor honor center flavor
Other colloquial words which were used: exams stuff kids dad/ mom wannna okay gonna ain’t u (you) cool, bro,
Commonly misspelled words ofcourse → eventhough → eachother → aswell → atleast inorder → program → emphasize
→ organization privilage → paralyzed
2.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS:

1

Multiple choice. Well answered by most. Not all candidates knew the meaning of “notoriously” in
the candidates struggled with choosing the right option of 1c).

2

Most candidates found only two factors out of the three (all three factors had to be mentioned to allocate one
mark) and very few candidates used their own words.

3

Many candidates misunderstood the question or misread the quote using the argument quality rather than a symbol
of status. As such, these candidates were awarded less marks for this question.
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4

Many candidates misunderstood the question or misread the text. They did not consider the authors opinion or
feelings and the reasons therefore, and as such, many candidates were not awarded marks for this question.

5

The informal letter. The aims of the RDW was to enlighten your friend about the surprising popularity/increase of
coffee-drinkers in China. Most candidates used their Namibian address and did not notice that Starbucks by now
had 3000 stores as the year is 2020. Candidates could have used a combination of points from the passage as well
as their own information. Sadly, for some the format still appeared to be a problem although the correct language
usage created the correct style and conversational tone. Candidates must refrain from lifting chunks of the text and
simply inserted it into the letter as this makes reading difficult.

6

Most summaries were generally well answered. Candidates were able to take information from the text and use
it in the summary. However, candidates were unable to group points in a logical manner. Very few summaries
were written in one whole paragraph, with most summaries grouped in Passage A and Passage B. Even though
it made the marking and reading easier, there was no linking sentence provided between the two summaries. The
candidates definitely had more problems with finding/applying the information of Passage B. Here many phrases
were lifted and an attempt to use their own words was rather rare. Some students concentrated too much on the
history rather than on the topic of popularity.

7

This question posed the most problems. Candidates struggled to use the correct format and the correct tone. A
professional, friendly and persuasive style/tone was expected; few candidates managed this. In addition, half the
candidates failed to cover the aspects based on the facts given in Passage B but rather used their own arguments
which resulted in a lower mark allocation for content. Furthermore, many candidates did not seem to know the
correct format of the formal letter as there was an omission or half completion of the LHS address, an appropriate
greeting and subject line. Some confused the letter with an informal letter format.

3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS/EXAMINERS:

Letters and longer paragraphs: Paragraphing was still perceived as weak. The use of transition or linking words from
one paragraph to the other should be revised. In addition, topic sentences should be re-taught when writing paragraphs
in order to ensure the correct focus. This may avoid the list-like response in which structure is weak. The heading and
subheading must both be underlined, against the left-hand margin, with a space between each heading. Subject lines
need not be in full sentences; however, if a full sentence is used, a full-stop at the end of it is expected. Teachers are
encouraged to practise writing interesting and effective headings and subheadings. Figurative language will enrich the
writing if used correctly. The introduction paragraph in both letters should mention the purpose of the piece.
NSSCO Examiners Report 2020
Informal letter:
The sender’s address IN CHINA should be written against the right-hand margin, followed by the date:
P O Box XXXX
Shanghai
China
3 November 2020
No address against the left-hand margin should be present
The salutation should either be: “Dear John/Anna.
The introduction paragraph should be referring to previous communication by candidate’s friend. In addition, it should
set the tone for the rest of the letter. A friendly conversational tone should then bring across the surprising popularity
of coffee in China.
The letter should end with a possible response request/visitation.
The ending of the letter should be “Your friend/Yours sincerely” followed by your first name only. Using the correct format
is expected of a first-language level candidate as it creates a good impression for the examiner and makes the marking
a more pleasant experience. Finally, using the correct format assists the candidates in deciding the style of the piece
asked.
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Summaries:
Some candidates must be sensitized to write their summaries in two very clearly divided paragraphs, labelled “Passage
A” and “Passage B”. It is advised to use short and simple sentences. Refrain from using an introduction or conclusion.
It is important that candidates must be encouraged to paraphrase their points so as to avoid obtrusive lifting. This will
also ensure a better language mark for this component.
Formal letter: Application for a loan
Applicant Name and surname
P O Box XXXX
Windhoek
Namibia
3 November 2020
The General Manager
Bank Windhoek
P O Box xxxxxx
Windhoek
Namibia
An appropriate greeting, “Dear Sir”, “Dear Madam”, “Dear Mr...” or “Dear Ms...”. Refrain from “Dear Sir/Madam”.
An application for a loan for tea bar
The subject line should appear below the salutation, without “RE” in front of it. The subject line should also be underlined.
The subject line should not be entirely in upper-case letters.
NB: Many candidates exchanged the greeting
and the subject line. Please sensitize learners of this minor problem.
In the introductory paragraph please refrain from addressing the person “Good morning sir , I am ………. nd I am 18
years old…”
Few learners came across as professional, formal and persuasive. The reasons for the tea bar were not convincing and
often not passage bound and the new company’s viability did not come across as a sound business venture.
Few candidates requested a positive response and often the salutations were incorrect. The salutation to be used for
“Dear “ is “Yours faithfully”. Often “Yours sincerely was used even though there had been no Mr or Mrs address. Many
candidates used their first names and not initial and the surname. Our female candidates did not use (Ms) after their
surnames. The signatures were often places after the initials and surname and not in between.
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4102
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
There were very few centres that entered candidates on Ordinary this year. Overall 91 candidates sat for the NSSCO
paper. Centres should ensure that they clearly understand what First Language English entails, as many Part-time
centres entered candidates initially, yet many did not write the paper eventually.
Some students clearly were entered on the wrong level and should rather have written English Second Language.
Teachers are to be very careful regarding students’ entries as this determines their future. Furthermore, it also means
that these candidates have wasted their time and money. But there were candidates who could have been entered for
English First Language on the Higher Level as they could have possibly gained a 3. Thus teachers are to be careful not
to disadvantage the candidates in any way.
As has been mentioned in many, many reports, the following should be reiterated:
•
candidates should be encouraged to take their time to carefully consider their topic choice and to do planning before
embarking on writing the composition.
•
candidates should choose topics which will initiate a personal experience to secure a more logical and well-planned
essay.
•
candidates need to number their choices clearly and copy the topic correctly, as a heading, to avoid any ambiguity.
•
candidates should pay more attention to planning the essay before writing it. They should use one idea, which
should be developed properly throughout the essay. Cohesion, using linking words between paragraphs as well as
within paragraphs, is essential at this level. As mentioned before, candidates should also be reminded to leave a
line open between paragraphs and not just leave the rest of a written line open before beginning the next paragraph
on the next line.
Issues of concern remain the following:
•
poor sentence structure-using phrases instead of sentences, incomplete clauses, a lengthy sentence that becomes
a complete paragraph
•
overuse or incorrect use of contractions
•
switching of tenses-this was of real concern. Candidates were unable to apply the ‘sequence of tense’ rule
•
comma splicing-using a comma to join a sentence rather than a conjunction
•
numbers up to twenty should be written out in full
•
incorrect use of prepositions
Words which were frequently used: (please discourage candidates from using these words and colloquial expressions)
•
get/got/getting
•
there/here
•
basically/literally
•
really things nice
•
this and these just stuff
•
rocked up/ come up with
•
“back in the day”
•
partying high
•
“Things went south”
Commonly confused words:
•
cause – because
•
extend – extent
•
made – maid
•
chick – cheek
•
except – accept
•
laying – lying
•
every day – everyday
•
loose – lose
•
quiet – quite
•
were – where
•
their/there/they’re
Other issues:
•
American spelling seems to have become the norm, which it should not be.
•
candidates use expressions such as ‘to go walk/ to go see’ instead of ‘to walk/to see’.
•
candidates should be taught to correct idiomatic expressions and how they should be used in sentences
•
how to use active and passive voice correctly
•
correct use of dialogue in a narrative should be taught
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COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS:
1.

“Millennials are addicted to technology and have a communication problem due to this habit.” Do you agree?
(11 candidates-argumentative)
Most candidates concentrated on mobile phones/social media and not much else.
Even though candidates have a great deal of knowledge regarding mobile phones, some found it difficult to express
the communication difficulties.  Not all the examples they gave to substantiate statements were applicable.

2.

Write a narrative in which you reveal a social injustice.
(6 candidates-narrative)
The majority of the candidates wrote realistic stories. Some of the plots ended in a tragic way. However, there were
a few candidates who took a different approach
to the topic creating moral lessons.

3.

Give a detailed description of a life without plastic.
(5 candidates-descriptive)
Nearly all the candidates approached this essay as a narrative. One candidate wrote an argumentative essay.
Candidates should rather steer clear of a topic if they are uncertain of the format.

4.

Describe in detail a place from your childhood that you know well.
(18 candidates-descriptive)
This was a popular choice and many candidates described their childhood villages or towns. These were beautiful,
nostalgic memories that showed their appreciation for upbringing.

5.

Conclude your narrative with the words “her selfless attitude helped me in my dilemma.”
(9 candidates-narrative)
Some candidates read ‘selfish’ and not ‘selfless’ which was unfortunate.  Others did not end with the given line.
Those who applied the topic well gave good account of a lesson learnt and how not to judge others.

6.

Discuss why society only recognises creative people after their deaths.
(2 candidates-discursive)
Both candidates wrote argumentative essays and did not present both sides of the topic. Hardly any credible
substantiation was given.

7.

Describe a situation in which you found yourself doubting your abilities.
(8 candidates-descriptive)
Nearly all the candidates approached this essay as a narrative. There were a few who wrote some descriptive
aspects which allowed the essays to be reasonably successful. One candidate approached the essay describing
how he doubted his ability in the English examinations and how he overcame it, which was a pleasant surprise.

8.

Are we winning the fight against global warning? What is your opinion?
(1 candidate-argumentative)
This was the least favourite topic. The candidate who answered this question gave insightful discussion points but
struggled with suitable examples to substantiatethe ideas related to whether we are winning or not.

9.

Carefully look at the photograph and write about it in any way you like.
(31 candidates- any format but mostly narrative)
The most popular topic for this examination: many candidates chose a rescue situation as the central theme to
narrate a response to this photograph.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS:
Teachers are to be congratulated on an improvement in the application of the various formats as some of the candidates
were able to apply them correctly, especially the narrative essay. There were some excellent plot development and
characterisation.
Some students used rhetorical questions well and were able to apply the correct idiom as one would expect.
2020 was a very challenging year and I commend all teachers for their efforts. Well done.
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4102
Paper 3

1.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

This year six centres officially entered candidates as Full-Timers for the First Language English Ordinary Level
examination. However, five centres’ candidates were incorrectly entered and therefore marked as absent. A further
twelve centres entered Part Time candidates incorrectly while, only one participated in the oral evaluation process. A
total number of eighty five candidates participated in this year’s examination of which twenty five were moderated.
It is pleasing to note that teachers/ examiners have devoted a great deal of time, under very difficult circumstances, to
preparing their candidates for this examination. The majority taught and guided their candidates well so that they were
able to give logical and well- developed critiques expressed in structured essays which were suitably substantiated.
Examiners are requested to assist the moderators by checking for plagiarism within the essays. The app to use is
“Turn it in “ and the phrase or a clause which a candidate has used is to be typed in, and in so doing, if the candidate
has plagiarised, the text will be highlighted and the source will be revealed. Examiners are encouraged to make the
candidates sign an affidavit which states that he/she has not plagiarised in the relevant written assignment. This is to
be attached to the front of the essay when it is handed in. This is what is expected of all university students when they
hand in their assignments to curb this problem.
2.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS:

After having read last year’s report, it is sad to note that there are still so many of the points which are in need of
attention, therefore they have been mentioned again.
As was the case last year, most centres studied three genres; a novel, a play and poetry as stipulated by the syllabus.
However, it was not always evident in the moderation samples. It is understandable that many centres were not able to
work with the candidates under the Covid 19 regulations, however, this should be taken into account in future. A variety
of genres should be sent in for moderation. Furthermore, candidates should continuously be reminded not to use the
term “book” when referring to a novel or a play.
Some teachers used a few new, innovative topics this year. However, there are a number of topics which are repeated
year after year, which invites a situation for candidates to copy from prior essays written by candidates from previous
years or other schools. The majority of the candidates were able to write sensible answers as there was no essay which
was moderated, which went off the topic.
Candidates are to be reminded that they should indicate the topic they have chosen clearly on the top of the first page
of their essays. They are also to take note of the correct spelling of the titles and the author’s/poet’s names.
Once again examiners are reminded that the essays should be well constructed and in a logical order, with an introduction,
a body of three to four paragraphs and a conclusion. The present tense should be used throughout the essay.
The introduction should include the title of the novel, play or poems written between inverted commas or underlined
or in bold but not two or three of these formats. This should be followed by the poet/author or playwright’s full name.
Furthermore, a good reference to the topic should be given to establish exactly what the topic is and what is to be
discussed.
The body of the essay should include three or four logically formulated paragraphs, which analyse the chosen topic.
Linking words should be used to create continuity within the essay. Each paragraph should contain a premise, followed
by an elaboration of the point and then substantiated by a quote. Quotations are required to be concise and used
aptly within inverted commas. When more than one line is quoted a double back slash // is needed to indicate that the
quotation includes the next line as well. These are to be followed by the reference in brackets i.e. (p 5) or (pp 5-6) or
(line 4). The identification and the effectiveness of a literary device/s are necessary to enhance the premise. It is also
important to remember that it is not a good idea to use the same quotation twice within the same essay. An evaluation
of the premise ensures that a personal response is included for a better overall mark.
The conclusive paragraph should begin with a linking word: either “In conclusion” or “Conclusively” and should not only
consist of personal responses but these should rather be incorporated throughout the essay.
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A word count including quotations as well as a word count excluding quotations should be given, followed by a
bibliography.
Examiners should also encourage candidates to choose three poems when answering a literary essay rather than two
or one, as this gives them more scope to choose from. They should also take cognisance of the fact that they should
create a balanced essay and not only place emphasis on one poem, neglecting the others, but rather address an idea
which is evident in all three poems.
As is always the case, colloquial language should be avoided at all times as this is a formal examination. Candidates
should also be reminded that the “z” used in American spelling should be replaced by the “s” in British spelling and that
other American spelling is not be allowed as this is a British examination.
Candidates should remember to use correct grammar. The use of articles is imperative. The incorrect use of the
subject/ verb agreement remains a bone of contention. Another important issue is the use of a noun before a pronoun
to avoid any ambiguity within a paragraph. Dangling participles are also to be avoided.
Furthermore, punctuation is essential. The correct use of the apostrophe, commas, parenthesis and capital letters are
vital in these essays, after all, this is a First Language English examination.
3.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS/EXAMINERS:

Unique and heartfelt essays, which candidates have spent hours editing, are worth so much more than those which have
been written within an hour or two. As candidates and examiners know the content of this Paper, it is imperative that
they take advantage of this and in so doing spend a great deal of time on its preparation and presentation. Candidates
should be encouraged to work on their literature essays as early as possible so that they have enough time to edit and
reassess their statements before handing them in for final marking. Examiners are encouraged to use a past question
and work through it with the candidates, thus creating effective and logical paragraphs to evaluate the related question
clearly. In so doing the candidates will be able to identify a specific structure which they can then modify and adapt to
suit their essays.
Examiners are encouraged to persevere and continue improving their teaching techniques. A new selection of topics for
the various genres can stimulate the teachers and candidates alike, of course this means more work but it is inspiring.
Examiners are thanked for the dedication to this intense subject. May 2021 be a blessed and prosperous one with
renewed energy. 2020 has been a very long and tiring year for everyone, a well-deserved rest is of the essence.
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4102
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS
This year there were five centres which officially entered for the Full-Time examination and one which was entered as
a Part Time centre. There were five centres which had entered candidates incorrectly from the Full Time centres. An
additional twelve centres entered individual Part Time candidates for the Ordinary Level examination of which none
participated in the examination. This caused a tedious administrative battle, for all concerned, as not all the MS1 forms
were sent in to indicate that candidates were absent for the examination. Therefore a total of eighty five candidates
participated in this year’s examination of which twenty five were moderated.
With the introduction of the new Ordinary syllabus, this examination option will be phased out. Teachers should bear
this in mind when entering candidates next year.
Most of the compact discs were clearly labelled. It is understandable that examiners are under a great deal of pressure
during the oral assessment period, but they are to please listen to all of their recordings to ensure that they all are
audible and in a compatible format. Each centre which officially entered candidates submitted an MS1 form however,
not all forms were signed on the back, please check these before sending them in with the rest of the moderation
packaging. It is also very important that the orals which are sent in for moderation, be recorded chronologically and
clearly, ensuring an easy moderation process. Unfortunately this was not always the case in some centres.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Even though the syllabus states that a warm up is necessary, the examiner is advised that if this is deemed necessary,
it be short and to the point. Most Centres were brief in this regard, which is appreciated.
Examiners are encouraged to ask the candidate which assignment he/she would prefer to begin with, as some
candidates are more prepared for one assignment than the other and feel that they need to gain confidence in the first
part of the oral evaluation process.
Once again some of the orals were far too long and examiners are reminded to keep to the time limit as this is what is
prescribed in the syllabus.
All the examiners are to be congratulated on their positive attitudes and the supportive manner in which they conducted
their orals. The majority of the candidates were able to answer the questions posed to them, to the best of their ability.
Examiners encouraged their candidates into answering the questions correctly if they showed any deviation from the
topic or a question which they were asked.
If a candidate was not sure of a question, the examiner would pose the same question in a simpler way, thus supporting
the candidates to give of their best. Examiners are reminded not to pose two or more questions to a candidate at a time.
Even though “literary aspects are assessed to a lesser extent in the NSSCO examination” as quoted from Addendum
C: MARKING GRID FOR ORAL DISCUSSION OF LITERATURE – (PAPER 4) pg. 30 of the syllabus, the candidate is
expected to identify the literary devices. Many examiners ask their candidates to also discuss the effectiveness of the
devices which assists the more capable ones to achieve even better results.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS/ EXAMINERS
As mentioned in previous reports; examiners are to encourage candidates not to repeat a question immediately after
it has been posed to them. This indicates that the candidate is not sure of his/her facts and that he/she is biding time.
Candidates should not read their answers from their assignments but rather have a discussion with the examiner as this
will lead to a candidate being penalised.
Furthermore, candidates should be reminded not to use the following words repetitively throughout the oral evaluation:
“basically”, “kinda”, “stuff”, “ok”, “something like that”, “what what”, “ne”, “so like ja” and “ja”. Candidates and examiners
are to be remember that this is an English First Language examination and that they should refrain from using colloquial
language and Afrikaans expressions. Another point noted, is that when referring to a genre, the correct terms should be
used and not “book”. When referring to “The Purple Violet of Oshaantu” the correct term to use is “novel”.
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Before recording, examiners should ensure that all items are placed securely on the table, so as to avoid any unnecessary
disturbances whilst the oral is in progress. This year there was a great deal of paging throughout the orals, thus
creating a great deal of disturbance for the moderator, as not all comments could be clearly heard. To avoid this, poems
could be photocopied and all papers could be taped to one another, creating a “scroll effect”, which could then be placed
on the table in front of the examiner and the candidate. One scrolled essay is then placed below the other, to avoid
disturbances. Everyone is to be reminded that no extra notes are to be taken into the oral examination venue – only
the clear assignments and copies of the poems are allowed.
It is suggested that examiners conduct a mock oral examination with the candidates before the final one, so that
they have an idea of what to expect. One realises that this was not always possible under the Covid 19 regulations,
however, Zoom or Skype sessions could have been organised. This should not be based on the same literary topic, but
rather from previous poetry or from another genre.
Examiners are thanked for their dedication and hours of hard work which only a language teacher, who has this
experience, will truly appreciate.
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FIRST LANGUAGE GERMAN
4103
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
To perform well in this paper, candidates need to demonstrate comprehension of the stimulus texts as well as the ability
to consolidate information from the texts and relate it to and express an opinion about the issues addressed and develop
own arguments. As in previous years, candidates struggled with the parts of the paper that go beyond comprehension
and recounting content.
The exam paper respected syllabus content and the Namibian context. No mistakes could be detected in the
presentation or format of the paper and thus no particular leniency or stringency had to be applied when marking.
Generally candidates seemed prepared, but language proficiency was average to below average and mostly not first
language quality.
Question 1
Candidates performed best in this multiple choice and short answer type question, which is also considered the easiest
in this paper.
Question 2
Candidates generally achieved around 40% of the marks in this question. Most candidates were barely able to
adequately summarise both texts separately, let alone fuse the summary of both texts into one. None of the candidates
could identify the type of texts or and only two candidates attempted to compare formal aspects of the two texts. Quality
of language and expression was generally below average.
Question 3
All candidates were familiar with the format of the speech. Some candidates demonstrated fair critical thinking skills
and used the appropriate language register, but quality of language and expression was generally below average; in all
cases grammar and spelling were faulty and sentence construction and idiomatic expression were often awkward. Most
candidates only achieved around 40% of the marks in this question.
Question 4
Performance in this question was similar to that than in question 3. Quality of language and expression was generally
below average. Most learners did not seem fully familiar with the format and tone of the newspaper article. In almost
all cases grammar and spelling were faulty and sentence construction and idiomatic expression were awkward. Most
candidates obtained 40% of the marks in this question.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Increased exposure to magazine and newspaper texts that lend themselves to comparison and joint summary could
possibly further increase performance in this paper and enhance language and expression skills. Please familiarise
learners with different types of texts and their characteristics so that they are able to point out differences and similarities
in structure and format. Text production and developing own thoughts from stimulus texts should continue to be practiced
in class. Creativity and originality are appreciated when marking this paper: continue to encourage this alongside
routine answers.
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4103
Paper 2
GENERAL COMMENTS
-

The command of the German language or the speaking skills of the candidates as compared to last year has
worsened.
The candidates are more on a foreign than mother tongue level.
The candidates are much influenced either by the other spoken languages in the country - predominantly Afrikaans
or a German dialect spoken in Namibia “Suedwester Deutsch”, which should not be used in a written language borrowing of vocabulary from these two spoken languages is not acceptable.

The level of proficiency remains quite worrying:
•
•
•
•
•

the orthography of candidates leaves much to desire and there are quite few grammar mistakes and comparing
with last year, the accuracy in knowledge of grammar is worse.
a quite frequent occurrence was the inappropriate division of words, which should have been written as a
composite, which can be influence of the English language.
it is a positive change, that candidates were able to clearly formulate their ideas.
punctuation seems to be quite a big challenge, especially the use of the comma and it hinders understanding as
well as inability to end a sentence with a full stop and the start of a new sentence.
there were only six candidates who wrote the exam, which is of a big concern on the future of this subject in
schools.

It is of outmost importance for the candidates to plan a collection of ideas and the structure of the essay.
The essays were not always well paragraphed and the structure was not always easy to detect.
It is disturbing, that the candidates are missing the knowledge about the use of the comma.  It might be influenced of
English.
It is important to indicate the word count at the end of the essay. This is an improvement as compared to the past.
It is crucial for the candidates to copy the number of the topic and the exact title of the topic. It is not allowed
to do any changes to the topic given, nor to change the topic completely and come up with their own topic!
Improvement on this was clear and all the six candidates followed instructions accordingly, even though a few
of them had the need to add their own subtitle.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL TOPICS / KOMMENTARE ZU DEN EINZELNEN THEMEN:
Topic 1:
This topic was chosen by two candidates.
Topic 2:
None of the candidates chose this topic.
Topic 3:
This topic was chosen by three candidates.
Topic 4, 5, 6 and 7:
None of those topics were chosen.
Topic 8:
This topic was chosen by one candidate.
Topic 9:
None of the candidates chose this topic.
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4103
Paper 3
Literature assignments
GENERAL COMMENTS
There was only one centre. The presentation of written tasks was generally neat. For the assignments, it is of importance
that candidates demonstrate knowledge of the content of texts discussed as well as of the terminology necessary for
literary analysis. It is just as important that they show personal appreciation for and opinion on the texts chosen, which
they should be able to give reasons for from the text and secondary sources and express adequately in written German.
QUALITY OF ASSIGNMENTS
Most assignments were of average quality in content and fairly well-structured. First Language proficiency was not a
given with some candidates. While referencing and quoting was mostly done properly and usually meaningful, there
were some cases of plagiarism, which the teacher did not notice and/or penalise. The moderator had to lower the mark
considerably in these cases. The importance of discouraging plagiarism and encouraging own expression, even if it is
not in perfect German, cannot be emphasised enough.
TOPICS
The range of topics chosen was limited to one text (drama: “Der Besuch der Alten Dame”) and three topics for prose.
Topics and texts chosen for poetry were slightly more diverse, but also limited to four. The topics chosen were not
always clearly stated and some assignments were slightly off-topic.
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4103
Paper 4
Speaking
GENERAL COMMENTS
There was only one centre.
For the conversation on literary topics, much depends on the candidates’ ability to demonstrate factual knowledge,
analysis and comparisons in their topic discussion, but also to express these adequately in German, on mother-tongue
level. If candidates are confident about using the terminology and analysis skills acquired in class as well as about their
mastery of German, they usually score very highly. For the highest marks it is important that candidates show that their
knowledge as well as language skills are sufficient to maintain a conversation on a prepared literary topic.
Quality of conversations
Unfortunately, the majority of candidates were neither very confident in presenting their factual knowledge, nor in the
manipulation of language structures. First Language proficiency was not a given with some candidates It has to be
added that examination techniques of the examiner did not stimulate candidates to display abilities and knowledge and
sometimes even hampered flow of conversation.
It did not seem like candidates or the examiner had taken a great deal of care to prepare in depth for this examination.
The conversations lacked enthusiasm and readiness to interact, which resulted in partly stinted conversations. Overall,
it seemed like candidates and the examiner just wanted to get the examination behind their back.
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FIRST LANGUAGE KHOEKHOEGOWAB
4104
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

It was noted that very few candidates were absent from the examinations this year, which is usually not the case.
Most submitted scripts were legible and neat, with clear handwritings.  While spelling errors and poor language
usage was a great concern, some candidates showcased impressive use of from simple to complex sentences,
idiomatic expressions and some figurative language in their responses.
It was still experienced that candidates still do not make use of correct punctuation in their writing, especially the
use of capital letters at the beginning of sentences as well as for proper nouns.  Again emphasis should be made
on ensuring that all deity and pronouns referring to God should be written with capital letters at the beginning.  E.g.
æKhūb, Elob, Jesub, etc.
Candidates are still confused between the nasal mark (ˆ) and the length mark (ˉ).  This is causing serious language
errors as the meaning of a word may change when wrong mark is used or not.
The writing of conjunctive and disjunctive words still remains to be a problem.  This is an issue experienced with
every year’s examination.  Candidates seem to either get confused or do not know which suffixes and prefixes
should be written conjunctively e.g. -ba, -sen, -he, -xu, -de, -sa (Ægaeba, Åkhomsen, Ægauænâhe, Ænapaxu, khoede,
gangansa etc.  These are examples of words that the candidates write disjunctively.
At the same time the candidates write some words jointly while they shouldn’t be written together.  E.g. aita instead
of ai ta, tamaskaio instead of tamas ka io and tsîra instead of tsî ra.  This can only be rectified with lot of practice
and consistency in the teaching and learning of grammar rules.
Teachers should put emphasis of the correct grammar usage during normal teaching.   This may be rectified
through more language usage and writing exercises and consistency in marking and correcting candidates’ errors.
Teachers should strive to see improved skills over the year.  Teachers are therefore encouraged to make use of
Khoekhoegowab Third Orthography to guide candidates on correct spelling, language usage and grammar.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

Questions (a – c) are multiple choice questions.  Candidates generally did well in this question while some
wrote sentences instead of just the letters (A, B, C or D).
(d) This question asked the candidates to write the different noises/sounds that could usually be heard
daily as the school day begins which Franz anticipated hearing on that day but didn’t.
•

Most candidates only wrote these two answers;
- Bâukhegu ra Ækhowa-am ka ¸anamhe Ågaus
- ÅHûÆarebes ænâ ra dŒhe Ægauænâdi

•

Many were not able to write the third answer;
- ÆGauænâ-aob Æîb di Åuri Ægaraægao-¡daba tƒb ai ra ægâu Ågaus

Candidates should be taught how to read and understand a question which will lead them to the correct answers.  
This was a straight forward question on the lowest level of Blooms Taxonomy (remembering).
(e) This question required candidates to link the information that the teacher was sharing with what could
have been displayed on the notice board in front of the community hall.
•

Very few candidates got this answer right.  The correct answers are;
- æAruÅîb Fransgowaba hoaraga Alsace Lorraine’s di skolgu ænâ Ægauænâhe tide ækhais tsî
- Duitsgowab Åguib aiæâb Æga Ænƒ Åkharib hoab ænâ nî Ægauænâhes.

(f) This question required candidates to give an analytic response as to how Franz perceived the teacher
before based on how he acted and how that has changed, because there was something that was
different which affected the way he perceived him before.
Most candidates were not able to get this answer right.  The candidates could get a mark if they would respond
like this:
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•
•

2

This question required candidates to imagine they are the main character and write an opinionated news
article to a newspaper of their choice about their behavior and experiences during the period of FrancoPrussia war and how they have been affected by the sudden changes in their country after their country
lost the war.
•
•
•
•

3

The candidates were expected to make use of the content of Passage One and build on it.
Most candidates misunderstood the question and instead of writing a news article, wrote a letter to the press.
Most candidates narrated the whole passage without making any reference to their behavior, experiences or
how the people of that country were affected.
Very few candidates were able to write the article as expected and tried to build on the ideas from the
passage to make clear the effects of change on themselves and others.

This question was about to write a comparison of similarities in the behavior and feelings of the
narrators (main characters) in both passages.
•
•
•
•

4

ÆNaetisaseb ge Ægauænâ-aob Hamela a æhaeÆaixa, mîÆamxa tsî ra Ækhara khoeb ase gere mûbi
ÆNƒ ts‡s aib gege mû¸an Ægauænâ-aob Hameli a khoexaænâ ækhaisa tsaura dommi Åkhab ge æonkhaob
hâ hîa æhoa ¡he Æaeb ai tsî Æîb hana a ¸gom¸gomxa sîsenao æƒs kaikhoen xab ge hakadisi kurigu di
¸gom¸gomsa sîsenni æaroma ægôasiba gere mƒhe xui-ao.

The candidates were expected to identify similarities in the behaviors as well as their feelings of the two
characters who were telling their own stories and summaries them in paragraph form.
Most candidates summarized the two passages in two separate paragraphs without making reference to any
similarities in the two passages.
Some candidates were able to identify a few similarities but often drifted away from the focusing on the main
characters/narrators and mentioned the other aspects they found similar in the passages.
Very few candidates could score good marks in this question.  

This question required candidates to write an informal letter on behalf of the whole classmates to their
professor that was leaving, to apologize for their unscrupulous behavior and to acknowledge how much
they actually admired him for being a good lecturer.
•
•

This question was responded well by many candidates who were able to take ideas from the passage and
build on them to write a convincing letter of apology to their professor.
Some candidates again just copied the whole passage as it was, thus losing marks.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, all the teachers are commended for their hard work and dedication in ensuring that candidates were
prepared for the final examination despite the unusual circumstances of this year that affected the school calendar.  The
Senior Education Officers in the regions and the Heads of Departments at the schools are hereby urged to discuss the
examiner’s report with the subject teachers to ensure that the recommendations are implemented.  Thank you!
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4104
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
Quality of written essays improved as some candidates made use of figurative language and contextual writing style. It
has been noted that few candidates still cannot formulate a title from their chosen topic, nor can they reach the required
length of an essay. Candidates experienced difficulties with the words written as suffixes, e.g. –ba –sen –gu –he
–xa –Åî, and same trend has been noted with the length and nasalised symbols, as they were often still used wrongly.
It is recommended that teachers address candidates to stick to their normal handwriting. Thanks to all teachers who did
their utmost best to deliver a good standard of work.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Question 1
This topic required candidates to write a narrative essay giving details about a known traditional/cultural activity they
have attended. It was one of the least popular topics as 5% chose this topic. Most of the candidates who choses it, did
not relate on their experience, as they focused more on what they’ve seen.
Question 2
Few candidates opted for this topic. Candidates were expected to write a descriptive essay. Some good essays were
received based on the peacefulness and safety of Namibia. This essay was interpreted in different ways: mostly
relating to the human rights, economy sectors, stability, as well as the tourist attractions.
Question 3
It was among the most popular topics chosen. The candidates developed the essay relating to their experiences
regarding an international holiday they won. It was satisfactorily answered.
Question 4
It was among the second most popular topic chosen. They had to write an essay based on the following expression,
“don’t judge the book by its cover”, relating to a person they met/seen for the first time. Candidates could express
themselves well as they could relate to their own experiences. It was well answered.
Question 5
Few candidates opted for this topic. They had to describe a prominent person/personality/celebrity whom they met for
the first time. Here they have to compare their character traits as portrayed by the media and how it differs after meeting
them in real life. Hence some very interesting experiences were described and appropriate vocabulary was used.
Question 6
This topic dealt with how solar energy can be used for business and domestic purposes. Candidates were to support,
agree/disagree with the statement. Only 2% candidates from the 461 candidates chose this particular topic. This topic
required specific knowledge and experience therefore candidates may not have had any background regarding the
topic.
Question 7
Candidates had to continue the story in an imaginative way based on the statement, “heavy rainfall fell as the last bell of
the school rang”. Some forgot to continue and gave records of things that had happened (chronologically) before the
bell rang. Hence some very interesting experiences were described and appropriate vocabulary was used.
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Question 8
Few candidates opted for this topic. Candidates have to write an essay on their ideal school with the following in mind:
structure/layout of the school, institutional workers and teachers, different subjects, different classrooms, venues, etc.
The candidates who opted to write about it had considerable knowledge, while others were writing about their current
school situation.
Question 9
The “picture topic” was chosen by majority of candidates as they could interpret it very well. Interesting and some good
essays were marked. Most of the stories were based on the importance of water and water affordability, water points
problems, health related issues, living standard experienced in informal settlements were narrated. However, some
candidates wrote about crime and also criticizing their local authority for not providing essential services to informal
settlements. Almost all essays were titled and well-structured.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Create a desire for reading, by creating a reading corner from additional material, e.g. Khoekhoegowab articles from
Tuesday’s New Era newspapers and translated articles. Always put up or reflect on common spelling mistakes. Let
the learners rewrite their marked work as part of corrections, hence this will help them to see their mistakes. Teachers
should teach grammar components to eradicate errors made in written language. Equally important for teachers is to
speak correctly in the classroom, as certain speech forms are negatively influencing the speaking, reading and spelling
skills of the candidates.
A neat and legible handwriting must always be encouraged. Discourage candidates to use fancy handwriting which
cannot be read properly.
Regular classroom practice in essay writing will also help to determine how long one would have to write to have the
required length. Phonetics done on a daily basis always help with good reading and writing skills.
.
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4104
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•
•

•
•
•

Most of the candidates obtained average to above-average with only few candidates scoring below average.
The question paper was well balanced and met the requirements of the syllabus, and is evident in such that the
majority of candidates delivered(31-48) quality work.
There was few confusion of wrong spelling of words which brought a different meaning
such ækhoa meaning (ice or frozen) instead of æhoa meaning (speak)
æH¡b meaning (ground or soil) instead of æKh¡b meaning (God)
The question paper was well balanced.
Most candidates adhered to instructions, but some did not, which caused them to loose possible marks.
There is improvement in the tidiness of work.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Section A
1

(a) The question required candidates to explain the phrases ‘(i) Our refuge’ and ‘(ii) promise him with an
oath’, and support both with a reason.
Few candidates understood and could therefore score marks whereas some could not explain in which they
ended up to copy lines from the poem.
(b) Candidates were expected to say what message the poet wants to convey to the readers through the
title of the poem and to support their answer with three explanations.
-

Most candidates could get the message and scored marks.

(c) Candidates were required to give reasons on why the poet asked help from the Helper.  They have to
give two reasons in supporting their answer.
-

Poorly answered, as most candidates misinterpret the question.  They picked lines from the poem,
instead of explaining reasons why the poet asked for help.

(d) What emotions / experiences conveyed in the poem tells the reader about the feeling of the poet.  This
question was well answered by most candidates.
(e) In the last stanza the poet requires candidates to identify ‘what he intends to share with the readers’.  
Candidates are expected to write two messages and define their meanings.  Satisfactorily answered.
2

The question required readers to identify emotions/feelings evoked in the poem and answer by explaining
in an essay form.
-

Most candidates answered it well, though few copied lines directly from the poem and could not identify
emotions evoked in the reader.

Section B
3

50% candidates opted for this question.
(a) The candidates were expected to show how characteristics of Abutib are displayed?  Candidates are
to give two characteristics and explain reasons.  
-

Most candidates answered the question well.

(b) Candidates are required to identify language used to show that Xoxob is a believer.  Candidates are
required to write two incidences and support them with explanations from context.  
-

Well-answered as they identified his character traits based on the context.
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(c) The candidates are required to give questions that Xoxob wanted to ask his abutib after they have
seen each other over a long time.  They have to support their answer with two reasons.
-

Well-answered they could understand and support from context.

(d) Candidates are required to give three things   and support the statement ‘I reciprocate gratitude
towards the Creator, for what he granted me in my life’.
-

Candidates answered it well.

(e) Candidates are expected to give what the writer means with this symbolism.  ‘that Xoxob talks about
Kaigoras appearance’, they have to support their answer with two incidences.
Well-answered,
- It symbolise death and that the arrival of Kaigoras is compared with an aeroplane and thus depicts the
departure or death of Xoxob.
4

50% candidates opted for this question.
Candidates are required to give the meaning of the proverb ‘Your best friend is your worst enemy’ and how
this is evident in friendship of ǀŪes and ǀŌǀkhābes.  This is an essay type question.
Most candidates answered it well and scored marks, as it only required them to mention incidences on
how ǀŪes was misled and went through peer pressure from her friend ǀŌǀkhābes and ended up indulging
in bad habits.

Section C
5

Most candidates chose this question.
(a) Ȏasen and his mother Ai-os had a conversation, of which expectations derived from both.  Candidates
are expected to give two expectations from each character and support their answer.
-

The question was well-answered;  candidates could identify both their expectations

(b) The question required candidates to give facts that the principal had interest in Ȏasen’s schooling and
support their answer.
-

Well answered.  The candidates mentioned that the principal called Ȏasen’s mother and informed her
about  his absence.
He was concerned about Ȏasen leaving school and hoped Ȏasen’s mother could talk some sense into
him.

(c) The candidates are expected to mention three behaviour traits of Ȏasen shown in the drama.
-

Well-answered.

(d) Well-answered.  Candidates are expected to relate on how the writer displays disciplinary measures
laid by Ȏasen’s mother.   Candidates are expected to respond through essay form in which they
elaborate on the disciplinary actions given to Ȏasen.
6

Candidates are required to relate on how the title of the drama and effects of peer-pressure on characters
are displayed.  Few candidates chose this question.
They were supposed to describe how the title’s meaning and their actions could end up in consequences.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•

Candidates are familiar with prescribed literature texts.

•

When answering essay-type questions, candidates wrote unnecessarily long answers with a lot of detail.  Candidates
should be taught to write precisely and stick to the required length.

•

Spelling mistakes are still seen.  This should be practiced at schools to use correct spelling.
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Paper 4

Quality of recordings
The quality of the recordings was very clear and soundly audible, although a few centres could improve in this regard.
Noise and disturbances were observed at the background at some centres. Disturbances ranged from ringing cell
phones, knocking on the doors and people talking distractively at the background. It is recommended that notices be
displayed with a clear and visible ‘Silence please exam in progress’ on the doors and around the exam vicinity.
Range of samples
Most centres submitted a reasonable range of samples, although there were a few centres who could not submit the
required number of samples. Some centres exceeded the required number of 10 recording, whereas others centres
recorded only a limited number of candidates from a low number. It is therefore recommended that examiners read and
acquaint themselves with the instructions stipulated at the reverse of OASF to avoid committing discrepancies.
Comments on the examining techniques and assessment
Few examiners disregarded the welcoming and the warm up parts of the exam procedure. These parts are of great
importance to the candidature to eases themselves from tension and avoid developing any examination fear. There
is an immense improvement in asking coaxial questions, engaging the candidates more and by so doing expand the
horizons of the assessment objectives. Examiners therefore should avoid initiating and asking close ended questions
limiting the candidate to premeditated answers. It is highly appreciated on how many examiners approach the oral
examination creating learner autonomy. Thank you dearly. Some examiners still conduct the introduction in English,
there are certain terms that are consistently repeated in English e.g. candidate, centre etc. It was observed that few
examiners posed one structured question to the candidate for the duration of the interview. Examiners are advised
to subscribe to an objective approach to engage candidates to be assessed on knowledge, ability as speaker and
language usage merits.
Other comments
The administrative tasks should be adhered to and all the related instruments enclosed in the envelope, this would make
the moderation smooth and efficient. Please make certain that the correct CDs and CD cards are in the respective
envelopes. It is further advised that recordings be executed on the recordable discs in the proper format, and tested
before dispatched. Majority of the centres did a great job in the execution of the assessment principles. Job well done!
Candidates should be reminded to consider the aspect of audience and register. Generally the work and efforts by most
examiners is highly valued and appreciated. Thank you for all the endeavours.
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FIRST LANGUAGE OSHIKWANYAMA
4105
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The general performance of the candidate was below average, as most of the candidates did not manage to answer the
questions well, especially question 1 (E and F), question 2 and 3. Those questions were challenging as the majority of
candidates did not answer the questions according to the text given. Most candidates read the text without comprehension;
because they did not give correct answers. The overall language usage such as idioms, proverbs, punctuations and sentences
structures were poorly used. Some candidate’s handwritings were not legible.
Few candidates skipped some questions, such as question 1 (E), question 2 and 3. While some candidates did not meet the
limited number of words given, especially question 2 and 4.
The multiple-choice questions were well answered, most candidates choose the correct answers namely: (a) D (b) C (c) D
(d) Most candidates answered this question correctly.
The expected answers were:
•
Eweelelo leyeululo nepato loitafula.
•
Eweelelo leetundi tadi hongwa oshita/ da pandeka oshita.
•
Omuhongi ta denge etendifo koshitafula.
(e) Few candidates got this right. This question was supposed to be answered according to the text, but most
candidates answered it wrongly. Example “Hano ei oyo otundi yaxuuninwa yOshifransa”. The possible
answers are:
•
•
(f)

Eetundi adishe dOshifransa meefikola mu-Alsace Lorraine nadi xulifwe po.
Eetundi adishe dOshifransa oda pingenwa po kOshindowishi okudja mongula. Omuhongi welaka
lOshindowishi ota fiki/tameke mongula.

Majority of candidates failed this question. The question was to single out the changes that Franz noticed
in teacher Hamel’s behaviours that day by comparing him to how he use to presive him. Most candidates
were more focused on the teacher’s dressing code.
The expected answers were:
•
Nale okwa li ha diladila kutya omuhongi Hamel omuhandunhu / e hole okutanguna.
•
Konima okwa ka mona kutya omuhongi Hamel omulineekelwa, omunanghenda nomuliteeleli.

Question 2
Most candidates did not answer this question correctly as they failed to put themselves in the narrators position and point out
the possible lessons they have learnt. Most candidates summarized the text instead.
Their points should relate to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Omolwashike oshipelende shomauyelele shitilifa;
Oshilongo shaye osha findwa ile osha kwatwa ko kovadjaidjai;
Ofikola onhele ya pumbwa elitulemo nehongo ola fimana, ota ka djuulukwa omambo aye;
Elaka loye olo tali ulike kutya oove lye/odilo yoye;
Ovanamukunda ova dengwa pedu/omalipulo;
Onghalamwenyo yaye yefiku keshe otai ka lunduluka (ota ka kala e na omuhongi mupe wOshindowishi note ke lihonga
elaka lipe;)
Omuhongi Hamel ota fimanekwa, omunanghenda nomuliteeleli;
Omuhongi Hamel okwe lilongela okufimanekwa;
Ovanamukunda ove udite ve na okufimaneka Hamel nomolwaashi ove uya kofikola;
Ovakulunhu vaye ova kanifa oshilongo shavo;
Okwa li e na eshiivo linini melaka lavo.

Omanyamukulo aeshe naa kale e likwatelela kokaleshwa
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Question 3
The question was poorly answered.
The candidates did not write the correct format. Instead of giving the similarities, some have summarized the text, some have
given the differences and some did not match the characters and emotions of the two narrators.
The expected characters and emotions were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Omunanyalo / omundede
Omunashisho
Ina fimaneka ehongo
Ha tokelwa / iha fiki pefimbo
Oha fi ohoni
Outile/oumbada
A handuka
A kumwa/diva diva okwa lundulula omadiladilo aye
E udite ongunga
Ve lipa ombedi
Ohole yomuhongi
Efimaneko / olupandu lomuhongi

Candidates should use their creativity to summarize the above characters and emotions as it portraited in the text
Question 4
The question was fairly answered because the candidates wrote a farewell letter to their former teacher. Most candidates used
the information from the text as they were instructed by the question.
Possible answers were expected to be taken from the text in logic.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHERS
Teachers should teach the candidates the format of how to answer the similarities as well as differences. The teachers should
as well encourage the candidates to give quality answers especially in the shorter pieces of writing.
Teachers are encouraged to teach candidates how to answer this paper by giving candidates many challenging activities that
are related to Paper 1. Furthermore, they are again motivated to be strict when teaching and marking candidates language
usage, e.g. the uses of punctuations, construction of sentences, idioms and proverbs. They should also teach candidates to
utilize the marking grid for shorter and longer pieces to adhere to the required standard.
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Paper 2
GENERAL COMMENTS
The overall performance of the candidates for 2020 is not satisfactory in comparison with 2019. This year’s performance
is not adequate, most of the candidates scored average marks. Candidates were unable to understand the topics they
chose and some candidates presented their views in general instead of interpreting the topic correctly. For example,
“Shanga ehokololo nhumbi ho diladilile omunhu wonhumba papuko, ashike konima owa dimbulula kutya mboli owa li wa
puka.” Instead of discussing about how they wrongly thought about someone, they rather discussed about love affairs.
Some candidates did not adhere to the number of words given on the question papers, they either wrote shorter pieces
or longer pieces. Some only copied the questions as they are instead of developing the topics. They had problems with
paragraph structure, sentence structure, idioms and proverbs were used incorrectly. Most of the candidates did not
punctuate their sentences at all, some used them incorrectly, such as commas, inverted commas, full stops etc.
The larger number of candidates did not number the topics they opted for and some only numbered without writing the
topics. Some copied the whole instruction given to the question instead of summarizing it well and formulate a very brief
topic. It was also noticed that most of the candidates did not write the dates and conclusions of their essays.
Misspelling of words has been observed, for example:
Omeya; elili;
Omama; omuna;
Okuna;
Idioms / proverbs that were used wrongly, for example are:
•
•
•

Muku meumbo mwa tomwa.
Nda nyanyukwa mbishi a tomwa meumbo.
Bumuka, hol, okwa li nda bumuka.

Nonetheless, this report testifies that most candidates use the correct essay format.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTION
1

Hokolola oshivilo shopamufyuululwakalo shi holike kovanhu vahapu, osho wa li wa tyapula.
Ehokololo loye nali kwatele mo eholokepo lonhele noghalo omo oshivilo sha li.
This question was attempted by many candidates. Many of those who opted to write this, scored average marks.
It was a narrative type of essay. Candidates were expected to write about a traditional event that he / she has
attended, enjoyed and that is liked by many people.
The correct essays had relevant information such as:
•

Vamwe ova hokolola kombinga yoivilo imwe ngaashi, oshivilo shomaongo, oshipe, endjaleko loshinyenye,
oitalapepata nsht.

However, some candidates brought in irrelevant information like:
•

Independence day, heroes day and so many others.

The correct answers should include:
•
•
•
2

Efundula leengoma / olufuko;
Oshidano sheengombe;
Oitalapepata nst.

Namibia oshilongo oshinambili nokukalwa. Yelifa.
This question was selected by an average number of candidates. Few of those who attempted this question
scored good marks. It was a descriptive essay. They were supposed to explain why Namibia is a peaceful
country to live in.
Correct points included:
•
•
•
•

MoNamibia kamu na oita;
Okatongotongo kake mo;
Ovakulupe ohava pewa opendjela;
Ovakalimo ove na oufemba;
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However, some candidates performed poorly because they rather wrote about what can be found in Namibia like:
okawe nongopolo, oshikunino shoinamwenyo, efuta nsht.
3

Owa findana okatekete kokuya kefudo kombada yomafuta. Shanga ehokololo ekwakulifefifa
nhumbi efudo loye la li, noinima ipe oyo wa mona ko.
Many candidates opted for this question. Some answered it well, whereas others did not do well. Instead of
writing how they spend their holiday overseas, they wrote about how they spent their holiday in Walvis Bay, South
Africa and some failed to tell where they have spent their holidays overseas.

4

Shanga ehokololo nkumbi ho diladilile omunhu wonhumba papuko, ashike konima owa ka
dimbuluka kutya owa li wa puka.
This question was not answered by many candidates. Few of them who attempted it, misunderstood it. Instead
of writing about how they wrongly thought about someone, they only wrote about love affairs.

5

Owa shakena nomunhu a fimana oshikando shotete.  Ndjodjomona eholokepo noukwatya waye
ngaashi u li, pakuyelekanifa naashi ha holoka moikundaneki.
Very few candidates answered this question. They did not answered it very well, instead they wrote about how
they were excited to meet the person they have never met before in person.
Candidates were expected to write the following:
•
•

6

A prominent / famous / important person;
Describe the physical appearance, characters traits with comparison on how they appears in newspapers or
televisions.

Namibia na tule moilonga elongifo lolusheno loketango momangeshefelo nomomaumbo. Oto shi popile?
This question was answered by many candidates. Most of them answered it correctly, by giving the points that
are supporting the usages of solar electricity in houses and businesses, like:
Candidates for:
•
•
•
•

It’s not costly;
It’s not dangerous;
It does not cause air pollution;
It does not cause deforestation;

Candidates against:
•
•
7

When it’s cloudy for too long it does not work (omudimbi).
Ihali kalele, shaashi eepatilili ohadi pu ongushu diva.

Konima ashike eshi okatenda kedimbuko lofikola ka denga, odula inene oya pauka.  “Shanga nee
ehokololo le likwatelela ketumbulo olo”.
Many candidates opted for this question and have answered it fairly. Candidates who gave correct answers
wrote about how it has started raining immediately after the last lesson bell has rang.
Candidates included the correct answers as follow:
•
•
•
•

8

Omingungumo nomipwalakato;
Omambo a lokwa;
Eendjila di yadi omeva, ovanhu kave na apa tava piti;
Oiponga ya ningwa ya etifwa kodula.

Ndjodjomona ofikola oyo ho litungile nayo ouumbo.
This question was chosen by most of the candidates. Only few candidates who happened to write it correctly as
they have included the following points:
•
Okuhokolola ofikola oyo omuhongwa he litungile nayo owuumbo;
•
Oukwatya wovanailonga;
•
Omutungilo wofikola;
•
Oihongwa;
•
Oikwanoipangifo.
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9

Konakona efano tali Shikula, ndele to li kongele oshipalanyole tashi wapalele. Nyola
etotwahokolo la tungilwa koshipalanyole osho wa eta po.
Majority of the candidates opted for this question, but many of them did not do well. They only wrote about the
importance and uses of water.
Candidates were expected to write:
•

Omumbwe yomeva momalukanda ile momikunda nosho yo meedoolopa.

POSITIVE SUGGESTION TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers are advised to discuss the syllabus with their candidates so that they know what is expected of them
regarding the examination.
Candidates should be taught how to use punctuations, spelling, paragraphing and syntax.
Candidates should be taught how to use idioms and proverbs correctly. Teachers are requested to discourage
candidates from using idioms and proverbs which are not related to their essays.
Teachers are advised to share Examiners’ Reports with candidates at schools.
Candidates should be taught to write correctly, legibly and neatly.
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4105
Paper 3
GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
1

This year the candidates have shown a better performance comparing to last year, however some candidates
didn’t adhere to the instructions to answer one essay-type question or by choosing the correct question per
section.  They ended up writing all structured questions or all essay type questions.
The question paper was moderate, although some candidates could not cope with it.
Some candidates did not pay attention to language usage such as punctuation marks.  For example, spelling was
poor and they started sentences and proper nouns with small letters.
It is advisable for the candidates to start each section on a new page and they should leave spaces between
questions and sub-sections.
Some candidates wrote good ideas, however they failed to put their ideas in a chronological order and
paragraphs were not well-structured.
Some candidates failed to identify and understand the key words in the questions especially the two fold
questions; therefore they could not support their answers as expected.
Poetry
(a) Most candidates attempted this question but failed to indicate the reason why the author used
repetition at the end of the first seven verses.  Hop. Omushangi ota tu omufindo opo a ulike
okuhauda ombili kwaye molwounyuni wonena.
(b) (i)

Most candidates did well in answering this question by explaining this idiom and supported their
answers.  Some candidates explained the idiom but failed to support their answers.  Hatu ende
hatu lipopile molwounyuni wonena uhe li vali nawa.   Ovanhu paife otava ende tave lipopile
shaashi ove na omaudjuu mahapu.

(ii)

Many candidates who attempted this questions failed to support their answers.  Hop. Ouwa
woye ito dulu oku u likolela moilonga yamukweni, sha hala okutya lilongela mwene ouwa woye.

(c) This question was partially answered, some candidates failed to identify the spiritual aspect that
was reflected in the poem, whereas others could not support their answers Hop. Oukwamhepo owa
holoka mo ngaha:  ovanhu nande ove li momaudjuu, onghene ngaho va itavela mekwafo tali di kutate
Kalunga. Namhongo he tu kuminine nawanawa.
(d) Candidates were asked to explain how the author used the language to communicate the theme of the
poem. This question was partially answered because candidates were mixing up the language, style,
the structure of the poem and punctuations.  Instead of saying:  Omutevi okwa longifa omipopyofano
- omayeletumbulo, oipopiwamayele nosho yo oikukututya ndele te i yandjele omatomheno a dja
mokatevo, they wrote:  Omutevi okwa longifa oupersona, omudiminafano, eenhenendada nosho tuu.
2

Most candidates who attempted this question did not employ the correct essay structure because some of
them wrote in point form, some wrote paragraphs, but the introductory and concluding paragraphs were
still missing.  Candidates were required to illustrate how the narrator used the personification to bring out
the theme of the poem.
They were expected to lift out lines that contains personification from the poem and explain how the message
behind them was brought to light. Hop.
•
Omulunga tau nyenyeta osho tashi ulike eudonai lomilunga omolwominyonena odo tadi ningilwa kovanhu,
hano eshi tadi lengwa;
•
Omahodi taa pololoka;
•
Wa nyengwa okukwena mokule;
•
Wa nyengwa okuhekumuna etc.

3

(a) This question was well answered by most of the candidates who attempted it.   They pointed out
the lessons that are to be learnt from Lavinia.  Ovadali otava hongwa opo vaha kale eemhote va fa
Lavinia ou a li ta dundakanifa ohombo yomona.
Ile
Ovadali otava hongwa va kale ovayandjimayele ngaashi meme Lavinia a yandja omayele, opo ku tungwe
okapangelo pomukunda wavo.
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(b) They demonstrate the relationship between Veino and Dlamini.  This question was also answered
well by most candidates who attempted it.  They have indicated and elaborated how their friendship
was. Hop. Dlamin okwa pula a tule mo okafudo opo va ye nakaume kaye Veino kOwambo.
(c) Most candidates who attempted this question did well.  They have given Veino’s character traits and
gave their reasons. Hop. Veino omunamaitavelela, shaashi okwa hekwa kuina a denge omukulukadi
waye, ye ina konakona nawa ouyelele ou a lombwelwa.
(d) The styles of writing.  Most candidates who attempted this question answered it correctly.  They have
indicated that the writer used two different types of writing styles and they have vividly substantiated
their answers. Hop. Omukalohokololo osho yo omukalo weenghundafana. Veino naKristine tava
kundafana fiku va shakena lwotete.
Okambo oka tameka taka hokolola nghee omunyandi Vaino a putukila keengobe daxe kohambo fiyo a
wanifa eedula omilongo mbali.
(e) The relationship between Lavinia and Nadula.  This question was attempted by most candidates and
they have answered it very well and gave evidence from the text.
Hop; oukahewa:  Lavinia naNadula ova li ookahewa nohava popi oupote kombinga yaKristine oo a li
oshitenya shaLavinia.
4

How the author have used the relationship between Kalambi and other characters to reveal his characters
traits.  This question is a two fold question, however most of the candidates who attempted it were one
sided.  Only a few candidates managed to write the correct format of an essay with an introduction and
a conclusion.   Candidates were expected to say:   Pokati kaKalambi neenghambakani okwa li pe na
elongelokumwe eshi ve mu pa ombelela ndele te ke i tala ko, however, they only said:  Kalambi okwa li
hamutwemukukutu shaashi ina lya ombelela ngaashi kwatiwa.
Some candidates narrated the story from the beginning until the end.

5

(a) Characters of Heralia.  Most candidates who attempted this question did not do so well, instead of
saying:  Okwa li omukengeleledi, shaashi okwa ningilila mo Timo ndele ta dopa, they only said:  Okwa
li e hole oipala.
(b) Lesson learnt through Matheus.  This question was well answered by all the candidates who have
attempted it. Hop. Mateusa ka li e na onghone, ina kwatela kaume kaye Timo onghone eshi a vaka
po omhundja yaye noku mu lundila.
(c) Good behaviors of Mateusa: Candidates who attempted this question have answered it very well.  
They have indicated the good behaviors of Mateusa. Hop. Mateusa okwa londwela kaume kaye
Ndokosho kombinga yaHeralia.
(d) Series of events: Most candidates who have attempted this question did not do well.  They didn’t
clearly indicate how the series of events brought out the theme of the story, instead of saying:  Eshi
Timo a vaka po omhundja yaMateusa, osha ka eta pouyelele mboli kutya vokootate Titus okwa li ve
kwetele vokootate Ndaafita onghone, molwa omhedi yavo oyo ya dipaelwe komhedi yavo, they only
said:  Oushiinda pokati keumbo latate David natate Titus, owa li tau yolele oulipamwe eshi Timoteusa
a vaka po omhundja yaMateusa.

6

How the author brought out the theme of the story through the protagonist, Malakia:  Most candidates who
attempted this question did not do well because they have only narrated the whole story instead of saying:  
Malakia a kala ta ningwa nawa kohambo, a pewa oilonga keefalama ya yeleka eedula daye shaashi okwa
li mushona.  This question is an essay question, it is therefore advisable that candidates should write it as
such, with an introduction, body and a conclusion.
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POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHERS
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers are requested to encourage candidates to present knowledge of the texts by giving the correct evidence
on specific texts.  (Veino used as Malakias’ friend).
Teachers are encouraged to be strict on convincing candidates to keep the order of the events in chronological
order as they appear in the text.
Candidates should be encouraged to use the correct structure of literally essays.  They should write the topic,
underline it and then divide the essay into an introduction, body and a conclusion.  Candidates need to do more
exercises on how to answer essay-type questions according to the prescribed marking grid, addendum in the
NSSCO syllabus nied 2010, page 31.
An emphasise should be placed on the D column of the marking grid where candidates are expected to give their
own elaborated views about literary texts.
Teachers are requested to discourage candidates from using vulgar language such as: oipala, ombwada,
omuholi wovalumenhu, nosho tuu.
Teachers are requested to teach their candidates to adhere to the required number of words as indicated in the
question paper.
Candidates should be encouraged to write well structure paragraphs which contain one main idea at a time.  It
should be supported by the evidence and their own views.
Teachers are urged to continue teaching candidates to choose literature questions carefully as per instructions.
Candidates should be encouraged to write neatly and legibly.
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Paper 4
GENERAL COMMENTS
The performance of candidates has shown a slight improvement compared to previous year. We would like to extend
our heartfelt thanks to all examiners for having preparing themselves and conducted the interviews with confidence.
It was evident that most of the examiners have fairly awarded marks to the candidates as they deserved. In other words
there were a few traces of leniency. We would like to thank the examiners for making use of addendum D of the NSSCO
syllabus, NIED 2010 when awarding marks to candidates.
Quality of recordings
Most of the recordings were very clear without disturbances, however there were instances where candidates were
distinct.
Range of samples
Teachers are being commended on the good range of samples they have submitted. The samples that were
submitted ranged from good, average to poor.
Examination techniques
We thank examiners who did warm up sessions very well, however some examiners spent more time on warm ups than
the recommended time, which is one to two minutes. Examiners are cautioned not to ask sensitive questions during
the warm up sessions.
Administration tasks
Administrative tasks were excellently done at some centres. Thank you to those examiners who did the administrative
tasks at their respective centres correctly. It made the process of moderation so much easier.
The following problems were experienced during the moderation process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The names of the candidates were not listed on the CD cover in the same order as they were recorded.
In some cases, the warm up sessions were skipped.
Fewer examiners transferred marks incorrectly from OASF into the MS1.
In some cases lozenges were skipped not shaded on the MS1.
In some cases, absenteeism was not indicated on the OASF, while on the MS1, an A for absenteeism was not
written in a mark column, but only shaded on the lozenges.
In few cases the MS1 forms were not signed at the back.
All examiners are advised to study the circular: 49/2018, which gives the guidelines for the assessment as well as
all the items that are to be sent to DNEA after the Oral Assessment Sessions.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS
It is advisable that examiners should study the previous report immediately before conducting the oral examination to
familiarise themselves with the examination guidelines to avoid repeating the same mistakes. Examiners should take
note that, on Ordinary Level candidates should only be assessed on one prescribed text book. We thank all examiners
for their hard work, patience and efforts while conducting the interviews.
May God bless you in the 2021 academic year.
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FIRST LANGUAGE OSHINDONGA
4106
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The general performance of the candidates was below average, as most of the candidates did not manage to answer the
questions well, especially Section A multiple choice questions and question E and F. The candidates also failed to answer
question 2 under Section A which was about the article and also question 3 under Section B which was about summarizing
the similarities. Those questions were challenging as the majority of candidates did not answer the questions according to
the text given. Most candidates read the text without comprehension. The overall language usage such as idioms, proverbs,
punctuations and sentences structure was poorly used.
Few candidates skipped some questions such as question 2 of Section A as well question 3 of Section B. Other than that, few
candidates also failed to answer question 4 of Section B, which could be because of limited time. While some candidates did
not meet the limited number of words given, for question 2, 3 and 4.
1

The multiple choice questions were not well answered, most candidates chose the incorrect answers. The
correct expected answers were: (a) C (b) A (c) C
(d) Most candidates answered this question correctly.
The expected answers were:
•
Ekudhilo lyeegululo nepato lyiitafula;
•
Ekudhilo lyootundi tadhi longwa oshita;
•
Omulongi ta dhenge etenditho koshitafula.
(e) Most of the candidates got this wrong. This question was based on the text, but most of the candidates
did not answer it correctly. The possible answers:
•
•
(f)

Ootundi adhihe dhOshifransa moosikola dhomuAlsace Lorraine nadhi hulithwe po.
Ootundi adhihe dhOshifransa odha pingenwa po kOshindowishi okuza ongula/omulongi gwelaka
lyOshindowishi ota thiki/tameke ongula.

Majority of candidates failed this question. The question was asking candidates to write down the changes
that Franz noticed in the behaviors of Mr. Hamel.
The possible answers were:
•
Nale okwa li ha dhiladhila kutya Hamel omulongi omugeyintu/ oku hole okunyenyeta.
•
Konima okwa ka mona kutya omulongi Hamel omwiinekelwa, omunahenda, nomwiitegeleli.

2

The question was poorly answered.  The question asked candidates to reflect back on the passage and  write an
article on what they have learned from the passage.
In the body, most candidates did not write down what they have learned from the passage, instead they summarized
the passage and re-wrote it as it is. Some candidates wrote a wrong format.
The possible answers are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Omolwashike oshipelende shomauyelele oshitilithi;
Oshilongo she osha sindwa nenge sha kwatwa ko kaazayizayi;
Osikola ehala lya pumbwa eitulomo, nelongo olya simana, ota ka yuulukwa omambo ge;
Elaka lyoye olyo tali ku ulike kutya ongoye lye;
Aanamukunda oya dhengwa pevi/nomaipulo;
Onkalamwenyo ye yesiku kehe otayi ka lunduluka (ota ka kala e na omulongi omupe gwOshindowishi note ki ilonga
elaka epe;
Omulongi Hamel ota simanekwa, omunahenda nomwiitegeleli;
Omulongi Hamel okwiilongela okusimanekwa, ote ke mu yuulukwa;
Aanamukunda oyu uvite ye na okusimaneka Hamel nomolwaashi oye ya kosikola;
Aakuluntu ye oyu uvite ya kanitha oshilongo shawo;
Okwa li e na ontseyo onshona melaka lyawo.
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3

The question was not fairly answered.
The candidates did not write the correct format. Instead of giving the similarities, some have summarized the
text, some have given the differences where by they have used the word “omanga” and some did not match their
similarities. Aalongwa yamwe oya gandja omafaathano pokati kaProfesoli nomulongi Hamel peha lyokugandja
omafaathano pokati kaahokololi.
Uukwatya nomaiuvo

Uumbangi wokaleshwa 1

Uumbangi wokaleshwa 2

Omunanyalo

Oha tokelwa okuya kosikola. Oha
makelwa kefaulo pwaa na etompelo.

Oha penduka, ndele e ta shuna
moomposi. Oha makelwa kokukala a
lala mombete.

Oku na oshimpwiyu

A dhenga po omadhiladhilo
gokwaaha ya kosikola, e te endelele
a ye kosikola.

Okwiitsa omukumo a penduke, e ta
thiki kootundi pethimbo.

Ina simaneka elongo

Ina ilonga ontseyo yelaka/Oha
kambadhala okufaula osikola.

Ina patulula ondjato ye yomambo
nkene a zile kosikola na ka li i
ilongekidha okuya kosikola ongula
ndjoka.

Oha tokelwa/iha thiki pethimbo Oha thiki aluhe a tokelwa ye ti
inyowekele poshipundi inaa monika.

4

Ombesa aluhe ohayi ya ya tokelwa
shoka sha li elago kuye.

Oha si ohoni

A sa ohoni okweenda a ka kuutumbe A sa ohoni komaihumbato gawo.
koshipundi she miipathi yooyakwawo.

Uutile/uumbanda

A tila okunyenyetelwa; A tila etenditho Okwa li a tila okukanitha otundi
lyomulongi gwe.
onkwawo.

A geya/u uvite nayi

Ite ki ilonga we elaka lyOshifransa.

U uva nayi oshoka omulongi gwe ota
zi po posikola

A kumwa/mbalambala okwa
lundulula omadhiladilo ge

Okwa dhengwa pomutima
konkundana.

Oya li ya mana mo omeho, ihe
nokaye shi mpo taa tala.

Oku uvite ongunga

E na ondjo shaashi ina simaneka
omulongi nelongo.

Yaa wete mpoka taya holeke iipala
yawo / Ya sa ohoni noyu uvite
ongunga.

Yi ipa ombedhi

U uvite nayi oshoka ina itula mo
motundi.

Oya ponyo moompangela dhawo.
Oya ninga otundi ye ondhigu.

Ohole yomulongi

Okwa lulilwa sho omulongi gwe ta yi.

Okwa li ye na ehalo lyoku mu
mbilipaleka. Okwa li yu uvite
kutya omulongi omunalukeno,
omunamutimahenda nomunambili.

Esimaneko/olupandu
lwomulongi

Nguka ogwa li omukalo gwawo
gwokupandula omulongi gwawo
omwiinekelwa, ngoka a kala miilonga
uule woomvula omilongo ne.

Okwa li omuprofesoli gwawo
omunandunge. Okwa li ye mu
taamba ko noye mu simaneka.

The question was fairly answered. Most of the candidates wrote the correct format and they answered the
question accordingly. However, few candidates answered this question wrongly, they either wrote to their
friends instead of writing to the professor or they wrote as if they were the professor writing to the students.
The possible answers are:
•
Inatu mona ompito yoku ku pandula ashike otwa tokola oku ku nyolela ombapila;
•
Oku ku simanekela onkatu yoye moshilongwa shUuhupilo gUunamapya;
•
Iho faula nenge wu tokelwe okuya kotundi;
•
Aluhe owu na uulaadhi noshipala shi na enyanyu;
•
Omunambili, omunalukeno nomunamutimahenda;
•
Sho wa gandja ombili otwa li twa mwena, oshoka otwa li twa sa ohoni;
•
Otwa mona kutya owa li wu uva nayi notu uvite kutya otwe ku ponyitha;
•
Hatse naanaa twa li aalongwa yoye aawanawa;
•
Okwa li aluhe u udhilila uupenda nuuladhi;
•
Otundi yoye yahugunina oya li ombwanawa kaaku na we;
•
Otatu ka dhimbulukwa elongo lyoye ewanawa nohali uvika ko nawa;
•
Sho wa thiga po osikola, okwa li tu uvite ongunga notwa sa ohoni;
•
Okwa li twe ku taamba ko noku ku simaneka.
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POSSIBLE SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHERS
Teachers should teach the candidates the format of how to summarize the similarities from the passage. The teachers should
as well encourage the candidates to give quality answers especially in the shorter pieces of writing.
Teachers are encouraged to teach candidates how to answer this paper by giving candidates many challenging activities
that are related to Paper 1. Furthermore, they are again motivated to be more strict when teaching and marking candidates’
language usage, example, the use of the correct punctuations, sentence structures, idioms and proverbs. They should also
teach candidates to utilize the marking grid for shorter and longer pieces to adhere to the required standard.
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Paper 2
GENERAL COMMENTS
The overall performance of the candidates for 2020 is not satisfactory in comparison with 2019. This year’s performance
is not adequate, most of the candidates scored average marks. Candidates were unable to understand the topics they
chose and some candidates presented their views in general instead of interpreting the topic correctly. For example,
“nyola ehokololo nkene ho dhiladhile omuntu gwontumba papuko, ashike konima owa dhimbulula kutya owa li wa puka.”
Instead of discussing about how they wrongly thought about someone, they rather discussed about love affairs.
Some candidates did not adhere to the number of words given on the question papers. They either wrote shorter pieces
or longer pieces. Some only copied the questions as they are instead of developing the topics. They had problems with
paragraph structure, sentence structure and idioms and proverbs were used incorrectly. Most of the candidates did not
punctuate their sentences at all, some used them incorrectly, such as commas, inverted commas, full stops.
The larger number of candidates did not number the topics they opted for and some only numbered without writing the
topics. Some copied the whole instruction given to the question instead of summarizing it well and formulate a very brief
topic. It was also noticed that most of the candidates did not write the dates and conclusions of their essays.
Misspelling of words has been observed, for example:
ndjoka; mbyoka;
ike;
ashike;
Idioms / proverbs that were wrongly used for example are:
•
•
•

Mbuku megumbo mwa tselwa.
Nda nyanyukwa mbishi a tselwa megumbo.
Bumuka, hol, okwa li nda bumuka.

Nonetheless, this report testifies that most candidates use the correct essay format.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTION
1

Hokolola oshituthi shopamuthigululwakalo shi holike kaantu oyendji, shoka wa li wa tyapula.
This question was attempted by many candidates. Many of those who opted to write this, scored average marks.
It was a narrative type of essay. Candidates were expected to write about a traditional event that he/ she has
attend, enjoyed and that is liked by many people.
The correct essays had relevant information such as:
•

Yamwe oya hokolola kombinga yiituthi yilwe ngaashi, oshituthi shomagongo, oshipe, ezaleko lyonyoka, nsht.

However, some candidates brought in irrelevant information like:
•

Independence day, heroes day.

The correct answers should include:
•
•
•
2

Ohango yiitsali / olufuko;
Oshidhano shoongombe;
Iitalapepata.

Namibia oshilongo oshinambili nokukalwa. Yelitha.
This question was selected by an average number of candidates. Few of those who attempted this question
scored goods marks. It was a descriptive essay. They were supposed to explain why Namibia is a peaceful
country to were live in.
Corrected points include:
•
MoNamibia kamu na iita;
•
Okatongotongo kake mo;
•
Aakulupe ohaa pewa openzela;
•
Aakalimo oye na uuthemba;
However, some candidates performed poorly because they rather wrote about what can be found in Namibia like:
okawe nongopolo, oshikunino shiinamwenyo, efuta nsht.
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3

Owa sindana okatekete kokuya kefudho kombanda yomafuta. Nyola ehokololo ekwakwiifethitha
nkene efudho lyoye lya li, niinima iipe mbyoka wa li wa tsakaneke.
Many candidates opted for this question. Some answered it well whereas others did not do well. Instead of
writing how they spend their holiday overseas, they wrote about how they spent the holiday in Walvis Bay, South
Africa and some failed to tell where overseas they have spent their holidays.

4

Nyola ehokololo nkene ho dhiladhilile omuntu gwontumba papuko, ashike konima owa
dhimbulula kutya owa li wa puka.
This question was not answered by many candidates. Few of them who attempted it, misunderstood it. Instead
of writing about how they wrongly thought about someone, they only wrote about love affairs.

5

Owa tsakanene nomuntu a simana oshikando shotango. Ndjondjomona eholokopo nuukwatya
we ngaashi wu li, pakuyelekanitha naashi ha holoka miikundaneki.
Very few candidates answered this question. They did not answered it very well, instead they wrote about how
they were excited to meet the person they have never met before in person.
Candidates were expected to write the following:
•
•

6

A prominent / famous / important person;
Describe the physical appearance, characters with comparison on how they appear in newspapers or
televisions.

Namibia na tule miilonga elongitho lyolusheno lwoketango momangeshefelo nomomagumbo.
Oto shi popile?
This question was answered by many candidates. Most of them answered it correctly, by giving the points that
are supporting the usages of solar electricity in houses and businesses, like:
Candidates for:
•
•
•
•

It’s not costly;
It’s not dangerous;
It does not cause air pollution;
It does not cause deforestation.

Candidates against:
•
•
7

When it’s cloudy for too long it does not work. ( omuzimbi)
Ihalu kalele, oshoka oopatilii ihadhi kalelele.

Konima ashike sho okatenda kezimbuko lyosikola ka dhenge, omvula onene oya puuka.
Many candidates opted for this question and they have answered it fairly. Candidates who gave corrected
answers wrote about how it started raining immediately after the last lesson has ended.
Candidates included the correct answers as follow:
•
•
•
•

8

Omingungumo;
Omambo ga lokwa;
Oondjila dhu udha omeya, aantu yaa na mpoka taya piti;
Iiponga ya ningwa ya etithwa komvula.

Ndjondjomona osikola ndjoka ho itungile nayo uugumbo.
This question was chosen by most of the candidates. Only few candidates who happened to write it correctly as
they have included the following points:
•
Okuhokolola osikola ndjoka omulongwa hi itungile nayo uugumbo;
•
Uukwatya waaniilonga;
•
Omutungilo gwosikola;
•
Iilongwa;
•
Iilongitho.
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9

Konakona efano tali landula, e to li kongele oshipalanyolo tashi opalele. Nyola etotwahokolo lya
tungilwa koshipalanyolo shoka wa eta po.
Majority of the candidates opted for this question, but many of them did not do well. They only wrote about the
importance and uses of water.
Candidates were expected to write:
•

Ompumbwe yomeya momalukanda nenge momikunda nosho wo moondoolopa.

POSITIVE SUGGESTION TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers are advised to discuss the syllabus with their candidates so that they know what is expected of them
regarding the examination.
Candidates should be taught how to use punctuations, spelling and paragraphing.
Candidates should be taught how to use idioms and proverbs in a right way. Teachers are requested to discourage
candidates from using idioms and proverbs which are not related to the essays.
Teachers are advised to share Examiners’ Reports with candidates at schools.
Candidates should be taught to write correctly, legibly and neatly.
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Paper 3
GENERAL COMMENTS
•

•
•
•
•
•

Comparing this year candidate’s performance to last year, there is no great change.   Many candidates did not
adhere to the instructions given as they fail to choose questions correctly per section.  They either have all selected
all essay questions or short questions instead of one short type question and two essay questions, or two short
questions and one essay question.
The question paper was moderate, although some candidates could not cope with it.
Some candidates did not pay attention to the language usage as well as punctuation marks, for example spelling
was poor, and they started sentences as well as proper noun with lower case.
It is advisable for candidates to start each section on a new page.
Some candidates wrote good ideas, however they fail to put their ideas in chronological order and paragraphs were
not well structured.
Some candidates failed to identify and understand key words in the questions and they could not support their
answers as expected.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Section A: Poetry
Question 1
1

(a) (i)
(ii)

Most candidates answered this question correctly – Aasita/aayuvithi yevangeli/aayevangeliste
Most candidates did not answer this question correctly.  ‘Omuteyi okwa hala aantu mbaka ya
ninge shike nomolwashike to ti ngaaka?”  That means “ya fale elongo lyevangeli kumboka ye li
pumbwa mokati kAawambo opo ya hupithe ayehe mboka taya hepekwa kiidhila yomutondi”.

(b) Few candidates answered this question “Oshike tashi ku hololele kutya omuteyi okwa lulilwa konkalo
yaantu ya tumbulwa mokatewo” meaning “Omuteyi ota tumu aatumwa ya ye kUukwambi nOngandjela
opo e ke ya hupithe miihuna yomutondi te ya li, opo e ke ya ya kule”. Omuteyi okuuvite uudhigu
waantu taya hepekwa kiidhila ye li natango monkulu yonale nokwa hala aantu ya ye kUunkolonkadhi
nEunda opo ye ke yuuvithe ko Uukriste”.
(c) Most candidates answered this question correctly.  “Okuushaayi/komikunda omwa tegelelwa kaantu
kUukwambi nOngandjela / kUukolonkadhi nEunda / okOmbuga nokEwale”
(d) Most candidates answered the question well “Oitaali ye li ya wete omuntu te ya kutha miihuna/
aalunde nenge aapagani dhi li dha pwila muulunde”.
(e) Most candidates answered the first part of the question correctly “omaiyuvo gohenda/enyanyu”,
and they failed to support their answers “aantu yaKalunga taya hepekwa kuulunde ya pumbwa
okuuvithilwa evangeli / taya hepekwa kiidhila/ oshigwana sha pwila muulunde”
Omaiyuvo genyanyu: iiti wa pewa yelaka etoye lyevangeli / Pamba oku li nangoye kehe tuu mpoka to yi”
(f)

Few candidates answered the question correct,
(i)

Taa pampadhala owala:
Aantu kaye shi shono taya ningi Aakriste yi itala natango miidhila / miikalunga

(ii)

Fala ye vule omulongo
A hala aantu yi itedhululithe aantu oyendji ya hupithwe/ aantu oyendji ye vulithe pomulongo yi itedhulule
ya hupithwe
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(a) Very few candidates attempted this question and they could not give the expected answers:  
Hokolola kutya omuteyi okwa hala oku tu lombwela shike kombinga yonkalo ya hololwa mokatewo haka.
Omvula tayi kala inayi loka;
Etango tali pupyala noonkondo;
Okwaauvathana pokati kaantu;
Omvula tayi loko nawa aantu / niinamwenyo tayi hambelele.
(b) Candidate failed to answer this question, because they fail to identify the “omilieu” used in the poem
by the poet.
Omapya ga kukuta nomilonga dhaana omeya;
Aantu ya londa kiituntu yi ihupithe;
Iimuna ya si kondjala oondhila e tadhi li;
Iimeno ya notelwa;
Aantu ya hala okudhengathana molwondjala.

ETENDO B
3

(a) This question was poorly answered, omunyoli okwe ku penduthile omaiyuvo geni kombinga ya
Filemon Elifas  mokaleshwa haka:
Expected answers:
Ohenda; omwenyo gwa Filemon gwa thindilwa pevi ketembu lyaantu taya taaguluka oongamba ye ine ya
mona.
Ta longithwa oshilonga shUuministeli ine shi hokwa.
(b) Few candidates gave the correct answer.  Filemon Elifas e ya okutalelwa po kookume ke megumbo
lye, moka ya kala ta hokolola iinima oyindji ya pamba oshilongo.
(c) This question was well answered by many candidates, because they gave the problems and
solutions from book.
Uudhigu
Ekandulopo
Uudhigu
Ekandulopo

:
:
:
:

Filemon Elifas a ya nokafuko komatelekela;
kuume kawo e ya gunu;
aatumwa ya hala Martha a ka holama kaandjahekulu Kantalelo opo kaa hokanwe;
okwa tindi ko e ta hokanwa.

(d) This question was not well attempted by many candidates, because they failed to identify Filemon’s
characters traits that shows that he is not a trustworthy person.
Oha lesha omayamukulo e ga pewa pokambapila;
A thiga po omunyekadhi a ya nokafuko;
Ina yelitha kombinga yiimaliwa hayi gandjwa kongeleka ya ELOC;
Ina hokwa oshilonga shUuministeli.
4

Candidates who attempted this question answered it well.  They could identify, describe and give examples
of bad incidences occurred in the novel.
Pombili a kala ethimbo ele ina landulwa;
Itendemusa/Gundjileni ha nu omalovu;
Kamory naChippy ya ka enda iipyayendo;
Tashiya ina mona oskola nando a li a pita;
Katyaka e na aamati yaali;
Taati ha tutsu Tashiya.

SECTION C: Drama
5

(a) Very few candidates answered this question.
Omukuluntu gombaanga osho ngaa a tseya kutya Ndeshimona ina yakula shili etumwalaka lyoluhodhi;
Pombili osho ngaa a galuka kOvenduka naNdeshimona;
Pombili osho ngaa ya ningi Oshigongi ya yile kusho;
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(b) Most candidates where able to identify the most disappointing character in the drama, they failed to
support their answers.
Ndeshimona a fundju a ye koosa dhaa shi dhoshili;
Uuvu Pombili tayi kOvenduka, ohaluka naye oko ta yi;
Ta thigitha po Shatota aafalelwa ye.
(c) This was fairly answered, because they could give reasons why Pombili is not a trustworthy person,
for example:
Pombili a ya momilalo naNdeshimona ye a hokana;
Pombili a lombwelwa kuNdeshimona kutya oku na etegelelo ndele ina lombwela omukulukadhi gwe.
(d) Most candidates answered this question correctly.  They provided the economic aspects occurred in
the drama book.
Pombili omunangeshefa;
Ndeshimona ha longo mombaanga;
Shatota e na otaksi;
Okafleta kaNdeshimona;
(e) The question was satisfactory answered.  Candidates gave the feelings they had toward Nyanyukweni
and consequently failed to support their answers.
Omaiyuvo gohenda;
Nyanyukweni a hekwa a pulile Ndeshimona olefa ta yi koosa dhaa shi dhoshili;
Ndeshimona ha kwathele nawa Nyanyukweni mombaanga ndele nani oku mu li kohi;
Nyanyukweni ta lombwele Pombili a kwathe Ndeshimona moompumbwe dhe adhihe
Omudhingoloko (uushayi).
6

Candidates who attempted this question answered it well.  They were able to mention the challenges
tate Muhongi faced and how he handled them.
Muhongi e na okanona hake ende oshinano oshile, okwe ka kongele olefa kuNekwaya.
Omupangi ta ndukike aantu kombinga yoluvalo lwa longekidhwa, Muhongi e te shi tindi; nokonima Muhongi okwa
ka pula omupangi e ye a gandje uuyelele kaantu kombinga yoluvalo lwamolongekidhwa sho omwana a hoyo
epunda/aadha uukwanambwiyu pomakwena goonyenti.
Muhongi e na Gwamuhongi ha popi iipwalaga; Muhongi ta gandja uusama komukulukadhi sho ya zi koskola, taa
kala inaa talela po Pandu kondholongo.
Oohapu dhaMomutsemwapya dhaa li palandulathano; Muhongi e te dhi idhimbike.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•

Teachers are requested to emphases during teaching process to their learners on how to choose questions;
Candidates should be encouraged to write legibly, and neatly and usage of grammar;
Candidates should be taught to start writing each section on a new page;
Candidates need to be taught to answer essay type questions according to the prescribed marking grid Addendum
C in syllabus of NSSCO NIED 2010 page 26.
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Paper 4
GENERAL COMMENTS
The performance of candidates has shown an improvement compared to previous year. We would like to extend our
heartfelt thanks to all examiners for conducting the interviews with confidence. It was evident that most of the examiners
have fairly awarded marks to the candidates as they deserved, although there were a few traces of leniency. We would
like to thank the examiners for making use of addendum D of the NSSCO syllabus, NIED 2010 when awarding marks
to candidates.
Quality of recordings
The sound qualities of the recordings were very good without disturbances. The examiners and candidates could be
heard well.
Range of samples
Teachers are being commended on the good range of samples they have submitted. The samples that were submitted
ranged from good, average to poor. Thank you for submitting a wide range of abilities.
Examination techniques
We would like to thank the examiners who were prepared and conducted the interviews with confidence. We are also
grateful for the examiners who did warm up sessions very well, however in some cases the warm up sessions were
skipped and some examiner spend more time on warm up than the recommended time, which supposed to last for one
to two minutes. The recommended duration for an interview per candidate is approximately fifteen (15) minutes. The
examiner should carry on the conversation with the candidate to avoid long monologues. Candidates should be asked
to interpret the content of the text.
Administration tasks
Administrative tasks were excellently done at some centres. We would like to thank those examiners who did the
administrative tasks at their respective centres correctly. It made the process of moderation so much easier. The
following problems were experienced during the moderation process:
•
The names of the candidates were not listed on the CD cover in the same order as they were recorded.
•
In some cases the warm up sessions were skipped.
•
Fewer examiners transferred marks incorrectly from OASF into the MS1.
•
In some cases lozenges were skipped unshaded on the MS1.
•
In some cases absenteeism were not indicated on the OASF, while on the MS1, an A for absenteeism was not
written in a mark column, but only shaded on the lozenges.
•
All examiners are advised to study the circular: 49/2018, which gives the guidelines for the assessment as well
as all the items that are to be sent to DNEA after the Oral Assessment moderation.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS
It is advisable that examiners should study the previous report immediately before conducting the oral examination to
familiarise themselves with the examination guidelines to avoid repeating the same mistakes. Examiners should take
note that, on Ordinary Level candidates should only be assessed based on one prescribed text book or one poem
not all prescribed text books. We appreciate all examiners for their hard work, patience and efforts while conducting
the interviews.
May the Almighty God bless you all!
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FIRST LANGUAGE OTJIHERERO
4107
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
Candidates performed relatively poor this year compared to last year (2019).
Comments/challenges
Areas that need improvement: It was crystal clear that candidates did not get enough exercises in reading
comprehension, questions which required them to select information from two comparable passages as well as directed
writing tasks. A significant number of candidates copied information from the passages. It is important that candidates
are led to make inferences and to draw conclusions from given information.
The passages: Although the passages did not appear to be difficult, candidates generally found the information that
was needed to answer some of the questions inaccessible.
The questions: As with the previous year understanding the questions proved to be a problem for many candidates. A
great number of candidates did not familiarise themselves with the demands that a question posed. To many candidates
this paper is about copying “the correct information from the passages” to answer the questions. Many candidates
produced short answers to the summary and directed writing questions which did not meet the required length of 250
– 300 words.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
SECTION A
1

(a) – (c)
		
		
		
		

A significant number of candidates answered these questions well, with the majority scoring two 		
out of the possible three marks. Those who did not score three marks mainly got (b) wrong. 		
They opted for option A perhaps as it is generally believed in Namibia that whenever a teacher 		
becomes redundant at a school, s/he is transferred to another school. These candidates did 		
not read the relevant part of the passage carefully and henceforth lost one mark.

(d) This question was a reading comprehension question testing candidate’s understanding of the
passage. It was about sounds that Franz could to hear as he was approaching the school. This one
proved to be an easy question for many candidates. They could pick the sounds of desks and chairs
that were pushed around as well as the loud lessons that were repeated in unison. Some candidates
overlooked the noise of Teacher Hamel’s ruler on the table and lost one mark. A few candidates listed
the “noise making objects” as indicated below and lost all three marks.
•
•
•

ozombaanga novihavero (desks and chairs)
omahongwa (lessons)
otjinanamikoka (ruler)

Candidates were expected to explain in full sentences to gain the marks, e.g. Ozombaanga novihavero
mbi mavi undurwa nokunanwa.
(e) This question proved to be difficult and many candidates did not score a mark here. It was expected
of candidates to infer as to what could have been written on the notice board on the day in question
based on information provided in the passage. A great number of candidates gave responses like
“ozombuze zetu ozombi aaze zu kotjimborota ho (all our bad messages came from that notice board);
omana womitanda mbwa isanewa korupa rwovita aaye tuwa kotjimborota ho (the list of young men
called for military duties were placed there). Some candidates copied half of the paragraph on the
notice board. All these candidates did not score a single mark – they lost the two marks. Only a
few candidates could infer that what was written on the notice board was: that French lessons will
be discontinued in all schools in Alsace Lorraine; that French lessons will be replaced with German
lessons OR that the German teacher will start tomorrow. Only candidates who mentioned one or two
of these scored one or two marks.
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(f)

2

This proved to be the most difficult question of the open-ended questions. Very few candidates
scored a mark here. Candidates were expected to draw conclusions on how Franz’s perception
of Teacher Hamel changed. The majority of candidates concentrated on describing what Teacher
Hamel was wearing on that day and lost the two marks. Some narrated on the way he was speaking
“aa hungire noupore”; that he did not have his horrible ruler “kaa ri notjinanamikoka tje …” or that
he did not scold him, without pointing out what all these initially led him think of Teacher Hamel as
strict, short tempered, etc. While on that specific day he thought of him as loyal, kind hearted, gentle,
etc. Thus, the overwhelming majority of candidates did not score a single mark here as most only
reproduced the raw information from the passage.

Question two was a very difficult question for all candidates. Candidates were expected to imagine that
they were Franz in the passage and to write an article in which Franz, as an adult now, remembers what
he learned from his experience on that specific day. With respect to this question, it appeared as if the
passage was not accessible to the majority of candidates in terms of its content and context. Almost all
the candidates could not pick aconsiderable number of points from the passage to rework as a directed
writing task. The only point that most candidates could access from the passage was the importance of
education (schooling) and that one will regret later if s/he wasted the opportunity to get an education. Most
candidates waffled around a few points from the passage making no real sense. Consequently very few
candidates moved beyond Band 4 on the marking grid, with the majority stuck in Band 5. Of the directed
writing tasks and summary, this question was the most poorly attempted question.
It was also observed that a significant number of candidates resorted to verbatim copying of the passage
or parts thereof. On many occasions some candidates were retelling the story in their own words in an
attempt to answer the question. These candidates were scantly rewarded and only for those patches
where they attempted to rework the information from the passage. The very few candidates who moved
beyond Band 4 were those who detected the importance of one’s own language (mother tongue); the
love people have for what they perceive as their own like the country and school; the bad feeling of being
colonised and deprived of their freedom. A small number of candidates expressed what they (as Franz)
felt for Miṱiri Hamel (Teacher Hamel) and also moved beyond Band 4.
Despite the apparent fact that candidates could not access the content points from the passage, it was also
clear that they had difficulties in reworking points for an article. A significant number of them wrote a letter
of complaint to the press expressing their dissatisfaction with students’ behaviour in general especially
truancy, bunking classes, not doing homework, noisy … and could not be placed beyond Band 5 thereby
scoring very low marks.
Centres are advised to have regular lessons and exercises on reading in general and producing tasks for
directed writing in particular.

SECTION B
3

The question was a summary of the similarities in the attitude and feelings of Franz (first passage) and
the student narrator in the second passage. A number of candidates attempted this question successfully
while an almost equal number of candidates misinterpreted the question and lost marks. It was interesting
to note that a significant number of candidates could easily relate to the students in the passages (more
than they could with the more abstract content information needed to answer Question 2) and henceforth
could access information from both passages. Good answers were those that were written in continuous
prose form using linking words such as like (tjimuna), also (wina), similarly (otjingetjo), in the same way
(momuano otjingewo), while (ngunda) … Depending on the number of points from the passages that they
used, these candidates scored good marks.
There were however those candidates who presented their answers in compressed note forms (and often
in T-form with the two passages apart). These candidates lost marks. Apart from these candidates, a
number of candidates just gave an overview of each passage apart or copied the passages or parts
thereof. These candidates lost marks.
It is advised that centres make sure that candidates do not encounter this type of question for the first time
in examinations, but that they are thoroughly prepared on how to approach all types of summaries.
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Tji maku zu “woronganisa” okutja eziriro ri sokurira okuura nu nda haṋewa moutukondwa mbu mau
hondjasana nawa. Ovarorwa kave sokutetera omapu uriri nao nu ngave ripakure kokutjangurura omahungi.
Ovarorwa mave hepa okutandaura epu ndi va nana nawa kutja ve tuwe motuti hwi twokombanda tu
tu nozongombe ozengi. Kave sokuyandera mba pokutamuna oviṋa uriri nao otja tji vi ri momahungi.
Okarukondwa ku ka putaputisiwa nawa ongondoroka nepu rimwe rumwe atja ke posa nai: “Mape munika
ongahukiro kutja ovahongwa mba pouvari wavo va ri ovanatjirweyo. Ingwi Franz nangarire ndi embo
etenga rongaramatika yOtjifransa ke ri tjivirwe ko ngunda omuhongwa mehungi ndi oritjavari indji ndji ku
za ondjaṱu ye yomambo wosikore e ri ndjaa ha roro okuyezurura kaparukaze.”
4

This question appeared to be the most popular question which was attempted by most candidates with
some measure of confidence although with mixed success. It was apparent that many candidates were
either caught up with time or were rushing through the question and could not answer the question or
produced very short answers which could not meet the demands of the question. In these instances,
candidates lost a lot of marks. Candidates were expected to continue the letter to the professor which
the narrator (student) in the passage has started. A number of candidates understood the question and
attempted it very well. Good responses were those that focused on points from the passage reworking
them in such a way that they captured and expand on the ideas raised in the passage. Although it was a
rich passage with a number of points and possibilities for expansion, very few candidates could be placed
in Band 1 or 2 on account of points that they used from the passage. Poor responses dwelled too long
(“okunyomborora”) on one or two points and hence could not be placed beyond Band 4 on the marking grid.
Some candidates got carried away with emotions usually associated with letters of this nature, lost focus of
the passage in the process, and although they expressed sentiments in a well-articulated language, they
could not score high marks as a result. A number of candidates also produced general responses relating
to their own experiences with lesson learned and lost marks.
Centres are advised to give enough lessons and exercises focusing on passages and extracting a lot of
information using different questions.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS
Tara ombura ndja zu ko kwa zire nai:
“Ongahukiro tji mo isire koviungura vyovarorwa kutja ovo kave rongerisiwa pu pa yenene – popengi oviṋa mbi ve
hakaenena momarorero uriri. Ovahongwa ve hepa okurongerisiwa metuwo romarorero kutja hapo omapuriro
omapaturuke tjimuna nga weroramazuviro ngave ye zire pi. Ve sokurongerisiwa kutja ve sokutwako vi onyama
nozonḓura komapu ngu va nana mehungi nu ngu mave ungurisa momatjangero omahungame. Omatjangururiro nga
otjiraisiro otjikahu tjomarongerisiro nge ha kara po kaparukaze poo tji ye kara po omangundi tjinene.”
Nambano ove otjomiṱiri riyaruka mourekoto mu mu ha i ke … ovahongwa voye va tjanga oviungura mbi ṱa pi vyokuresa
nomatjangero omahungame momambo wavo omatjangerwa ove otjomiṱiri mbi wa tara, ivingapi mbi ve ritara oveni. Poo
oviṋa mbi ve hakaena mu Kozonjanga, Katjose na Tjikukutu uriri? Eziriro ri na ove omuini.
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Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
The overall performance of the candidates was satisfactory in comparison with 2019. Most of the candidates performed
above average. However, a few candidates were unable to understand the topics they chose and some candidates
presented their views in general instead of interpreting the topic correctly. For example, “Ove wa taara okakarata
kondera okukaryanga kouye wopendje momayuva womasuviro. Tjanga ehungi ove mu mo risenginine kutja ouyenda
mbwi wa ri vi, wa kamuna tjike nu we kerihonga tjike.” Instead of imaginating about the experience that they have picked
in their journey, seen and in general what they have learned. More candidates did not narrate it from the imaginative
perspective, but they wrote about how it taste to fly, etc.
Some candidates did not adhere to the number of words given on the question paper. They either wrote longer pieces
or shorter pieces. They had problems with paragraph structure and idioms and proverbs were used incorrectly. Most of
the candidates did not use punctuation marks correctly, such as comma, inverted commas, full stops, etc. The majority
of candidates did not number the topics they opted for and some only numbered without writing the topics.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC TOPICS
1

This topic was attempted by a large number of candidates. Many of those who attempted this topic scored
good marks. It was expository type of essay. It was expected from the candidates to explain: “oruveze
notjivepo tjaa tji hingi potjitjitwa tjombazu omuhongwa pa ri”.

2

This topic was attempted by few candidates and most of them did not produce good essays. It was a
descriptive essay. It was expected from the candidates to describe about Namibia as a free and democratic
country. Instead of describing the remarkable things about Namibia, the candidates wrote a general
narrative and they lost marks.

3

This topic was attempted by a few candidates. Those who attempted the question did not produce good
essays. They were supposed to write about the air ticket they had won. The candidates did not produce
factual essays and this led to them losing some marks.

4

This topic was attempted by a large number of candidates who produce good essays. This essay can be
a narrative/discursive essay. The candidates were expected to write an essay about: “otjikando tjimwe tji
wa kuminina omundu rive ngo kutja ongwari navi nu kombunda okamuna kutja ngwari navi oove”.

5

This topic was attempted by a few candidates who, in most cases, produced good essays. It was expected
from the candidates to narrate about a celebrity.

6

This topic was attempted by a few candidates. Candidates who attempted this topic scored average to
above average marks. The candidates were expected to argue whether Namibia should start using solar
energy in both business and households.

7

This topic was attempted by a large number of candidates. The majority of them scored good marks.
It was expected from the candidates to start their essay with the given version: “Katjisupi kombunda
yokatenda komapitiro wosikore tjikaza nokutona…”

8

This topic was attempted by a number of candidates who produced good essays. It was expected from the
candidates to explain/discuss about the school of their choice. Many candidates made strong arguments
as a result they scored good marks.

9

This topic was attempted by the majority of the candidates. They produced good essays. Candidates
were supposed to look at the picture and write any type of essay of their choise. It was easy for them to
create good essays since there were no restrictions.
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EMBO RONDANGU
Me tja okuhepa vandu otjihupe kondjembo ndja rimba ovandu kutja ngunda mu panḓera potjeṋu, eraka rOtjihereo oretu,
o kutja ri kayende komurungu mari hepa eṱe atuhe ovakwatwa votjiwaṋa hi.
Omatjangero wovahongwa ya runduruka, oviungura vya rira ovihirona nu ihi tji yandja oupupu kovatare. Okuhepa
komaunguriro omawa ngo.
NGATU TARE KU IMBI NETWEHO
3 Ngatu honge ovahongwa okuhandjaura. Omundu tji mo handjaura otjiṋa tjorive omundu warwe ngu ha ri po u
sokuṋuka, u sokumuna, u sokuzuva. - Ombuniko, ongaro, ovitjitwa vyotjiṋa vi sokupita poruhaera. Ovahongwa ngave
hongwe okutjanga otukondwa nomihewo mbi he ri omire tjinene.
NB! Zomtiri zeraka arikanee, tji ma mu tara oviungura vyovahongwa motuveze twenu twa kauriri yandjee ombango
ndja yenene, okuraisira ovahongwa, imbi mbi mwa yoo movitjangwa vya vo otja ozondataiziro, ko kutja ve ri pwisirireko,
tjimuna: Omambo nge ha sokukutwa kumwe porumwe ya kutwa kumwe, oviraise vyokuresa. Ovahongwa ovina mbi ve
vi ungurisa otja okuhareka navyo omatjangwa inga omare, nu mo nao pe yetisa ko kutja otjingi tjovahongwa ve pandjare
ozongombe ozengi.
Okuhepa, me mu zerire po ouṋingandu nomaunguriro omawa!
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Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
No improvement was observed in the overall performance of 2020 when compared to 2019. A few candidates did not
adhere to the instructions given and they failed to choose the correct questions per section. They either selected all
essay-type questions or short questions. The only crucial thing the teachers must do, is to guide the candidates on
how to decode information in their own words and convince the marker that they understood what they had read and
studied instead of only copying information as it is presented in the literary texts. Most candidates proved to have read
the books, although they did not study them thoroughly. The trend of not answering the questions posed or writing long
pieces for four or five marks is still worrisome. Teachers are urged to discourage candidates to give a simple narrative
account of the book when answering the question.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
SECTION A
Poetry
1

This question was answered by many candidates but the responses were not good and as a result they
did not score good marks.
(a) Many candidates answered the question incorrectly by referring to different aspects of our life, like
ouye ongondoroka naete, ouye mu tuhupira. Instead of them answering what the garden stated in
the title of poem meant and how it was linked to the content of the poem.
(b) A few candidates scored fullmarks. Most of the candidates were able to denote what the various
sounds were and the aftermath that ensues after the stated animals make them. However candidates
failed to identify the poet’s use of personification as poetic device in this stanza.
(c) Many candidates scored good marks here because it was very clear that they understood all the
different themes that were communicated in the last two stanza of the poem. Ovengi va ungurire
nawa yari oukahu kutja ombuze. Ovahongwa va tamunine ozombuze zomutjange oukahu pa ve
yarisa kutja ma rire nawa okuungura kui mbi oviwa uriri ohatara kovivi na wina kutja ombwiro ndji eta
ekarere ngandu kovanatje vetu.
(d) The candidates were expected to explain what the line in the poem that stated “otjikunino tji wa pewa
okutjevera omazemburukisiro wouwa nouvi” and how that serves as a reminder of the pros and cons
of the stated garden. A few candidates did well as they were able to spot that the stated animals are
beneficial for our economy as they attract tourists and they are a lasting inheritance for our children.
Those who did not do well copied the lines from the poem verbatively.

2

This proved to be a difficult question, many candidates performed weak and scored less marks. The
candidates explained the poem instead of them discussing the poet’s use of various poetic devices
illustrate the different changes observed in the poem.

SECTION B
Prose
3

(a) Most candidates did not answer this question well as they demonstrated how the funeral was instead
of stating what death is? “ondiro okukoka, nu orutu ru tarara tjimuna onyama ndja kara orure movitararise.”
(b) Most candidates did very well in stating what the “new day” symbolized. “omautiro omape, okuyenda
komurungu, okuzemba ovikuru”.
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(c) The candidates performed moderately, most of them responded that “ouruvi ombu ri omuze woundu”
because “tji motarere ku Maveipi nguri morutu rwa Nguvei nu ngu ma zemburuka ozondoneno
nda ri nazo”.
(d) Candidates did very well as they showed why this burial was peculiar and odd. The candidates stated
the examples and instances that made this burial odd from the passage. “Kape yarerwe etando, ya
tjitwa ngunda onya kongombe ai hi ya yera, kombakero kwa ya omurumendu nomukazendu mbya ri
ovihimise avihe mbyo”.
4

The candidates performed moderately in this question, those who did well demonstrated the physical and
emotional abuse inflected Kaurumbua on Vejamua and Mbeimuna “kutja wa tona, waharakisa oyata, kutja
omunwe womangeha kutja ka ri nouhatoi, omuzepe, e mu hungire omambo omavi. Ondatumisire ndja
tjitwa komuatje ondja kazepa ina mena romuihamwatima”.

SECTION C
Drama
5

Candidates performed excellently in this question.
(a) This question was brilliantly responded to with candidates stating that “mbena ovakwendeta, ova
inaimwe, mave karerasana, ve ri munda umwe nokutja Kahionganda erike”.
(b) Candidates scored full marks as they stated that “ovanatje mba ovaingona, ve twaerera omaze
nomaere, tji ve ri nao kave rondo ozombesi nokuhita ohostela”.
(c) Candidates scored full marks as the answered that “ovanatje kave sere okukurisiwa otjovaingona
orondu ove tji wa tu mave hangauka, ovarumendu mbe hita ozonganda ve katatumisa omukazendu
novanatje, ovakazendu ve tumba omihoko vyavo oveni”.
(d) The candidates attempted this question successfully as they stated the conflict clearly as shown
by the author. However some candidates rewrote the passage directly. “Omapimbiro wovanatje
kunomundu omunene, inyangu okurokohera momuatje, avihe mbi avi yarisa ombata.”

6

It was a small number of candidates that answered this question and they did extremely well. The question
expected the candidates to show how the author potrayed Tujendango as an admired character in this
play. The candidates responded by stating that “Pa ve yarisa kutja Tujendango omunyande wondengero,
u nozondunge ozombaera, omunamezirira, omundu auhe omunene wa ri omunene kuye, wa tumbisa
onganda na vyarwe ovingi.”

SUGGESTIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS
--

--------

For contextual questions, teachers should take note, that for successful responses, candidates should confine their
answers to the given scenery (text), but not the general content of the whole genre. Therefore, teachers should
teach their candidates to use the given texts.
Teachers should take note that the candidates still have a habit of re-telling events. Teachers should introduce
candidates to different techniques on how to answer literary questions especially essay-type questions.
Candidates should be taught how to interpret and understand the task at the hand and respond to it appropriately,
using the content they have studied or read.
Teachers should teach their candidates to relay their answers in their own words as far as possible.
Candidates must study and read the questions thoroughly before they attempt answering them.
It is very important that teachers encourage their candidates to read literary texts and study literary elements.
Candidates must be taught how to formulate their answers straight to the point.
Ngatu honge ovahongwa kutja epuriro arihe rozongombe omurongo poo omirongo vivari ri tarerwa Kotjihohwa
C, nu otjihohwa tjina ovinenge vitano omuhongwa ku ma sokuyandja kombango meziriro re, omazuvira wembo,
omazuvira wotjiungura omuhongwa epuriro we ri zuu ma ziri mbya purwa, omazeuparisiro, oumune, okunyaṋukisiwa
nokuvara omamemwatjangwa avihe mbi vi sikuhitasana nepuriro. Omuhongwa u sokutja ovinenge avihe mbi
meziriro re omuviri tja parwisa tjimwe okutja wa pandjara ozongombe zokapaka ngo.
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--

--

--

Ouzeu ounene ovahongwa vetu kave ziri epuriro ndi va purwa ve uta okuzira ovina vyarwe poo omundu ngo tje
ve pingasa nepuriro ave ziri mbi ve hapurirwe. Ete otjovahonge ngatu yandje ovihohwa mbi komuhongwa auhe
me tji tjiwe kokutja ku undjirwa ye ku ye otjomuhongwa mombapira ndji. Wina ngatu ve honge omaungurisiro
weraka poo ohunga neraka omutjange ndi ma ungurisa, wa ungurisa omangemambo poo oviune mbya ungurisa
okukondja okuyeta ombuze ye komurese wa ungurisa omasasanekero, omasenginisiro woundu, omaṭikonaparisiro,
omaneneparisiro, omaketisiro, onyekera n awarwe ovingi yandjee ombango kovyo momahongero weṋu.
It is evident from the performance of the candidates this year there has been significant improvement, this is as a
result of the tireless efforts of our teachers who implemented some of the strategies in approaching this paper, let’s
keep up the good work colleagues.
Arikana raere ovahongwa ave ziri omapuriro omare poo omasupi ayehe, momaziriro yetatu ngo mu sokukara
ere na rimwe esupi, orijatatu nga rire kondero yomuhongwa. Mokuzira omapuriro omare poo omasupi ayehe
ovahongwa va pandjarere ozongombe tji tja ri otjina otjihamise okutja zomitiri pamise epu nawa.
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Paper 4

General Comments
The quality of the discussions did not show an improvement when compared to the previous year (2019). In fact, at
some centres the quality of the discussions have declined. Again, sloppy work has been noted at a number of centres
when it comes to the administration of the test, e.g. candidates in the sample were not indicated with an asterisk (*)
despite the fact that this was mentioned in individual reports and the general report. A few centres did not send essential
forms such as MS1s and OASFs (Oral Assessment Summary Forms) on time.

1.

QUALITY OF RECORDINGS

As with previous years, the recordings were generally of good quality and the candidates and examiners could be heard
clearly. centres are applauded for this. However, a few centres sent blank CDs. Internal moderators and Heads of
Centres should make sure that the CDs are not blank. Centres that do the recordings during school hours are advised
to be wary of school breaks, class exchanges and when the school closes for the day as an increase in background
noise was observed this year.
2.

SAMPLING

A number of centres sent samples which represented a wide ability range. Unfortunately there was an increase in the
number of centres that did not include the lowest marks that were awarded in the sample. Doing so does not only make
the moderation of the test and the scaling of the marks difficult, but it raises suspicions as to whether such candidates
were recorded (or were indeed examined). Centres are advised to always make sure that the highest and lowest marks
are part of the sample.
3.

EXAMINING TECHNIQUES

Warm-up
Overall the warm-ups created a relaxed atmosphere. Centres are applauded for that. As usual the following featured
prominently during the warm-ups: omukandi womavirikiziro wa ri vi; wa zarere tjike; omuinyo weyuru u ri vi pendje; wa
suvera ekweze riṋe rombura; onganda yeṋu i yanwa vi; u vanga okukarira tjike; tji wa tuurunga mo kerihonga tjike; mo
tjanga ongapi momarorero; wa tjita pi omaningiriro. Some centres have made “certain warm-ups” their trade mark for
all the candidates year-in-year-out. Examiners should be innovative and not stick to the same types of warm-ups yearin-year-out. It is possible that candidates alert others who come after them as to what they can expect at the beginning.
Mock Examinations and Assignments
Again, the inclusion of the August Mock Examination Paper and Mark Scheme with the consignment has become a
formality which serves no purpose. As with previous years, a significant number of examiners repeated the questions
on the question paper. It appears that the concept of expanding the answers on the mock examinations is not well
grasped by the candidates and examiners.
Again, a number of candidates hastily read one of the prescribed books without an in-depth analysis and this may be the
reason why their responses border on narrating the events only. Some thought a poem or a short play will do the trick
but in the end their shallow analysis was prevalent and reminiscent of the fact that they were ill-prepared.
Questioning Techniques
A great number of examiners are tempted to start the test with: tu pao ondjendo yovitjitwa ousupi … tu serekarera
ousupi kutja pa kaenda tjike. This is a recipe for long narrative responses. After the warm-up the examiner can just give
the candidate the opportunity to present what s/he prepared at length, without interruption (unless it is really necessary)
about the poet’s/author’s use of language, the structure of the text or the candidates’ personal responses to the text.
Examiners are advised not to treat the test like a question-and-answer session but primarily as a presentation by the
candidate. As it was mentioned in previous reports, examiners should take note that it is about the overall meaning or
impression of the text and not the meaning of words and phrases in isolation (at times not in the context of the text).
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Examiners should test (i) the poet’s/author’s use of language (choice of words/phrases/punctuation marks) to achieve
a particular effect, (ii) structure (which may include choice of particular settings/time, plot development, etc.) and (iii)
candidates’ personal responses to the texts. Okutja ombameno kakongwi okutja ya ri pi kako – otjiṋa otjinanḓengu
okwo ngwi kokutja nu tjii ngwi omutjange me i kunu vi. Oruveze rwovitjitwa eye ndwa toorora poo? Omambo eye ngu
ma ungurisa poo? Candidates should prepare a response around one or two of these (three themes) and preferably
speak at length without the interference of the examiner. The examiner will only interrupt in limited instances when
seeking clarity or providing alternative interpretations for the candidate to consider. It is important that candidates’
personal opinions be supported by textual references. Therefore the following general questions and prompts should
rather be avoided:
----

U muna kutja onawa …
Andakuzu ove wa ri .. otjo tjita vi?
Mouye wetu oviṋa mbi vi tjitwa? Zeuparisa oumune woye. [Moruveze rwokupura nao, mo yenene okupura kutja
“omutjange ovitjitwa mbi we vi twa po vi kutja vi yenene okumunika aayo kavisenginina ouatjiri”.]

Consider the following examples as candidates’ topics for discussion:
Use of language
(Omaungurisiro weraka)

•

Handjaura kutja ovi omaungurisiro weraka mokanyando
nga “Tjomonḓorera maatji ya kondjerera” tji maye tjiti kutja
omurese ma kare nondjenda/nonyengo?

Structure
(Ondungiro)

•

Oruveze rwovitjitwa (poṋa, oiri, ozombura) ru
nohambwarakaṋa ndji ṱa pi komazuvakero wondimwa
mereparahungi ndi “Ombu ri omuze woundu”?

•

Omutjange ozongaro zopokati kovarumendu novakazendu
ee ze raisa vi? (Ouṋe ngwa tura ondjo?)

Personal responses to the texts
(Okunyamukurira komatjangwa otja
wavo)
4.

koumune

ASSESSMENT

A number of centres interpreted and applied the marking criteria correctly. Those centres deserve praise. As with last
year (2019) the allocation of marks as high as 27 – 30 for speaking that do not deserve such high marks has been
observed. A number of examiners allocate high marks for mere narration of events. Poo rumwe komerihangununino
“motjimbazu” – oviṋa tjimuna oviyano nomiṱanḓu – Miṱiri poṋa mba pe rorwa omuhongwa kutja ma hungirire ko vi
kepu romamemwatjangwa kakutja eye we rihonga oviyano nomiṱanḓu mbi ṱa pi motjiuru poo u tjiwa ombazu, ongaro
novitjitwa vyomuhoko pu pe ṱa pi kako. As mentioned last year (2019): “As long as questioning techniques are largely
inappropriate to a discussion on literature, the interpretation of the marking grid will remain a problem to a significant
number of examiners”. It is important for examiners to familiarise themselves with the assessment criteria (marking
grid).
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS
Me yaruka nomambo ngu mba hungirire ombura ndja zu ko: Vandu voyetu omarorero nga tji me tara ye tu ura
okukaendisa momuano owo mbu ye sokukaendisiwa, nambano ngwi ku matu i nai matu kaungura vi? Hapo nu ngatu
tjite vi?
•
•
•

Ovahongwa ngave iririsiwe okuhungirira kepu romamemwatjangwa koure wozominute nangarire omurongo nao –
nokuhina okupurwa. (presentation) Miṱiri nge ve pe omapu ve kerirongerise nokuyehungira metuwo romahongero.
Imba mbu mave puratene ngave raise eye pa serekarere ndi ehungi uriri nokuhina okuhungirirako nu kuzambo
ve mu pure omapuriro otjokupaha omakahururiro (clarification) poo okuripurira komerizuvisiro warwe (consider
alternative interpretations).
Miṱiri ve!? Ngunda ove omuini otjomuhinge wetemba au hi nokurirongerisa – amo ungura oviṋa omuano umwe
ombura aihe – kamaavi kapwa ko!

Okuhepa
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FIRST LANGUAGE RUKWANGALI
4108
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
Most candidates attempted every task and demonstrated that they were familiar with the types of questions to be asked.
The first passage “Sironga sokuhulilira monkondwarongero”. The standard of the candidates’ work this year compared
to last year is of the same difficulty because candidates did not understand the passages. They were able to answer
contextual questions correctly.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
1

(a) – (c) Multiple choice questions.
Most of the candidates did not perform well in this question. Most of them gave wrong answers. The
questions were very implicit.
(a) A - Kulironga ndongeraka moRufransi
(b) B - Edirwiro Murongi gwawo kosure peke
(c) C - Kutetukisa
Varongwa ngano kwava ndindilire va gave malimbururo aga gana kara konhi ndi asi malimbururo
gohepero.
(a) D - Kuvanda
(b) C - Varongwa kapi nava lironga hena erakalyavene
(c) D - Kutukukisa
(d) Most of the candidates did not answer this question well. Those who got it wrong explained the
statement instead of getting the answers from the text. Incorrect answers that the candidates gave were:
Varongwa kwa va ndindilire va gave ndi va gwane madinkango mosireswa aga gana kutumbura yuma
mokukwama epuro. Malimbururo aga va geve varongwa gepuko gaaga:
- Kulikwata komatwi ntani ozuvha nawa
- Sure ta zi paturuka
- Yidira kwa dimbire
Varongwa kwa va ndindilire va gave malimbururo aga gana kara konhi moku kwama sireswa ndi epuro.
-

Muhagaro gezogerero lyonombanga tedi - tedi pokudihenyesa noku digaununa.
Erugururo lyoyirongwa yina kuhoroka pokuronga ku kara momuzo gumwe.
Egendaguro lyomunekuto Hamel oku ta mbonbagura sitawiso sendi positafura.

(e) Most of the candidates did nto answer this question well. It seems they did not read the whole
question and they gave wrong answers because they lifted the ideas from the text instead of giving
an explanation in their own words.
Malimbururo gepuko aga va geve varongwa vamwe gaaga.
-

Apa ga pitire poposa ponzugopongero ta mono mbunga zovantu
Nombudi donondona yipo a di bubukire

Malimbururo gouhunga gaaga konhi
-

Kuna kara sirongwa sokuhulilira soRufransi
Marawiro kuna tundu koBerlin asi twa hepa kuronga Rundovesi rwelike monosure daAlasce Lorraine/		
Mungura murongi goRundovesi ta ya siki.
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(f)

Epuro eli varongwa sinzi sawo kapi valilimbwilire nawa, morwa unkundi woku pira kuresa, sireswa
yipo va si zuvhe nawa noku gava madinkango gana kara mosireswa ndi vabubure mbudi kukwana sireswa.
Awo kwalimburura ngesi, malimbururo gahanasi monzira.
-

Franz kwa mwene hena munekuto kuna porere.
Malitjindjo ga wizire po.

Malimbururo gohepero gaaga konhi.
2

Pomuhowo magazaro gendi Franz kwa kere asi ukaro womunekuto Hamel udona/kuhandukisa nsene 		
o hulilirakumbombagura sitawiso sendi positafusa.
A no konyima ta ya mono munekufo Hamel muntu gonkenda (pokumuninka a ze a ka hingire) 		
womukunda kwa wizire va mu pandure kweyi gava ruganenene noupampi.

Varongwa kwa vandindilire va tjange artikeli (ndimbulitjango) “Epukururo lyonyanya”.
Madi gomosireswa kumwe no ku gatamununa mononkango danyamwawo.
Madinkango gouhunga
-

3

Morwasinke sitafuralikido nombudi asi bubwire nombudidona delike.
Sirongo sawo vana sifundu ndi kuna kusipangera vanayirongo.
Sure evango lyomulyo lyomutaro, ano erongo mulyo unene ngesi ta ka zumbanesa nobuke dendi.
Eraka lyendi yiso sidimbwiliro sendi.
Vakurona womukunda nawo kwa kere nelizuvho lyokulifana.
Eparu lyendi lyankenye ezuva ta li ka litjinda (taka gwana murongi gomupe goRundovesi a ka lironge
eraka lyepe).
Munekuto Hamel muntu gonkenda, mbili noupampi.
Munekuto Hamel ga fira kumufumadeka ntani nga vhura ku murongora.
Vanamukunda kwa fumadekere munekuto Hamel yiyo ya va ninkisire va wize kosure.
Vakurona kwa lizuvhire asi vana zumbanesa sirongo sawo.
Namwene si yisesu ga diva yeraka lyawo.

Varongwa kwa vandindilire va tjange malizo gopokatji konkareso nomalizuvho govaviyauki moyireswa.
varongwa, va tjange, madinkango gomosireswa sokuhova ntani mosireswa sauvali, kumwe no ku
gatamununua mononkango danyamwawo.
Malimbururo gouhunga ndi madinkango gaaga konhi.
Yikara/nomalizuvho
udwa
ku kara nositumbukirwa
kudira kumona mulyo gokulironga
kudira kulivinduka
kulizuvha nomuga/nonsenyawona
utjirwe
Ruguwo
Sitetu/elisonti lyokuliharuka mokutara sininke
kulizuvha usima
malivero
elirero murongi
efumadeko/kugava rupandu komurongi
Yihorokwa mosireswa 1
Kuhulilira kosure kwa here kuherenzenza
Kapi ga herenzenzere: ga dukilire kosure
Kapi ga lirongere ndongeraka. Ga herenzenzere mosiruwopita
Nga hulilire nkenye apa nokulivakera kuza kombanga zendi va hana ku mu mona
Ga tjilire ku mukuyanka/eruganeso lyomurongi sitaniso
Hulilira kapi nga vhura hena kuronga Rufransi
Nonkango edi kwa kere dokuveta ngoruvadi kwendi
Kulizuvhira nkenda yokudira, kulironga Sirongwa
Ga limbilirwe morwa murongi ta zi
Ezi kwa kere mpito zawo zokumupandura kombili zendi ntani kweyi gava ruganena nompampi ure 		
unomvhura nomurongo ne
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Yihorokwa mosireswa 2
Ta pinduka nokutengwira hena monompofu kwa here a kare simpe mombete
Ga litwire mukumo a pinduke no ku kasika kosure nosiruwo
Kapi ga patwilire ndjato zendi ntani kapi ga kere a na liwapaikire ku za monkondwarongero
Mbesa nkenye apa ngazi hulilire eyi ya kere kwendi asi erago
Nomuga koyikara yomonkondwarongero
Ga tjilire kudumwa sirongwa sokukwamako
Ose kwa fire situtu kumwe nelizuvho lyonomuga
Kapi twa divire omu natu vandeka yipara yetu yonomuga/kwa lizuvhire, unzoni. Ose twa divire asi 		
twa guu. Twa digopekere yirongwa yendi. Va here kumunruganena yoyiwa. Kwa gazarere asi 		
murongi gomuwa ntani nkenda. Age nkururongi ga kere noukonentu.
Ngava mu lirere nokumufumadeka.
4

Epuro eli varongwa kuna kuva ndindira va twikire mbilire zina vyuka konkururongi zawo. Varongwa
varuganese madinkango gomosireswa kumwe noku ga tamununa mononkango danyamwawo.
Modinkango gouhunga gaga
-

Kapi twa gwene siruwo sokumupandura makura yiyo tuna tokwere kumu tjangera mbilive. Mfumwa 		
koukaro weni ngomudili, kwa, hara varongwa veni. Kapi omu dumwa ndi muhulilire kwa nkenye 		
sirongwa.
Nkenye apa kulikida ruhafo kosipara seni.
Murongi gomunambili gomutjima gomuwa ntani nkenda.
Apa mwa pulire egusiropo ose kwa mwenene morwa nomuga.
Ose kapi twa kere varongwa wovawa kweni.
Ose twa mwene asi muna guu ntani twa divire asi twa mulimbika.
One kwa kere mulituromo nomuhali yirugana yeni.
Sirongwa seni sokuhulilira kwa wepe unene.
Ngatu diworoka ndongeseso zongwa zonderu.
Ose kwa lizuvhire rutjima nonomuga apa mwatu sigire.
Ose ngatu mufamadeka noku mulirera mokahore-hore.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS
I really appreciate what teachers are doing at school. They teach candidates very well. Keep up the good work. Pay
attention to the usage of the words listed below.
nse - nsene
guwu - guu
nkwendi - ngwendi
nge - ngwendi
kuvura - kuvhura
nenge - nsene
apu - tupu
ige - yige
iyo - yiyo
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Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
The standard of candidates’ work for 2020 is better compared to 2019. Most candidates were able to interpret questions
and respond to instructions as expected. Only few candidates could not follow the instructions who opted for two topics,
instead of one.
The majority of the candidates coped with the level of difficulty of the question paper as they were able to write or
respond well on the understanding of the topic, that they opted for and responded appropriately. Candidates were able
to describe, narrate and argue and give their own opinions in the essays.
This year, again the word Rerurura confused some of the candidates. Some candidates wrote better essays.
Rerurura 			

1.
2.

Kunwinka ndi kutarurura nawa sininke nokudiva eyi ya hamena ko yipo osisingonone nawa.
Esi ava rerurura sininke esi sa kukuhafesa ndi onohara aso hena kuna kusimona.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

5 Candidates opted for this essay and the essay was all about, Singonona sihorokwa nomukaro
damonekere posilika somutaro sopampo esi sa kutovarere.
Sinzi sovarongwa ava vazuva nawa epuro eli, nye vana kara simpe noudigu va hepa edeuro lyene omu
nava vhura kudiva nawa asi ngapi omu nava vhura kutjanga etjangototo lyesingonono yipo. Maruhatjango
gawo apa nawa tjanga gazuvike sili nawa asi ngesi kuna kusingonona nomaruha gendi nagenye ogo
getjangototo.

2

Most of the candidates opted for this essay because the essay looked to be easy but in their writing they
could only concentrate on one part of the question.
Namibia sirongo sompora sokuvhurakutunga. Zogera ko momunene. Sihonena-varongwa kapi vana
kugava umbangi wokuzura asi yinke sirongo sa karere mpora sivhulise yikwawo. Varongwa kuna
kudemenena tupu koungawo womosirongo, nye kapi vakuzamo momunene asi wene ou ungawo ngapi
wa kuretampora mosirongo. Varongwa vamwe vana hepa mukumo gomunene komeho zekonakono
kuvafufungurura mo yipo vadiworoke nawa.

3

Few candidates wrote this essay.
Mepuro nkango zimwe za kara ozo Tekete. Sinzi sovorongwa kapi va zi diva asi yinke azi tanta eyi
yiyo yimwe ya va ninkisa vadire kutompora nawa mepuro eli. Vanona kwademenena tupu unene omu
lyagendere epwizumuko lyawo sivhulise kutamekera ko kwene omu gagendere yimutompoke a gwane
ozo Tekete.
1. Yiwa unene vazuve nawa eyi vava pura.
2. Kutarurura mo nawa positurwa po oso.
3. Nonkango odo doudigu mepuro olyo va hepa kuditarurura komeho a tameke kutjanga yipo yimuninkise
a tjange yininke youhunga.
4. Edeuro lyetjangototo eli natufira sinka morwa varongwa kapi vakuvhura kutjanga nawa etjangototo 		
lyelitungiro kafaro.

4

This was a touching essay you can feel what the candidates wrote and going through at their homes.
Etjangototo kwahamena kokutjangwilira muntu epuko nye konyima zosiruwo oya nongonone asi nani mepuko		
wa kere.
*
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Eli kwa kere ureru kovarongwa, morwa yininke eyi sinzi sovarongwa ndi muntu pomundinda gwendi		
yiyo ayi horoka.
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*

*

5

Matjango gawo masupi gamwe ano varongwa vamwe mare nye nampili ngomo garepere kuna kuhara		
tupu kusimwitira momure esanseko lyene kweyi ya haroka mevango lyokugava nye nokonda 		
nokupameka nawa nokonda dendi domu nye apa ana kuya dimburura asi yina ga mwene nani mepuko		
ogu muntu yimo ga kara ngesi.
Pauhura vanongwa epuro eli hansa vakambadara kulilimburura vamwe nawa moomu ya fira mokugava 		
nokonda no maumbangi gokulisigasiga moomu ya fira kukara meparu nkenye eyi yipo yikutompoke		
nawa.

Only few candidates opted for this essay and did not respond the essay correctly.
Eyi yaninkisa va gwane yitwa yoyisesu varongava ava kapi va vhura kulimburura ndi kutjanga maruha gamwe
aga ga kara mepuro eli.
*
*

*
6

Few candidates also opted for this essay: Namibia hafere eruganeso rutjeno rokosite sezuva kositambo
sopangesefa neruganeso pomambo. Ono sitambura siturwa po esi ndi?
*
*
*
*
*

7

Mepuro eli varongwa kapi vazuvire nawa nkango ezi rosite asi yinke ya kutanta eyi yava ninkisa ruha		
rumwe vadire kurutjanga nawa ndi kupameka etjango lyawo.
Tuninkeni pokuronga varongwa va hepa kutarurura nawa eyi va pura yipo va dimburure nawa 		
nokunongonona asi nani yinke eyi vana pura.
Epuro kwa hamena kokukwatesa ko ndi o patanese. Sinzi sovarongwa kwa kwatesa ko siturwapo 		
monokonda domulyo odo vana ku gava moomu yafira meparu lyantani.
Varongwa vamwe nokonda nonsesu ntani kapi vana kudipameka morwa monkango ezi rosite kapi vana 		
kudiwa nawa asi yinke oyo navatjanga. Eyi kwaninkisa vadire kugwana nawa yitwa yina sikilire mo.
Varongwa valironge nonkango dimwe donondigu ndi kutara tupu kepuro oli rerurure nawa asi yinke yina 		
kara mo mepuro. Apa varongwa vapindure magano gawo nokugazara omu lina kuza epuro olyo vana		
pura po.

Candidates wrote good essays on this topic. Alyo kwahamena Tupu zena kutoona ngenzo zokupwaga,
mvhura zonene tazi mbanduka.
*
*
*

8

Varongwa yiwa kutara nawa asi maruha gangapi gana kara mepuro eli nava demenena, morwa nsene 		
vahupisako ruha rumwe ngoso vana zumbamesa yitwa unene
Marupe kwa kere ogo mepuro nye vamwe gamwe kapi va ga mwene
1. Rupe rwendi mosipa
2. Nkarasano zendi pamundinda mokuhetakanesa emoneko lyendi nomu a bubuka momagwanekero 		
gonombudikulisigasiga.
Yiwa nye posure kupamperekeda varongwa nokura likida omu nava dimburura asi maruha gangapi gana 		
kara mo metjangototo ndi mepuro olyo nava vhura kulimburura.

Varongwa apa sinzi sava va lihorowora kwalitomberera morwa to mono vana vamukweni asi kuna 		
gugava nawa nokonda dawo metjangototo ntani esimwitiro lyawo kuna kutanta yuma moomu ya fira.
Varongwa kwagwana yitwa hansa morwa etjangototo eli sinzi sawo yininke eyi yava horokera kutunda		
unona wawoposure.
Yitumburwa yawo kuna kugava ruhafo nye simpe vana fire episuro unene ketjangototo olyo a li 		
moneka asi ureru sinzi sovanona kapi ava vhura kutjanga yininke yizire mo nawa.

Singonona sure ezi zakuza komutjima kuumburura ko komaruha aga ngamoomu ntugiso makuma,
varugani, yirongwa noyiruganeso.
1.

Varongwa kwa limburura sili nawa etjangototo eli, nye wovasesu ya va vhura nakauke. Kwava ya
vhura poopo tupu pepuro omu nava vhura kusingonona. Yininke oyo vava tu lira po nava singonona
vamwe kwava vhura ngwendi kapi vayimona rumwe ndi asi ekonakono walye nampo kopeke va li
tjangera. Awo kwakumoneka hena asi ntudi epuro ndi siturwa po esi kapi vasitere nawa yipo va dive
asi yinke nava rugana.

2.

Varongwa va hepa kutara nawa napa nava tunga magano gawo va hepa kutara asi oyo yininke
nayinye sili moyili ndi kuninkira napa na tjanga kapisi ayi hupise ko.

3.

Vanongonone simpe nawa asi maruha ogo sili gangapi gana kara mo ntani a tare asi apa ana tjanga
ana gasikisa mo nagenye. Maruha nagenye gaze mo yipo murongwa a gwane yitwa yina zire mo nawo.

4.

Vanona tuva deureni nkenye apa marudi gomatjangototo ogo moomu ya fira morwa vamwe kapi vana
kudiva kusingonona moomu ya fira.
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9

Most of the candidates opted for this essay because it was familiar to them.
Siparatjangwa esi ndi etjangototo eli kwa hamena kefano olyo nava rerurura yipo va totere ko siparatjangwa
makurava tjange etjangototo lina hamene ko.
1.

Yitjangwa yovarongwa yiwa hansa nakauke sivhulise yiparatjangwa yikwawo nampili moomu nkango
ezi rerurura zina kihilike sinzi sovarongwa. Nkango ezi ya kara hepere yipo ngovamitili tuzi dewilise
varongwa moyirugana yetu moomu yafira, yipo komungura ngava ka limburure yininke ya wapa nawa.

2.

Nonkango donondigu da fire kudizeresera vanona asi nsene za wiza mekonako no yinke eyi nava
rugana nampili kapi va zi zuva rumwe yipo situmburwa oso siva zerere nawa.
1. Vahepa kutara ntanto ozo nazinye asi ngapi omu zina kara.
2. Yinke oyo yina kara mo ntani ngapi omu yina kuliza nositurwa po.
3. Varesurure mo nawa momunene yipo vagware asi yinke za kutanta.
*
*

Epuro lyefano varongwa yiwa kulivarongikida yipo vadive asi ngapi omu nava limburura.
Vatare pomafaro asi yinke yina kara po pomafano yipo vadive kutjanga nawa eyi vana kupura.

Turongeni varongwa oyo yina kukwama ko unene kepuro eli lyefano.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Omu na li tungira siparatjangwa
Omu na dimburura eyi ya kara po
Mbudi omu na zi tunga kutundilira kefano
Kudimburura oyo yina kuhoroka po

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
1.

Yiwa kuronga varongwa vetu nokuvazeresera mulyo gwa kara momavyukiso nomapukururo kovarongwa.

2.

Teachers should encourage candidates to plan their essays. Mulyo unene yipo yiva vatere unene 		
momaruhatjango gawo.
Vahepa kutunga magano gawo kukwama moomu ya fira momaruhatjango gawo mokukwamo ovyo
- Etwaromo			
Introduction
Ntjimantjima		
Body
Matukwiro		
Climax
Ehageso			
Conclusion

3.

Ninkeni vanona va lideure nawa momatjangototo nagenye aga za pulisira syllabus ago hena kuwiza mekonakono.
Sihonena:
1. Kulitungira mafano
				2. Kukumburura ko
				3. Kukwatesa ko
				4. Kusingonona
				5. Esimwititi
				6. Kufwaturura
4.

Encourage candidates to use appropriate language. Omu ava ruganesa yisewe moyininke yoge yipo yilize neyi
ono kutjanga.
Varongwa vana kara nondigu wesipero nonkango odo dina kukwama ko
1. Kuveta		
kuvheta
2. Nonfi			
Nomfi
3, Kuvura		
Kuvhura
4. Novura		
Nomvhura
5. Kuvura		
Kuvhura
6. Sezuvha		
Sezuva
7. Ntene			
Nsene
8. Rogo-rogo		
Ngorooro
9. Vavhuvhu		
Vamvhuu
10. Uwawa		
Uwaawa
11. Ntantani		
Ntaantani
12. Voposure		
Woposure
13. Voposirongo
Womosirongo
14. Vokupita		
Wokupita
15. Vhura		
Mvhura
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Yiwa kudi va deura nawa omu nava di ruganesa yipo hansa va dive nawa asi yinke da kutanta.
Ndongeraka mulyo unene kuzidemenera nazo,
5.

Turongeni yidivisoreseso

6.

Eruganeso lyononkangotwika kano.

7.

Somulyo tu pamperekedeni varongwa va rande buke ezi ntjangeso zoRukwangali yipo tuva ronge hambara
nayinye oyo ya kara mo.

Lastly give or teach candidates the marking grid for continuous writing. Yiva unene sikorekeso esi kusidemenera yipo
varongwa vasi dive nawo unene yipo asi neyi natjanga etjangototo lyendi alili zuvire mwene asi age apa ana kutjanga
eyi pwamwene ana diva nare asi ame kuna kara moruha rongandi ntani ngesi yitwa yange nina gwana yeeyi.
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Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•
•
•

Most of the answers gave an impression of dedication and committed of which expected from the candidates.
It is therefore sincerely hope that the tips below will add on what you should do or how would you attempt the
question paper.
Keep the marks allocation in mind when answering each question.
Be clear when selecting questions from the sections as per instructions given to avoid misinterpretations that may
lead to loose marks.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
SECTION A
Question 1: Rupupo Rokupupira: T. Kangumbe
(a) Most of the candidates did not answer this question well.  Instead of explaining how the author used the
language to describe (nkore) candidates tend to explain the word (nkore).
Possible answers were:
-  Mutjangi kwa ruganesa eraka moyitja eyi yivali:
   *  Yikororombwa - Nkango ezi ndigu kapi za hwa kuziruganesa.
   *  Mbayi-mbayi - Simpe kuna kupameka eruganesoraka lyedigu mokupameka sirugana sendi.
(b) Few candidates got it right, most of them tried to explain the meaning of the word as an idiomatic expression.
Possible answers were:
- Kutanta asi kurugana yininke mokahore-hore.
- Kutanta asi kukara kompengi ndi kulipengenda.
(c) Most of the candidates got it right because they got help from the stanzas to identify the descriptions.
Possible answers were:
- Kombambo kwelike andjondjora
- Ndangove dana nerungi
- Mungura momutanda o rara ove
- Kosikero sa hura yiko a nanene
(d) Most of the candidates did not answer this question well.  Most of them copied the stanza.
Possible answers were:
- Mutangi kuna hara kupindura magano govaresi kweyi ana hara kututantera.
- Mutangi ana hara muresi a litungire malimbururo koyo yina hamene nkore.
- Mutangi kuna hara kulikida muresi nkareso musinke ga kara nazo nkore.
(e) Most of the candidates misinterpreted the question, candidates repeated the answers on letter c.
Possible answers were:
- Kulinunupika - a moneke asi muwa.
- Kuzoragana novakwawo - yipo va pire kumudimburura.
- Age kuzogera kuhamena oyo ana kupupida - yipo a gwane mauzera a tware.
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Question 2: Nonkangotango dounongotango: P. S. Koita
Candidates who selected this question tried their best, even the deliberations regarding this question was satisfactory.  
Whenever answering essay type questions consider the following points:
A.  Ekwatogano sintokorwatjango
B.  Ekwatogano sirugana
C.  Umbangi kwatesoko womosintokorwatjango
D.  Elimbururo lyopaumwene
E.  Epando yininke younongotjango
Some excellent guidelines of this question in both part A and B were:
A

-

Vantu kuhafa
Vantu tava wiza va ya hamberere mukeke
Vantu hena tava ya kundu ko mureti
Ta hampurukako nage vana vendi
Vana vendi nage ngava mu siga

B

-

Ruhepo romukurupe runene unene
Mukurupe ku kara gelike membo
Vantu navenye kumulihana
Kutupu kugwana ekwafo ndi mbatero, zokuzililira movanekoro novana vaava
Nogusi gokumupa nondya
Nogusi gokumuvhetera ko mema
Kwato ogu ana kumutangauka hena

SECTION B
Question 3: Kutetuka: W. Sikerete
(a) Some candidates answered it correctly and correct answers were given e.g.
-

Vantu kwa mu zorere unene
Vantu vamwe kwa mu swawire
Vakurona vendi nawo kwa guvire nokuvaswaukisa morwa kwato eyi ga weka
Navenye mukadendi novana vende kwa lifire nomuga morwa kwato yoyizuni va weka

(b) Candidates answered it well, good answers were given e.g.
-

Elizuvho lyonkenda:
Embo lyokutetuka kwa ya pitire moruhepo ronzara zondona, kwato nondya.

(c) Most of the candidates understood this question well.  Correct answers were given e.g.
-

Kutetuka muntu:
* Goyinyami
* Gomadayura
* Gesupa
* Gomarwanambo
* Gesandu
* Gapira nkenda
* Gowidi
* Goruhepo

(d) Few candidates answered this question correctly, some did not get it right.
Possible answers in both (i) and (ii) were:
(i)

Muntu dika embo lyoge

(ii) -

Randa poto noyiyaha yoge yemepata
Randa ko nonguho dopombete
Dika embo lyoge oku wa tunda
Konga emona, nongombe, yikombo ove simpe moyirugana
Rera ekoro lyoge, nokuvapakera mbili
Ndindira nzambi zoge yizo nazi kutungika
Nokukarasi mukokoworo
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Question 4: Sirenga: D. Nakare
Most candidates who selected this question performed well.  They were able to elaborate their answers.
Some points that can be used are:
-

Udona wonkareso zaKangweru age kwa kara kagomambeta kuvali.
Udona wendi kapi ga diva uwa noudona morwa kapi a tara asi eyi ana kurugana yina wapa ndi kapi yina wapa.
Udona wendi kapi a rengwa, kuvhura kumutjida, mungura ta ya siki, ngwendi kapi kayi horokerepo yuma.
Udona wendi yeeyi ga kara mukonka kani gomambo aga:  lyaMutangara, lyakulisuka neli lyaMuzuguma, ngwedi
gogu asi kuna yi mu tumu.
Ano ove Kangweru vantu tava kunyenge.
Kutwaredera vantu konompanguro.
Kutwaredera vantu komalidipago.

SECTION C
Question 5: Eparu lyawo: P. S. Koita
(a) Some candidates got it correct, they infer the incident from the reading passage to construct their answers e.g.
-

Mutjangi aga fumbura apa ga ruganesa Haingura a kare nosinka sokurondora munwendi konondadi.
Paapa nga gendagura ksasoro a papare nombudi.
Paapa va ya dipagere muswamane Haingura morwa etamburo vagenda.
Paapa kasora ga tarere goku ka simba yiyaha eyi va sigire posihwa.
Paapa vanamukunda va ya rukire Haitwa asi yige kasoro.
Paapa Haingura ga tuntura edipago lyamitili poTuguva.

(b) Most of the candidates got it correct.  Excellent answers were given e.g.
-

Ntani mu limangurukira.
Yiwo vandambo va divire vantu ponomukunda.
Kutupu ogu na gazara asi mukwetu kuvhura a ka hete nge.
Kwa here nyanya zawo vazi rugane vasovagani veni.
Yiwo va kere ureru kuvaruganesa momfuto ezi za kerepo.

(c) Some of the candidates got this question correctly, good answers were given e.g.
-

Vakwayita ava ava ruganesa mosiruwo soyita.
Awo kudwara mudwaro gwavene nsene movantu momukunda.
Awo kudwara momudwaro govakwayita nsene ponokomba yipo va lifane nawo.
Awo kupongayika nombudi dopomavango nokovantu va tware koyirugana yawo.
Awo kukara pomavango aga ava pongo vantu, ngendi poyigongi va purakene mauzera aga vana hara.
Awo kukondja nkenyapa asi va ha dimburura vantu yirugana yendi.

(d) Most of the candidates got it correct, good answers were given e.g.
-

Tamu tantere asi:
* a dive asi wolye vakwawo.
* a dive asi nalye ana kudana.
* a dive asi nalye ana kugenda.
* a dive asi nalye ana kulya.
* a die asi kupi ana kuuyungira.

Question 6: Kotokeni zaHaitana: D. Nakare
Candidates who selected this question performed well.  Good points were given e.g.
-

Erongo yirugana pwanare, mounandima woyimuna nomomapya yimo ngava dewire vanona.
Vantu navenye kwa pulire asi kuweka nokudiva kutakamesa nongombe doge kapi ngo hepa.
Ano vanona ngava va dewire yirugana yeliso nongombe.
Sinzi sovanona kwa va rongere mulyo gounandima metakameso.
Navenye va deukire nepisuko moyirugana.
Pwantani vanona kuna ka gwana ediwo lyokuzeruka kuhamena unandima kosure.
Vakurona kapi vana kulimanagura, morwa vanona vana pukurukwa.
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POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Teachers, you have tried your level best to help candidates and prepared them to sit for the final examination.  You are
so caring that is why those who listened deserved to be awarded with good marks.
Thumb’s up to all teachers because there were a great improvement on answering essay type questions.
Guidance on how to recognise the character and their significant, be it poetry, prose or drama are still to be encouraged.
The correct use of grammar should be emphasised.
Thanks to all for your efforts!
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4108
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS
-

All examiners put in much effort when conducting the Oral Examinations.
Examiners for ordinary level should examine one book per genre as long as a combination of all three are
considered.
Samples of candidates should be highlighted with an asterisk* against the candidates numbers.
A centre with ten (10) or less candidates should record them all.
A centre with more than one examiner each examiner should send a sample of five (5) candidates.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Oral Examination is based on Prescribed Literature text books that are in the three genres namely: Prose, Poetry and
Drama.
Prose
•
•
•

Good questions were posed to the candidates.
Both examiners and candidates sounded very active on this genre
Most of candidates showed that they were eager to relate to the issues in the book especially the brutally killing of
Sihetekera to current situations of brutal killings.

Poetry
•
•

Examiners posed some good questions though there were some questions posed that were testing content from
the poem. Emona lyetu; yokuhamena koyisinke ga tanga mutangi momutango gwendi? (kemona) so, these types
of questions do not allow candidates to respond in length.
Only few examiners did examine candidates from this genre and most of the candidates opted for drama Kotokeni
and a prose book Sirenga.

Drama
•

Kotokeni was the book that most candidates opted for, they responded well to the questions posed by the
examiners, e.g. (morwasinke mutjangi ga ruganesera Kotokeni a rwanese magano gemepata rambangako
nonkareso zopomukunda nagunye?) Answers: Kotokeni neyi ga wizire mezimo lyozina age mumanguruli, yiyo
ya twarederere a moneke ngwendi kapi a zuvhu, omwina yimo ga pitilire yi mu tompoke eyi ya muza komutjima.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
-

Noise of cellphones, candidates voices were observed from the background of the recordings for some centres.
Thank you for creating a pleasant atmosphere during the Oral Examinations.
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FIRST LANGUAGE RUMANYO
4109
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The overall performance of the candidates was average as some candidates could not get correct answers on some
questions. Especially section A, question 1 a – j of implicit, explicit and referencing questioning techniques. Candidates
did not do well in the directed writing tasks which are question 2 b and 3. Some candidates could not attempt some
questions due to limited time. The whole question paper was difficult.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Lipongonyono A
1

Overall was not well answered by most candidates. Some hiccups and unexpected answers.
(a) Mukonda munke vina karere ashi vakeregana na kupiyagana vanantjoka vamuuye ghuno?
Answer:
Comment:

[1]

Mukondashi kapi vava yuvanga vakurona vavo (kukara navikururadona).
Shingi shavashongwa vali limburulire nawa.

(b) Kutwara mumambudi ghamusayitunga, weni omo vana kutjilita vanantjoka vantantani nkarapamwe?
Tapa ko ngu limbiri.
Answer:		
			
Comment:

[2]

- Vavo kungena mukompyuta vahana lipulitiro.
- Vavo kuvhura kudjonaura udjuni nauntje.
Shingi shavashongwa vali limburulire nawa.

(c) Mukonda munke vapira kukara nashinka vakurona kuhamena ukaro ogho vana kunegheda
vanantjoka? Tapa ko ngulimbiri.
Answer:		
			
Comment:

[2]

- Vino ne ukaro tupu wakukwatera mo.
- Ruha rumwe rwakukura
Vashongwa vamwe vapambanine pakulimburura lipuro c na d.

(d) Kutwara mwamutjangi, mundjira ke shina karere shirugho shalikuteto naudito? Tapa ko ngulimbiri.

[2]

Answer:		
- Vavo kupita mushirugho shalikuteto va sha shishenduko.
			
- Kusheteka naudito mukuwana livango munkarapamwe oyo yina kushuvo namparukito 		
			
yavantu vapashakare
			- Runyando.
Comment: Vashongwa vamwe vapambanine pakulimburura lipuro d na c.
(e) Vinke a tamba mutjangi nangambito yino “odo dina vakarero papepi”?”
Answer:		
Comment:
(f)

[1]

Vakara nauyivi wavyo ndipo vavo kuviruwana naureru, wangu-wangu
Shingi shavashongwa valilimburulire uhunga.

Munkedi munke ana kughayara mutjangi ashi nkedi damakugwanekero dina tura vanatjoka
mulikushuvo lyalinene? Tapa ko nguli mbiri.

[2]

Answer:		
- Vavo kukugwanekera navaunyavo vavayingi kupitira munkedi dino damakugwanekero.
			
- Makugwanekero ghano kapishi gha pashirongo tupu nani ngoli gha paudjuni.
Comment: Shingi shavo kwa wanine lilimbururo lyakuwiru tupu. Ukashu wa kushana malimbururo 		
			mushivarura
(g) Kutwara mwamutjangi, weni omo va vhulire vanantjoka kutota po mbunga davo dimburulito kuuto
wakuya po vigwanekera vyapampepo?
Answer:		
Comment:

[1]

Kukugwanekera vadauke kumavango ghakudanaukira.
Lipuro lyarerupire kuvashongwa.
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(h) Weni ndi mukonda munke yadonganitiranga funguna dakushimbashimba matjingito ghapampo
kuvanantjoka? Tapa ko ngulimbiri.
Answer:
			
Comment:
(i)

(j)

[1]

- Vanantjoka vana kara murutetenyi
- Yina va vipita/ yina vadjonaura
Shingi shavashongwa kwavyukurukire ntjapinkango yamulipuro.

Vinke ana kughamba mutjangi ovyo ngava kombanita vasheshughona nange vakarange kehepano
paFacebook?
Answer:		
			
Comment:

2

- Vanuke vanakara vaghuli vaghukashu mumaghano navinyanyukita.
- Kuvarenkita vatotepo makukwamo ghavitimwitira vyanaumwavo.
Vashongwa vamwe vapambanine kadidi, kapi vavhulire malimbururo ghauhunga.

Vinke a tamba mutjangi nantanto yino “tekinolodji yina va tura muudito?”
Answer:		
			
Comment:

[2]

[1]

Kuwana ruvede rwakukushongera kuvantu ovo vaghayarongo ndi kuparuka namopeke/		
ruvede rusheshu rwa kurughana vyamulyo/ngava kombanita mpo yavo.
Shingi shavashongwa vavhulire kulilimburura muuhunga.

(a) Vitwa munke vina karo mushivarurwa ovyo vina kukwatito ko lighano ashi tekinolodji
yamakugwanekero yina kara ndjo ntjimantjima yaruha rwaliparu lyamunantjoka wantantani?
Limburura murupe rwakundomayika. Kwato hepero yakurughanita nkango danaumoye.
•
Shingi shavo navantje kuvawana kwiliti kufunguna dakushimbashimba.
•
Kuwana mpoyavo, rushopo ndi ukaro kuGoogle ndi Facebook.
•
Kehepano kuvawana nkwandi mpopo paintaneti/kehepano kapi vatunda po.
•
Vanantjoka vakuyiva kopmpyuta vitodi
•
Vana kara nankedi damakugwanekero papepi.
•
Vana kara namakugwanekero navaunyavo vavayingi kupitira munkedi dino damakugwanekero
•
Mumakugwanekero ghano kapishi ghapashirongo tupu nani ngoli ghapaudjuni
•
Vavo kuna kututitapo ngoli mbunga davo davidimburulito dakugwanekera pampepo
•
Livango olyo vana kuwanena vanantjoka mpito yakukuyonga vyamaparu ghavo
•
Kutunga undambo
•
Funguna dakushimbashimba kuva renkita vatotepo makukwamo ghavitimwitira vyanaumwavo
•
Tekinolodji yina tjindji lishingonono lyankango” mpo yavanantjoka”.
•
Kuyi rughanita mukushopa nakukugwanekera mulinyanyuko navantu vavangi
•
Navintje mulikeverero lyakehe uno ana kurughana nakughamba
•
Yayo kuva pa kehe pano mbudi
•
Kuvhura virenkite vanantjoka va kare nashinka shakukutjangurura umwavo kupitakana vantjoka
vakare
•
Ndjira oyo varughanitanga vanuke yandjirahanitiro mbudi kutumangeda likugwanekero
pashirongo.
•
Vasheshughona ovo varughanitango Facebook kwa tunga muudjuni ogho va ghayaranga ashi
kehe uno kughayara yira mbo.
•
Kwakara mo tumpo twatuyingi oto kasha tukufane.
•
Virughanito ovyo va rughanitanga- vikereshi vigwanekera vyapampo, intaneti yakunegheda
vishorokwa vyapashikando, vidanauka ndipo You Tube kurenkita uyivi wakukara wanuke
ghutamunuke kupitakana pakare.
Comment: Shingi sha vashongwa va shetekelire ko kulimburura lino lipuro muuhunga.
			
Ngoli vashongwa vamwe shimpe vana kara naudito uno una kakwamo ko:
•
Vashongwa vamwe kwato kutura likamo lyavo mumpompa.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kutetaura tupu maghano paufupi vya hana kutanta vintu.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kwato kutameka ntanto nankurundanda.
•
Vamwe kurepita ntanto mulivango lyakudifupipita.
•
Vamwe kundembaura ntanto/ lilimbururo limwe muvitwa vitatu ndi viviri ashi vingipe wangu.
•
Vamwe kuvyukuruka lilimbururo limwe vikando viviri ashi walye mukoreki ana vhurama
kuntundiliro.
•
Kutura mo malimbururo/ vitwa ovyo vana diri kupura mulipuro, ovyo vina karo mushivarurwa.
•
Kutura mo vimwe vyamumutwe wavo/ ovyo vayiva vya kuhamena kulipuro ngoli kapi vana vi
twenya mo mushivarurwa.
Vashongi vana hepa kudeura nawa vashongwa mukukatundita po mapuko ogho.
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[15]

(b) Vakandidate kuvhura ngoli kurughanita vitwa vyamu (a) kuwiru mukutjanga litjangoyenderero.
Vakandidate vana hepa ngoli kurughanitha nkango danaumwavo. Ukalimo wankango utike mwara
100-150.
Rughanita (Shiwederera A) shikolikito shavirughana vyalitjangovyukiliro (lipuropepa 1) mukutapa 		
vitwa. 			
[5]
				
[20]
Comment: Vashongwa shingi shavo vana pumbwa manongontjo ghakutjanga lino likamo.
Vavovana kara naudito uno una kukwamo ko.
•
Shingi sha vashongwa kutjanga vyavingi ngudu kupitakana mwara nkango odo vana pura
(Kutamununa va hana kukama).
•
Vashongwa vamwe kutjanga mamuntanto gha mamure mulivango lyakufupipita ntanto /Kukama.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kudamaura tupu ntanto mushivarurwa va hana kuvitura mumpompa.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kutjompora ntanto odo dina tjwandjuko kulipuro.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kuyita mo vyavo ovyo va yiva vyakuhamena kutekinolodji vya hana kukara
mushivarurwa.
•
Koneka: Mushongwa ana hepa kurughanita nkango danaumwendi ngoli kapishi a yite mo
vyanaumwendi.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kutameka ntanto davo murupe rumwe tupu,
•
Shihonena: Vanantjoka vano vana kutura unene mutekinolodji. Vanantjoka vano kukavawana
kwiliti kufunguna. Vanantjokavano vana kara vitodito.
•
Vamwe: kurughanita nkwatelinkangodina yimwe tupu kumatamekero gha kehe ntanto yiraweno:
vavo, vavo, vavo, (Ovino kucopita likamo.).
•
Vashongwa vamwe kurughanitha ngambito dadingi mulikamo, odo dina diro kukara hepero.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kutjangurura tupu ntanto mushivarurwa va hana kurughanita nkangonungo
nankangotamwininito dakuwapera.
•
Vamwe kurughanita nkangonungo nankangotamwininitoda lipuko, ntani nka opo dina diriku
wapera (Shingi shavo kapi va yiva marudi gha nkangonungo ndi nkangotamwininito.)
•
Shihonena: yira nkangonungo da kuwederera po, dakukananita po, dakunungatana tupu
nkango / ntanto ndi nkangotamwininito dakuhulita likamo lyendi.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kutura likamo mumatetoghano ghamangi ovyo vina diro kukara hepero.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kutjanga likamo yira shitimwitira/ vamwe kutapa mo mashongero ogho vana
diri kupura.
LIPONGONYONO B
Shivarurwa 2
3

Wa ka dingulire Skeleton Coast mulipwiyumuko lyakurombo. Tjanga shitjangwa shakehe liyuva, tura mo
ovyo wa kamonine nalikuyuvho lyoye. Rughanita mbudi yamushivarurwa nakuyikulita mumaghano
ghanaumoye.
[20]

Ure waukalimo washitjangwa shoye shakehe yuva shikare mukatji kankango 200-250.
Mukurenka ashi mukandidate va mu ture mumutinga 1, uye ana hepa kutwenya vitwa 5 vyavirughana ntani
vitwa 5 ovyo a ka monine, kumwe namakuyuvho ghendi.
(Kapishi navintje)
Virughana
•
Kushana
•
Kurovera
•
Kutjwema
•
Vishongwa vyakutjwema
•
Marumbatano ghakutjwema
•
Maruyendo ghamuliyuva ghawato
•
Maruyendo ghamuliyuva ghaviniva
•
Maruyendo ghamuliyuva ghavimuturubai mumburundu
•
Maruyendo ghamuliyuva 4×4 mumburundu
•
Kuteramba
•
Kuyendaghura paliyenga
•
Kutovaghura maushwipaliyenga
•
Kurughanita tende pakudingura
•
Kushungira kurukenka
•
Kudingura mavango djuni
•
Kufanayika
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Vikumonena
•
Mayenga
•
Mankumpi
•
Pantjoye/ kapi kwayura/ kapi vatunga mo/ uhura waudjuni
•
Shankendengere/ kwato ovyo a rughana muntu/ lipiro djonauko
•
Ndundwena damusheke
•
Vikereketje vyavikepa
•
Ntjitwe, mashumbu, mambungu, vangwe, vinono, vambahe, vanduno navimwe ngoweyo.
•
Ungi wavikorama/ vantu vasheshu.
•
Vanyime, mambungu, navikashama peke kurendarenda kurukenka mukushana ndya damulifuta/ vandjovhu
kugwira mumankumpi/ vanyime kudipagha vantjorovere kuntere yamusheke waukenu
•
Marudi 11 ghantjwi dakurungarara (shark) kurukenka
•
Vifupa vyavikorama
•
Kushana navinamonyo vyakuyamweka vyamumema
•
Vambagho
•
Ukaro wamulifuta kuna ghushingonona ashi shiponga.
Rughanita shikolikito (shiwederera B) shavirughana vyalitjangovyukuliro (lipuropepa 1) shakuvarura (15)
nakutjanga (5) mukutapa vitwa. Vakandidate vana hepa ntani kurughanita nkango danaumwavo momo va
vhulira.			

[20]

Comment: Kulipuro lino, shingi sha vashongwa kapi kava negheda manongontjo ghashitjangwa shino 		
			momo vya wapera.
			Vashongwa vana kara naudito uno una kukwamo ko.
•
Shingi sha vashongwa kapi ka va vhuru kunegheda shishwi sha shino shitjangwa.
•
Shingi shavo kutjanga ntjangwatimwitira ndi yira ntjangwatimwitira.
•
Vashongwaovo vashetekeliro ko kunegheda shishwi sha shitjangwa shino kwarughanitire
shirugho shalipuko. (Kurughanita shirughopito shashinakare omo vi yuvhika nka yira kwa ya
vitjangire muruku rwa mudingu, ovyo vina karo shilipuko.
		 Shihonena: Vashongwa shingi shavo kwa tjangira yira weno “Ame kwa ka dingulire Sea Ace
			Fishing Adventure opo na yendire ku Henties Bay” Mulivango lyakutjanga ashi: Ame kuna ka
		
dingura /kuna yendi kuSea Ace Fishing Adventure, momuno muHenties Bay.
		
Vamwe kwa tjangire ashi: “Ame kwa ka monine mavango ghamawa ghakuroverera” 		
		
mulivango lyakutjanga ashi, “Ame kuna kamona mavango ghamawa ghakuroverera.”
•
Vashongwa vamwe kurungarunga virugho.
		 Shihonena: Kutameka nashirughopito shanamuntji, kukamanita na shirughopito 		
		 shashinakare.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kwato kutura ko mayuva,liyuva namavango.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kutjanga vishorokwa vyamadu-madu, pamwe kamwe ndi tutatu tupu nto
ana vhuru kuupa mushivarurwa.
•
Kumoneka ashi vashongwa vana kara naudito wakutjompora malimbururo gha mushivarurwa
va vi ture mumayuva matano ogho vana pura.
•
Vashongwa vamwe kutjompaura tupu ntanto /kutjangurura tupu ntanto momo dina karere
mushivarurwa va hana kuvitura yira mbo vana virughano ndi viyuvhike ashi mbo vana
kuvirughano..
•
Vashongwa shingi shavo kutamekara nakahulita shitjangwa shino navitimwitira ovyo vana diri
kupura ovyo va rughanine kuuto wakatika kuSkeleton Coast.
		 Shihonena: Liyuva lyakutanga vavo kwa tjangire ovyo vya shorokiro ndi ovyo varughanine 		
		
kumundi wavo kumeho yakushapuka naruyendo runo. Ndi kutimwitira mo nka ruyendo rwendi
		
dogoro aka tike kuSkeleton Coast. Lipuro kuna shana vya KuSkeleton Coast.
Vamwe kuhulita shitjangwa shino navishorokwa ovyo vana diri kupura.
Shihonena: Kutimwitira ndjira yavo yakushiuka navyo va lire.
Koneka; Mushongwa kuna ka mutaterera aka tjange vishorokwa vyaKuSkeleton Coast tupu, nka
mbyovyo vina karo mushivarurwa.
- Vamwe kutameka nalitwaro mo, nakushagha nangoya yira ntjangwatimwitira.
Shihonena: Mpo ngoli shi vahewa tuyendangenu kumavango peke tu kenge vininke vyavingi.
Lipuko unene, kapishi ntjangwatimwitira yino yi ka kare nangoya.
- Vashongwa vamwe kurughanita vitegho mulipuko, vamwe vyakudira kuwapera, vamwe
kurughanita liraka lyapeke ndi mulipuko.
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Shihonena
- Datomu/ December 2019
- Mvhura oyo ya gwemino dogoro kukya liyuva.
- Shikepa shetu kwa wire.
- Ame kwa ka monine ntjorovere ana tembere.
- Kwa monine ndjovhu omo dina kushampitira.
- Vanyime tupu vana kukumbaghana.
- Tupu lya ka renkire liyuva likashenuke atwe tuna ya tiki.
- Livango lino kwa kara ko nyime dadiyingi.
- Ovino kwa ndjitilire litanga limba
- Vashongi vana hepa kudeura vashongwa mwakutjanga Shitjangwa shakehe yuva momo
vya wapera.
- Ntani vana hepa kurughanita liraka djuni momo vatjanganga kehe shitjangwa.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers should continuous to teach or prepare candidates in all aspects of the subject content.
Teachers should avoid selective teaching of topics.
Candidates should be taught and be prepared thoroughly on following instruction of the question and also
identifying the demand of the question.
Candidates should be reminded of time management to allow them to attend to all questions per time
stipulated on the question paper.
Candidates should still be taught orthography, spelling, punctuations, language and style and appropriate
vocabularies.
Candidates should be reminded on neatness, legibility, numbering properly and skipping lines on each part
question and or section.
In conclusion, these are the common mistakes detected in most candidates and they need to improve on
this.

Nkango da lipuko						Da uhunga
- hostera								
- Lipata lya kurara vashongwa
- buke								- Mbapira
- lyauto								- lihauto
- mufu								- litenderera
- dokoro								- dogoro
- ungambi							- umbangi
- kuneyeda							- kunegheda
- ofisi								
- mberegho
- vandjovu							- vandjovhu
- nkene								- ntjene/ ntjeneshi
- vimbungu							- mambungu
- kuneda								- kunegheda
- kuterera							- kutegherera
- nanke								- nange
- vinintje								- vininke
- kepano								- kehepano
- kushambitira						- kushampitira
- kuwanekera							- kugwanekera
- kukuyuva							- kukuyuvha
- gurupa								- mbunga
- nkeghu mwaka						
- kehe uno mwaka
- navindjeya							- navintjeya
- vanandjoka							- vanantjoka
- mara								- ngoli/ano ngoli
- morwashi/murwa						- mukondashi
- kushwena ko						
- kushuwena ko
- ghambara							- hambara
- sondaha							- Shundaha
- mune								- muUne
- muviri								- muUviri
- kuvena								- kuketa
- restaurente							
- ndjugho yakughulitira ndya
- menu								
- mpabira ya ndya
- braayi								-Vikangaura nyama
- vikorama vya domesitiki					
- vimuna vya mumandi
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- natuvanke							- natuvantje
- awe								- hawe
- kubusta vanantjoka					
- Kunyanyukita vanantjoka
- nkwali mukurwande umwe				
- Mpwa li mukurwande umwe
- kugugula							
- kushana-shana pa mpepo
- kukutjuna							- kukuwapeka/
- dimurung							- ngevo/ngegho
- shinema							
- mwa kuneghedera televisi
- mangumbi							- mankumpi
- vili									- viri/ruvede
- tv									- Televisi
- datomu								- mayuva
- rugendo							- ruyendo
- nyime dodingi						
- vanyime vavangi
- kupindura tu yende ko					
- kutu rwambwita tu yende ko
- ntudi								- nkwandi
- kugomoka							- kughomoka
- Tupu lya karenkire liyuva li ka shenuke			
- liyuva kutoka/ kuporora mahako
- nyime tupu ana kukumba				
- Nyime kukaruka, limbungundi ngombe kukumba
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4109
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
All the questions were on the learners’ level. Candidates need to be trained according to the NSSC syllabus on how to
answer the continuous writing questions.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Some candidates did not adhere to the number of words that they were given. Some candidates wrote more
words, for example four (4) to five (5) pages and some very few words.
Some candidates were unable to use parts of an essay in their writing such as: the introduction, body and conclusion.
Most of the candidates used figurative speech but not in the right context.
Candidates lack skills and knowledge in answering the different types of essays, e.g.: Narrative essay, descriptive
essay, imaginative essay, argumentative essay or discursive essay. For example, candidates might have opted to
write an argumentative essay yet concluded by writing a narrative essay. Only a few candidates managed to write
one type of essay from the beginning to the end.
Some candidates did not use punctuation marks.
Candidates lack correct language usage, for instance the use of foreign languages and unfamiliar words.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Question 1
Most of the candidates who opted for this question did not answer it accordingly, most misunderstood the question
and wrote about Independence Day, baptism and wedding ceremonies. Most of the candidates lack knowledge about
popular cultural festivals or unable to differentiate cultural festivals and ordinary festivals. On this question candidates
were expected to write about the following events: chieftainship, adolescent stage ceremonies for both girls and boys,
celebration of the new harvest, and so on....!
Question 2
Majority of the candidates opted for this question. Candidates were expected to state the facts about what they see, hear
and experience in the country. Most of the candidates who opted for this question answered it accordingly by including
the following facts: no war, allow foreigners to establish businesses in the country peacefully, different government
grants, tourist, the country does not experience natural disasters such as earth quake, floods and heavy storm.
Question 3
Few candidates who opted for this question answered it very well, candidates were able to mention and describe the
most interested places they visited and their experiences.
Question 4
Few candidates opted for this question and they answered it very well in an imaginative way for example some candidates
imagined a certain bad person whom they heard at first and later on that certain person is not a such bad person.
Question 5
Extremely few candidates opted for this question did not understand it at all. Candidates were expected to describe
a famous person, his or her appearance and character in flesh and make a comparison with how he/she appears in
media, instead candidates only described the person or compare a person with another one.
Question 6
Few candidates opted for this question and they answered it very well, most candidates agreed to the statement and
give their reasons as to why Namibia should embrace solar electricity for commercial and household purposes.
Question 7
Few candidates opted for this question and they answered it very well in an imaginative way. Although candidates
answered the question well, most of them did not start with the opening line as it was instructed in the question.
Question 8
Few candidates who opted for this question answered it very well; candidates were able to mention and describe their
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ideal school and commented on aspect such design, staff, subjects and facilities in more detail.
Question 9
Majority of the candidates opted for this question. Candidates were able to write an essay about water problems and
littering. Some candidates came up with a lot of different ideas about the picture such as: lack of water can contribute
to different types of diseases like Malaria, Hepatices B and C, and so on.
Most confused words in the candidates work.
Ghukorokotji - ukorokotji
Lighauto - lihauto
Nagholire - naholire
Ghambara - hambara
Mara - ngoli
Harade - ntambodnge
Palivega - palivango
Liyuvha - liyuva
Ghatuyendi - atuyendi
Vhavo - vavo
Ngeantumino - ndje a ntumino
Viruwana - virughana
Nkeghuno - keheuno
Ghafera - hafera
Maruvyadi - maruvadi
Wavho - wavo
Vitarafa - matengekero/kashitiko
Mulighome - muliyome
Wahepa - unahepa
Shadivikwa - shayivikwa
Nkodarongero - nkondashongero
Nyamwavo - naumwavo
Tjiraghere mema - teraghere mema
Murongi - mushongi
Shikodra - mudwato washure
Katoor - mberewo
Pipe - muliu
Kuveta mema - kuvheta mema
Dokoro - dogoro
Kuruwana - kurughana
Kuyowana - kuyoghana
Kuzara - kuyara
Ngereka - nkirishe
Hostera - lipata
Pouse - rufuwo
Domu - livaya
Kushighuna - kutoghona
Security guard - vatakamiti/vakungi limona
Toilet - tundjugho twakukuvaterera/kashayishe
Mhvura - mvhura
Mbarerwa - mvharerwa
Sharuwanda - Sharughanda
Kuvurama - kuvhurama
Nampili - nampiri
Vambvulire - vamvhululire
Ukoloni - katongotongo
Diyamine - dighamine
Peyi - maliva
Birifu - ntjangwatumwa
Vaghimbe - vayimbe
Marungeghenyo - marunyeghenyo
Mumfura - mumvhura
Murongi - mushongi
Yowana - yoghana
Nkondarongero - nkondashongero
Kuharuka - kugharuka
Ufweke - ufeke
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Kumbingwa - kumbinga
Nakudiyamashi - nakudighamashi
Teete - teghete
Upu - ghupu
Vana - fana
Makutondororo - makutondovoro
Yakuvenena - yakuketera
Purayere - puraghere
Penta - vitwa
Vakauhaku - vapangi
Nadeyisenti - liyovi
Town council - ndango yadoropa
Train - mahina
Vimoto - vikapakapa
Dokomente -mbapirapulitiro
Muvaru - vivarero
Vanawidi -v awidi
Mwashidighora - manashi di ghora
Terefona - funguna
Minikiri - twedera
Ntjesha - shentja
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Teachers should prepare their candidates well on how to write continuous writing based on the NSSC syllaby for
the final examination.  They should teach the candidates the correct usage of the figurative language and the use of
punctuation, grammar and tenses.
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Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
Candidates’ performance in this component has drastically increased when compared to the previous year (2019).
There were some difficulties in answering some of the questions in all genres, especially essay type questions.
Candidates who sat for the 2020 examination failed to adhere to the instructions given. Candidates were expected to
answer two contextual questions and one essay. Candidates analysed a different prescribed book in a different section.
Some candidates did not pay attention to the length of their writing, paragraphing and grammar when answering essay
type questions.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
SECTION A: POETRY
1

Shiyo: Dimutangoda Rumanyo
udjuni
426 out of +-653 candidates opted for this question.
(a) Candidates were asked to describe the authors state of being and how he is showing it in the content
of the poem. Most answered it correctly.
Possible answers:
•
Shinka.
•
kuna ku korangede varwana vavangare.
•
kuna ku pukurura varwana kuhamena Udjuni uno.
•
Kuna ku pukurura varwana va ku korerere panaumwavo
(b) Candidates were asked to explain what the author meant by using the following phrases. Most
answered it correctly.
Possible answers:
(i)

kotorokenu tukenge Udjuni omo una kuru
•

(ii)

Vantuvana hepa kuvangara va nongonone omo una kukutjindja Udjuni.

Udjuni woundjuni wene-wene kutupu
•

Udjuni wakare wakapita ano wantaantani nkwandi nkooko kukambadara.

(c) The question was “how did the author use language to motivate changes of the world to the readers
in the poem?” Give reasons for your answer. Candidates were expected to get ideas from the poem
and motivate their answers. Most candidates failed to answer this question correctly.
Possible answers:
•
Nkangodina (Manna, Vimbote) – mukuka Nkondopeka ashi ntantani vininke vyamavokovoko ne kundere
ko.
•
Nkangodina (Vimbumburu) – mukuka negheda ashi tuna hepa kurughana tukare ashi vantu djuni
•
Makulimbonkango (munyara, mumaghuru) – mukuka negheda ashi nkwandi tuna kona kurughanita
marutu ogho atu pa karunga mpo ashi tuvhure kurughana ngudu.
(d) The question was “what do you think that the author wants to tell the readers in the last stanza?” Give
details from the poem to support your view. Most candidates answered it correctly.
Possible answers:
•
Tu rughane unene
•
Tu vangare
•
Tuyive ashi Udjuni wauwa kutupu
•
Tu yive untu wetu
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(e) The question was “what feeling do you think that the author wants the reader to have after reading
this poem?” Candidates were expected to justify their ideas by detailed referencing from the poem.
The majority answered it correctly.
Possible answers:
•
Likuyuvho lyamukumo
•
A kare ana yiva liparu
•
A kare nalirwameno lyakurughana ngudu
•
A kare nankondo dakupita muudjuni uno.
2

Mbeli: Dimutangodo Rumanyo
Ndunge
Few candidates answered these essay questions.
(a) The question was “Explore the way the poet uses language in a powerful way to get his message
across to the readers in this poem. Many candidates seemed not to understand the question well,
instead of focusing on the language usage, candidates reproduced the poem.
It was noticed that many candidates had incorrect sentence structure, unfounded personal opinions,
inappropriate grammar usage as well as poor language usage was evident. They also failed to adhere to the
required length of the essay.
(b) The question was “how does the title of the poem brings out the deeper meaning of the poem. Many
candidates could get relevant information from the poem to support their answers convincingly.

SECTION B: PROSE
3

Mfudu urodi: Shampapi Shiremo
A number of candidates opted to answer this question and most of the candidates answered it well.
(a) The question was to explain what the poet is trying to show concerning the importance of traditional
healers in this novel? Most of the candidates managed to answer this correctly.
(b) The question was “how did jealousy affect the inhabitants according to the authors’ motivation.”
Candidates were expected to motivate their answers by saying how the villagers also partook into
envying ShaMate and Shakarungu’ success. The majority of candidates did not understand the question.
(c) What message does the author wants to give to the readers by using the following statements.
(i)

hawe nda vyashiri vavi sheweka vakurona ashi rera ngwe nga piruke nga kulye naumoye –
kupakera muntu mbiri opo nga kura nga ka diri kukuyiva.

(ii)

ghambera mona ntjonge monaDuduuva a yuvhireko – ghambera/shongo monoye mona unyoye
naye a kushongere ko.

Majority of them answered this question correctly.
(d) The question was “the playground (Ligehe’s house) how significant event it is in the novel. Justify
your ideas by detailed referencing from the novel. Candidates managed to answer this question well.
(e) The question was “how did Kangoro’s attitude became the epicenter of the two homesteads destruction
in this novel. Candidates were expected to outline what Kangoro did that led to the fights and the
separation of the two homesteads. Most candidates answered this correctly.
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4

Sharondo mpadi: H. N. Diaz
A number of candidates chose this question. It was observed that many candidates answered this question
well, as candidates had read the novel very well. The question was “give comments on how the authors is
showing his feelings towards the readers concerning the late Kisimi’s children’s burial and the president of
Kenya’s speech,” however only a few candidates could not get information from the novel to support their
answers convincingly. It was noticed that a few candidates did not adhere to the required length of the
essay and some grammatical errors, were evident. Candidates were expected to explain in detail base
their answers on the novel. Some candidates could not get relevant information from the novel to support
their answers persuasively. It was detected that a few candidates were reciting/retelling the story from the
book instead of focusing on what was asked.

SECTION C DRAMA
6

Nkandaurama: S. K. Mbambo
A number of candidates chose this question. It was observed that many candidates did not answer this
question well.
(a) The question was “how does the author differentiate the attitudes of the two school principals, Rundu
secondary and Dr. Kampungu’. Candidates demonstrated that they understood the question as most
of them answered it correctly.
Possible answers:
•
WaRundu Sekondere ukaro wendi uwa
•
A yuvhire runyenyo rwavanuke
•
WaDr. Kampungu udona
•
A shwedire vanuke nange va ka va toghone.
(b) The question was “what do you think that the author wants to tell the readers by using scripture from
the book of Ecclesiastes 4: 1-3” in this play? Motivate your answer. Many candidates demonstrated
that they understood the question as most of them answered it correctly.
Possible answers:
•
Karunga ndje muna nkondo nadintje
•
Kehe pano una hepa ka vhuruka karunga kumeho yakarughana kehe vino una shana karughana
•
Nange a u pura kwa karunga uye kuvhura a ku pe makoshonono
•
Kuhuguvara karunga munavintje.
(c) The question was “how is the author making the readers to pity the school learners who were taken
to prison in this play. Most candidates answered this correctly.
Possible answers:
•
Va va toghonine unene
•
Kapi va va twalire kushipangero
•
Vamwe va remanine unene
•
Va kombanitire makushongo ghavo shirughona shintje shinya va ka kalire mudorongo.
(d) The question was “how influencial were the parents, learners and other ordinary people towards the
dismissal of the Dr. Kampungu’s teachers in this play. Candidates were expected to draw evidence
from the play which could have helped them to substantiate their answers and the majority of them
could answer this question correctly.
Possible answers:
•
Vakurona va totire po mbunga oyo ya rwanitiro vishorokwa vinya
•
Vanuke navakurona kwa tokolire ashi kwato kuyimba shure dogoro vamitiri vanya vatunde pashure
•
Mbunga yavakurona yakavhulire kughamba mukuvyukilira unya komisare wamukuwa ovyo vya vhulira
vayenditi veta
•
Vantu vakukukarera va kwatitire ko unene shinene po opo ka va kara nga navigongi mukukuyonga
kuhamena shihorokwa shinya.
(e) The question was not complete. Thus learners were given 2 free marks out of 4.
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6

Shatoka: H. N. Diaz
A number of candidates chose the question; however most of the candidates could answer it well.
The question was ‘discuss how the author clarified the significance of performing sacrifice before they
start eating the new harvest. Support your ideas with details from the play. Candidates who chose this
question demonstrated that they understood the question correctly.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•

There are many general language skills which can be enhanced by the study of literature and teachers should apply
imaginative ways of inculcating and practicing these skills in the classroom.

•

Teachers should familiarise the candidates on how to answer contextual questions.

•

Candidates should answer questions according to the marks allocated.

•

Questions where choices have to be made: candidates should select one and provide supporting evidence.

•

Teachers should teach candidates how to answer essay-type questions.

•

Teachers should teach the candidates to never reproduce the content of the prescribed book in any essay questions.

•

Teachers should teach candidates the structure of essay questions, e.g. introduction, body in paragraphs and a
conclusion.

•

Teachers should always teach candidates how to get evidence from the book to support their answers and give their
personal responses to the topics asked.

•

Teachers and candidates should know that the contextual questions’ answers should only be based on the text
given in the question paper and not on the textbook as a whole.

•

Teachers are requested to teach candidates to adhere to the prescribed number of words as indicated in the
question paper.

•

Candidates should be encouraged to write well-structured paragraphs which contain one central idea. This idea
should be supported by the evidence as well as by their own views. Candidates should be encouraged to write
legibly and neatly.
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Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS
The performance of the candidates slightly improved compared to 2019. It was still evident that some examiners did not
follow the examination guidelines regarding the range of samples. The order of the names of candidates on the OASF
were not listed as they appear on the MS1 at some centres.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
The speaking test / Oral Examination is based on three genres: Poetry, Prose and Drama book provided that all three
genres are covered.
Poetry
•
•
•

Few candidates opted for this genre.
Candidates responded well, even though some of the examiners did not pose good questions based on the
understanding of the text and the intention of the poet.
It is the responsibility of the examiners to demonstrate their understanding of the whole poem, the direction and
development of its meaning and to show how the poet’s choice of language is used in the poem

Prose
•

Most of the candidates opted for this genre, however, the questioning techniques were still a problem to some
of the examiners. They asked content questions which dominated most of the discussion rather than asking
questions on literary aspects.

Drama
•

A number of candidates opted for this genre. Some of the examiner posed quality questions that enable candidates
to respond well, however, a few of them asked closed-ended questions to candidates making it difficult for
candidates to elaborate into details, e.g. Ntwenyene ko madina ghavanyakulya Kapango mumbapira yino? This
type of questioning will disadvantage candidates as they cannot express their thoughts well.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Examiners should note that only understanding candidates with reasonably extended responses during the interviews
are awarded high marks.
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4110
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The performance of the candidates decreased slightly compared to 2019. Some candidates struggled to cope with
some questions and they did not follow the format of answering some questions especially the letter and an article.
Candidates had problems with orthography as they do not know which words to put together and which to write
separately. The use of idioms in the wrong context was observed in some candidates work.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

Most of the candidates didn’t do well in this question, as they couldn’t give appropriate answers to each question.
(a) Not well answered they opted for C.
(b) Well answered by most candidates.
(c) 50% of candidates answered it correct.
(d) Most of the candidates misunderstood the sound, they just concentrates on the points as it is on the
passage missing out the point of sound of the ruler which was slammed on top of the table. “go itaya
itaya rula ya gagwe mo tafoleng ka modumo o o kwa godimo.”
(e) Not well answered because most of the candidates copied what was usually written on the board.
(f)

2

Not well answered by most of the candidates. They confused the attire of Mr Hamel with what the
question wanted, instead of the behaviour of Mr Hamel, they wrote what he was wearing that day.

Poorly answered by candidates. They just concentrate on the idiom,“Nkabo ke ngwana wa morago”.
Candidates forgot to put themselves in Franz’s shoes and use some of the points from the passage. Some
candidates article were too short not reaching the required length. Teachers should train candidates on the
structure of an article e.g. introduction, body and conclusion and should have well-structured paragraphs.
The use of grammar, tenses and sentence construction should be emphasised and some candidates used
idioms in the wrong context and make lots of spelling mistakes.
Correct
Simolotse
Siile
Eo
Dintsi
ganka
gotlhelele
sena
gankitla
teko
lebega
tshwere

-

Incorrect
sibolotse
siele
ye
dintse
gangka
gotlheelele
sina
gangkitla
teka
lebegwa
tshwera

Left of word between the words such as
Correct
Tsotlhe
Iphitlha
Maatla
Botshelo

-

Incorrect
tsotle
ipitla
matla
botselo.
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Tlhaloganya

-

tlaloganya

Words that are not making sense are for example:
Correct
Se se re elang
Kena le
Se anang le sone -

Incorrect
serelang
ke ne na le
se a se naleng

3

Most of the candidates did not do well in this question, as most of them didn’t write a proper summary
on the comparison of the two passages, about the emotions and feelings of the two authors. Some
candidates concentrate only on one passage. Some candidates wrote it in paragraph form instead of
writing it in comparison format and did not divide it into points form. Teachers are encouraged to teach the
components of a summary or how to write comparison based on the question/per instruction.

4

Basically most of the candidates answered the question very well, though there were some minor errors,
detected, for instance some candidates did not know where to place the sender’s address. Some
candidates wrote just paragraphs and conclude without any format of a letter. Candidates were expected
to write an apology letter to their professor on how they felt about their disrespectful behaviour. Instead
some candidates wrote as if the professor is the one who wronged them.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•

It seems that teachers are working hard in training and teaching candidates to acquire the necessary skills to obtain
the required competencies.

•

Teachers are doing good jobs in teaching candidates how to tackle short and longer pieces.

•

However, more emphasis should be put on letter writing. There is a need for candidates to be taught on what
and how to compare things in passages. Teachers are encouraged to teach by using the syllabus and engage
candidates in reading activities to improve their writing skills and acquire vocabulary to help them improve their
grammar mistakes.

•

More emphasis should be put on the following pieces of writing and attention should be given to detailed instructions.
Summary writing, letter writing, speech and reports also require attention.
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Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
•

General performance is average. This year candidates performed poorly compared to 2019.

•

Teachers should have taught candidates the difference between a question and a topic as they tend to write a
question instead of a topic.

•

Teachers should encourage candidates to always proofread their work after writing to correct mistakes.

•

Candidates should be taught figurative language and its correct usage.

•

There is a lot of grammatical errors and spelling mistakes on the candidates’ work.

•

Majority of candidates knows the format of an essay which is good and teachers are applauded for that.  Different
types of essays should be taught in class.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

Tlhalosa tiragalo le seemo se se tlhagileng kwa moletlong o o tumileng wa ngwaga o o kileng wa o itumelela.
•
•

2

Namibia ke lefatshe lele renang kagiso
•
•

3

9,5% of candidates answered this question.  The question was answered fairly as the candidates mentioned
points which makes Namibia to be peaceful.
Candidates stated convincing points as answers.  They used words such as:
-Thokgamo
-Tshisibalo
-Ntwakgolo ke ya molomo
-Kgololesego
-Batho ka batho

O ikgapetse thekethe ya go itlosa bodutu kwa moseja ga mawatle.  Kwala tlhamo ya ikakanyetso ka fa
malatsi a itloso bodutu a neng a ntse ka teng le seo se itemogetseng.
•
•

4

This question was not answered by candidates, maybe it was because the question was a bit confusing to
them.
The question required candidates to describe a situation that transpired during an impressive cultural event
that attracts a lot of people.  Candidates were supposed to include the following points in their essays:
-The name of the event, sekai:  lenyalo, bogera le bojale, dikgafela, mantsho a ngwana, peo ya kgosi
jalo jalo;
-The place, date and time of the event;
-What impressed them during the event;
-How they felt after the event.

4.8 % of candidates attempted this question.  The candidates did not perform very well on it, as they talked
about buying not winning a ticket and they also talked about visiting local places not places overseas.
The candidates were supposed to imagine that they have won a ticket which allowed them to visit overseas
places.  In their essay, they were supposed to mention:
-Where they have won the ticket;
-What happened during the trip;
-How was the overall trip;
-What was interesting in the trip.

Kwala kgang e o atlhotseng motho mo e seng gone mme morago wa lemoga gore kakanyo ya gago ka
motho yo e ne se yone.
•

9,5% of candidates answered this question.  The candidates answered it well.  They lamented on how they
judged a person wrongly and then later they realised that their judgement was wrong.  Candidates used
expression such as:
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--•
•
•
5

•
•

7

0% of candidates did not answer this question.
Candidates were supposed to talk about a prominent person/ a historical person or a celebrity that they have
seen in real life.
They were supposed to mention the physical appearance and the character of that particular person on real
life and when that person is shown or discussed in the media.
Candidates were supposed to end up showing which side they prefer of that particular person.

Namibia o tshwanetse go akaretsa motlakase wa letsatsi mo dikgwebong le mo malwapeng.  A o a dumela?
•
•
•

9.5% of candidates answered this question and they answered it fairly.
They have shown their side and they agreed with the topic.
Candidates answered it fairly by giving the advantages of using solar power, example:
-It is cheap;
-It is not dangerous;
-It can be used for everything in the house.

•

Some candidates stated that the government should opt on using it as it can save the country’s spending as
it is cheap.

“E rile fela tleloko e lela go supa fa e le bokhutlo jwa letsatsi mo sekolong, pula ya matlakadibe ya simolola
go na.”  Kwala kgang o remeletse mo moleng o wa matseno.
•
•
•
•

8

Candidates were supposed to write about how they wrongly judged someone and how they later realised
that their judgement was wrong;
They were supposed to explain what happened after they realised that their judgment is wrong;
What was their reaction?

Ke lantlha o kopana le motho yo otumileng  thata. Tlhalosa tebego ya gagwe o etshwantshanye le ka fa a
lebegang ka teng mo metsweding ya dikgang.
•
•

6

O se bone tholana borethe teng ga yone go a baba;
O se tshepe tsala.

4.8% of candidates answered this question.
It was fairly answered.  The candidate narrated how the rain started, when was it and even the instruction of
the question was followed.  The candidates used the first line which was given as the beginning of the essay.
The candidates narrated what happened when it was raining and also what happened after the rain.
Candidate were supposed to use words such as:
-Merwalela
-Magadima/ditladi
-Sefako
-Diphefo

Tlhalosa sekolo se o se eletsang.  Akgela ka dintlha tse o boneng di le botlhokwa jaaka popego, badiri,
dirutwa, didirisiwa jalo jalo.
47.6% of candidates answered this question.  Most candidates did well but some candidates could not
tackle it well.  Candidates were expected to imagine a school that they wish to attend and write about it.  
Some candidates wrote about their experiences with their previous schools.
Candidates were supposed to imagine a school that they wish to have.  They were expected to base their
wishes on the following points:
•
•
•
•

the structure of that school;
the staff;
the subjects;
the facilities of that school.

Words and expressions that expresses wish were supposed to be used, example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Go ijesa dijo tsa ditoro;
Fa dikeletso e ka nna dipitse;
Ke eletsa;
O kare ke ka;
Ke lora;
Keletso ya me.
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All in all the entire question was answered well.
9

Sekaseka setshwantsho se se fa tlase, o se neele setshwantsho se se se tshwanetseng mme o kwale
tlhamo ka sone.
A total of 14.3% of candidates answered this question.  Candidates were supposed to study the picture,
give it a title then write an essay about it.  The picture shows people at a water point lining up for water.  
There are a lot of containers which they use for fetching water.  There are also some trollies which are
used for transporting the water containers to the houses.  People are also waiting to get their turn to collect
water for themselves as it seems everyone is given a chance to fill their containers.  Sometimes the prior
knowledge of this kind of life style helps.
The candidates were expected to use words such as:
Dikara tsa maitirelo
Dikoloi
Lenyora
Pompo
Sekupu/dikgamelo
Candidates who chose this topic managed to write about it well with coherent ideas of what is happening
in the picture.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•

Teachers should teach and encourage the correct use of figurative language.
Teachers are advised to share and discuss the examination report with candidates.
Candidates should be encouraged to write legibly.
The correct use of punctuation and spelling should be encouraged.
Examples of frequently misspelt words are:
Wrong
Nne
Itsi
Me
Nneng
Gankitla
Nnang

•

Correct
ne
itse
mme
neng
ga ke kitla
nang

Different types of essays should be practised in class for better understanding.
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Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•
•
•

The work of candidates show an improvement in the 2020 examination.
Candidates handwriting was clear and tidy.
Candidates should be taught how to use the author’s imagination and compare it to real life situations.
Most candidates have done better in easy questions than the contextual questions.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
SECTION A: POEMS
1

(a) The candidates were asked “in what mood the poet was when he was writing this poem?”   This
question was well answered.  They know the content of the poem.
The answer was supposed to be:
Ba ne ba kua pula ka dipelo tse di botlhoko.
Dikhutsana di utlwile botlhoko.
Ga go na bojang, naga  e tshetlha.
Ba lela ka lentswe le le popota.
(b) They were asked “what the poet was trying to teach us with these expressions.”  Most candidates
couldn’t explain it correctly, might be that it was not explained to them when the poem was analysed.
(i)

Ngogola re ile ra leta ra ba ra itlhoboga re lebela pula kgakala.

The answer was supposed to be:
(ii)

Pala gabedi e sita pala gangwe

The answer was supposed to be:
Fa selo se tlile sa go diragalela, o seka wa tshaba go se dira gape.
(c) The candidates were asked the negative impacts of the drought in the poem.  This question was well
answered.
The answer was supposed to be:
Le bolaya ditshedi tsotlhe tsa lefatshe ka gore ga go na metsi.
Ditlhare di a omelela di be di swe di tlhoka pula go di nosa.
Dipaka di a gakega ngwaga yotlhe gonne ditiragalo tsa dipaka ga di diragale ka nako ya tsone e di e
tshwanetseng.
(d) They were asked whether the theme of the poem relate to the title.  This question was well answered.
The answer was supposed to be:
Mmoki o bua ka batho ba ba lelang ka lentswe le le popota ka ntlha ya tlala le lenyora le le tlisitsweng  ke
leuba.
(e) The candidates were asked how the poet use language to show his emphasis on drought.  They
struggle to answered it well to get full marks.
The answer was supposed to be:
O dirisitse poeletso modumo go gatelela se a buang ka sone sekai Pula!  Pula!  Pula!
O dirisitse tshwantshiso go tshwantsha – Pula ke motshegetsi wa botshelo.
Sekapuo sa Neeletsano – Pula!  Pula!  Pula!
                                                  Pula...
Tlhatlhaganyo ya mafoko – Pula
                                                    Pula
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(a) The candidates were asked what  message the poet portraying to the readers.  This question was
chosen by 3 candidates and it was well answered, they could explain the difference between the
leader and someone in front.
The answer was supposed to be:
Molaetsa wa poko e ke gore go botoka go nna Moeteledipele e seng Moetapele
Mo botshelong mogogi o tshwanetse go nna moeteledipele e seng moetapele re bona mo lebokong
la Moetapele a sa batle go gakololwa, a sa tlhompe morafe wa gagwe.  A sa bone batho ka sepe a
ikgopolela a le esi, a ikgokgomosa a bolela morafe fa e sa le a ile go bala a oketsa dithuto tsa gagwe,
bone ba be ba nneetse go kgetla merogo.
(b) Candidates were asked to discuss the quality of a good leader as portrayed in the poem.   They
answered it very well.
The answer was supposed to be:
O reetsa dikgakolo tsa morafe wa gagwe;
O nna le tlotlo;
O tshwanetse go bula morafe matlho;
A o tshegetse fa ba nwela;
A phuthe morafe e nne seopo sengwe;
Ga akabatse batho ba gagwe;
E nne motho yo o tlhabololang;
A tseye maikarabelo le mathata a morafe a a rarabolole;
A nne le maitseo mo morafeng wa gagwe;
A lebelele ditlhokego tsa morafe wa gagwe;
A ikokobetse fa go tlhokega.

SECTION B: PROSE/NOVEL
3

Bogosi Kupe: D. P. Semakaleng Monyaise
(a) The candidates were asked what the author was trying to teach us by the conflicts portrayed in this
extract. The answers were more based in the book, than in the extract.  This question was not well
answered.
The answer was supposed to be:
Kgotlhang ga e rarabo ole ka maaka jaaka Tukisang a pateleditse Obakeng gore o kampetse segotlo
kwa ntle ga tetla ya magosi.
Go nyelela ga barongwa ba ntlha ga go a fedisa kwatlhao ya ga Tukisang.
Go itatlhela mo molelong go ka se rarabolole mathata a a gone.
(b) The candidates were asked how the author potray Tukisang’s character in the extract.  Candidates
could not give the correct answer, because they could not analyse the conversation between Tukisang
and Obakeng.
The answer was supposed to be:
Tukisang o bua ka ga a rate Obakeng;
O maaka o pateleditse Obakeng, o dumela mo “Magatweng”  a se na bosupi.
(c) The candidates were asked what shows them that the crowd was not happy towards Tukisang’s
accusation made.  They did not read the extract with comprehension.  This question was not well   
answered.
The answer was supposed to be:
Tukisang o paletswe ke go ntsha bosupi jwa gore segotlo se botonna bokae le gore se fa kae.
O otlhaiwa ka go neela batlapitsong kgomo ka a ba senyeditse nako.
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(d) The candidates were asked how the author uses the events of this extract to reveal his message
to the readers.  This question was not well answered.  The candidates concentrate more on what
happen in the book and not in the extract.
The answer was supposed to be:
Batho ba motse ba ba kgobokanya kwa kgotleng gonne Tukisang a na le mathata le Obakeng.
Obakeng o sekisiwa kwa kgotleng ka go kampela segotla kwa ntle ga tetla ya magosi a motse.
Tukisang o na le moraka kwa dikgomo tsa gagwe di na teng di disiwa ke bana ba gagwe.
Tukisang o otlhaiwa ka go naya morafe kgomo e le nngwe gore e tlhabiwe go ba ne a ba senyeditse
nako.
Obakeng ke setlogolo sa ga Tukisang mme ga ba o ore, ga ba dirisanye mmogo.
Tukisang o feditse botshelo jwa gagwe ka go itatlhela mo molelong.
Obakeng o tsengwa mo mathateng ke Tukisang.
Go na le lefufa le le tseneletseng magareng ga bone.
Tukisang o batla Obakeng a ya go nna le ene ka gore o tlhaga.
O batla Obakeng a ya go nna kwa tlase ga gagwe ka e le malomaagwe.
4

Baswabile: Rremogolo Motlhaping
The candidates were asked whether they agree with the author that indeed Mahokojwe was disgraced because
he did not get what he wanted.  Candidates displayed a good understanding of the literary text and task.
The answers were supposed to be:
Ke dumalana le mokwadi gore mahokojwe o swabile go fetisa tlhekwa ya motswa pele.  O rile o sotlha Bareki
gore a se ka a nna motho setšhabeng mme ga se ke go diragale jalo.  Bareki o ne a tswa mo gae go ya go senka
botshelo jo bo botoka. A go bona tiro ya go dira mo moepong wa magala/malatlha.  A kopana le morwetsana
Morwesi a mo rata.Modimo a ba segofatsa ka ngwana wa mosetsana ba mmitsa Baswabile.
Morago ga go kokoana dithoto,a bona go tshwanela gore a boele kwa gae kwa Mokalamosesane kwa go
malommagwe.  Kgorogo ya ga Bareki ya tsenya malomagwe tsebetsebe.  Dithoto le go ipopa gag a Bareki ga
dira gore a fufegele Bareki.  Mahokojwe a tsenwa ke maikutlo  a lefufa.  A simolola go dira maano go ka fedisa
botshelo ja ga Bareki le lelapa la gagwe.
A nna le leano la go ya go tsiba peipi go ba bolaya e  e ntshetsang mosi kwa ntle gore o boele mo teng ga ntlo
o ba hupetse.  Bareki ka lesego la Modimo a ba ntshetsa kwa ntle, mme a ikaelela go ba isa kwa kokelong.  Mo
tseleng go ya kokelong Bareki a nna le kotsi ya koloi, mme koloi e e rwalang balwetsi ya tla go ba tsaya go ba isa
kokelong.  Kwa kokelong Bareki le Morwesi ba tlhoka lesego ba tlhokafala.  Baswabile a sala e le khutsana.
Baswabile a gola a nna mosadi  a ratana le Bailebatho ba tsena mo lenyalong.  Mahokojwe a mo sala morago
go leka go mo bolaya gore a ke a tseye dithoto tsa ga Bareki.  Mahokojwe o leka go mo bolaya ka metswi mme
motswi wa ntlha wa bolaya mokgalaje Phorego, mme e mengwe e mebedi Baswabile le Bailebatho ba e faloga.
Bofelong Mahokojwe a tlhoka se a ka ipatang ka sone ka bosupi bo ne bo setse bo le mopepeneneng.  A
ipobola  fa e le ene molai wa batsadi ba ga Baswabile a ya kgolegong.  Mantwa ene a inaya naga.  Ditiro tsa ga
Mahokojwe ga di a mmusetsa sepe, le tsone dithoto tsa ga Bareki ga a di bona.

SECTION C: DRAMA
5

Nko ya kgomo: T. L. Tsambo
(a) The candidates were asked to explain the following expressions as used in the extract.  It shows that
candidates lack an understanding of the expression.
(i)

“Kgori e bona lee lerapo ga e le bone.”
The answer was supposed to be:
- O lemoga fela diphoso tsa ba bangwe tsa gagwe ga a di lemoge;
- Senkepeng o ne a sa ipone phoso fa a isa baithuti kwa lenyalong ka nako ya ditlhatlhobo.

(ii)

“Kgeleswa e e bolawang ka motswaiso ke mang.”
The answer was supposed to be:
- Ke seemo se se thata se batho ba kgonang go tsena mo go sone mme se batla tharabololo,
Senkepengo ne a buelela mo goreng ba tla bona mo ngwageng o o latelang gore ke mang yo o tla
tsayang maemo a mogokgo.
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(b) The candiates were asked the role the proverb “Nko ya kgomo” played in the book.  Well answered
because they know the content of the book.
The answer was supposed to be:
Nko ya kgomo tshwara ka thata e se re o utlwa sebodu wa kgaoga.  Moterama o supile thitokgang go
bona se a se batlang.
(c) The candidates were asked how the dramatist use Senkepeng’s tone to show his feelings towards
Marumo.  The candidates couldn’t answer it well, because they couldn’t analyse the words used by
Senkepeng to Marumo.
The answer was supposed to be:
Segalo sa ga  Senkepeng se ne sesupa lenyatso mo go Marumo.  Senkepeng o dirisa mafoko a
tshwanang le bo ‘o itse eng ka leina la sekolo?’ se se supang lenyatso mo go Marumo.
Segalo sa ga Senkepeng  se ne se supa kgalefo mo go Marumo.  Senkepeng o ne a galefile ka gore
Marumo o ne a le kgatlhanong le ene ka go opedisa bana ka nako tsa tlhatlhobo.  O dirisa mafoko
a tshwana le “boruthwe” mo go Marumo.
(d) Candidates were asked to give two characteristic traits of both Marumo and Senkepeng as portrayed
in the extract.  Well answered because the conflict was between the two fighting over the principal post.
The answer was supposed to be:
(i)

Marumo
-

(ii)

O lorato, o supa lorato lwa gagwe mo bokamosong jwa baithuti ka go batla gore ba ithute.
O na le ponelopele, o supa se ka go lwela gore bana ba ipaakanyetse tlhatlhobo e e tlang go lesa
go ingwaa ditlhogo fa ba kwala.

Senkepeng
-

O lenyatso, o supa lenyatso la gagwe mo go Marumo kago mo raya a re ga se motho le gore o itse
eng ka leina la sekolo.
Ga a na maitseo a mantle, o supa se ka go roga Marumo a re ke boruthwe.

(e) The candidates were asked how the dramatist use the events in the extract to reveal the message to
the audience.  The candidates did not answer this question well because they concentrate more on
what happen in the book and not in the extract.
The answer was supposed to be:
Senkepeng o leka go bona maemo a bogokgo ka go nyatsa Marumo fa a re ke motho fela yo o
palelwang ke go itumela le mongwe, yo o nyatsang bontle jo bo dirwang ke ba bangwe, yo o
gatelelang bana go ithuta, yo o katisang tlhaloganyo mmele a o lesa o bola.
Marumo o kgatlhanong le senkepeng ka go leka go mmontsha diphoso tsa gagwe gore o nyatsa
bontle jwa thuto, ga a na tebelopele ya thuto ya ngwana.
6

Dintshontsho tsa Lorato: L. D. Raditladi
Candidates were asked how the author uses the events in the book Dintshontsho tsa Lorato to convey to the
readers the message contained in the title.  This question was answered well because they know the content of
the book.
The answer were supposed to be:
Lorato le e seng lwa nnete bogolo jang Sakoma mo go Mmamotia.  Sakoma o ratana le Mmamotia a ntse a
se a tlogele Ponalo.  Mmamotia le ene o tlogela Sakoma, gonne lorato lwa gagwe lo ne lo sa tlhomama mo go
Sakoma.  O gapilwe maikutlo ke Kalafi. O se bone thola borethe, teng ga yona go a baba.
Ga go belaetse gore le fa Sakoma a ne a ka nyala Mmamotia o ne a ntse a tla tswelela ka go ikutswa, go dira
boaka le Ponalo.  Seno ke ka ntlha ya gore Sakoma o lobetse Mmamotia gore o ratana kgotsa o ne a ratana
le Ponalo.  Sekhukhuni ga se ke se tlhoka sebataladi.  Sakoma o bolaile Ponalo , a tsaya gore ga go ope yo
o mmoneng gongwe yo o ka mmelaelang.  Fela Seloka le Pule ba ne ba belaela thata gore mmolai wa ga
Ponalo ke Mmamotia.  Dipuo tsa ga Sakoma fa a botsolotswa ke mophato, tota le sefatlhogo sa gagwe se ne se
tlhamuketse dipelaelo.
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Kalafi le Sakoma ba a bolaana.  Mmamotia o fa gare ga dinaka tsa kukama.  Motho yo a neng a mo rata ka
lorato lwa nnete, o swela fa pele ga matlho a gagwe.  Mosetsana wa Mongwato a bona fa jaanong a tshwanetse
go tlhopha fa gare ga loso le botshelo le polokesego ya gagwe.  Se se botoka ke loso, nkamogela. Lerumo
nkatamele.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Try to read and analyses the literature books in depth.  Make sure each candidate is having a literature book.
The candidates must do more exercises on literature, mark the exercises and give feedback to candidates.
Make the following clear when analyzing the books:
-

The meaning of the topic and the content;
Language use by the author;
The theme of the book;
The proverbs and expressions;
The feelings and attitude of the author;
Candidates opinions about the events;
Message conveyed;
Reveal of messages;
The mood of the poet and authors.
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4110
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS
There was an improvement in the quality of the discussions at some centres. However, at some centres the performance
became poorer as candidates didn’t have enough knowledge of the literature genres.
1.

Quality of recordings
The quality of the recordings was good at some centres, which made the moderation process easier. At some
centres the moderator could not hear the candidates clearly. In future the examiners must always try to place
microphones closer to the candidates to make the process of moderation easier.

2.

Sampling
Centres with more than 10 candidates indicated them with an asterisk (*) as required, that was well appreciated.
At centres with less than 10 candidates there is no need to add an asterisk (*). The range of samples was well
chosen, covering the whole spectrum. It was also impressive to listen to the variety of literary genres which were
chosen and studied, with poetry being the least represented.

3.

Warm-ups
Some examiners had good warm-ups that created a relaxed and conducive atmosphere and set the tone for the
communication which was skillfully done. It was good to note that there was a significant reduction in questions
that invite personal responses on family life and cultural issues. I suggest other centres do the same.
Mock examinations and assignments
All centres submitted the drafts of the candidates, which is well appreciated, thank you for that. Examining
techniques can only improve if discussions on literary works become regular classroom practice and allow the
candidates to improve their pronunciations of some words and names like Mmamotia, Sakoma, Kupe, Serokolo,
Sebitnsholo and Sekgwa.
Some candidates were still using unacceptable words in their sentences e.g.
Correct						Incorrect
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Go mo betsa ka tladi
Go nna kgosi
Segotlo		
Kgakala		
Rraagwe		

-

go mo nyatisa ka tladi
go nnega kgosi
segotlolo
Kgakgala
haragwe

Assessment
There was significant improvement in the interpretation and application of the assessment criteria. Thank you for
that. Some examiners were too lenient in all categories.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO EXAMINERS
•

Examiners should encourage the candidates to read all their literature books with an understanding in two years.

•

Examiners should always come together to assist each other in areas where others experience difficulties.

•

A humble request: The Examiner’s Report should be studied and discussed at the subject and cluster meetings to
avoid the repetition of similar mistakes.
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FIRST LANGUAGE SILOZI
4111
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
Overall performance of the candidates was average. The question paper was of the same difficulty compared to the question
paper of the previous years. Most candidates were able to present their work neatly and eligibly. Some candidates still found
it difficult to use revised orthography, language and formation of words.
Most candidates were able to score high marks, whilst a few of them struggled to find answers to questions 1. (a), (b) and (c)
where they were asked to choose the correct answer, and also questions (e) and (f). Overall the candidates’ work was still
acceptable.
Some candidates lost marks because they did not follow instructions. Those candidates who failed to do well in some of the
questions, they were able to cope with other questions in the paper.
More intensive reading should be taught to candidates whenever they are given a passage or passages to read. Candidates
must understand what they read before they begin to answer any question.
Question 1 (a-c)
The multiple choice section was only partly well answered. It seems as if some candidates have insufficient vocabulary skills
to be able to successfully pick up the correct answer from the choices given.
(a) This question tested the candidates vocabulary. It required that candidates to write down what temptation
Franz was faced with instead of going to school.
A few candidates managed to answer this question. Most candidates got confused and this seems to be a problem
as they don’t practice intensive reading and they don’t read with understanding. The correct answer to this
question is “D”.
(b) The question was to write how hurtful the people felt when they received the information and what was their worry.
The correct answer to this question is “C”. Which states the transfer of their teacher will lead to candidates not
able to learn their local language.
(c) Candidates were asked to choose from the given four words which clearly explains “Kupalakata kwapula.”
Most, if not all, candidates were able to choose the correct answer from the four options.
(d) The question was easy for candidates to answer, though some candidates failed to give the correct
answer to the question. The question was about what Franz expected to hear as he approached the
school, which was:
•
•
•

noise of desks that were opened and closed
the loud lessons that were repeated in unison
the rapping of the teachers ruler on the table.

This question was well answered by the candidates.
(e) Question (e), was difficult for most candidates. It required candidate to write what Franz realised about the
message on the bulletin board. Candidates were expected to write the discontinuation of all French lessons,
and the replacement of French lessons with German. Most candidates misunderstood the question thus
failed to give the correct answer to the question.
(f)

Most candidates did not understand what was expected from them. Instead of elaborating on how Franz
viewed of Mr Hamel’s character change on that day, candidates wrote wrong elaboration of Mr Hamel,
wearing a nice suit like he was going to church on Sunday and holding a ruler in his hand.
The correct answer is that previously Franz thought of Mr. Hamel as cranky, bad tempered and would likely to
scold him, but later he came to see Mr. Hamel as faithful, kind and gentle man.

Question 2
This question was well answered by all of the candidates. There were a few candidates who interpreted the question wrongly,
some candidates did not consider the mark in brackets to know how many facts to give or how long or short the answer should
be, and this made them lose marks.
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Candidates were expected to write “Editorial letter”, some candidates did not follow the instructions. Candidates were required
to follow the correct format of writing an editorial letter, keeping in mind the correct language and authorgraphy. Candidates
start sentences with lower case letters, therefore, it is advised that teachers should tackle the following in their lessons:
•
•
•
•

the use of upper and lower case
paragraphing
spelling and
orthography

When writing a letter, candidates should write one full page or a total of 200 - 250 words, but some wrote half a page without
reaching the expected total number of words.
Question 3
Candidates had to write the summary of the similarities between the characters and feelings of the narrators as revealed in
the two passages. Candidates were able to score high marks. They could summarise the contents of the two passages well,
giving well the feelings of the narrators.
Those who were not successful in this question had omitted the necessary details to express the main points fully. Some
candidates copied inaccurate ideas, but some attempted to use their own words.
The question focused on their understanding of vocabulary, use of their own words and their appreciation of the writer’s craft.
Question 4
This question was well answered by all candidates. Common mistakes still occurred:
•
Spelling mistakes
•
The length of all written pieces
•
Paragraphing
•
Othorgraphy
•
Handwriting
•
Punctuation marks.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Candidates should be encouraged to improve their vocabulary through reading a variety of books.
It is good for a teacher not to tolerate mixed languages
Regular classroom practice in writing shorter pieces will help to determine how much one should write to reach the
required length.
Proper nouns must be written with capital letters e.g. Franz, Hamel.
Candidates must learn to follow instructions
Candidates should be seriously advised to write paragraphs where necessary.
Candidates must be taught how to use punctuation marks and the use of conjunctions and adverbs.
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4111
Paper 2
GENERAL COMMENTS
The question paper was moderate for candidates who followed the instructions on the paper correctly by choosing one
topic from the nine questions as stated on the instructions on the front cover. They really showed commitment, they
also opted to read and put more effort into giving views.
There are some of the candidates who opted for difficult topics and deviated from the topic, these candidates did
not do well. The overall performance of the candidates, compared to that of the previous years, was the same. The
orthography, spelling errors appeared to be a serious problem for most learners, hyphens were used incorrectly.
Punctuation, paragraphing, capital letters, tenses, word order planning, format and idiomatic expressions were some
of the major shortcomings in some candidates essays. Teachers are encouraged to assist candidates with word order
and proper vocabulary.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

The majority of the candidates chose this question. The topic was about the well known traditional
ceremony that was interesting where the candidate was asked to write what happened at the ceremony
and give his/her views about the occasion. Candidates created a variety of good answers related to the
topic. It was a descriptive essay, candidates described clearly what they saw and how they felt that day.

2

“Namibia ki naha yakozo yakupila kuyona.” This question is also descriptive topic. Candidates are
required to write why Namibia is a good and peaceful country to stay or live in. Many candidates chose
this topic. They had a good knowledge of their country Namibia. Candidates answered the question correctly.

3

A good number of candidates opted for this question. Candidates created a varied vocabulary to fit the purpose.

4

Only a handful of candidates chose this topic, they misinterpreted the topic.

5

A few candidates chose this topic. Those who chose it answered it correctly.

6

This topic was not chosen by any candidate. It is an argumentative essay. Candidates had to write
whether they agree or disagree about Namibia embracing solar electricity for commercial and household
purposes.

7

None of the candidates in all centres opted for this question.

8

This topic also was not chosen by any candidate.

9

This question was well answered by candidates who chose it. They had a good story about the picture.
The picture was full of facts and easy to write about.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
1

The use of conjunctions and connectives are still a challenge for the candidates, thus more practice with
the connectives should be done in the classrooms. Examples of these words are: kono, nihakulicwalo,
kamukwaocwalo and many more.

2

Candidates should be taught punctuation marks and their usage. They should improve substantially
regarding the use of punctuation marks and the separation of sentences and paragraphs. They should be
able to recognise when a full stop or a comma is necessary between distinct pieces.
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3

Candidates should be advised continuously to remember the necessity for the use of capital letters at the
beginning of the sentences. The use of capital letters for proper nouns should be practiced thoroughly.

4

Candidates should be encouraged to use the authorised orthography number three. They should be
taught on how to write paragraphs and headings.

5

Candidates should be encouraged to find time to read both fiction and non-fiction texts regularly and
should do a lot of practical exercises for recognising the meaning of words within the specific context.
Candidates should be encouraged to have time to read newspaper, listen to the radio and watch TV where they can
hear and learn to know things around them and relevant networthy events.
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Paper 3
GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•

Some candidates performed well while others were struggling.
Some candidates were not prepared as to how to follow instructions on the question paper instead of answering
two short questions and one essay question most candidates answered two essay questions and one contextual
question.

1

(a) Kakuya kakutwisiso yahao ki liñusa mañi leo muñoli nafitisa mwamukanga?
Most candidates were able to answer this question very well and they scored good marks.
Expected answers were:
•
•

Miila ki yeo basali ba shimbile nako kaufela
Kulubaluba liswanelo zabasali.

Very few candidates struggled to get answers and wrote this
Basali ba sialezi hahulu mi ba swabisisa bashemi babona kalika zebaeza.
(b) Kakuya kamo utwezi mwamukangad, lipiilelo zeo asebelisize muñoli litalusañi?
Mukubukanywa mwalapa lililiñwi
Sina likuhu mwasikalamunanga
Kuli muitwanise
Kwakalenga musintwa likomu
Zamina ki lumonyeza lififi
Most candidates were unable to answer this question and some of them were not interpreting according to
how phrases were presented.
Some of the wrong answers were:
•
Batu ba kopana kabuñata
•
Ba inezi feela lilata lamiluluezo
•
Likomu zabona habasikalitokomela
•
Basali ba sialexi hahulu.
The expected answers were:
•
•
•
•
•

Kupila mwalapa lililiñwi
Bsali bapila bupilo bwakusalukuluha bakeñisa kukopanela maino
Nako kaufela ki likomano
Kwakalenga basali ba lobolwa kalikomu
Zamina ki zakuezeza kwamukunda

(c) Ki mipilelo yecwañi yabasali yeo italusizwe mwamukanga yesatabisi?
Most candidates answered this question well and few candidates gave wrong answers e.g.
•
Mipilelo yakusulula limba
•
Basulule mezi fafasi kakuli lifasi linyolilwe.
•
Basali nebasautwi kubulelelwa mi nebasina likute.
Expected answers were:
•
•
•
•
•

Yakusaeza zeo balata bakeñisa kusalatelelaa miila
Kupalelwa kuitusa habanze ba nyandiswa
Kusaituta zende kubabañwi
Kunyalwa muuna alimuñwi ni kupila lapa lililiñwi
Kulatelela miila yeo itisa manyando kubona.

(d) Bo mupalelwa kuiñwaya.  Mupalelwa ni kuzwela kwabatu kuli mubone zebaeza.  Kuamana ni manzwi
afahalimu muñoli na bilaezwa kiñi?
Only few candidates managed to answer this question well.
Answers given were:
•

Basali habaituti sesiñwi kuamana ni sizo sabona.
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•
•

Na bilaezwa ki musali yanaitwezi yanahana kuzwela fande kuli batu bkamuseha.
Ki bona basali bababeela baana babona milyani.

Expected answers were:
•
•
•

Bazwe kwakulatelelela miila nako kaufela.
Baitamulele kuzemaswe zeeziwa kubona
Batuhele kuitwanisa musahabo bona.

(e) Muñoli usebelisize cwañi mikwa yabasali kufitisa sesiñwi mwabupilo?
Most candidates scored high marks, it seemed to be easy to them.  Few candidates did not interpret it well.
Wrong answers given were:
•
•

Muñoli usebelisa manzwi akuli ueze se ki miila ueze sani ki muila
Basali habana bupilo bobunde mi habasepahali

Expected answers were:
•
•
•
•
•
2

Bazwe kwakulatelela miila nako kaufela
Baitumele kuzemaswe zeeziwa kubona
Batuhele kuipetuhela kakuitwanisa
Batokomele lika zetisa litoyo ni lifapanolikunyandisana
Ba talife basike ba putelelwa.

(a) Talusa kakuya kamomuñoli abeezi bupilo bwa nyambangula mwamukanga.
Most candidates answered it well even though few of them just copied from the poem instead of interpreting
the poet’s point of view.
Wrong answers given were:
•
•

Mulisanaa bupilo ki wena muña bona
Mubupi walinto kaufela yafile meto, mazebe ni milili.

Expected answers were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ki mufani wamoya
Moya woo uufana feela haulekiwi
Ki yena yaezize lika kaufela
Kuezeza batu kuli bapile hande
Una ni lilato lelituna kwa batu kaufela
Kono batu bahana lilato leo.
Lilato lahae ki lakuyakuile.
Batu babata lilato labuhata lelifela kapili
Hakatali kuswalela babamufoselize

(b) Kikabakalañi muñoli hasebelisize litaba zetatama mwamukanga?
Most candidates did not answer this question well.  Some interpreted it in reference to Jesus repeating those
phrases.
•
Haneni bulela linzwi lahao nebani nyefula.
•
Batu nebasalumeli zene ni babulelela.
Some few candidates responded very well and they scored good marks.
Expected answers were:
•
Balumeli habalapela mulimu batu babashendekela
•
Batu babulela kuli zebalapela kizabuhata.
•
Habalapeli Mulimu waniti
•
Batu babulela kuli balumeli habazibi zebaeza.
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Very few candidates opted for this question.
(a) Few candidates answered this question very well.  Some did not do well so they gave the following
wrong answers.
•
•
•

Okonkwo na lyehelanga lika
Okonkwo neli mukoneli mwapapali yalikumanga
Okonkwo naikambusanga.

Expected answers were:
•
•

Na sina seo na yolile kundatahe kuli akalele fateni bupilo bwa hae.
Nazwa falubasi lolushebile.

(b) Most candidates did not do well in this question they lost marks because they could not interpret those
idiomatic expressions.
Some wrong answers given were:
(i)

-  Lifu lakona kumutela
-  Ki mitolo mutu wakona kushwa

(ii)

Simbotwe situlaka musihali kiona sizamaya kapili

Expected answers were:
(i)

Nana ni buzwa hakuna sanaikonela.

(ii)

Mutu haeza sika unanilibaka.

(c) Ñola zabonisize muñoli mwalikande kuli luzibe unoka
Most candidates did well on this question.  Candidates were able to give examples from the novel.
Expected answers were:
•
Neli muuna yabuzwa
•
Na limanga mokusampukile
•
Nana ni sifateho samutu yashuvile tala kapa yainzi mwamaswabi
•
Nebakona hahulu kuliza kanamutolilo
•
Neba tabanga nako yakukutula
•
Nebana ni likoloti zeñata zeo nebasalifi kapili
•
Neba bulailwe ki butuku bwalifuza
•
Neba sika pumbekwa bakeñisa butuku bo kacwalo habana libita
(d) Kamaikuto ahao, ki mipilelo mañi yasizo saMaibo yetabisa mwalikande.
Candidates answered this question very well and showed knowledge of the novel and their interest in
culture.
Expected answers were:
•
Nebakona kuipilisa kanjimo
•
Kusalwana kapa kunyemelana kanako yaviki yakozo.
•
Kushimba katalo kapuli kakuiria
•
Kusabulelela banana ni basali likunutu
•
Kufa mishukwe kwalindwalume
•
Kususueza banana kuziba ni kukuteka sizo.
(e) Kakuya kakutwisiso yahao yalikande, ki sifi seo muñoli walikande alika kufitisa kumubali kakuya
kamo abeezi likande la Unoka ni mwanahae Okonkwo.
Candidates answered this question very well.
Expected answers were:
•
Muñoli nalika kuluta babali kuli nihaukaba ni mushemi yashebile, wena wakona kusebeza katata ni
kufeza/kuuta lubasi lwamina
•
Mushemi yaeza zemaswe uswabisisa bana bahae
•
Okonkwo na pilile inge ana ni sabo yakusalatelela bupilo bwabuzwa sina ndatahe.
•
Mushemi hasasebezi katata bana bahae bakanyanda mwabupilo.
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4

Mwalikande la Bupilo kaswalala muñoli ubonisa cwañi kumubali kuli sifumu sikona kuhapa maikuto amutu?
This is one of the questions where candidates managed to do well and most of them were able to explain their
understanding of the novel.  Few candidates only lost marks because their answers were too short.
Expected answers were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

Muzwahule hataha mwaAfrica nataha lika zeo bayahi baAfrica nebasazibi.
Muzwahule sitwala Ndekandeka atohapiwa maikuto ki sifumu/timbule zaAfrica.
BoInduna sitenda ba amuhela hande mueñi yoo hamoho ni limpo zanabafa.
Limpo zatisa pupo yasilikani sesitiile mwahalaa bona.
Kambe sifumu nesisiyo silikani nesisike sahula kabubebe.
Mueni nasika bonisa kalembeshwa kahae kakusaba kuitimisa sifumu.

(a) Sitoyo saMaliepezani kumahe sinkatana nesizwelela fasikamañi?
Most candidates did not answer this question well.
Some wrong answers given were:
•
Maliepezani nasalati kuli sinkatana abe mulena.
•
Bulani muuna Maliepezani nabata kubaMulena.
Expected answers were:
•
Bashemi baMaliepezani mi baMalitaulani neba fapani
(b) Ki butata mañi boo Sinkatana na talimani ni bona hayolukulula batu.
Most candidates who opted for this question didn’t answer it very well.
Expected answers were:
•
Batu nebakalile kunyaza likatulo zahae.
•
Bulani na bonisize muna kaketo yaMulena.
•
Sicaba nesinyaza mutomopuso waswalelano ni kutisano yalipilu.
•
Maliepezani nakalile kususueza Bulani kuli abulaye mulena
•
Sicaba nesinyaza Mulena Sinkatana kakusanyala.
(c) Ñola zeo akususuelize muñoli kuli uzibe mubapali walibizo laMaliepezani.
Candidates answered this question well.
Expected answers were:
•
Maliepezani neli musalaa Bulani, yoo na bulaile Sinkatana
•
Maliepezani ki yena yana bulelezi Bulani kuli Sinkatana haswaneli kuba mulena.
•
Ha toile mutu haswaleli.
•
Na susuelize muunahae kubulaya mulena ni hana hakanyeha.
•
Na toile hahulu lusika lwaMalitaulani
•
Mulena hasashwile, na nitifalize kuli mulatu neli wahae kakuli ki yena yana susuelize Bulani kupeta
mulelo wahae.
(d) Kamaikuto ahao ki mañi yana ni moya omaswe, Maliepezani kapa muunahae Bulani?
Few candidates did well on this question.  They were able to explain reasons for their choices depending on
knowledge gained from the novel.
Expected answers were:
•
Maliepezani na na ni moya omaswe kufita muunahae.
•
Na susueza muunahae kupeta mulelo wahae.
•
Na bonisize bundume kakubulela patalaza kuli ki yena yanatisize lifu laSinkatana.
•
Na fumbela kufelisa lusika lwaMalitaulani mi nekubile cwalo.
•
Nasina masisi akunitifaza pulao yaMulena Sinkatana.
Most candidates who opted for this question did not do well.  They gave the following wrong answers
•
•

Maliepezani naeza feela kalembeshwa kakubanga fatuko ni Mulena Sinkatana
Bulani naketile lipaki lisili ili mafosisa matuna.

This question seemed to be difficult because even those who tried to give correct answers they gave not more
than two points.
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(e) Kiñi seo nalika kufitisa kumubali muñoli kakusebelisa mubapaliyo Bulani.
Most candidates who opted for this question did not do well.  They did not interpret it in the context of the
author’s view.
Some candidates gave the following wrong answers.
•
•

Bulani na saba balimu bahae nako kaufela
Bulani neli muuna yomunde kakuli nasababeli mulelo wamusalaahae.

Expected answers were:
•
Muñoli na bonisa kuli ni haueza hande batu babañwi kona bakakutoya ni kufita.
•
Mutu yakutoile ni hainyaza uzibe kuli ki fahalimu feela.
•
Batu babañwi baeza bumaswe kakuputelelwa kubabañwi.
•
Babañwi balikanga kutuhela zemaswe kono bapalelwiswa ki babañwi batu.
•
Batu balike kuhana kususuezwa kueza bumaswe.
6

Maikuto ahao ki afi kuamana ni milao ni likatulo zaAkaongolelwa sina kamolitaluselizwe mwapapali
yaSituhu siipa mata?
This was the most difficult question because only two candidates opted for this question.
Expected answers were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Milao yaMulena Akaongolelwa neli yetata hahulu, batu kaufela bene batalimezi taba yeo nebasike baikutwa
hande.
Ku utwisa hahulu butuku kubona mutu yomuñwi inge anyandiswa kanzila yecwalo.
Mutu kuyumbelwa mwamusima walitau hakitaba yetabisa.
Katulo yakupapaulwa ki litau mutu inge mumutalimezi ki pono yesabisa.
Mulena yasina sishemo utoiwa ki batu bahae bazamaisa
Mulena yoo nihakafumana butata hakuna babakona kumutusa
Ukaba ni lila zenata.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•

Teachers should pay attention to teaching literature especially poems, Lika liwanyambwanaleka and situhu siipa
mata.
Teachers should pay attention to idiomatic expressions and interpretation of author’s intentions during their
interactions with candidates.
Candidates should be encouraged to read instructions with understanding before they start writing.
Language usage, punctuation marks and orthography should be a priority.
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4111
Paper 4
GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•
•

Most centres did not follow guidelines regarding the conducting of Oral Assessment.
All centres submitted a wide range of samples.
Most centres did their administration tasks well.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
The Oral Assessment is based on three genres.  Poetry, Prose and Drama.  Assessment should be conducted from one
of the prescribed textbooks.
POETRY
Only one centre opted for this genre, however this candidate did not perform well.  They were unable to elaborate and
expand their knowledge through discussion.
PROSE
Most centres examined candidates in this genre, even though it was only “Bupilo Kaswalala” none opted for “Lika
liwanyambwanaleka”.  Most candidate who opted for this genre did very well.
DRAMA
Most candidates who opted for this genre were assessed from “Sinkatana” instead none chose “Situhu siipa mata.”  The
candidates who opted for this genre did well.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examiners should conduct warm up sessions to prepare candidates for the assessement.
Examiners should carry on a conversation with the candidate to avoid long monologues.
Examiners are encouraged to teach poetry and all prescribed books to prepare learners for the assessment.
Most administrative tasks were done well although internal moderation wasn’t done by few centres.
All centres conducted interviews in a friendly way and posed good questions
Moderators’ reports for previous years should be read by examiners to avoid repetition of mistakes.
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FIRST LANGUAGE THIMBUKUSHU
4112
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
This year 2020 is the second year running that a similar standardized paper across all African Languages is set and written,
the first being in 2019. The paper is generally of good quality and of the same difficulty as that of last year.
The two passages were themed around feelings of regret and disappointments, of sadness and happiness interwoven in
the events that unfold as the stories are told by the main characters themselves on their account and experiences towards
such events and ultimate lessons learnt, if any, albeit too late. Passage 1 centred on the last French lesson in the wake of
the French-German/Franco-Prussian war (1870-1871) and the political change in the school as the medium of instruction is
abruptly changed from French to German and the school has to forgo its French teacher to make way the next day for a new
German teacher. Passage 2 relates to the change in the lecturer, a professor of Agricultural economics, who is posed to leave
the university for the “unknown/uncertain” greener pasture elsewhere, and be replaced by new one not known to the students.
In both instances, the teachers have to teach their last lesson in the atmosphere overpowered by accounts of feelings of regret
and disappointments, of sadness and happiness from both the teacher/lecturer and the learners/students.
The majority of the scripts marked have shown that learners have acquired a better understanding on how to answer questions
in Paper 1 (Reading and Directed Writing) as was the case in the previous year (2019). It also appeared that most learners
answered all questions, an indication of good time management. However, some learners did not answer Question 2, 3 and 4
for several reasons only known to them; but mostly the last question (Question 4) that could be attributed to time constraints.
This is evident in the manner they spent answering Question 2 in details, just to rush to jot down only a few sentences in the
remaining questions (3 and 4) that didn’t even reach the required 200-250 words.
The numbering and sequencing of all answered questions were done correctly, making it easier for the marker to mark each
question in the paper. Overall, most learners in all Centres performed very well in this paper as instructions on each questions
were followed accordingly.
Therefore, as a reminder to teachers, learners need therefore improvement in the following areas: reading the passage(s)
and related questions with understanding, time management or time spent per answer or section: Thimbukushu Standardised
(approved) Orthography: correct use of conjunctive and disjunctive writing of words, correct spelling of words, language
usage (grammar) and correct use of punctuation marks and correct tenses and sentence structures. Centres are once more
requested to make use of the prescribed Thimbukushu Orthography No.3 booklet to practise correct use of conjunctive and
disjunctive writing of words. Centres should also inculcate in learners the use of correct and acceptable spelling and grammar.
Teachers are once more encouraged to pay more attention during normal teaching time to the above issues in order to improve
learners’ mastery of the language skills and their examination results.
Once such aspects are mastered by all learners, there will be no confusions or guessing-work by the marker in the meaning of
what exactly a learner has tried to write about in an essay-type answer like an article (Q2), a summary of similarities of feelings/
attitudes in Passage 1 and 2 (Q3) and a friendly letter (Q4) that must still reach the required 200-250 words.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL/SPECIFIC QUESTIONS:
SECTION A
Question 1
This question was well answered even though a few learners did not get the correct answers in the multiple-choice questions
(Question 1a-1c). Others did mere guesswork as a result of not paying attention when reading Passage 1 and therefore lost
2-3 marks. In the contextual questions (Question 1(d)-1(f), learners who thoroughly read Passage 1 managed to get all
marks. Question 1(d) posed a challenge to some learners as they didn’t understand the question and/or the passage very
well. However, 1(e) was also challenging in the fact that some learners repeated what was answered in the either 1(e) or
1(d); this just shown the same problem of reading the passage/question with understanding. Overall, the majority of learners
managed to do well in this question.
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Question 2
This question required from learners to write an article related to the events in the name of the main character, Franz, but
mostly about lessons learn years later as an adult. This means that Franz is to reflect, as an adult, on the very same last
French lesson in the wake of the French-German/Franco-Prussian war (1870-1871) and the political change in that school as
the medium of instruction was abruptly changed from French to German and that the school had to forgo its French teacher to
make way the next day for a new German teacher. The same main character has now to write this article for the newspaper,
years later as an adult, with a new heading as provided in the question.
Obviously, the article is to be written in the first person. As expected, most learners wrote the article at the required length
(200-250 words) and scored more marks/points in this question though, albeit with some learners taking up a lot of their exam
time doing so. It was also very obvious to note that some leaners just copied verbatim (as is) some of the paragraphs in
Passage 1 wherein Franz was speaking in the first person without using own sentences or rephrasing parts of the sentences.
They were therefore penalised for such pure plagiarism and lost some marks. It is very important though that own sentence
construction should thus be a key, although the main ideas are/should be coming from the text/passage itself.
SECTION B
Question 3
Question 3 asked of learners to give the similarities of the characteristics, feelings/attitudes and experiences of the
two main characters in the two passages (both Passage 1 and Passage 2) as it pertains to the experiences (successes/
achievements and challenges) they underwent in their respective daily lives as learners/students.
The question did not require learners to compare infrastructures /buildings, things/objects or years/numbers. (e.g.
Muthitoyamingwa tho kutanga hana toyo mo shure, mukafumughana, myaka, thikuhonga yira Thifurendji ditunga
nomuthitoya thoghuwadi namo karo”
Or
Muyitoyamingwa yoyiheya hana toyo mo yo kuhatera kuyikuhonga, mo gha di karo mamitiri ghohakafumu ….”, etc.).
Thus, this question required of the learners to have read with understanding all two passages (both Passage 1 and Passage
2) and the question itself before answering it. The indicative content should thus relate clearly to what exactly is asked (i.e.,
similarities of the characteristics, feelings/attitudes and experiences) in the question, not what the leaner guess or think the
question is/was all about (i.e.; The question did not ask about comparing similarities of infrastructures/buildings, things/objects
or years/numbers, people’s names, etc.).
In certain instances, some learners were able to mention factors in the one passage but failed to indicate which similar factors
existed in the other passage, leaving certain statements hanging.
For example, the use of “ndani”/“karo” (but/also) and “ene” (and) makes such statement/sentence hanging in the sense that
the comparisons of similarities are not complete (e.g. Muthitoya thokutanga Franz gha yendire maranga kushure (came late
to school) ene muthitoya thoghuwadi ndani…”
Or
Muthitoya thokutanga Franz gha kwerire yo kupira kutwetha wangu Thifurendji (regretted not learning to read and write in
French) ene nomuthitoya thoghuwadi ndani/karo…”).
The statement should then say what similarities are there in Passage 2, and not just leaving the sentence/statement hanging
like it is here.
Many learners were able to concretely provide such required similarities, yet some missed the point, and provided either a
summary of events per passage or just gave a comparison of infrastructures /buildings, things/objects or years/numbers in the
two passages that were not required in the answers at all. It was also noted that some learners provided “guess-work” answers
and they were therefore as a result penalised for not giving the required similarities coming out of the two given passages.
Others provided both similarities and differences or just gave the differences, which were not the expected answers in anyway.
Although this question proved to be difficult to most learners, there are some learners who got enough marks as they answered
the question correctly. For some learners who left the question blank, or just wrote a few lines, such demise may be attributed
partially to time management/time constraints if compared to how such same learner answered/wrote elaborately in Question
2.
As a highlight, a few learners who thoroughly read the two passages and Question 3 with understanding answered this
question correctly and thus scored higher marks. In this case, the required length of 200-250 words was still adhered to.
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Question 4
Question 4 asked from learners to write a friendly letter. The instructions were that the learner should assume the role
of one of the students in the professor’s class and is the one writing the letter to their lecturer (who taught them Agricultural
Economics), and not the lecturer (the professor) writing to the students. Learners were thus expected to write a friendly letter
of gratitude to their professor in the first person and expand such letter through thanking him for whatever good things he has
done for them in class/apologising for their misbehaviours, etc.
In this paper too, it was also very obvious that some leaners just copied verbatim (as is) some of the paragraphs in Passage
2 wherein the main character was speaking/telling about the professor in the third person without using own sentences or
rephrasing parts of the sentences so that the whole letter is written in the first person. One couldn’t avoid seeing the “copy and
paste”-tactics used here. They were therefore penalised for such pure plagiarism and lost some marks.
It is once more very important though that own sentence construction should thus be a key, although the main ideas are/should
be coming from the text/passage itself.
Therefore, learners could not score more points on this question as per expectations. In some cases, the letters were also
very short and did not meet the required 200-250 words. Though not so important in some aspects of marking, the learners
omitted (forgot) the address and salutation at the beginning and end of the letter making it difficult to denote if this was a
speech or a letter. Still, teachers need to emphasise important aspects of a friendly letter, that is, learners need to be taught
the best format of writing a friendly letter and also prepare them well how to answer an essay-type question, in this case a
friendly letter. Most importantly though, the friendly-letter should contain the following: introduction, main body content, and a
clear conclusion. Since it is written to a professor, the right etiquette should apply when addressing an elder (who is not their
classmate/friend).
Some learners scored better marks in this question. However, there are still some learners who left the question blank, or just
wrote a few lines, which such demise could still be attributed partially to time management/time constraints if compared to how
the same learner answered/wrote elaborately in Question 2.
Other learners though, didn’t know what to write about, just like in the same manner Question 2 and 3 were not fully attempted.
Learners should also be encouraged to attempt to answer all questions within the given timeframe. Even if they wrote half of
the required length, they might score some marks if the answers provided are correct. They should thus practise to read fast
and also write fast but very legible.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Teachers teaching NSSCO Thimbukushu are highly encouraged to help learners in the use of correct Thimbukushu
Standardised Orthography, punctuation marks, grammar and sentence structure (correct tenses and word order). It is in
this aspect where learners demonstrate complete mastery of the written language as well as the use of all language skills.
The use idioms and proverbs is also an important aspect of language leaning and use. It is thus necessary to understand
their importance in the broader language use when learners attempt to use these idioms and proverbs. This aspect should
thus also be taught in context. However, it was noted throughout the marking that some learners used proverbs and idioms
correctly, and at times used them where it did not correlate with the context and meaning of the sentence before or after such
proverbs/idioms (especially when answering Question 2 and Question 4).
As they say practice makes perfect, teachers should therefore give to their learners a lot of written work (assignments,
homework, and class activities) to exercise the above-mentioned issues. Teachers should thoroughly teach and prepare
learners how to understand the content and context of passages for them to be able to properly answer the questions asked.
Teachers need to prepare own written tasks of different themes as per the syllabus requirements, if not available in available
prescribed books, to go through with learners during normal teaching and learning hours throughout the year so that learners
get used to such texts. These texts could be sources from any daily English newspaper articles or magazines, etc. It is
important that all short pieces of writing need to be taught in order to prepare learners for their final external examination at
the end of the year. Teachers and learners are also encouraged to look at past question papers in order to prepare for future
exams.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It was a pleasure marking Paper 1: Reading and Directed Writing for the year 2020. In general, most learners did very well in
this paper. Teachers are encouraged to do more in assisting learners in order for them to learn more and to pass with higher
marks.
Finally, this report, together with previous Thimbukushu NSSCO Examiner’s Reports, should be used by schools/Centres as
guidelines when preparing learners throughout the course for Paper 1: Reading and Directed Writing. Teachers and learners
are both encouraged to look at past question papers in order to prepare for future exams.
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4112
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
The overall performance of candidates went slightly down compared to last year. There were also a lot of language
errors as well as grammatical errors. Some candidates wrote very long essays. Some candidates used figurative
expressions, though some expressions were not properly used.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1

Most candidates opted for this question but they did not specify the type of cultural event they attended
and also some wrote about other social events which do not relate to the question.

2

Most of the candidates opted for this question. Others stated facts and the good part of living in Namibia,
however, some failed to state facts and reasons as to why should any person live in Namibia. Candidates
were expected to mention advantages or facts such as: free movement, freedom of expression, rights to
school, live etc.

3

Most of the candidates answered this question very well. They imagined well and mentioned countries
overseas.

4

Some candidates who opted for this question attempted it well. Candidates would first write on how
they had been perceiving that person in a bad way as judged but then later realised that it was a wrong
judgement towards the person.

5

A very few candidates opted for this question because it was difficult for candidates to interpret their
understanding towards the question. Candidates could describe the person but to relate to the famous
person on how he/she was seen through media, television, etc. was very difficult for the candidates to explain.

6

Very few candidates attempted the question and they answered it well, though there were some
shortcomings when it comes to elaboration and developing of facts.

7

A few number of candidates answered the question, which means they understood the question.

8

A number of candidates opted for this topic and wrote about their favourite school. They mentioned the
good things about their school, the name of the school etc.

9

Candidates who opted for this question could describe what they saw on the picture. They described the
illustration well.
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Some common mistakes and errors detected by candidates:
Wrong word

Correct word

a ka tangera
twa kupakere
nagho
yagho
dhine (thivarero)
ghana futji
ngo tu kenge
hanu gha kara
panunda thaAfrika
ncamu
shwathane
ghutjirwo
ghukorokotji
dyaro
thikumena
kwadi
nga kukantjindje

gha ka tangera
twa ku pakererire
nawo
yawo
dhi ne (negha Hungora)
hana kupitakana pa thofotji
ngeshi tu lange
hanu ka kara
oanunda dhaAfrika
ngcamu
tjwadhane
woma, magina ghukutenkute
ghukarakathi
dyareno
thikumenena
koghadi
ñanyi gha kukutjindji

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
Teachers should teach candidates how to create appropriate topics (initiative).
Candidates need to be discouraged from creating long topics which results into sentences.
Encourage candidates to use expressions appropriate.
The use of orthography should be a daily thing in class in order for candidates to grasp and understand.
Discourage candidates from long sentences and encourage them to use conjunctions.
The use of punctuation marks is one of the keys in every day lesson.
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4112
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
Candidates sat for this examination could critically response to some of the literature questions, while others experienced
some challenges in answering the questions correctly. There were very few candidates who did not follow instructions
in the front page.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
SECTION A: POETRY
1

This sub-section contributed to loss of marks by many candidates especially those who opted for the
question. There was evidence that candidates lacked knowledge on the questions which referred to the
authors’ language in conveying meaning. Question numbered (a) and (c) referred to the language of the
author and here is where candidates lost marks.
(a) The question was about the way the author uses language to convey meaning about the beauty of
Africa and this was a 2 marks question. For those candidates who did not get the correct marks, they
were copying sentences from the poem which was not the way of answering the question.
Some few candidates who got the answers correct were those who answered like:
•
ndimi dhokunupitha, ndimi dhomapituritho ndimi dhokutanaghura
and some supportive sentences from the poem like ‘rwereko roye twa fumaneka’. This was the correct
answer to the question.
(b) This question was a phrase from stanza 1 in line three and four which states like: ‘wa kengerera vene
mudiva, mbadi wa kuthetuka’. The question is about the effect this phrase makes in candidates and
why, and the question was two marks.
Possible answers:
•
yighayadhara yoyiwa yoyishi Afrika mbadi gha kara ghurandhi, ngo gha piraghukanga ne ngo kare gha
reta yita ngambi ngo gha kokera hanendi mughukukutu nomatunga ghamweya pamaghindha.
Candidates should use the knowledge that this Africa in the poem is a map not literary a person as said in
the poem. Instead of saying like that candidates lost marks by arguing that there is nowhere a person can
sit without turning the other side as if the question instructed them to give their argument.
(c) This question referred to the message that the author intents to convey in stanza 9 of the poem and
this was a three marks question. This question was correctly answered by many candidates.
The answers were:
•
muthimingwa thi mutanuri kuna kutamba eshi Africa mbadi gha fa ndhara pamurandu ghomaghushwi
agha gha kara mo
•
mutanuri kuna kutamba eshi Africa ne mutungi pamurandu ghoyiwana yendi eyi ya kara mo.
•
mutanuri kuna kutamba eshi Africa mbadi gha fa dinota pamurandu ghomarware nomaviya.
(d)

This question was about the feelings which the author makes in the reader with effect to stanza 5 and
why. This was a four marks question and most candidates got the answers correct:
•
•
•
•

yina ni gumu mughuyi/yina ni kashitha,
hakaAfrica shime ha rwera ghumbedi,
mbadimo thiraro mumatunga ghamweyaghaAfrica,
mbadi hana kurughanena pofotji, ngambi ghushwi mbadi hana kughukutapera thiwana.

(e) The question was about what the author intents the reader to know about Africa’s plants. The question
consisted of four marks and many candidates scored good marks.
The answers were:
•
kuningitha hanu eshi ha tambure thiwana ghushwi oghu ha wana,
•
kuvurukitha hatoyi ha tumere eyi ha wana no kuyirughanitha thiwana,
•
kuwavurukitha ha ghunguvure ghushwi oghu wa roghitha Africa,
•
kuwadimukitha eshi yitondo ne mudyo mudyo kukwetu pakupara.
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(f)

The question was about how the author compare Africa from other continents. The candidates should
use the idea from the poem to answer the question. The question was well answered by candidates,
however there were some who did not know how to answer the question in comparison to the other
continents. The reason candidates lost marks is because they were only referring to Africa and could
not show the other side of their answers, for instance: Africa gha kara noghuyeghave, Africa gha kara
noyitondo yoyingi thikuma’. This type of answers was incomplete.
The correct answers were:
•
mutanuri kuna kumutjakitha Africa kumatunga ghamweya mumuhingo ghodyango (apa gha karera),
ghushwi noghukaro wawanu wendi, eyi kuna kuyishwaghitha yira ngeno:
•
Africa gha karera pepi nodiyuwa, ene matunga ghamweya ne kayenda nodiyuwa
•
Africa gha kara noghushwi ghowingi yira yitondo noyiyama oku matunga ghamweya ne mbadiko
•
Africa gha kara nomarware ghomengi oku matunga ghamweya ne mbadiko mvura
•
MuAfrica shime ha rwera hanu mukukondjera ghupiterithi oku matunga ghamweya ne muthiraro ha di.

2

This sub-section was answered by very few candidates. Most of those who opted for this question were
unable to score good marks. Candidates’ writings did not reach the number of words as per instruction.
Candidates who answer this sub-section seems to be confused on how they answered question numbered
2 (a) and (b).
(a) The question was like: In which way the author reveals that the relationship between the father and
his child is so disquiet? Use information from the poem to answer the question. This was a ten
marks question and candidates were expected to answer in a prose form. For those candidates who
lost marks their answers were like: hedhamunu gha ka tawire mwanendi paghuhura yoyishi eyi gha
shwenene ne pamurandu ghoyiwana eyi ya mu pirire. This does not show how disquiet the relationship is.
The correct answers were:
•
mutanuri kuna kuyineghedha muyitenda nomuyighamba yahedhamunu,
•
gha yevure mwanendi no kukutenditha yira mbadi gha mu dimuka.
•
gha kananine thikuma mwanendi pakumwipura ko gha pakere thinga,
•
ghedhire mu kuneghedha thidimukitho thorushwenitho rwamwanendi,
•
mbadi gha teghererire kuthidiro thambuyama mu kumudimukitha,
•
gha djabwane pithendi oku mwanendi pakunyanda nanyina,
•
pakumona mwanuke ghana kumu mughuta wa kora ko keya na gha thume eshi naye ngo gha roghera
kudya yamwanendi. Yinu yi ne kuyavura thikuma mutjima.
(b) The question is about why this poem so important to the youth in nowadays life. This was also a ten
marks question and most candidates answered it correctly. Candidates were expected to answer in
a prose form.
The expected answers were:
•
yina wa gumu hamuregheya,
•
hamweya mo ha di kare moghu ghukaro, ha kuhonge ha ka tjindje yikuyuva yawawihawo awa ha wa
yevura.
•
Mbadi ha kona kuyishimba paghupata, thitambo tho kuwayevura ne honyi mana sho ha yi yuve hanu.
•
Hambuyama hamweya pithawo hana kukukurekanga mipango dho kurera hanuke.
•
Hamuregheya ha wane thishongero koyino mumutanuro.
•
Mutanuro ghu kukona kuyandhurura meho ghawo koyi yina wa tamba paghutho.
•
Mutanuro ghu ne thirughanitho tho kuwahonga ghuyi gho kurema nowanuke-wanuke.
•
Kukona kuhonga hambuyama ha tanare kukukureka mipango pithawo ngeshi hatutughuru hana kaghu.
See the markscheme for complete answers.

3

This question was well answered by the candidates and many opted for it. However, there were questions
numbered (c) and (e) was a challenge to candidates.
(a) For question numbered (a) (i) and (ii), there were phrases given for candidates to give the message
which the phrase carried to the reader.
These were like:
(i) “Mwanuke ture ñotho, thikuramurandu ne mbadipo”
(ii) “Dikokamwiro ne yingidyareta”.
This was a two marks question and candidates lost marks because they did not know the meaning of these
phrases due to the lack of knowlegde about where they are used in the book.
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The answers were:
(i)

mutjangi kuna kushwaghitha mbudhi kwawatoyi kupitera mwaMuyota oyu hana kutongwera eshi
gha turumuke yoyishi hakakuruwera murandu ne ha fa.

(ii)

mutjangi kuna kutapa mbudhi kupitera mwamupepi Mayenga dhi yende kawatoyi, eshi mbadi ha
ka dodorithanga mañando kukwenu kukona kuyipitha yiyeka yoye.

(b) This question was how does the author makes you sympathise with Shadinyando during the
incident whereby Muyota stole meat in the palace? This was a three marks question. There were
few candidates who lost marks because they had little knowledge about what happen in the book.
Some candidates wrote like: Shadinyando ha mu wanine murandu yoyishi yodighe ghedhire nyama
wafumu which was totally incorrect.
The expected answers were:
•
apa hana kumurundera eshi yo gha nedhi nyama napo ne Muyota,
•
apa hana kushupa hakakashitiko eshi yoyu direnga yo ghana yitendi,
•
apa hana kumufutitha ngombe dhishawingi thikuma oku ye ne mbadiko yi gha tendire.
(c) The question was about the author’s point of view in relation to inheritance and how does it affect the
biological children of the deceased?  This was a five marks question.  Many candidates lost marks in
this question. The reason they could not get the correct answers was because they were saying that
the author likes ghupingwa because the children of Shakashivi were not given a share. This was a
wrong answer.
The expected answers were:
•
memaneno ghamutjangi gha di eshi ghupingwa ne kureta kunyanda mwawana.
•
kutwara mumbapira kuna kuyineghedha eshi wa yipithire thikuma hana Shakashivi apa ha ghu wa
yumene.
•
dhonunderero dhowidhi wamupepi Muyota.
•
ghupingwa wa retire thinyenganyi mwawana kwawakadiko kate ha tokore kuhuka kwanyakudyawo gho
kwereka nyokwawo.
•
ghupingwa wa tjorire nungathano dhawana nodiko dyawihawo.
(d) The question was about the lesson which the author gives to the reader using the character Tuhadeleni.
This was a five marks question and most candidates lost the marks because they seemed unaware
about the character by the name Tuhadeleni and the incident he got involved in. Some candidates
wrongly answered that Tuhadeleni was a hardworking man, so the lesson learnt for the reader is
hardworking to earn a living, which was not the case.
The expected answers were:
•
mbadi ha piterithanga kuhaka manyinga,
•
mbadi ha kuturanga muthirughana thowidhi ghoyighuraghuritha yoghushwi ghoditunga, kukukwata.
•
mushere ghoye muthirughana thowidhi yo sho gha kuhete yoyo.
•
ngeshi kutonda eyi ghu nedhi ghuna kukuyandja ghothinda ha kukwate.
•
munu kukona kurughana ngeshefa dhodhiwa mbadi dhowidhi, kukushwedha ghothinda.
(e) The question was about how Mayenga’s behaviour contributes to worsening of her child’s life in
this book?  Supportive answers were expected with referral from the book.  This was a five marks
question. Many candidates seemed very confused when answering this question.
Some thought the question was asking how Muyota becomes worse and they answered like: Muyota ne
ghana kufuwerera keho kupira kuyuva, mbadi gha kutjindjire, mbadi gha shaghekire widhi. These were all
wrong answers because the focus is on Mayenga not Muyota.
The expected answers were:
•
Mayenga mbadi gha dimuka kupakera thinga mwanendi,
•
mbadi nga mu mwashuranga kehe pano nga haruranga,
•
mumbapira ha yi shupa eshi Mayenga nga ghambanga ngenyu pakanwa eyi nga yi dhiranga
kughamwena Muyota, yoyishi shime mumbiru.
•
ghana na hamura eshi mbadiko ye shushwa dho kushwaghithitha mwanendi thikuto, oku ngo gha
roghera kuromba.
•
ghana ghambire eshi ngo hana ka thi pagha thina ka ghayitha hanu.
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4

The question is to critically explore ways in which the author is portraying that the story for maghukukutu
gha Kativa is so saddened. Use ideas from the book to support your answer. This was a 20 marks question
which needs to be answered in an essay typed form. Candidates who opted for this question had different
ways how they answered it. For those who lost marks were reproducing the story the way it appears in
the book. Others did not have a clue of what was discussed in the story, instead, they discussed about the
story of Muyota in the book Mushere. Others had the knowledge but very little, meaning they could not
bring up all the evidence in the story, as a result their writing had little content.
The correct answers were:
•
mayira agha thina kureta thiñeke thithimwa thi ne ghano:
•
Kativa ne mwanuke mukatji komanduraghumbo, ene yo yina kuhokokera yinu yoyikarakathi thikuma.
•
Kativa ngo mwanuke ha roghera kuyakura mupango, ene handuraghumbo yo hana kushimbitha karo dinu
dishaghuremu thikuma,
•
Kativa hana mu mwaghera mo mumuthitu oku hakuru wo ne hana piti kughutho.
•
Kativa nodnhara dhendi dyo ghana kupundaghuka ghu kokakoka mboma eshi ngwa ñanyi gha ka
kupwedhumune.
•
Tjitju, woma, notokotoko yina mu wana Kativa pamurandu eshi awa hakuru gha yendire nawo mbadiko
thinga.

5.

This question was selected by many candidates and most of them obtained good marks, however question
numbered (d) seemed a bit challenging to them.
(a) The question referred to the effect the author makes in the reader in a way that he presents Kashi
and why and this was a three marks question. Most candidates who opted for this question had the
answer correct by saying that:
•
•

yikuyuva yoyimango yoyishi mbadi gha thotere koyi ya hokokire kwahanendi,
gha ghambire eshi mbadi wa kuyigonyaghukera ye mandwara mundhira gha ka dhingure hanendi.

(b) The question referred to the tittle of the book and how does it help in contributing to the portrayal of
the message of the book. Support your answer with evidence from the book. This was a four marks
question. Many candidates were able to give the correct answers as expected, and only few who lost
marks because they could not show evidence from the book.
The answers to this question were:
•
kuna kughamwena thikuma ka neghedha oyu ghana kuyighamba yoñando Wange ne Wange.
•
kuna kushwaghitha yikuyuva yamitiri Shakadya kwaTena,
•
yo hana ka wa kondhadhanena hangaghu yoyishi mbadi hana mono no kukwata temba yitongora
yoñando dhi kwaShakadya,
•
Tena ne waShakadya pithendi, ene ngeshi kumupepera ne wa dire thangonga.
(c) The question was what evidence in the book that makes you conclude that Shakadya was an educated
man but a fool. Some candidates lost marks by answering one part only, for instances, Shakadya ne
gha kuhonga yoyishi gha karire mitiri, nga ghambanga Thihingirisha. They could not look at the other
side of the question for a complete answer, and this is how they lost marks.
The expected answers were:
•
gha ka manine ghumitiri wendi pashure dhodhikuru,
•
nga ghambanga kehe pano Thihingirisha,
•
yighayara yendi noyitenda yendi mbadi ya monekire yira munu gha kuhonga,
•
nga komborokanga kushure pamurandu ghoyipara yoyiyi eyi nga kuhangananga nayo kudighumbo,
mbadi gha dimukire kushutura ghukukutu.
(d) The question was about the contradiction in the statement of Shambuto with the real incident which
happened between him and Shakadya. This was a four marks question and many candidates
obtained good marks.
The answers were:
•
Shambuto gha ghambire eshi thihokoka ne kwa hokokire pamathikuthiku napo ne parunguro,
•
Shambuto gha ghambire eshi Shakadya gha yende kwawamaporitha gha ka hete napo kwa mu
shamaghure eshi yimitiri munye yondhino.
•
gha tongorire ghumbango eshi momu gha mu kondhe mumutwi napo ne kwa kondhire muwiru gha mu
yapithe.
•
Gha rundere Shakadya eshi gheyire noghupata kukwendi napo ne gha mu morore kughutho ghepurire
hanendi.
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(e) This question was about the lessons which the author is giving using character Tena in this book.
This was a five marks question.  This question was well answered by many candidates who opted for
this sub-section. There were only few candidates who could not get the correct answers, because,
instead of giving lessons they described how character was like, for instance, Tena ne mukamadi
ghomunongo, Tena ne mukamadi gha dimuka kuthiyerera hakamuyekero wendi... These were not
the correct way of answering this question.
The expected answers were:
•
thishongero eshi ngeshi wa yeka wa kona kudhidhimeka maghukukutu.
•
mbadi wa kona kukara nondundutjima kwawakamuyekero ghoye, kuwatthigherera.
•
mbadi wa kona kurarukera mukafumu ghoye kurupetho oru ghuna kumona kwawakadiko dyendi.
•
wa kona kudimuka kutereka yidya yoyitowi ghushambererithe mukafumu ghoye.
•
mbadi wa kona kuyumena hakamuyekero ghoye yiwana yamwapawo kukunyenga.
6

This question was how the author portrays the violation of human rights by the characters in the book
FumuDiyeve. The candidates should use ideas from the book to answer the question. This was a bit a
challenge to candidates, because by the look of things, many did not understand the question well. For
those who lost marks reproduced the story from the book.
The expected answers were:
•
Piho gha shwahurire ghunu waFumu Diyeve pa kuna mu kwatera mumbara dhendi,
•
pakumuyakunutha kudiko dyendi no kumuhatereritha pamuve oku ye ne fumu.
•
pakumughanga ngambi kumupithura moko ghendi yira mwidhi ngambi yira thiharuri.
•
Fumu Diyeve gha shwahurire ghunu wamunu waShathighambero pakumupwerera dighonga mumbunga
dhawanu.
•
hamapokoto ha shwahurire ghunu wamunu waKura naTwayimango pakuwatera matongamo yira meyu gha
pirire.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•

Well done teachers at all centres for your efforts in teaching candidates to understand all the prescribed literature
genres.

•

Encourage candidates to read all the books from the beginning of the year to familiarise themselves with the
characters in the books.

•

Candidates still struggle to spell some Thimbukushu words. Teachers at all centres are urged to do their best to
improve spelling of Thimbukushu words and refrain from foreign language.
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4112
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS
All centres are complimented for their good effort during the oral examinations.
Examiners posed thought provoking questions which brought out the communicative skills of the candidates.
Candidates were exposed to all the literature books (Poetry, Prose and Drama).
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
The oral examination is based on three genres: Poetry, Prose and Drama.
Examiners are expected to examine one book, be it a poetry, a prose or a drama, provided that all three genres are
covered.
Quality of recordings
The quality of recordings were very clear at all centres, examiners and candidates could be heard well, although there
were some background noises at some centres which disturbed the moderator here and there, e.g. a siren ringing and
learners screaming.
Internal moderation
Internal moderation should be done at all centres to avoid adding and transfer mistakes from the Oral Assessment
Summary forms to MS1.
There were a couple of candidates’ marks transferred incorrectly from OASF to MS1 at some centres.
There were also calculation mistakes on the candidate’s marks both on the OASF and MS1.
Warm up sessions
The warm ups sessions were done at most centres; however, there were some centres which started the interviews
without warm up questions first, as a result, candidates were disadvantaged from speaking freely.
Range of sample
A good range within the sample were submitted at most centres, however, some centres could not record the weakest
candidates who obtained low marks. It would have been better if these weakest candidates were also recorded, so that
the external moderator listens to them as well.
COMMENTS ON EXAMINING TECHNIQUES
All examiners are congratulated for the good job well done and their supportive approach towards the candidates
throughout the interview sessions.
It was good to hear that all the literature genres were used in the interviews (Poetry, Prose, Drama).
Poetry
Most of the examiners at all centres asked quality questions based on literature. Some few examiners were unable to
pose good questions.
Examiners at some centres did well by rephrasing some questions which were partially answered by candidates, making
it easier for them to give the exact answers.
Prose
Candidates demonstrated an understanding of how to answer literature questions, as they were able to justify their
answers by referencing their text books.
Examiners are advised to prepare as many questions as possible so that the 15 minutes time allocated for oral
examination is fully utilized.
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Drama
This genre was widely chosen by candidates.
Most of the examiners were able to ask challenging and provoking questions to candidates, as a result candidates
responded at length.
Some few examiners who asked closed- ended questions made it difficult for candidates to elaborate, for instance,
“Dikomunye omu ha tundangaha fumu?” The answer is, “Hakanyime.” Questions of this type disadvantaged candidates
as they is no proper guidance on how to answer it.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•

•

It was a pleasure moderating neat and tidy work as this makes the work easier for the moderator.
Administrative checking should be done at the centres to avoid incorrect transfer of marks from OASF to MS1.
The examiner should carry on a conversation with the candidates to avoid long monologues.
Examiners should encourage candidates to use appropriate language in Thimbukushu throughout the conversations:
e.g.
- kushutura not kushutununa
- ENE not mara
- Katughuru not mukatughuru
- Korambudhi not makorambudhi
- Awo not haho
- Ñanyina… not ngana
Thank you for the job well done.
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GERMAN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
4121
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
2020 being plagued with the Corona virus left a few centres without the exchange teachers, coming from Germany,
which normally teach the upper classes at those centres. The teachers responsible for the lower grades were either
overwhelmed with having to teach the upper classes as well or were not qualified to do so. Therefore, it needs to be said
that a few centres did not perform to their full capability. However, it also needs to be mentioned that in spite of such
difficult circumstances most candidates demonstrated a sound comprehension of the German language. All answer
scripts were written in ink, none in pencil. This is a pleasing development. Section 1 was answered well, so that even
weaker candidates could answer these questions with confidence, as in previous years.
In Section 2 and 3, some questions required a slightly longer answer. Just writing one word sometimes does not give
a candidate the mark. Certain expressions needed to be accompanied by a preposition or a verb to make sense. A
minority of centres did not practise this sufficiently, maybe due to Covid-19. Generally, the candidates were familiar with
answering Paper 1.
Generally, spelling in English and Afrikaans is marked wrong, but in this case, markers were very generous when
marking. If it sounded like the heard text, the written answer was given a mark. If a candidate wrote a German word
which then displayed a different meaning, it was also marked wrong. Some candidates did not even attempt to answer
some of the questions, which is sad. Listening Comprehension should be practiced during Grade 11 and 12.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Erster Teil: Erste Aufgabe: Fragen 1 - 8
Most candidates coped well with the pictorial multiple-choice questions. There was no specific pattern in the occasional
wrong answer.
1

C

2

B

3

B

4

D

5

D

6

C

7

A

8

B			

[8]

Erster Teil: Zweite Aufgabe: Fragen 9 – 16
This task was based on a monologue greeting by a shop assistant at a car dealer.
9

Guten Tag, guten tag, guten Morgen, reject; Hallo, Lächeln, gooden Tag

10 Augen, augen, reject: oogen, auben
11

Viele, verschiedenen, reject: veilen, verscheidenen, bunt/e/n

12 Jahre, jahre, reject: jaare, jare
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13 Werkstatt, werkstatt, Werkstadt, Werkstaat, reject: Bergstadt, Landstadt, workstatt, Wekstatt
14 Platz, platz, Plaz, blads, reject: platzen, plek, plack, platzt, plas
15 Büro, büro, reject: beuro, Berüh, Berö
16 081 489 7998

[8]

Zweiter Teil: Erste Aufgabe: Fragen 17 – 24
For the first time candidates had to answer “richtig” and “falsch” and not “ja” for a correct answer and “nein” for a wrong
answer. If candidates got question 22 wrong, it was because they did not understand the word “meisten”, compared to
“manchen”. The other questions proved no difficulties in answering.
17 Richtig
18 Richtig
19 Richtig
20 Falsch
21 Richtig
22 Falsch
23 Richtig
24 Falsch		

[8]

Zweiter Teil: Zweite Aufgabe: Fragen 25 – 32
This was the first task where candidates could answer more freely. Full sentences were not expected, but complete
phrases, including a correct verb or an appropriate preposition were sometimes required to obtain a mark. Candidates
could lose marks if one-word answers were too cryptic. Of certain words a very wide variety of spellings were accepted,
if they sounded like the correct answer.
25 (i)

Freitag , Freitagabend

(ii) um acht Uhr , acht Uhr
26 sie waren schon alle nach Hause gegangen / waren zu Hause / nicht im Geschäft / nach Hause
27 in den Geldschrank ; not Geldstrand, geldschran
28 zwischen den Regalen / im Geschäft / kurz vor Geschäftsschluss in den Laden gekommen; not Regel, mit
dem Regal
29 mit einer Pistole (and many varied forms of spelling, because this word was pronounced extremely unclear)
30 in einer großen Tasche / eine große Tasche / Tashe; not zwei Taschen, Tasse, Tache
31 er hat den Alarmknopf gedrückt / er hatte einen kühlen Kopf / sehr schnell ; not geklockt, gegluckt
32 Die Polizei hat (draußen) vor der Glastür gestanden / Die Polizei hat sie eingefangen; not angefangen
33 Ein Foto / ein Bild (für die Zeitung)
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Dritter Teil: Erste Aufgabe: Fragen 34 – 41
This text was an interview with Fritz working for refuse removal. The questions were proper multiple-choice questions.
This year again this section proved to be more challenging, mainly because the multiple options are most of the time full
sentences. Candidates were required to listen for details which often were quite subtle. Only Question 41 seemed to
be answered wrong, when the Konjunktiv was not taught in school. In such cases candidates chose the wrong option.
34 C
35 D
36 C
37 B
38 A
39 B
40 B
41 D			

[8]

Dritter Teil: Zweite Aufgabe: Fragen 42 – 48
This final set of questions always seem to be more of a challenge for candidates. Candidates should however be
encouraged to attempt answers, instead of leaving blank spaces. The topic of this section covered an interview with a
lady who builds houses with plastic bottles to counter the housing shortage.
42 aus Plastikflaschen / nicht aus Backsteinen / ohne Backsteine
43 mehrere Hütten brennen in kurzer Zeit nieder / ab (here candidates really struggled to formulate an
acceptable answer); not sie brennen sehr schnell ab
44 Besitzer von Geschäften / Geschäftsbesitzer / Privatpersonen; not viele Personen, viele Besitzer
45 Sie sind teuer. / sie kosten viel Geld (a variety of spellings regarding teuer were acceptable, if they sounded
like teuer)
46 22 Jahre / 22; not 22-jährig (this was very often the only correct answer in this set of questions)
47 Sie sind auch aus Plastikflaschen gemacht
Die Plastikflaschen sind mit Wasser gefüllt (various spellings of gefüllt were accepted; reject: gefühlt)
Die Plastikflaschen lassen Licht durch (three options of which two had to be mentioned)
48 aus Hygienegründen / die Flaschen sind dreckig (many spelling variations were accepted as correct) / das
ist inakzeptabel; not nicht so gut, Plastikflachen, Plastikfashion
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4121
Paper 2
GENERAL COMMENTS
We would like to express our sincere gratitude to all teachers, who went above and beyond their call of duty of prepare
their candidates for the school-leaving examinations in an exceptionally difficult year.
Examiners were rather alarmed at the fact that a number of leaners in the higher grades still could not spell rather
basic vocabulary correctly. For example, candidates struggled with Lehrer and Schüler. Furthermore, certain incorrect
expressions can be ascribed to language interference from English: Ich schulen in... ; Ich bin bequem; Es ist Spaß;
Freunde machen. Candidates struggled to distinguish between Menschen and Mädchen; Ding und denken; Geschwister
and Schwester; Geld und gelb.
Exam centres are encouraged to make their candidate aware of the relevance of word counts at the end of their essays.
Valuable content marks were lost if texts exceeded word counts. Language marks were similarly lost if word count was
too low. The importance of planning essays can, therefore, not be overemphasised.
Erster Teil Erste Aufgabe Fragen 1 - 10
1

B

2

A

3

D

4

B

5

B

6

C

7

A

8

A

9

C

10 D			

[10]

Zweite Aufgabe Fragen 11 - 16
11

C

12 F
13 E
14 A
15 B
16 D			

[6]

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
B The weaker candidates could not relate Comics und Witze to option 15: Lustige Sachen
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Dritte Aufgabe Fragen 17 - 27
17 Nein
18 Ja
19 Nein
20 Ja
21 Ja
22 vier Jahre / vier jahre / vierjahre

[1]

23 Suchhunde / Hunde

[1]

24 am frühen / Nachmittag

[1]

25 sie waren / überglücklich / sehr glücklich

[1]

26 verschwunden
27 sofort
28 Polizei		

[3]

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Q.22.

Vierjährig did not gain a mark/ Gustav war vier NO mark

Q.27

plötzlich was not awarded a mark.
[12]

Vierte Aufgabe Frage 29
Die E-Mail muss im Perfekt geschrieben sein. Wenn nicht, dann bekommt der Kandidat keine Punkte.
Der Kandidat muss berichten, was genau er mit dem Betrag gemacht hat, nämlich das Geld auf/an diese 5 verschiedenen
Aspekte/Artikel angewandt haben. NICHT: Was er sich dann für eigene Wünsche erfüllt hat.
Picture 1
Marks were given for: Er hat sich eine Armbanduhr…..Marke… Aussehen…….Preis….. gekauft.
Marks were given for: Ich habe mir eine Rolex gekauft.
No mark for: Armuhr, Armzeit, Handuhr, Uhrsehen, Uhrband, Wecker,
Picture 2
Marks were given for: Verschiedene tolle neue Klamotten/Kleidung. Zum Beispiel: zwei Jeans, ein Polohemd…
gekauft….welche… Marke….Anzahl….Preise…..
Picture 3
Marks were given for: Eine neue Stereoanlage gekauft / großes Radio gekauft, Musikapparat, CD Spieler,
•

No mark for: Hifi, Stereo, Musikbox, Speakers, Musiksystem, Sound System, Boombox, Musokspieler.
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Picture 4
•

Eine Party mit seinen Freunden gemacht//Abend mit Freunden in der Disko verbracht und die Unkosten mit
besagten Geld beglichen/gedeckt.
No mark for: Tanzenstudio, Theater, Kino, Fernsehabend, Geburtstagsferien
Marks were given for: Eine Geburtsfeier, Geburtstagsparty, - fest, im Klub getanzt

Picture 5
Marks were given for: Verschiedene Sportgeräte angeschafft…Bälle, Schläger, Sportgeräte, Sportsachen, Sportartikel
No mark for: Sportequipment, Sportspiele, Sporttools, Sportkram, Tennisrakette
[Inhalt 5 Punkte Sprachgebrauch 2 Punkte= 7 Punkte]
Instructions indicate that a certain amount of money was received and that the candidates should state what they
bought, NOT which gifts were received. As candidates had to describe what they had bought already, the text had to
be written in perfect tense. Plans and wishes for future spending were not accepted.
Unfortunately, many candidates repeated the instruction from the text and used the words as introductory sentences
in their letters. This caused candidate to exceed their allowed word count of 40 words (40 Wörter) and, therefore, they
lost valuable opportunities to obtain communication marks.
Zweiter Teil Erste Aufgabe Frage 30 - 38
30 die brutale Behandlung

[1]

31 Ellen will sich für ein positives Leben für Esel (in Namibia) einsetzen

[1]

32 die Esel sollen gut trainiert sein

[1]

33 Skorpione/ Schlangen

[1]

34 Farmer		

[1]

35 Ellen wurde bei Namibiern sehr nett aufgenommen //konnte mal wieder in einem gemütlichen Bett
schlafen// konnte sich warm duschen//

[1]

36 von verschiedenen Personen, die das Eselprojekt finanziell unterstützt haben

[1]

37 Botha macht die Planung und Buchungen gemacht

[1]

38 Frauen und Kinder unter der ärmeren Bevölkerung können Esel als Lastenträger und Transportmittel
gebrauchen

[1]

[Inhalt 10 Punkte Sprachgebrauch 5 Punkte= 15]
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Q.30.

No mark for: Ellen hat nicht brutale Behandlung gefallen

Q.31.

No mark for: Ellen soll positiv zu den Eseln sein/ einem Marsch geplant

Q.34.

No mark for: von Namibiern./ Sie hat Hilfe von Farmen bekommen./ von verschiedenen Personen.
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Q.35.

When too many answers were given, only the first two were considered.
If only Bett geschlafen and warm geduscht were mentioned, content marks were awarded. However,
candidates were penalised in the language section.

Q.37.

When only the words die Planung und die Buchung were provided, the candidate was awarded
the mark for communication. However when allocating the total language mark, the candidate was
penalised for not using complete sentences.

Q.38

No marks for: die Frauen und armen Leute verbrauchen die Esel.
Unfortunately, weaker candidates struggled to associate the phrase ‘vor allem’ with the correct answer and
answered “Ausrottung“ and “negative Folgen”. In such cases, content marks could not be awarded.

Zweite Aufgabe Frage 39
Der Brief muss im Perfekt geschrieben sein.
Die gesamte Familie ist umgezogen……Nicht nur ICH.
Es muss eindeutig sein, dass die Familie von einem kleinen Dorf in eine große Stadt gezogen ist.
[Inhalt 10 Punkte Sprachgebrauch 5 Punkte= 15 Punkte]
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Bullet 1: Beschreiben Sie Ihr altes Haus.
*

Das alte Haus…hatte drei Schlafzimmer….große Küche…

•

When altes Haus was used again as a characteristic, no communication mark was awarded. In cases where the
old and the new house were compared, examiners had to use their discretion to distinguish whether information on
the old house had actually been given.

Bullet 2: Erzählen Sie etwas über die alte Schule.
*

meine alte Schule hatte…in meiner alten Schule waren.

•

Alte Schule: Information on the school with all its facilities, etc. was awarded communication marks.
No marks were awarded for information on the friends from the old school.

Bullet 3: Schreiben Sie etwas über Ihre neuen Freunde.
*

meine neuen Freunde heißen / ….sind…

•

Candidates were expected to state clearly that they have new friends. A short description/ characteristics of the
friends gained communication marks. A few candidates indicated that they are not happy with the new candidates
around them and prefer to stay alone. This motivation as to why no friends had been made, was awarded with a
communication mark.

Bullet 4: Welche Arbeit Machen Ihre Eltern jetzt in der Stadt?
*

Mein Vater arbeitet bei….als…..//meine Mutter arbeitet als…bei…

•

If candidate stated: Meine Eltern arbeiten bei der Bank, they were only awarded one communication mark, as
only one piece of information had been supplied.
Candidates who answered Meine Mutter arbeitet bei Checkers und mein Vater hat noch keine Arbeit… were
awarded two marks, as two statements had been made about the parents’ new careers.
NO marks were awarded for Meine Eltern arbeiten in einem anderen Land, as the instructions had clearly stated
that the entire family had started a new life together in a big city.

•
•
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Bullet 5:  Wie finden Ihre Geschwister das neue Leben in der Großstadt?
*

Meine Schwester findet….hat…//mein Bruder denkt…findet…

•

NO marks were allocated if only Meine Schwester was mentioned. Similarly, Meine Brüder haben auch eine
Arbeit gefunden was not awarded with a mark, as candidates had been requested to report on their siblings‘
opinion on their new life. However, Meine Brüder sind in ihrem neuen Job sehr glücklich was awarded a mark,
as the statement yielded information on the brothers‘ emotions regarding their new life.
If the candidates stated that they have one brother /sister and described the single sibling’s view of the new life,
two communication marks were awarded.
NO marks: were awarded for statements like Meine Geschwister vermissen das alte Dorfleben sehr (focus on the
old life) /finden das neue Leben Spaß (too strong language interference from English).

•
•

Dritter Teil Erste Aufgabe Frage 40
Es muss sehr deutlich gezeigt werden, dass die Schülerin/der Schüler eindeutig DIE perfekte Person für diesen Job ist.
Der Kandidat sollte seine Vorzüge, Fähigkeiten, Talente, Vielseitigkeit und ein großflächiges Wissen auflisten.
Wollen Sie mit einer Touristengruppe zehn Tage mit einem Bus durch Ihr Land fahren? Warum?
•

Ich liebe es mit Menschen zusammen zu sein/ ich bei ein sehr sozialer Mensch/ ich will den Tourismus unterstützen/
ich habe eine Lizenz um den Bus zu fahren
NO mark: Ich will die Welt sehen; will mein Taschengeld aufbessern/ will die Firma Namibia Tours unterstützen;
ich bin ein Personenmensch; ich sozialisiere gerne mit Menschen.

Was können Sie über die Pflanzen und Tiere in Ihrem Land erzählen?
•
•

Ich weiß viel über die BIG FIVE, die Welwitchia, das Fischflusscanyon…
Ich habe Biologie in der Schule als Fach…one communication mark was awarded.
NO mark: Ich können viele Pflanzen in Namibia.

Welche Kenntnis haben Sie von der Geschichte von Namibia?
•

Kolonialzeit, Unabhängigkeit, Alter Feste, Heroes Denkmal, Regierung.
NO mark: Ich habe Geschichte als Fach in der Schule; ich kann viele Geschichten erzählen

Welche Erfahrung haben Sie mit Camping?
•

Ich liebe das Campen,weil…. draußen in der Natur zu sein, Sternenhimmel, Lagerfeuer, Zelt …
No mark: Ich habe schon mal mit meinen Eltern gekampt/gekämpft

In welcher/n Sprache(n) können Sie sich mit Touristen unterhalten?
•
•

Sprache(n) nennen, wobei es unrealistisch ist, wenn ein Schüler Russisch oder dergl in Namibia sprechen kann.
Hingegen ist der Gebrauch von europäischen Sprachen bei ausländischen Touristen realistisch.
If foreign languages like French, Portuguese and Spanish were mentioned, examiners showed great leniency
regarding spelling.
NO mark: Man kann mit den Touristen…sprechen.
[Inhalt 5 Punkte Sprachgebrauch 10 Punkte=15

Zweite Aufgabe Frage 41
(a) Als ich von der Schule nach Hause kam,…………
Entweder einen Einbruch im Haus festgestellt // ein neues Auto steht im Hof // eine neue Stereoanlage im
Wohnzimmer // die Räuber das Haus leergeräumt.
•
Als ich von der Schule nach Hause kam…indicates a single event. One could assume that something
unexpected or surprising had happened while the candidate had been at school.
•
Only the stronger candidates mastered this exercise.
•
Several candidates who had chosen this topic did NOT use kam (simple past tense of kommen) in the
correct sense and, therefore, misinterpreted the topic.
ODER
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(b) Eine wichtige Person in meinem Leben.
Es muss ausdrücklich betont werden, warum diese Person WICHTIG ist.
Die Person beschreiben……. Aussehen, Job, Wohnsitz, Vorzüge, Besonderheiten,
Charaktereigenschaften…….
The vast majority of the candidates chose this topic and made a great success of it. Examiners felt
privileged to read a number of heartbreaking and also inspiring essays.
When only actions performed by this important person and no characteristics of the person or a motivation,
why this person is so important were provided, only a limited amount of communication points could be
awarded.
A few candidates decided that they themselves were THE most important person in their own lives. If they
could motivate this answer, communication marks were awarded.
NO mark: If candidate did not refer to actual persons currently in their lives. This was the case if candidates
stated why it is very important to find their future spouse.
If candidates described important persons in plural (Meine Eltern), no marks were awarded. However, if
they wrote about their parents in separate paragraphs, the paragraph about the first parent was marked.
No animals were accepted as most important persons.
ODER
(c) Warum 12 Jahre lang jeden Tag zur Schule gehen….?
Der Aufsatz muss im Präsens geschrieben sein.
Keine Übersicht seine/ihre eigenen vergangenen 12 Jahre in der Schule geben
Mindestens fünf Gründe nennen warum man 12 Jahre täglich in die Schule gehen sollte.
Nicht seinen jetzigen täglichen Schultag beschreiben.
[Inhalt 5 Punkte Sprache 15 Punkte = 20 Punkte]
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4121
Paper 3
GENERAL COMMENTS
Most centres conducted the Speaking Test well and many Examiners displayed an efficient yet friendly manner. In the
Topic / General Conversation most asked appropriate questions to allow candidates to achieve their potential.
As far as the Presentation is concerned, some centres encouraged candidates to open with a formula similar to the
following: ,Ich habe meine Stadt als Thema gewählt und heute möchte ich über Technology im Unterricht sprechen’.
This ensured that both past and future tenses were used and that access to the higher marks for Language was
established for the Topic Conversation. It should be remembered that ‘ich möchte’ provides a perfectly acceptable
future meaning, or indeed ‘ich würde’, ‘ich könnte’ or ‘ich habe vor’.
Ideally, the presentation should have a mainly general content with reference to personal situations. The emphasis
should not be placed on remembering facts, either in the prepared Topic or in the Topic Conversation. Opinions and
personal experience are more important.
More than one example of each tense is ideally required for a good, very good or outstanding mark for Language to be
awarded.
It is essential that examiners carefully consult the instructions in the Examiner’s Notes, as some examiners incorrectly
awarded a mark for Language in the satisfactory band or above to candidates who did not convey past and future
meanings. Examiners should ensure that both past and future tenses are used by the candidate in both conversations.
Most centres kept to the stipulated time, which is one to two minutes for the presentation and approximately 5 minutes
on each of the conversations. If the conversations are too short, the mark for Communication is unlikely to be high and
if they are too long the candidate may tire and their performance deteriorate.
Please note that if a conversation lasts more than fifteen minutes, Moderators may stop listening to the rest of the
conversation, please stick to the time.
ADMINISTRATION
Most centres forwarded the appropriate sample size (as specified on page 4 of the Examiner’s Notes). Please name
the files according to the centre and candidate numbers rather than the teacher or Examiner’s name. Before CDs are
despatched, spot checks must be made to ensure that every candidate is clearly audible. This year there were only a
few CDs that did not play, or where either a part or the whole of the recording was inaudible. Even though the majority
of recordings were of a good quality, a small minority of centres placed the microphone too far from the candidates, thus
it was difficult to make judgement.
Administration at centres was generally good. Few centres made errors in the additions of the candidates’ marks on the
working mark sheet (Oral Assessment Summary Form). Assessment was generally consistent and the order of merit
was usually correct. However, it was necessary to scale some centres’ marks and it was more common for marking to
be too generous than too severe. Internal moderation, when there was more than one Examiner, was usually carried
out satisfactorily. It is essential though that the marks for each marking category on the Oral Assessment Summary
Form are the final internally moderated marks.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
CARD A
GEFÜHLE
There appeared to be a problem with the use of adjectives describing the different feelings. Major difficulty appeared to
be with the phrase: “Warum ist Humor die beste Medizin”. The majority of candidates could not respond to the question.
CARD B
KEIN TAG OHNE SPORT. . .?
This question was mostly well answered and the response to the instructions and questions was generally acceptable.
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CARD C
SPAß MIT FREUNDEN
This question was mostly well answered, but explaining the difference between good and bad friendship exceeded their
capability to convey the meaning.
CARD D
WER KANN OHNE MUSIK LEBEN?
This question appeared to have a range of difficulties. In part A, candidates had difficulty naming the instruments. In
part C candidates had a lack of vocabulary explaining the roles music plays in different cultures in Namibia.
CARD E
LERNEN MIT SPAß
Card E was very popular and mostly well answered by almost all candidates.
Topic Presentation/Conversation
Topic choice was in general appropriate and most candidates showed interest in what they had to present. It is helpful if
candidates start their presentation by saying what their chosen topic is. Candidates should choose something specific,
such as ‘My visit to Frankfurt’, rather than ‘Frankfurt’. At the centre with small entry, all the candidates spoke on the
same topic, which is not recommended, nor is the topic of ‘Myself’ or ‘My life’. Candidates should also avoid topics with
a lot of facts. It is difficult to evaluate a conversation if facts seem to be regurgitated.
It is important that the Topic Conversation does not sound rehearsed, and few centres seemed to have prepared their
candidates too thoroughly for this section. The conversation should sound natural and spontaneous and a listener
should not be aware that obvious preparation has taken place. Many candidates did not manage to produce correct
past and future tenses in this part of the test so this limited themselves for the marks they could be awarded for
Language. This was usually either as a result of the Examiner not asking the appropriate questions or not rephrasing
or choosing new questions, when incorrect tenses were used.
Stronger candidates attempted a variety of structures, with inversion, or verbs correctly placed in subordinate clauses,
and displayed a good range of vocabulary and idiom.
General Conversation
Many candidates performed well in this part of the test and a good range of topics was heard, with most centres
choosing different topics for different candidates. The most effective conversations were when Examiners used a mix
of questioning styles, with simpler questions to build confidence, responding to candidates by asking them to give more
detail. This often led to a more natural discussion. Good Examiners showed genuine interest in what candidates had
to say.
It is best not to repeat the same questions from candidate to candidate as this does not sound spontaneous and shows
a lack of interest in each specific candidate. Examiners should avoid difficult and inappropriate questions or questions
requiring general knowledge which candidates might not be informed about.
This year some strong candidates were limited in the mark they could achieve for Language as the whole of a particular
conversation was in the present tense.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE PORTUGUESE
4122
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
Overall, the question paper was clear and up to standard.
On the whole, some candidates coped very well in this examination, displaying excellent competence in understanding
spoken Portuguese. There was, however, evidence of candidates who were not well prepared for this examination.
Language usage should be encouraged on a daily basis.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
SECTION 1
Exercise 1: Questions 1 – 8
A few candidates experienced some difficulties with this exercise. Candidates were expected to select the correct
picture according to the short dialogues heard. The candidates, who struggled to respond correctly are amongst the
weakest in the group. They had difficulty with basic vocabulary.
The acceptable answers were:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

B
C
A
D
C
C
D
A

Exercise 2: Questions 9 – 16
This task was based on various announcements in different settings. Candidates were expected to complete sentences
with words or expressions heard within the context.
A number of candidates had some difficulties in transcribing what they heard, although the words that were written were
not too divergent from the targeted words. Spelling mistakes were tolerated as long as, when spoken, they were similar
to the sound of the answer.
The acceptable answers were:
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

3/ três
almoço
sábado/ próximo sábado
supermercados
descida/ baixa
amarelo
16/ dezasseis
dinheiro/ 100 dólares/ cem dólares
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SECTION 2
Exercise 1: Questions 17 – 24
The task required candidates to listen to a dialogue about two friends. The candidates had to answer by indicating if the
statements were true or false according to the text. Most of the candidates understood the exercise fairly well, although
some candidates’ work revealed that they guessed the answers, rather than listened to and understood the statements.
The accepted answers were:
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Falso
Verdadeiro
Verdadeiro
Falso
Verdadeiro
Falso
Falso
Verdadeiro

Exercise 2: Questions 25 – 34
This task required candidates to listen to a documentary about the life of a famous soccer player and then answer
a series of questions using short sentences or phrases. Similar to Exercise 2 in Section 1, the misspelling of some
answers were not accepted, although minor errors were tolerated as long as the meaning was not changed.
25 Ronaldo/ Cristiano Ronaldo/ futebolista/ futebolista Cristiano Ronaldo
26 nove/ 9 de novembro
27 Lisboa/ em Lisboa
28 14 meses/ quatorze meses/ catorze meses/ catorze/ 14
29 antes da final da Liga dos Campeões/ em 2014/ quando o Real Madrid venceu no Estádio da Luz/ antes do final
da liga
30 a vida profissional e familiar de Cristiano Ronaldo/ avida de Ronaldo/ o dia a dia de Cristiano Ronaldo
31 1 hora e 42 minutos/ uma hora e quarenta e dois minutos
32 2008
33 mais de 80 países/ 80 países
34 próximo ano
SECTION 3
Exercise 1: Questions 35 – 42
Candidates were required to listen to a text about teenagers who were completing a firemen course and what they enjoy
doing and then were asked to select the correct option according to the information in the text.
Most of the candidates did not perform well in the first part of the exercise but surprisingly they performed fairly well in
the second part of the exercise.
The accepted answers were:
35
36
37
38
39

D
A
B
C
B
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40 C
41 B
42 D
Exercise 2: Questions 43 – 50
This final exercise was a bit challenging for many candidates, although there were a large number who gave good
answers throughout.
A few candidates experienced problems with Questions 47 and 48 as these candidates could not transcribe what they
heard.
The accepted answers were:
43 primeira edição/ primeira/ 1ª/ edição de 2018
44 festival de Hip Hop
45 Lil Wayne
46 para enfrentar a situação pessoal/ a sua situação
47 porque é no início que muitas pessoas decidem se querem ou não ouvir a música
48 ser verdadeiro
49 porque Willy G compreende melhor a sua música
50 ter um negócio próprio/ criar uma marca de sucesso
POSITIVE RECOMMENDATIONS TO TEACHERS
As earlier stated, it was pleasing to see that some of the candidates coped well with the format and timing of the listening
examination. Teachers should keep up with their good work in preparing the candidates for the listening examination.
However, there was evidence that some candidates struggled to give answers according to what was asked even in
the first section of the examination. It was clear from some candidates’ work that they are not used to the structure of
the examination as well as the listening comprehension exercises. Candidates need to be trained how to interpret
the questions. Teachers must make sure candidates understand the question and know how to select the information
needed to answer the questions.
To further improve the performance, teachers are urged to practise listening from a wide array of topics as stipulated
by the topic lists provided. It is very important that candidates are familiar with the structure and procedures of a
listening comprehension so they can focus on listening and answering the questions rather than to struggle with the
structure. It is imperative that above all else, candidates practise to transcribe material that they hear. It is suggested
that candidates be exposed to the vocabulary which is found in the defined content list. Spelling should also be taken
seriously as quite a few candidates misspelled words to the extent of changing the meaning completely.
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4122
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
The question paper was of the same standard as the previous year, although the candidates’ work included a lot of
mistakes, probably due to a lack of preparation. Overall, the difficulty level of this question paper has not changed,
ranging from easy to moderate. It was evident that most of the candidates were not prepared. It was also evident from
the candidates’ work that there is a lack of knowledge of the basic vocabulary and structures of the language, as well as
writing skills. Teachers should guide and prepare candidates how to write longer pieces and how to develop their ideas
rather than just trained them to copy and paste the information as it is on the texts.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
SECTION 1
Exercise 1: Questions 1 – 10
In this exercise, candidates were expected to read short texts and then select the correct picture according to the
question. This exercise was well answered by the majority of the candidates; even the weaker candidates managed
to do well.
The accepted answers were:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

C
D
D
C
C
A
D
A
D
B

Exercise 2: Questions 11 – 15
Candidates were expected to fill in the gaps with some words or expression from the text given. This exercise was fairly
well answered. Most of the candidates did well in this exercise and were able to answer correctly. It is evident from the
weaker candidates’ work that they lack basic, familiar vocabulary and they are not used to the instructions given in the
question paper.
The accepted answers were:
11
12
13
14
15

conhecido
30/ trinta
NBA Júnior/ competição
jogadores// norte-americanas/ norte-americanas
alunos/ jogadores/ participantes (any one)

Exercise 3: Questions 16 – 26
In this particular exercise, candidates were expected to read a text and then answer three different types of questions,
namely a true or false exercise, a short answer questions and find synonyms in the text of the words given. The majority
of the candidates did well in the true or false exercise and also in the short answer questions.
However, the synonyms proved to be difficult to the weaker candidates, making it evident once again that the weaker
candidates reveal a lack of knowledge of basic vocabulary.
16
17
18
19

F
V
F
F
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20 V
21 alertar as pessoas para a situação explicando que todos nós podemos ajudar a proteger estes peixes/ alertar as
pessoas para a situação dos cavalos-marinhos/ explicar que todos nós podemos ajudar a proteger estes animais
22 pesca ilegal/ poluição sonora/ alteração do seu habitat preferido/ destruição do seu habitat preferido
23 não lhes tocar/ não apanhar os cavalos marinhos/ ter atenção onde se deita a âncora/ evitar zonas de ervas
marinhas/ evitar fazer ruído com os barcos fora dos canais de navegação ( any two)
24 explica
25 sensíveis/ delicados
26 ruído/ poluição sonora
Exercise 4: Question 27
Candidates were asked to write a sms to a friend inviting her/ him to go to a Japanese restaurant. They had to include
in the invitation a few details. The majority of the candidates answered this question well, although some did not follow
all the prompts.
SECTION 2
Exercise 1: Questions 28 – 36
Candidates had to answer some questions according to the information conveyed in the text given. These questions
were fairly well answered. However, most students failed to use simple short sentences and some of them copied
sentences from the text without selecting the right information. It was evident that even the weaker candidates were
able to understand the questions, select the information and then answer.
The accepted answers were:
28 O primeiro voo entre Portugal e Brasil demorou dois meses e meio/ dois meses e meio
29 1922 foi a altura perfeita para aproximar estes dois países porque era o centenário da independência do Brasil/
porque foi o ano de celebração da independência do Brasil/ porque se celebrava 100 anos de independência do
Brasil.
30 As dificuldades sentidas foram:
- fragilidade dos aparelhos;
- reduzida autonomia dos aparelhos;
- dificuldade em manter o rumo. (any two)			
31 O corretor de rumo era para compensar o desvio causado pelo vento/ corrigir o desvio causado pelo vento
32 O corretor de rumo foi testado numa viagem de Lisboa a Funchal/ numa viagem de Lisboa a Funchal
33 A viagem para o Rio de janeiro começou no dia 30 de março de 1922/ 30 de março de 1922/ 30.03.1922
34 Os aviadores demoraram-se em Cabo Verde porque tiveram de fazer reparações nos flutuadores/ para reparar
os flutuadores
35 os aviadores foram para a Ilha de Fernando Noronha porque a amarragem correu mal e o Lusitânia acabou por
se fundar/ O Lusitânia afundou-se/ a amarragem correu mal e o avião afundou-se
36 A travessia aérea terminou no dia 17 de junho/ no dia 17 de junho de 1922/ 17.06.1922
Exercise 2: Question 37
In this exercise, candidates were asked to write a letter to a friend telling him/her how they had spent their last Christmas.
Candidates had to follow some prompts. This question was easily understood by the majority of candidates. However,
there are quite a number of candidates who could not understand the instructions and this lack of understanding
resulted in candidates writing about how they were going to spend a future Christmas. To answer this type of question,
candidates also need to improve their writing skills concerning structure and format.
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SECTION 3
Exercise 1: Question 38
Candidates were expected to write about a possible end to the robbery of a coin of 100 kilos from a museum. They
had to select some information from the text given and write a possible ending to the story according to some prompts.
This question was poorly answered by most of the candidates as candidates do not possess enough or appropriate
vocabulary to be able to write the answer. Also, the weaker candidates failed to understand what was asked.
Exercise 2: Question 39
The last question consisted of three themes and the candidates had to choose one of the three themes to write about.
Most of the candidates chose the first option, where they had to write about their plans for the future. One of the reasons
that this option was chosen was maybe it is more real to them, as they are finishing their Grade 12 and have to start
thinking about their future. Those candidates who chose the second option had to invite a friend to go on a trip that he/
she won. This was a theme that some candidates chose and they managed to follow the instructions. The last option,
where they had to write to advertise the opening of a reading club was chosen by few candidates. Due to the fact that
the candidates had three options to choose from, it was evident from the candidates’ work that they selected the option
that they better understood and, thus, they were able to score a few marks extra. It is evident that the candidates’ writing
skills need to be improved and teachers must focus on enhancing these skills.
POSITIVE RECOMMENDATIONS TO TEACHERS
Teachers should try to encourage candidates to write neatly and develop their writing skills, especially on the longer
questions, according to structure and format. Similar exercises to the ones that are in the question paper should be
given to students on a regular basis. Candidates should be exposed to a wide range of vocabulary and all the papers
given throughout the school year should somewhat reflect the structure of the final question paper. Teachers should
advise the candidates not to neglect basic information or vocabulary and to follow instructions carefully. Some revision
work should be carried out before the final examination to ensure candidates are able to answer basic questions where
they can score the total mark of the exercise. The preparation of the candidates for the final examinations should
include the use of previous questions papers, so that candidates are familiar with the appearance and structure of the
paper, as well as what is expected of them in each single question.
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4122
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
Overall, the quality of the recordings submitted was good. It was evident that some examiners were well prepared
for this examination, thus creating the adequate environment for conducting the orals. However, there are still a few
examiners who did not follow the correct procedures and structure of the examination so failed to create the correct
environment for the candidates.
It is important that the examiners take their time to read all the instructions and prepare a set of questions for each of
the topics presented.
The warm-up session is crucial to set the tone for the rest of the examination and this will impact directly on the
performance of the candidate. Examiners should ask the candidates some personal questions, namely name, age and
other personal details but refrain from exploring the personal life of the candidate too much. Never ask questions about
other members of the candidate’s family.
This examination should be prepared beforehanded and examiners should read carefully all the Booklet of the Examiners
Notes.
Most centres forwarded the CD samples. However, there are still some cds that are being submitted although they are
blank. Before CDs are dispatched, spot checks must be done to assure that every candidate’s recording is clear.
Administrative work was definitely good this year. In order to ensure fairness in this examination at all centres, all the
examiners should comply with the Examiner’s Notes and procedures regarding the speaking examination.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
(a) Picture stimulus
It is crucial that all examiners know that it is the examiner who selects one picture from the five pictures given and that
the examiner should use the questions provided as a guideline. As stated in the Examiner’s Notes, a conversation
should develop from the picture but the examiner should abstain from taking the lead in the conversation and thus not
allowing the candidates to express their own opinions.
Open-ended questions should be asked by the examiners to allow the candidates to develop adequate answers. It is
very important that examiners are prepared to reformulate a question in case the candidate does not understand the
questions asked. It is of the utmost importance that candidates are given the opportunity to develop the answer without
being interrupted. Examiners should focus on always asking questions related to the theme chosen, rather than deviate
from the theme of the picture.
Card A: Atividades de Tempos Livres
This topic was well discussed by candidates, as most of the candidates were very familiar with this theme.
Card B: Visita a uma feira tradicional
Most of the candidates were able to develop this theme.
Card C: O meu quarto
This topic was well answered by most of the candidates
Card D: Perdido na cidade
This topic was sometimes misunderstood and examiners failed to help the candidates to develop a conversation.
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Card E: Água como bem essencial
In general, this topic was well answered by the candidates because they were very familiar with it.
(b) Presentation of a topic
It was clear that some candidates were well prepared and the right conditions were created for them to develop their
presentation and expose their ideas.
However, in the range of the samples submitted, it was evident that some examiners did not consider this part of the
examination. Some examiners did not allow the candidates to develop their ideas freely; some did not inform the
candidates that they could choose a topic, which they had to prepare beforehand and some encouraged the candidates
to talk about themselves or their life in this part of the examination. More attention should be given by the examiners
as to how this part of the examination should be conducted. It is of utmost importance that all candidates enjoy the
same opportunities to present their selected topic in an adequate environment to ensure fairness and equality in the
examination process.
Another concern is that it was perceived that some candidates were reading their prepared topic. Examiners must
not allow this to happen. This situation reveals a lack of preparation throughout the year, as the teachers need to
emphasize that the candidates will not be able to read their presentation of the topic. It is also advisable that teachers
do a preparation with the learners during the year to ensure that the theme chosen by the candidates is of interest to
them and not something that they choose just because they think it is an easy topic.
Quality of recording
Most of the recordings were clear. A few CDs were blank. After recording the CD, examiners should check and listen
to the CD to make sure that the examination is recorded, as well as to guarantee that the sound is good.
Range of sample
A good range of samples was submitted. However, when the centres are small all samples should be submitted.
Examination techniques
Some of the examiners conducted the examination in a very calm and assuring way, creating the perfect atmosphere
for the students to excel. Some examiners forgot their role in the examination and failed to allow candidates to speak
their minds and present their points of view and ideas. At one specific centre, the examiner guided the candidates into
specific themes outside the topic list so that they could express their own opinion, not allowing the candidates to speak.
A few examiners were clearly unprepared and unaware of the procedure of such an examination. A few candidates
were disadvantaged due to the lack of preparation and knowledge of the examiners.
Administration
Some centres submitted blank CDs and back-ups had to be requested. It is highly appreciated when an examiner’s work
is tidy and correct. Some centres did not submit the Individual Record Form.
Internal moderation
Administrative checking must take place at the centres.
POSITIVE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE EXAMINERS:
Examiners should take into consideration the previous years’ question papers and prepare the candidates throughout
the year. Candidates should be well aware of the structure of the oral, as this will result in a more positive and confident
attitude of the candidates towards this particular examination. Examiners should run a mock session during the school
year to ensure that they are familiar with the structure. They should also know how to put the candidate at ease
during the examination. Examiners should make sure that they understand the instructions of such an assessment.
Candidates must be given the appropriate time to prepare for part 1 of the interview.
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Geography
4332
Paper 1
GENERAL COMMENTS
SECTION A
Standard: In relation to last year there was no improvement in candidatesʼ performance, although candidates
showed an improvement in their subject knowledge. They used full sentences instead of phrases and explained
answers more comprehensively.
Difficulty level: Was on par with the syllabus, the paper included questions of knowledge and understanding as well
as judgement and decision making. Average difficulty.
General impressions: Candidates do not read the questions and instructions carefully, and therefore interpret
them wrongly. Candidates still answer both questions in a section instead of cancelling one. They also fail to use
comparative terms.
It is of vital importance for candidates and teachers to understand that when a question asks for an area to be named,
an example to be given, an idea to be chosen, etc, this must be done first. If they neglect to do so, candidates cannot
be awarded any marks as they did not answer the question.
QUESTION 1
(a) (i)

Poorly answered – Most candidates displayed poor subject knowledge as they did not know
the names of the mountains.
Expected answers:
Andes, Alps, Himalayas, Rocky, Ural

(ii)

Fairly answered. Most candidates could not describe what a fold mountain and an earthquake
belt were. Most could only answer the part on active volcanoes.
Expected answers:
Fold mountains
Fold mountains are mountains that form mainly through the effects of folding of layers within the upper
part of the Earth's crust.
Earthquake belt
An earthquake belt is a narrow zone on the earth's surface around which majority of earthquakes occur.
Active volcanoes
Have a recent history of eruption
An active volcano is a volcano that has had at least one eruption during the past 10,000 years. An
active volcano might be erupting from time to time.

(iii)

Poorly answered. Most candidates could not relate to the diagrams given in Fig. 1A and
Fig. 1B in order to explain the occurrences of fold mountains, earthquakes and volcanoes at
specific plate boundaries.
Expected answers:
Form mostly at destructive margins
Also occur at collision boundaries
Where plates move towards each other
Where material in the geosyncline get compressed
This material has been pushed upwards to form fold mountains

(iv)

Well answered - most candidates made good use of the map (Fig. 2) to obtain the correct answers.
Expected answers:
Greater strength epicentre 7-8/Magnitude 7-8
Up to 150 km/6-7 magnitude
Affected area wide/many places/many/13 cities
Including number of large cities/in developing countries/densely populated countries
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(v)

Well answered. Most candidates portrayed good subject knowledge on the effects of earthquakes.
Expected answers:
Strength
Size of area affected
Population density
Location – rural/urban areas
Time of day
Types of buildings/building materials
Depth of focus
Emergency services/preparedness/awareness/education/drills
Distance of epicentre

(b) (i)

Moderately answered. Some candidates describe the differences of the volcano shapes as
single statements, instead of using comparison words or comparative statements.
Expected answers:
E – Higher/F – lower
E – Steeper cone/F – more gradual slope
E – Covers a smaller horizontal surface/F – covers a larger horizontal surface

(ii)

Poor subject knowledge displayed - most candidates gave unrelated explanations.
Expected answers:
F – basic – more fluid/low in silica
Flows quickly/takes longer to solidify
Magma/lava high temperature
Accept obverse
E – acid – viscous/more silica
Moves slowly/solidifies quickly
Magma/lava lower temperature

(iii)

Well answered. Most candidates referred to the build-up of pressure, but could not elaborate further.
Expected answers:
Pressure
Magma reaches surface through fissure/crack/weakness/gap
Plates (oceanic) melt and magma moves to surface

(c) (i)

Poorly answered. Candidates mostly gave reasons for the eruption of volcanoes and did not
name problems experienced by people who live in areas of high fold mountains.
Expected answers:
Fold mountains –
Communications difficult/isolation
Steep slopes difficult for agriculture
Housing
Low temperatures
Thin soils/rocky soils
High rainfall/snowfall/melting snow
Avalanches/rock falls

(ii)

Well answered. Most candidates got 3 out of 4 answers correct.
Expected answers:
Loss of life
Injuries/toxic fumes/breathing problem/suffocation
Destruction of property
Loss of roads/interference with communication/infrastructure/disruption of traffic/vehicle accidents
Loss of agricultural land/crops/forests/water sources
Evacuation
Fires
Landslides/mudslides/mudflows/floods
Diseases (from unburied bodies)
Pollution/water pollution/atmospheric pollution
Power outages
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QUESTION 2
(a) (i)

Well answered. Only a few candidates mentioned the wind blowing to the west.
Expected answers:
Wind which blows from the west/to the east

(ii)

Well answered. Most candidates scored four (4) marks. Few candidates were not specific in
referring to the time of the weather aspect occurrence (afternoon and morning).
Expected answers:
Afternoon colder/morning warmer
Clear sky in morning but cloudy in afternoon
Morning has stronger wind speeds/wind speed drops in afternoon
Wind direction from west in morning and north-west in afternoon
Dry in morning but rain in afternoon
Better visibility in morning/visibility decreases in afternoon

(b) (i)

Well answered, except for the sunshine recorder. Some candidates left out hours.
Expected answers:
Anemometer = wind speed/velocity
Wind vane = wind direction
Sunshine recorder = sunshine in hours/amount of sunshine

(ii)

Fairly answered. Most candidates described without giving reasons.
Expected answers:
Away from buildings and/or trees/in an open area/open area
Readings are not affected by shelter they provide – reason
Above grass/not on concrete
Since temperature above concrete will be artificially higher – reason
On grass with rim 30 cm above ground
So that rain not splashing into gauge – reason
In a fenced/walled compound
To avoid tampering – reason
On the roof of a building (wind vane + anemometer/elevated position)
So winds are not slowed down by buildings/free flow of air – reason

(iii)

Not well answered. Candidates knew only two of the features i.e. the pole and funnel. Most of
them could not explain how the instrument works.
Expected answers:
Funnel
Attached to a graduated/calibrated cylinder
Cylinder fits inside a large outside container
20 cm in diameter/and 50 cm tall (development)

Res 2

Explain
Half of it is buried in the ground/rim 30 cm above ground
The height of the water in the small graduated cylinder is measured/poured into measuring cylinder
Checked every 24 hours
Water emptied
Res 3
(c) Poorly answered – most candidates were not able to use annotated sketches to explain their
selected choice of weathering.
Candidates did not score marks if they did not indicate which type of weathering they were
describing. If the question requires them to make a choice, it is vital that they indicate or name their
choice!
Expected answers:
Freeze thaw
Mechanical/physical weathering process
Occurs in rocks that contain crevices and joints
e.g. bedding planes found in sedimentary rocks/pore spaces in porous rocks
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In areas with limited vegetation/where temperature fluctuates around 0ºC/freezing point
During daytime – warmer water enters joints
During nighttime – colder – it freezes
Water expands when freezing
Enlarges cracks/joints, etc.
Exerts pressure within the joints
Process continues over time
Pieces of the rock shatter from main body
Block disintegration occurs on steep slopes
Large angular rocks collect at the foot of slope as scree/talus

Exfoliation
Mechanically/physically
In deserts where clouds and vegetation cover is minimal
Diurnal range of temperature exceeds 40-50ºC
During day – outer layer of rock warms/expands faster
During night/cooler – outer layer of rocks cools/contracts faster
Continuous heating and cooling
Cracks develop parallel to the surface
Later peels off/exfoliates (like skin of onion)
Causes exfoliation domes
Changes in temperature can cause different minerals within a rock to expand and contract at different rates
This can cause granular disintegration in rocks composed of several minerals
In homogenous rocks, block disintegration occurs

Biological weathering
Brought about by various activities of living organisms/plants and animals
Physical processes/chemical and organic
Physical:
Occurs when force or pressure is applied to break rocks apart or degrade the minerals in them
By increasing the exposed area of rock, they make it possible for other physical factors to speed up their
degradation
Plants/roots grow into the cracks and fractures
Material becomes prone to breakage and eventually falls apart
Burrowing animals create holes on the ground and move rock fragments to the surface
Birds forage for seeds, etc. creating holes
Human walking and running crushes soil particles into smaller pieces
Plants release acid which causes chemical weathering
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SECTION B
QUESTION 3
A large percentage of candidates answered this question.
(a) (i)

Very few candidates considered the two (2) marks allocated to the question, they therefore
only gave simplistic answers and scored only 1 mark.
Expected answers:
Farmers produce for themselves and family
Food crops
Few or no sales/no profit/not for market

(ii)

Most candidates struggled to describe the processes in their own words. Most used the words
plough/plant/harvest in their answers. These were not allowed.
Expected answers:
Ploughing – turning soil, making it ready for sowing crops
Planting – sowing crops
Harvesting – gathering/picking crops/uprooting

(iii)

Most candidates could not provide full explanatory answers i.e. "lack of capital will force
subsistence farmers to continue with traditional farming".
Expected answers:
Cost of newer methods/limited capital to buy machinery
Traditional/cultural way of farming
Lack of education/understanding/knowledge of newer methods
Only small plots – small outputs

(iv)

Fairly answered – Candidates wrote general answers on how irrigation can improve farming,
but did not apply their answers to Fig.5.
Expected answers:
Farmer does not have to time activities according to the rainy season
Given supply of water/reliable
2 crops/double cropping/harvesting twice
Extending growing season

(v)

Answered fairly well by most candidates.
Expected answers:
HYVs/better yielding seeds
Land reform
Fertilisers/fungicides/pesticides
Modern machinery e.g. combine harvesters/rice harvesters
Education/training/awareness of new methods
Investment
Terracing/contour plowing
Co-operatives
Intercropping

(b) (i)

up to 2 marks
max 1

Well answered.
Expected answer:
A – 10 years

(ii)

Fairly answered.
Expected answers:
B – poverty
Unequal distribution of wealth
Population explosion in developing world
C – there are no food shortages/more than enough food to go around
Population and food supplies have increased
Problem – population growth greatest in Less Economically Developed Countries (LEDCs) which
cannot feed all their people
Food shortages likely to worsen in the LEDCs
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(iii)

Well answered.
Expected answers:
Efficient methods/commercial farmers/cash crops/plantations
Large investments
Subsidies
EU/CAP
Large-scale production
Extensive use of fertilisers
Pesticides
Machinery
Slow population growth
Educated labour force/training/modern methods
Alluvial/fertile soil/above average rainfall/more than one growing season/etc.
Surplus for export
Irrigation

QUESTION 4
(a) In general, this question was answered well.
(i)

Answered well.
•

Candidates simply had to copy the answers from the Figure.

Expected answer:
Tourist guide/selling souvenirs/ working for a tourist agency/work in hotel/waiter/taxi driver/lodges, etc.
(ii)

Poorly answered.
•

Candidates did not know what the phrase “undermine social standards” entailed.

Incorrect answers:
•
•

Littering and environmental problems.
Conflict between tourists and locals, instead of referring to cultural understanding.

Expected answers:
Environmental cost = air/water pollution/destruction of natural environment
Environmental benefit = protection/preservation of natural environment
(iii)

Answered fairly well.
Incorrect answers:
•
•
•

Candidates still referred to employment benefits although mentioned in the question.
Answers shouldn’t refer to income received from crafts or other indirect employment.
Building new facilities such as sewage works, (directly copied from diagram) lifting.

Expected answers:
Tourists wear inappropriate clothes/or examples
Or drink alcohol
Tourism can encourage the use of drugs
Prostitution may take place in tourist areas
The above-mentioned (any) may be insulting to culture/religion
Assaults/robberies/pick-pocketing/violence/crime towards tourists
Breeds problems of street-kids/begging/harassment
(iv)

Not answered well.
Expected answers:
Foreign exchange/increased economic growth/money brought into area/more government revenue
Enabling spending on education/medical facilities/or other examples
Development of infrastructure (water, electricity, etc.)
Development of transport or examples
Cultural exchange
Retention of culture/traditions
Increased market for local farmers
More business for local shops
Building of more facilities e.g. parks, swimming pools that locals can use
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(b) (i)

Fairly well to well answered.
Incorrect answers:
•
•

Beaches instead of sandy beaches.
Candidates did not refer to diagram only.

Expected answers:
Sandy beaches
Tropical/colourful/green vegetation/plants/many plants
Clear clean/blue/calm seas/water/ocean
Marinas/areas of boats/port/harbour/sailing
Mountains
Outdoor activities/cycling/bird watching/paragliding
Wide open areas
Curio shops/informal markets
(ii)

Very poorly answered.
•

Candidates did not read the question well enough to comprehend what the question expected the
outcome to be.

Incorrect answers:
•
•
•

Candidates did not compare tourism with manufacturing.
Candidates only gave the advantages of tourism.
Candidates did not refer to why it is more expensive to develop a manufacturing industry without
specifying what is expensive or what money should be spent on.

Expected answers:
Lack of raw materials for investment in industry
And imports would be expensive (dev.)
Difficult to establish markets for manufactured products
Large/increasing demand for tourism
Manufacturing skills base/skills poor for development of manufacturing
Since traditional employment has been farming (dev.)
Weather/climate/landscape favours development of tourism/beautiful scenery already there
Therefore overseas investors are happy to invest in tourism development
Many jobs in tourism are low-skilled/low-paid jobs
Tourism is seen as less damaging to the environment than manufacturing/to build factories is more
damaging
Lack of technology
Lack of infrastructure e.g. roads/ports to transport goods in and out
Ecotourism
(iii)

Poorly answered.
Incorrect answers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Places / cities were mentioned and not areas.
Candidates did not link the area with the conservation measures.
Candidates gave general conservation measures i.e.
Tourists may not litter in national parks.
Tourists may not hunt in national parks.
People must be educated instead of tourists must be educated.

Expected answers:
A named area (not a country)
Candidates may refer to ideas such as
National parks/botanical gardens
Restricting tourist numbers
Conserving wildlife/flora and fauna
Education of tourists
Guided tours/game rangers/forest rangers
Conservation laws/fines/punishment
Eco-tourism – only when examples of Eco-tourism are not mentioned.
Comprehensive and accurate statements describing what has been done to conserve the natural
environment, including some place specific references.
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QUESTION 5
(a) (i)

Well answered - Most candidates were able to identify the settlement patterns.
Expected answers:
X
Y
Z

(ii)

dispersed/scattered
nucleated/clustered
line/ribbon

Generally, well answered.
•

Z – the candidates could not describe the distribution as “along the road, but used words such as
next to, near, close”.

Expected answers:
X
Y
Z
(iii)

scattered/no pattern/far apart
concentrated/around road junction/close to each other
along roads

Moderately well answered.
•

Many candidates could not give reasons for the patterns. Most repeated the description. Such as,
next to the river, next to the road, next to the contour lines, mountainous area.

Expected answers:
X
Y

Z
(b) (i)

Even distribution of water/good soil
Infertile land – settlements need large area to support themselves
Accessibility
Meeting of routes from different directions
Limited water supply
Mineral deposits
Defence
Accessibility/communication

Poorly answered.
•
•

Most candidates could not describe the rate of growth; they just wrote "increased" without stating
“rapid” or “great”. They just gave general descriptions without specifying the types of transport.
For bus and rail transport candidates could not see that they had increased slightly, but said they
had stayed the same.

Expected answers:
Great/rapid increase in numbers using motor cars
Over twice as many over time period
Little/small growth – bus/coach and rail
Rail − very low/slight increase
(ii)

Fairly answered.
•

Many candidates could not give possible reasons for traffic congestion and gave answers such as:
drinking and driving, small roads, overcrowding/overpopulation and rural to urban migration.

Expected answers:
Towns – meeting/convergence of routes
Centres of trade
Large numbers of people
Increase in car ownership
Roads often narrow
High volume of traffic
Rush hours/early morning/early evening
Travel to work/commuters
School traffic
Shoppers
Limited availability of public transport/increased taxi-transport
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(c) (i)

Poorly answered.
•

The majority of the candidates could not interpret graphs. Some just copied from the source for
example, “morning inbound”, “evening inbound” but could not give evidence from the graph. They
could not state rapid or steep decline and just wrote general statements.

Expected answers:
Sharp decline in morning traffic following introduction of charges
Decline by 1/4/over 40 000 to just over 10 000
Increase to over 20 000
But less than ½ 1980 level
Evening peak fairly steady below 30 000 (30-35 000)
Steep drop with introduction of charges/1990
(ii)

Fairly answered.
•

Most candidates just stated answers like “make road bigger” or “increase size” instead of “widen the
road”. Wrongly stated “use public transport”, “job opportunities in rural areas.”

Expected answers:
Staggered time for work/flexi-time
Decentralisation
Parts of town centre made traffic free
Limited parking
Expensive parking
(Urban) motorways/highways
Road widening
Clear ways on main roads
Tidal flow/designated lanes for incoming and outgoing traffic
Traffic lights controlling traffic from side streets/syncronised traffic light
Ring roads
Large car parks on edge of city – park and ride
Rapid bus services – bus lanes
Improved public transport – underground/motorrail/rapid transit
Car share schemes
Flyovers
QUESTIONS 6
(a) (i)

Well answered.
•
•

Most candidates could interpret the map very well.
All of them answered Botswana, which was correct.

Expected answers:
Eswatini/Botswana/Zimbabwe
(ii)

Well answered.
•
•

A-Most of the candidates were able to give the answer as 20% as seen on the graph.
B-The candidates interpreted the questions by referring to Tanzania which was the lowest infected
country but the question required the country which showed a decrease which was Zambia.

Expected answers:
A
B
(iii)

20
Zambia

Fairly answered.
•
•

The candidates find it difficult to follow instructions containing the command word “compare”. They
did not compare Botswana with Tanzania. Some candidates compared Fig.12 A with Fig.12 B.
Candidates need to use statistics which will give them development marks.
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Expected answers:
Rates of infection higher in Botswana (25%)/lower in Tanzania (less than 10%)
Percentage of orphans higher in Botswana (less than 35%)/lower in Tanzania
(7-35%)
Percentage of orphans increasing more rapidly in Botswana/slight increase Tanzania
HIV/AIDS is a serious issue in both countries
Allow figures which could be used as alternatives to statements or as development marks = max2
Candidates should be able to compare countries here, but they should link two discrete accounts.
(iv)

Fairly answered.
•
•

The candidates could not interpret “economies” and answered this question vaguely.
Many candidates explained how HIV influenced the people, instead of the economy of the country.

Expected answers:
Economy will fall/decline/be damaged
Reduces productive capacity of individuals/people cannot work
Reduces levels of food produced
Requires much investment in health care/more spending - medical care/aid
Which prevents investments in other aspects of development
Discourages development of (tourism, industry, etc.)
Discourages foreign investment
(b) (i)

Poorly answered.
•
•

The majority of the candidates could not interpret the population pyramid well.
The questions required comments on population, nonetheless the candidates commented on
the shapes of the pyramids, instead of the population structure. For example, the increasing
dependency ratio was described as a decrease in the working group.

Expected answers:
Reduction in total size of population/population decrease
Almost halved (dev)
Large reduction in 40-60 year old age group
Reduced to about 10% of what it would have been without HIV/AIDS (dev)
Slightly greater impact on female population
Dependency ratio increased
Credit only references to impact on population size and structure.
Credit development for interpretation of statistics.
(ii)

Poorly answered.
•
•
•

Most candidates did not distinguish between More Economically Developed Countries (MEDCs)
and Less Economically Developed Countries(LEDCs) and therefore could not make the comparison
and lost marks for this question.
Some candidates scored marks for MEDCs but incorrectly mentioned the opposite for LEDCs for
example; extended family taking care of elders, self-help groups, etc.
They focused on shortages of food, poor medical care, and poor education, which was not correct.

Expected answers:
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Ideas for MEDCs
By taxation/state
Pensions
Family benefits
Health care
Welfare services
Sheltered housing/care homes for the elderly
State education/free education

Res. 3

Ideas for LEDCs
(Extended) family
Self-help groups
Begging
Informal economy/entrepreneurial activities
Voluntary organisation/charities
Basic income grant (BIG) – /allowances for orphans

Res. 3
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Candidates should describe the ways in which dependent people are supported in developed and also
in developing countries.
(iii)

Poorly answered
•
•

Candidates refrained from using examples to answer this question. They provided vague answers,
which were not directly linked to strategies being used to reduce the spread of diseases.
Instead of strategies for the country e.g. the provision of free condoms, many candidates referred to
personal use of the condoms.

Expected answers:
Innoculation
Use of drugs/antibiotics
Better hospitals/clinics/health care/more doctors
Sex education within schools
Improved sanitation
Or ideas specific to disease such as HIV/AIDS
Theatre groups/road shows to educate re dangers of unprotected sex
Poster campaigns/TV adverts
Issuing of free condoms
Legislation against prostitution
Policing in order to implement legislation
Free syringe exchange for drug addicts
Careful screening of blood transfusions
Reducing need for migrant workers/legislation
Better health treatment to reduce deaths from diseases to which AIDS victims are less resistant
Cut-price of drugs being developed to slow the growth of the AIDS virus (ARVs)
Accept a wide variety of strategies. Candidates could refer to examples they have studied, if so
these can be credited as development marks (max.2) if linked with appropriate points (e.g. reduce
opportunities for migrant workers to prevent males in Botswana picking up disease from unprotected
sex in other countries in southern Africa – (dev.) but do not credit examples in isolation.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teach candidates examination techniques.
Teach candidates how to read, analyse and answer questions. Do not give them the Marking Scheme
without guiding them through it. It is a practice that is doing more harm than good.
Teachers need to spend more time on the interpretation of diagrams, graphs, etc.
Teachers need to put a lot of emphasis on case studies.
Teachers must ensure that they teach everything in the syllabus, e.g.
“Name an example of an area.” If an area is not named, candidates will not receive full marks for that specific
question. In some cases, no marks.
Candidates need to be exposed to Higher Order Thinking Skills in order to answer Judgement and Decisionmaking questions. Teach candidates good reasoning supported with examples.
Teachers are recommended to show their candidates, how to identify the command words in each question, as to
relate to assessment objectives required in the questions.
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4332
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There was a drop in the standard of performance of candidates compared to 2019.
Weaker candidates found it difficult to interpret questions and write relevant answers.
Candidates failed to identify and respond to the focus specified in the question eg. “general patterns,” “describe the
main trends,” etc.
Candidates must avoid one word answers when the command word in the question is “describe.”
Candidates had problems in understanding words like drainage, relief, therefore ended up writing answers which
were irrelevant.
The use of comparative terms is still a challenge for most candidates.
Some candidates lost marks in questions which were numerical in nature because they left out the units.
(a) It was fairly answered.  Some candidates left out the units or direction.  The common wrong answers
were North and West.
Expected answer:
27º 00' 30"S 29º 52' 25"E
(b) (i)

It was not well answered.  A variety of directions were given such as South East, North West, East.
Expected answer:
ESE

(ii)

Candidates lost a mark by writing the answer only, without showing the calculation.
Expected answer:
98º + 180º = 278º

(iii)

(96º - 100º) = 276º - 280º

Well answered.  Various methods were used to calculate distance.  The weakness in getting
the correct answer lay in the failure to measure the correct distance.
Expected answer:
7 mm × 50 m = 350 m

(c) (i)

Generally well answered.  Many candidates thought relief included drainage therefore
referred to perennial and non-perennial rivers.
Expected answers:
Lower lying/flat land
Gentle slopes

(ii)

Fairly answered.  Candidates wrote incorrect answers such as Magalies, cash crop, Merch and
Vlei.  They failed to link the silos shown on the map as evidence for maize or grain being grown
in the area.
Expected answer:
Maize/corn/grain

(d) Candidates lost marks for not using adjectives like on, along, away, when describing the location of
buildings.
Expected answers:
Linear in some area
Dispersed

–
–

along the roads
away from water sources
on lower lying land
on cultivated land

Indication of dispersed and linear is not required but can award 1 max.
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(e) Fairly answered.  Some leaners referred to drainage patterns such as dendritic and trellis, instead of
describing the drainage in the area.
Expected answers:
Medium to low density
Perennial waters/Perennial rivers
Non-perennial waters/Non-perennial rivers
Marshes and vleis
Scattered lakes
(f)

Fairly answered.  Candidates lost marks by using one word answers:  e.g. services, gentle slope,
instead of stating advantages of the features mentioned.
Expected answers:
Arterial routes/main road going through town – communication to surrounding areas
Railway – transport for residents
Lower lying land/flat land/gentle slopes – building and other physical expansion easier
Perennial rivers and water – water provision
Excavation – possible mining – work provision
Services – provision of services – work provision
Landing strip – communication to areas further away
Power lines
Candidates may indicate more advantages – determine the validity of these before awarding any marks

(g) Well answered.  Some candidates had no idea what the question required.  Common wrong answers
were:  dump site, excavation, etc.
Expected answers:
Railway/sidings/station – transport
Power lines – electricity provision
Possible workers close to the area – Daggakraal
Evidence of mining near Amersfoort
(h) Well answered.  Some candidates did not know the meaning of recreation therefore gave a variety
of incorrect answers such as hospital, mine dump, school.  Candidates must copy the terminology
correctly from the map.
Expected answers:

2

(i)

Rec/recreation
Rifle range

(ii)

Police station
Post Office

(a) (i)

Fairly answered.  A few candidates lost marks for leaving out the units.
Expected answers:
840 million

(ii)

Most candidates failed to use the correct terminology.  Most of them used low/high instead of
increase/decrease.
Expected answers:
General increase
At first slow(er) increase – up to 1970
Steep increase – from 1970 – 1990
Flattens off – 1990 onwards

(b) Fairly answered.  Common wrong answer was 60%.  Some candidates lacked the understanding of
what a dependent group is, therefore, they did not give the answer correctly.
Expected answer:
40%
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(c) (i)
(ii)

Fairly answered.  Common wrong answer was 15 - 60.
Was not well answered.  There were many different inaccurate answers.

Expected answers:
(i)

Over 60

(ii)

Population slower growth
Birth rates lower – fewer young people
Largest section of population 15 – 60
Growth with decrease in future – lower death rates

3

(a)

The plotting was done well by most candidates.
(b)(i-iii) Generally well answered.
(i)

6 km

(ii)

Between 5.5 and 6 km

(iii)

Very few candidates scored maximum marks in this part of the question.  They failed to understand
the word change therefore ended up writing in some instances the amount of public places per
given distance.
Expected answers:
Very few closer to the city centre
Slight increase from 2 km
Steeper increase from 2.8 km
Flattens off from 3.5 to 4.5 km
Increases again to 6.7/steepest increase to 6 km continues
Increase to 7 km/slower increase to 7 km.
Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Very few closer to the city centre
Steeper increase from 2 – 8 km/Slight increase from 2 km
Flattens off 3.5 to 4.5 km
Steepest increase from 5.5. – 6 km/Steepest increase to 6 km
Steep increase from 6 – 6.7 km
General increase
NSSCO Examiners Report 2020
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(a) Not well answered.  Common wrong answers were Histograph and Bar graph.
Expected answers:
Staked/segmented bar graph / divided bar chart / percentage bar chart
(b) (i) and (ii) were well answered.
Expected answers:
(i)

Shops/retail services

(ii)

Industrial
Administrative
Education
Medical
Recreational, etc.

(c) (i)

Well answered.  Some candidates referred to the central parts of town.
Expected answer:
Central business district (CBD)

(ii)

The majority of candidates scored a mark.  Common wrong answer was “it is used for business”.
Expected answers:
Affordability/expensive land

5

(a)(i-iv) Well answered.

4 correct = 2/ 3-2 correct = 1/less than 2 = 0
Expected answers:
(ii)

4%

(iii)

6%

(iv)

Country B

(v)

Fairly answered.  Most candidates did not use comparative terms therefore lost marks.

(iv)

Well answered.
Expected answer:
Larger base/wider base
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(vi)

Well answered.
Expected answer:
Country A

(b) Most candidates did not use comparative terms, therefore, lost marks.  Some used a variety of
words to compare the two pyramids, such as small base, big middle, irregular and regular shape,
which were not required.
Expected answers:

6

A

B

Narrower base

Wider base

Wider top

Narrow top

Largest age group 5-9

Largest age group 0-4

Extending to 85 and over /85+

Only ages 75-79/79

Slightly more females in a few age groups

Very even numbers of males and females

Uneven shape

Rapidly tapers (becomes thinner) upwards

(a) Well answered.
Expected answer:
2002
(b) Not well answered.  Some candidates used the wrong terminology.  Some failed to comprehend the
word pattern in the question.
Expected answers:
Fluctuates throughout the years
Increases in fewer years/decrease in more years
Decreases from 2000 to 2001
Increases 2002
Decreases 2003 to 2005
Increases 2006
Decreases 2008 – 2009
Only increases and decreases = max. 1
(c) Fairly answered.  Some candidates only compared by listing the figures e.g. "December was 59.1
mm in 2009 and April was 63.8 mm".
Expected answers:
In general April always (mostly) lower/December always higher
Anomalies = 2004/2008/2009
max.1
Both fluctuate (throughout the years)
(d) Fairly answered.  Like (b) above, the candidates did not understand the word pattern.
Expected answers:
Fluctuates
Increases from 2000 – 2002
Decreases 2003 – 2005
Increases 2006 – 2007
Decreases 2008 – 2009
Only increases and decreases = max. 1

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers should teach the use of proper terminology for comparisons.
Teachers must encourage candidates to remember to add units when measurements are required.
Different graphs should be introduced to candidates over the course of the teaching year.
Teachers must guide candidates on how to answer questions and discourage them from listing answers when the
question requires a description, explanation, etc.
Teachers should emphasise to candidates that when completing graphs, the plotting of the points, shading or any
other work should be done in the same manner as the partially completed graph in the question.
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4332
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS
The general impression gained from the marking session was that the performance of candidates was poor overall.
One dominant factor can be that the development of skills did not take place efficiently or was not enforced.
The candidates performed better in Q1 than in Q2. In Q1 six marks were allocated to the completion of a dispersion
graph and the wind rose. In Question 2 most of the candidates were able to score some marks in the completion of
the isolines.

•
•

Candidates had difficulty explaining their answers in Q2 (f). Most candidates found these two questions difficult in
that they were not able to give advantages in Question 2 (d) (ii) and 2 (e)(iii).
Candidates' language use was below the expected standard for Grade 12 candidates.
Judgement and Decision-Making and Analysis questions proved to be too difficult for the majority of candidates.
Candidates still fail to use the words: proven and unproven/supported/unsupported for the hypothesis. They
answered Yes and No, which were not allowed.

1

(a) (i)

•

(aa)

Well answered.
Expected answer:
A to preserve the measurement markings/to prevent fading/permanent/every reading the same
measurements

(bb)

Well answered, most candidates could state that the markings should not disappear. They also
referred to the fact that water does not remove intervals. However, some candidates referred to
the level of water instead of to the volume of water.
Expected answer:
B to ensure that the volume of rain water collected remained constant

(ii)

Well answered, the majority of candidates scored at least one mark. Some candidates could
not score marks because they referred red to a rain gauge on a pole and did not refer to the
instrument shown in Figure 1.
Expected answer:
In an open area/away from buildings and trees
On a grass surface/away from hard surfaces
With the rim 30 cm above the ground

(b) (i)

Well answered, many candidates could identify the correct location of the dot, but a few only
made random dots and could as a result not score any marks.
Expected answers:
Indicate 9 and 12 for day 8
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(ii)

Poorly answered, most candidates only referred to individual days/highest/lowest instead of
patterns of days.
Expected answers:
A fairly dry period during the first six days
The two following days had the highest rainfall
Two following days with no rain/1 mm rainfall
Some rainfall during the next four days

(iii)

Fairly answered, some candidates lost marks because they omitted the unit of measurement.
Expected answer:
49/14 = 3.5 mm

(iv)

(unit required)

Fairly answered, the majority of the candidates could compare the total rainfall(data) for both
locations, however, many did not compare days with and without rainfall. Many lost marks due to
failure to use comparative terms, i.e. more/greater than, etc. Some candidates indicated airport
location has 'high rainfall' instead of saying higher rainfall.
Expected answers:
The airport received a greater amount of rainfall generally/total airport = 49 and school = 30 cm
Airport has a higher number of days with rain/airport = 11 days and school 8 days
Airport has a higher maximum rainfall amount/airport max = 12/school max = 9
Data only listed but no comparisons made = 1 marks

(v)

Poorly answered, most candidates could not identify the place which was higher/lower and
distinguish which place had higher rainfall. Many candidates referred to latitude instead of
altitude. Very few candidates could explain how these factors influence rainfall for a second
mark. Some candidates could score one mark for comparison but very few could score a second
mark for the development of the reason.
Expected answers:
Altitude
Higher ground received higher rainfall (airport)
Warm, moist air uplifted (higher ground), condensation and cloud formation with rainfall
Rain shadow areas have less/no rainfall
Distance from the sea
Closer to the sea can have more rainfall, especially if closer to warm current/water
Winds blowing from the sea to the land will carry more moisture – could lead to higher rainfall
When winds blow from the land towards the sea /other inland areas, it is normally drier, therefore lower/
less rainfall
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(c) (i)

Fairly answered, many candidates scored one mark for indicating that the arrow points in the
direction the wind is blowing from, but some candidates did not score any mark because they
referred to the direction the wind is blowing to and they did not use the diagram showing the tail/blade.
Expected answers:
The tail/blade of the wind vane has a larger surface area – catching the wind and causing the vane to
rotate (The arrow of the wind vane shows the direction the wind was blowing from.)

(ii)

Fairly well answered, although many candidates did not colour the days they indicated.
Expected answers:
1 mark for 3 days at school location
1 mark for 2 days at airport location
1 mark for shading

(d) Poorly answered, most of the candidates could not give the reason why the South was the direction in
which most rainfall was received. The majority of candidates were not able to identify the relationship
between wind direction and rainfall.
Expected answers:
South/South-westerly direction – direction

(1)

Rain coming from direction of the sea
Data: Days when wind was blowing from south – highest rainfall/11-12 mm
Days when wind was blowing from SW also had rainfall/ 4-6 mm
Days when wind was blowing from West – some rainfall received
Days when wind was blowing from N and NE 0 – 2 mm of rainfall/lowest rainfall
(e) Rainfall is greater closer to the sea and when the winds are blowing from the south
(i)

Well answered, many candidates scored a mark stating that the hypothesis was proven/accepted
and adding data evidence. However some candidates only repeated the hypothesis for which
they did not attain any marks.
Expected answers:
Support/accept the hypothesis since rainfall is higher closer to the sea
Since the airport which is closer to the sea has a higher rainfall of 49 mm to 30 mm/3.5 mm average to
2.14 mm average
Highest rainfall when wind blows from the south/11-12m
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(ii)

Poorly answered, as candidates did not read the question carefully. The answer required the
listing of specific problems associated with comparing the different rain gauges.
Expected answers:
Disadvantage of data collection methods:
Data collection at school could have been done with a ‘proper’ Rain gauge/airport standardised rainfall
Data for the two locations were collected with different rain gauges: they are not really comparable

(iii)

Poorly answered. Candidates only listed general problems. The answer required candidates to
be more specific.
Expected answers:
Candidates did not take readings at the same time.
The measuring cylinder and rain gauge was not placed on a level surface. Data collection could have
taken place at different times – human behaviour
Data collection could have been incorrect (not on a level surface)/not reading at eye level – human error

2

(a) Poorly answered, most of the candidates failed to use comparative terminology to distinguish the
characteristics such as highest, largest and tallest. For example highest number of pedestrians,
highest number of vehicles/largest volume of traffic.
Expected answers:
X is the central area of the CBD; thus having
The highest number of pedestrians
The highest volume of traffic
The tallest buildings
The highest land value
Largest variety of shops/mostly commercial
(b) (i)

Poorly answered, as most candidates could not give advantages and disadvantages based on
how this investigation could be improved, but instead stated advantages and disadvantages in general.
Expected answers:
Method: random
Advantages:
Easy method to use
Can cover a large area
10 min is not too long

res 1

Disadvantages:
Differences in consistency – candidates have different paces therefore covered different distances
Pedestrians were only counted at the selected sites and not further away/closer to X
res 1
(ii)

Fairly answered, but many candidates did not read the question with understanding, hence
some candidates answered the question using the data and results collected.
Expected answers:
Location of the site
The name of the student
The date
The time
Weather
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(c) (i)

Well answered, most candidates could draw the isoline but did not label pedestrians on the line.
Expected answer:
Must draw the isoline correctly – between 10 and 50
Must label the drawn isoline

(ii)

On average, most candidates used the wrong key instead of the key provided. A reasonable
number of candidates showed understanding of plotting and completion of the isoline map.
Expected answer:
Correct shading of area above 50 pedestrians

(d) (i)

Fairly answered, as many candidates could describe the changes, however, specific detail was
omitted. Most candidates also failed to identify the changes in the different areas of the isoline
map. They did not notice that there was a decrease, to a certain extent in some directions.
Expected answers:
Decrease in the number of pedestrians away from site X
Decrease is uneven
Decrease slower/smaller to the South/ West
Decrease faster/larger towards the north/East

(ii)

Poorly answered as many candidates failed to describe the changes. Candidates were required
to identify the changes in relation to the services in different directions such as towards the North
where there were some banks, etc.
Expected answers:
The uneven bulge in the north is because of the large secondary school
This could also be as a result of the location of the bank, since people will walk to such locations
The faster increase to the east is because of the parking area where people park and walk to the
CBD/X
The north also has the largest road – more people and the narrower roads elsewhere can carry fewer
pedestrians (overcrowded)

(e) (i)

Fairly answered, although some candidates gave a description and definition of convenience goods.
Expected answers:
Comparison goods.
Products that often have business distribution outlets clustered together / and which consumers
purchase relatively infrequently/and so they usually evaluate prices, features and quality levels before
making a purchase.
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(ii)

Well answered, most candidates could give a correct example even though their description was
incorrect.
Expected answers:
Examples of comparison goods include cars, televisions and major appliances/jewelry/clothes/furniture,
etc.

(iii)

Poorly answered, as most candidates could not relate to the aim of the investigation, so they
chose the sampling method instead. They just identified the sampling method without explaining
how the 20 shops could have been selected for better presentation.
Expected answers:
Survey the full 60 shops and find the overall percentage of shop types
Then apply that ratio to the sample of 20 shops/work out percentage
Or
Stratified sampling – sample 10 shops selling comparison goods
and 10 shops selling convenience goods – therefore getting an equal
number of both types of shops (goods)
If a variable selection method is mentioned, award marks

(f)

Poorly answered, since most candidates referred to the busiest times for shops, instead of why the
responses by shop-owners may not be reliable. Candidates also failed to link the question to the
shop owners.
Expected answers:
Shop owners would be biased/subjective in their answers
Shop owners may not be present throughout the day
Shop owners may not be in every day

(g) Fairly answered, since most candidates got the conclusion correct. They could evaluate the hypothesis
while giving evidence to support it, however, they did not focus on the last part of the question, which
required ways to improve the investigation.
Expected answers:
The number of pedestrians decreases away from the central point of the CBD
The hypothesis is supported
However these decreases are uneven
The pedestrians could have been counted twice by counting at different times of the day
Count at different times of the year – averages
Or
Hypothesis is supported.
The numbers decreases away from centre.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers should teach the use of proper terminology for comparisons.
Teachers must encourage candidates to remember to add units when measurements are required.
Different graphs should be introduced to candidates over the course of the teaching year.
Teachers must guide candidates on how to answer questions and discourage them from listing answers when the
question requires a description, explanation, etc.
Teachers should emphasise to candidates that when completing graphs, the plotting of the points, shading or any
other work should be done in the same manner as the partially completed graph was done.
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HISTORY
4333
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
•
•

Teachers should teach learners how to explain answers.
Teachers should also teach learners to differentiate between identification and explanation.

COMMENTS ON THE INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Question 1
(a) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates described the aims of Clemenceau and Wilson instead of
comparing the disagreements between the two.
What did Clemenceau and Wilson disagree about during the Paris peace Conference of 1919?
Clemenceau wanted revenge on Germany for French suffering, while Wilson of USA wanted the treaty to be
fair to everyone including the defeated countries.
Clemenceau wanted Germany to be punished harshly and destroy Germany as a military, political and
economic power, while Wilson disagreed that the treaty should not be harsh on Germany to avoid future
hostilities.
Clemenceau wanted to force Germany to pay war debts and Germany should be subdivided, while Wilson
wanted Germany to be punished for her aggression but avoid forcing her to pay very heavy damages.
Clemenceau wanted Rhineland to be given to France permanently but Wilson went against it.
Clemenceau wanted all land outside Germany to taken from her, while Wilson wanted to avoid war punishing
Germany fairy.
[1-5]
(b) Answered fairly.  The majority of the candidates were able to identify the reasons, but failed to explain
why many Germans disliked the Treaty of Versailles.
Why did many Germans dislike the Treaty of Versailles?  Explain your answer.
Level 1: General answer
e.g. they were hurt

[1]

Level 2: Identify/describe the reasons for dislike the Treaty.
e.g. Germany lost its economic productivity.
The German people were displaced all over.
The Germans find it hard to produce food.
The Germans lost their power.

[2-4]

Level 3: Explain why they dislike the Treaty of Versailles
e.g. Germany lost most of its productive land for example the Rhineland and Saar which were very
rich in terms of raw material which they could have mined, process and export to other countries
in exchange of other needed commodities, but due to the loss of these land , the Germans were
plunged into poverty and economical problems.
[4-7]
(c) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates could not identify neither explain how Britain, France and
United States of America were satisfied with the Treaty of Versailles.
To what extent were Britain, France and the United of America satisfied with the terms of the Treaty of
Versailles?  Explain your answer.
Level 1: General answer
e.g. They were satisfied / They were not satisfied.

[1]

Level 2: Identify/describe satisfaction or dissatisfaction
e.g. Britain received reparation
France made Germany weak
The USA introduced the world body (The League of the Nations)
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Level 3: Identify/describe satisfaction and dissatisfaction
Level 2 + Most of Wilson’s 14 points were ignored
France’s attempts to get revenge over Germany was blocked by Wilson

[4]

Level 4: Explain satisfaction or dissatisfaction
e.g. Clemenceau and Lloyd George were satisfied as they could earn reparations well as new
territories.  France got Germany territories along the western frontier (Saar, Alsace and Lorraine
were return and it gained from the demilitarized Rhineland).  The French were also happy with the
fact that Germany was weakened as it made them feel protected against a traditional enemy. [5-6]
Level 5: Explain satisfaction and dissatisfaction
e.g. Level 4 + Britain and France were dissatisfied that they did not received everything they
wanted like more land, and to France the Germany military was not reduced as they wanted.  The
USA was also dissatisfied that more of other points were not included.
[7-8]
Question 2
(a) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates mainly focused on the general aims of the League of
Nations but not on the role of the Council.
Describe the role of the Council within the League of Nations.
e.g. Deciding on a course of action
Meeting and voting to condemn the action
Using moral force
Imposing economic sanctions
Could use military force
Supervised the work of the commissions

[1-5]

(b) Poorly answered.  Most of candidates focused on the general failures of the League of the Nations
rather than on why sanctions failed on Italy.
Why did the League’s sanctions on Italy fail in the 1930s?
Level 1: General answer
e.g. The League was weak.
Level 2: Identify or describe the reasons
e.g. Sanctions did not include oil
The USA did not support the League’s sanctions
The League did not have military force to enforce its decisions
The league took long to act.

[1]

[2-4]

Level 3: Explain the reasons
e.g. The economic sanctions the League imposed did not include oil, coal and iron which could
have ended the Abyssinia campaign very quickly.  Despite sanctions that were imposed on Italy,
non-League members, the USA and Germany continued to trade with Italy.  The League voted to
remove existing sanctions against Italy.
[4-7]
(c) Fairly answered.  Most of the candidates were able to identify or explain the achievements and
failures of the League.
How far did the League of Nations achieve its aims in the period 1920 to 1933?  Explain your answer.
Level 1: General answer
e.g. The League of Nations achieved its aims/It did not achieve its aims
It was not a failure?  I do not agree
Level 2: Identify/describe achievements or failures
e.g. Succeeded with the dispute over Aaland Island.
The League ended slavery including contract labour system.
Level 3: Identify/describe achievements and failures
e.g. Level 2+ Failed to stop the war between Poland and Russia.
Failed to prevent the invasion of Manchuria.
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[1]

[2-3]

[4]

Level 4: Explain achievements or failures
e.g. The League was successful in sorting out disputes between countries such as the disputes
over the Aaland Island between Sweden and Finland in 1921.  Both countries wanted to control the
Aaland Island because it lies between the two countries.  The League decided that Finland should
administer the Island and the interests of the Swedish inhabitants on the Island would be protected.
[5-6]
Level 5: Explain achievements and failures
e.g. Level 4 + The League failed to stop the War between Poland and Russia, 1920 – 21.  The
Poles were not satisfied with the boundary with Russia.  They wanted more land in the east than
they were allowed to have.  During 1920, the Poles attacked the Russians and forcefully occupied
an area called White Russia.  The Russians fought back and the Poles fled back to Warsaw,
Poland’s capital city.  The Poles counter-attacked the Russians and many Russian soldiers were
either killed or captured.  In 1921, the Russian government accepted and signed the Treaty
of Riga.  This treaty gave more land to Poland.  By refusing to obey the terms of the Treaty of
Versailles and League of Nations, Poland was then able to increase its size.
[7-8]
Question 3
(a) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates concentrated more on the background than on what
happened at the Bay of Pigs.
Describe what happened in the Bay of Pigs incident in April 1961.
e.g. The USA gave support to Cuba exiles.  Kennedy supported an invasion by these exiles.  They intended
to establish a base in Cuba. 1400 soldiers landed at the Bay of Pigs.  Cuban soldiers were waiting already.  
There was no popular uprising and the exiles were killed or captured by a large Cuban forces.  Kennedy was
humiliated although not directly implicated.  Castro decided he needed more support from the Soviet Union to
defend himself against American attacks.
[1-5]
(b) Fairly  answered.  Most of the candidates were able to identify the reasons why the Soviet Union
wanted to place nuclear missiles in Cuba, but failed to give a complex explanation as to why.
Explain why the Soviet Union wanted to place nuclear missiles in Cuba.
Level 1: General answer
e.g. They wanted them there.

[1]

Level 2: Identify or describe reasons
e.g. To defend Cuba
To test the USA
To bargain with the USA
To get an upper hand in the arms race

[2-4]

Level 3: Explain reasons
e.g. The missiles were actually meant to defend Cuba against the USA.  The USA through the CIA
was involved in the Bay of Pigs invasion though it was a failure.  Cuba was worried that a similar
attack or a full USA invasion would happen that why they requested for military assistance from
the USSR.  After the  Bay of Pings incidence, Fidel Castro declared Cuba was now communist
, therefore the USSR sent those missiles to defend a fellow communist state.  This also gave
Khrushchev an opportunity to spread communist to the West and especially South America on the
doorstep of the USA who always tried to stop communism.
[4-7]
(c) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates could not identify how the two leaders handled the Cuban Crisis.
Who handled the Cuban Missile Crisis better, Kennedy or Khruhchev?  Explain your answer.
Level 1: General answer
e.g. Kennedy / Krushchev

[1]

Level 2: Identify or describe the reasons / Kennedy or Krushchev
e.g. Cuba remained communist and a useful ally.
USA missiles in Turkey were removed.
The USA promised not to invade Cuba.
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Level 3: Identify or describe the reasons / Kennedy and Krushchev
e.g. The USA forced the USSR to back down.
Cuban missiles were removed under UN supervision
American public were not made aware of the removal of US missiles from Turkey.

[4]

Level 4: Explain one side only
e.g. It was Kennedy because he managed to secure US’s national security by successfully
negotiating with USSR for the removal of missiles from Cuba.  The Soviet missiles in Cuba was
less than 150KM from US cities and could fire into US with a range of 1000 miles giving USSR the
capacity to cities deep within the US.
In order to protect USA from any potential nuclear threat from the USSR, Kennedy needed the
removal of these nuclear missiles in Cuba.
[5-6]
Level 5: Explain both sides
e.g. It was Khrushchev because he managed to force Kennedy into making concession for the
removal of the missiles from Turkey which were of a threat and the promise not to invade Cuba.  
He had managed to avoid direct confrontation with the USA by claiming that the Cuban missiles
served as deterrence to US invasion, which was in fact a bluff, as the power balance between USA
and the USSR tilted towards the favour of the USSR.
[7-8]
Question 4
(a) Fairly answered.  Most of the candidates concentrated more on the general aims of the United Nations
rather than the roles of the General Assembly and Security Council.
Describe the roles of the United Nation’s General Assembly and Security Council.
e.g. To admits new members of the United Nations.
To appoints non-permanent to the Security Council.
To deal with international disputes.
To imposes economic sanctions on the aggressive countries.
Send military forces to an offending country.

[1-5]

(b) Fairly answered.  Most of the candidates were able to identify the reasons why the United Nations
was founded, but failed to explain.
Why was the UN founded in 1945?
Level 1: General answer
e.g. It’s a world body

[1]

Level 2: Identify or describe the reasons why the UN was founded.
e.g. To keep international peace and security
To promote friendly relations among countries
To promote economic and social progress

[2-4]

Level 3: Explain the reasons why the UN was founded.
e.g. The idea to form the UN was born during the WWII, it was based on the Atlantic Charter
Conference of 1941 , which was aimed at bringing full economic cooperation between member
states for their social development, peace and security.  In 1942, 26 nations signed the principles
of Atlantic Charter and in October 1942, Moscow declaration was signed and they all agreed to set
up a new International organisation following the demise of the League of Nations.
[4-7]
(c) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates concentrated more on the general aims of the UN and on
the successes of the League of Nations.
How successful was the UN in solving the problems in the Congo in 1961?
Level 1: General answer
e.g. Very successful/Not successful
Level 2: Identify/describe successful or failure
e.g. The UN passed a resolution
The UN maintained law and order
Katanga brought back to the rest of Congo
Level 3: Identify/describe successful and failures
e.g. Level 2 + Failed to unite provinces in Congo
UN Secretary General was killed in Congo
UN forces withdrew from Congo
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[1]

[2-3]

[4]

Level 4: Explain successful or failure
e.g. With the Congo breaking apart and in chaos, Lumumba appealed to the UN for Help.   The
UN passed a resolution demanding that Belgium should withdraw its forces from Katanga.  It also
gave the UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold the authority to take all necessary steps in
consultation with the Congolese government to provide it with such military assistance as may be
necessary.  The next day UN forces flew in to do what the could to help the Congo with its problems.  
They helped to restore a certain amount of law and order to some parts of the Congo.
[5-6]
Level 5: Explain successful and failure
e.g. Level 4 + The UN failed to bring the Congo’s breakaway provinces under the control of
Lumumba again.  This caused Lumumba to turn to the Soviet Union for help.  The USA helped
Mobutu Sese Seko to seize power from Lumumba.  Lumumba was arrested and later killed.  The
UN Secretary General was also killed while on the peace mission in the Congo.  Years of civil war
followed Secretary General’s death.  The UN finally gave up trying to restore peace and withdrew
its troops in 1964 allowing the civil war to continue.  The UN failed to bring peace and stability to
Congo.
[7-8]
Question 5
(a) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates were not able to describe oppositions to Germany  
colonisation.  They were talking about the causes of the War of National Resistance.
Describe the kind of opposition there was in Namibia to German colonisation in the late nineteenth century.
e.g some Namibian leaders like Hendrik Witbooi refused to sign the protection treaties with Germans some
refuse to make their land available to the Germanys.  In 1893 and 1894 there was the Hottenton Uprising of
the Nana.  The opposition was led by the legendary leader Hendrik Witbooi.
In 1985 were many local risings against Germany occupation.  Mbanderus and the Khaus revolted against
Germans in 1896.  One mark for each relevant point.  No level marking.
[1-5]
(b) Well answered.  Candidates were able to identify and explain why the War of National Resistance started.
Explain why the war of National Resistance started in 1904.
Level 1: General answer
e.g. They wanted to fight.

[1]

Level 2: Identify / describe reasons
e.g. They lost their land
Their cattle were  taken away by Germans
They were brutally oppressed

[2-4]

Level 3: Explains the reasons
e.g. By 1900, large areas of land had been taken away from the Namibian communities in the
center and south of the country.  The German colonial authorities gave this land to the increasing
number of German settlers.  A German Decree of 1898 ordered that “reserves” should be set up for
Namibians.  One of these reserves was set up in the area of Namas, and another one in the area
of the Herero.  Namibians were treated like foreigners in their own country.
[4-7]
(c) Fairly answered.  Most candidates were able to identify the benefits, but failed to explain the how.
How far did the Namibian people benefit from the German rules?  Explain your answer.
Level 1: General answer
e.g. Namibians benefitted / did not benefit

[1]

Level 2: Identify / describe the benefits or disadvantages
e.g. they got education
Roads were constructed
Skills/Jobs/trade

[2-3]

Level 3: Identify/ describe the benefits or disadvantages
e.g.  Level 2+ Land was taken away
They lost their cattle
People were killed

[4]
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Level 4: Explain benefits OR disadvantages
e.g. Many Namibians became literate through Missionaries on a basic level.  Countries prosper
during the German Colonial Era, buildings, towns arose.  Namibian learned about trading and
western customs, tradition and values which they could have applied later in life.  Railways were
built to enhance the transport of goods and trade with other countries.
[5-6]
Level 5: Explain benefits AND disadvantages
e.g. Level 4 + The Namibian became poor because the Germans confiscated their land.  The
loss of land caused a great financial setback.  Their cattle were confiscated which enriched the
Germans.  Many times, they had to pay more than what the goods were costing because the
traders overcharged them when they took goods on credit.  A police zone was set up to control the
people’s movement in their own country.  Reserves were set up to keep the people poor because
these areas were normally dry and barren and have poor living conditions.  Namibians were used
for cheap labour.  They were paid low wages and were subjected to beatings and injustices. [7-8]
Question 6
(a) Well answered.  Most of the candidates were able to describe the impact of the contract labour system.
Describe the impact of the contract labour system on the Namibians.
e.g. Workers were not allowed to bring their families with them.
They stayed away from home for long periods (9 to 18 months).
Without love and support from their wives, men were homesick and lonely.
Many turned to local women for comfort leading to family breakdown.
Many children grew up without knowing their fathers.
Women were left without enough money to care for their children.
Harsh working conditions and overcrowded compounds led to poor health and illness, sometimes death.
They worked for long hours and received very low wages.
Women had to take over responsibilities at home such as cattle raising etc.
[1-5]
(b) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates could not identify and explain why apartheid was introduced
in Namibia, instead they focused on the apartheid laws.
Why did South Africa introduce the apartheid system into Namibia?
Level 1: General answer
e.g. It wanted to keep racial separated
Level 2: Identify or describe reasons
e.g. It favoured the white minority
It gave whites the best land
To divide and rule
It meant black people were the servants of the whites
White voters agreed with the policy
To use resources for themselves

[1]

[2-4]

Level 3: Explain more than one reason
e.g. The National Party represented the white minority and apartheid would give particular privileges
to those of European origin.  These included securing all the best farm land for the whites and only
allowing black people into cities to work for white businesses if they had passes.
[4-7]
(c) Fairly answered.   Most of the candidates were able to identify and explain the contribution of the
United Nations and SWAPO to the independence of Namibia, but some focused on other factors, like
the Churches, Labour Unions, etc.
‘SWAPO and the United Nations Organisation were equally responsible for achieving independence for
Namibia.’  To what extent do you agree with this statement?  Explain your answer.
Level 1: General answer
e.g. Yes, by SWAPO/No, by the UN

[1]

Level 2: Identify/describe role by SWAPO OR the UN
e.g. SWAPO called Namibians to fight for independence SWAPO’s armed liberation struggle
SWAPO formed a military wing: PLAN fighters
[2-3]
Level 3: Identify/describe role by SWAPO AND the UN
e.g. The UN helped Namibia gain independence
UN imposed sanctions
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[4]

Level 4: Explain the role by SWAPO OR the UN
e.g. SWAPO stood out as the liberation movement that spearheaded independence.  They wanted
to be granted universal adult suffrage and to unite their people.  SWAPO gained recognition in both
the UN and OAU as the sole and authentic representative of the people of Namibia.  They wanted
the UN to supervise elections and the transition, and accepted any attempts of SWAPO to arrange
some form of government in Namibia.  In 1997 the Turnhalle was rejected, as well as the MultiParty Conference somewhat later, because SWAPO was absent. SWAPO rejected any attempt by
SA to remain in power in Namibia directly or indirectly.
[5-6]
Level 5: Explain the role by SWAPO AND the UN
e.g. The role of the UN was also vital.  The General Assembly passed a resolution ending the
mandate in October 1966.  A committee was established to take over and in May 1967 a UN
Council for Namibia was established to take over until independence.  SA was requested to
withdraw but refuse.  The UN introduced sanctions.  In 1971 the International Court ruled that
SA occupied Namibia illegally and should move out.  In 1978 the UN passed Resolution 435.  It
made provision for UN-supervised, free and fair elections in Namibia.  This was accepted by SA in
November 1989 and independence was granted in March 1990.
[7-8]
Question 7
(a) Fairly answered.  Most of the candidates were able to describe how colonisation influenced the
everyday life of blacks in Botswana.
Describe how colonization influenced the everyday life of blacks in Botswana
e.g. Blacks were badly treated by whites who colonized their country.
They worked as their servants, worked their lands and were very poorly paid.  Whites regarded themselves
as superior and demanded respect and submission from the blacks.  They confiscated their land and
animals.  Blacks became strangers in their own country
[1-5]
(b) Fairly answered.  Most of the candidates were able to identify reasons why the nationalist movements
in Botswana resisted colonial rule, but failed to explain.
Why did nationalist movements in Botswana resist colonial rule?  Explain your answer
Level 1: General answer
e.g. They were unhappy

[1]

Level 2: Identify/describe reasons for resistance
e.g. They wanted independence
Real power was in the hands of the whites
They wanted political rights

[2-4]

Level 3: Explain reasons for resistance
e.g. The nationalist movements wanted full political rights and independence and were unhappy
with the Native Advisory Council, which had very power.  Chiefs like Khama III did not accept
indirect rule as it only gave the chiefs a limited amount if power.  Botswana’s nationalist movement
demanded to rule themselves.
The Tswanas also rejected indirect rule, as the real power remained in the hands of the residents.  
Tsekedi Khama who succeed Khama III wanted the political rights of the Tswanas to be respected
and acknowledged, and argued that indirect rule would only make the chiefs paid officials of
Britain.  He demanded these rights in order to secure a higher standard of living for the Tswanas.  
They also desired independence because many African countries had gained independence in the
1960s. In addition, the UN encouraged countries to become independent.
[4-7]
(c) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates could not identify and explain how the Bechuanaland
Democratic Party and others contributed to Botswana’s independence.
‘The Bechuanaland Democratic Party (BDP) played the most important role in Botswana’s independence.  
How far do you agree?  Explain your answer.
Level 1: General answer
e.g. I agree / I disagree

[1]

Level 2: Identify/describe the BDP role AND others
e.g. It got the support from Legislative Councils
It also got the support from Britain
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Level 3: Identify/describe the BDP role AND others
e.g. Chiefs resistant colonization
Students also wanted independence

[4]

Level 4: Explain the BDP role or others
e.g. The BDP was established by Sir Seretse Khama at the time when Britain agreed to allow
independence for Botswana. Sir Seretse was in favor of a multiracial party that could gain support
from all the ethnic groups.  He differed from the Botswana People’s Party (BPP) who only wanted
Africans in the party “Africa for Africans.”  Most legislative Councils supported Sir Seretse and
Britain welcomed his idea of a unifies, democratic and multiracial country.  Britain wanted to speed
up the process for independence as a result of the strong leadership and ideals of Seretse Khama,
as they were afraid that, should anything bad befall the King, the radicals could take over.
[5-6]
Level 5: Explain BDP role AND others
e.g. Chiefs like Tsekedi Khama also resisted the indirect rule of Britain.  Tsekedi was opposed
as he regarded this as a system of puppets.  As a strong leader he opposed colonisation and
advocated freedom.  Young students in the 1960s came to the fore more strongly, especially
after Ghana gained independence.  They were inspired by Kwame Nkrumah’s speeches and the
promise by the UN that all countries in the world would be independence.
[7-8]
Question 8
(a) Fairly answered.  Most of the candidates were able to describe the changes after the election of 1948,
but some focused on what happened after the election of 1994.
In what ways was South Africa changed after the elections of 1948?
e.g. The National Party (NP) introduced apartheid laws.
Residential areas were separated according to ethnic groups.
Blacks were restricted from certain areas.
Inter-racial marriages were forbidden.
Blacks and white people were forced to use separate public facilities

[1-5]

(b) Fairly answered.  Most of the candidates were able to identify the reasons why the National Party won
the 1948 election, but failed to explain why.
Explain why the National Party won the 1948 election?
Level 1: General answer
e.g. They made promises to the whites
Benefits from the National Party
Level 2: Identify/describe why NP won
e.g. Promises to preserve white purity
Promises of jobs
Promised land to whites
Clause of 1910 constitution

[1]

[2-4]

Level 3: Explain reasons why NP won
e.g. Malan made preservation of white supremacy through apartheid laws as the main theme of the
election campaign.  The NP played up the fear of black danger and ensures the white population
of their security, as well as a position of superiority through the apartheid policy.  Through this he
succeeded in convincing enough white voters to win with a small majority.
A further aspect relating to the success of the NP was the delimitation of the voting constituencies.  
Rural constituencies required fewer votes to gain a parliamentary seat. Since the farmers favoured
the segregationist policies of Malan, they were able to gain more seats than the United Party (UP)
[4-7]
(c) Well answered.  Most of the candidates were able to identify and explain the successes and failures
of apartheid in South Africa.
‘Apartheid in South Africa was successful.’  How far do you agree with this statement?  Explain your answer.
Level 1: General answer
e.g. It was a success/ it was a failure
Level 2: Identify/describe successes OR failures
e.g. Blacks were inferior to whites
Whites controlled the economy
Blacks were not allowed to live in towns
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[1]

[2-3]

Level 3: Identify/describe successes AND failures
e.g. Blacks resisted
International community condemned SA’s actions
Sanctions damaged SA’s economy and the Rand lost its value

[4]

Level 4: Explain successes OR failures
e.g. The system was based on “divide and rule” and therefore affected blacks negatively, while
whites were advantaged.  The SA government succeeded in its aim to sustain white supremacy for
over 40 years by securing the best farmland and control over the economy for whites.  Political rights
were given to blacks in homelands only, but the real political power was kept by the whites.
[5-6]
Level 5: Explain success AND failures
e.g. The policy could not last forever, as black people resisted.  They were unhappy because their
human dignity was disregarded.  They were also unhappy to be brutalised in their own country,
and because their land and cattle were repossessed by the army, police and the justice’s system,
it helped to bring world’s attention to what was happening in SA.  As a result, SA Government was
condemned and economic sanctions were imposed.  The disinvestment campaign in the 1980s as
well as the isolation of South Africa led to the failure of the policy.
[7-8]
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•

Teachers are encouraged to teach learners how to answer the questions.
Question A – Candidates must describe/identify, but not waist time with explanations.
Question B – Candidates must identify and explain the reasons identified.
Question C – Candidates must identify and explain the reasons identified on both sides.
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4333
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS
It is worth noting that there is an overall improvement in the answering of the questions, however, it seems to be difficult
for candidates to answer questions which requires comparison as most of them could not identify the agreements and
disagreements when comparing sources. Evaluation of sources proved to be a problem. Candidates failed to prove
whether a source is useful or less useful. They failed to make reference to the source by indicating that the Source is
useful because of what it tells or less useful because of what it does not tell, etc. A number of candidates simply
copied or paraphrased the sources instead of inferring from the source(s)/ interpreting the sources. Candidates lost
marks for not making a choice when answering questions, e.g., by saying the source(s) is useful or less useful, the
sources agree or disagree, etc. English literacy skills and vocabulary are still lacking and therefore most candidates
could not understand words or understand the requirements of the questions. Teachers/Tutors should teach the skills
and not give the marking schemes to candidates. Candidates who were given mark schemes are indicating e.g my
VI , support, my CK which is not needed. They also use the Y and the N instead of Yes and No in the last question
and loose marks. Some of them indicated True and False in the last question which is wrong. They also lost marks
by indicating: to the Far extend/less extend which is simply not a choice at all. The interpretation of cartoons/
photographs seem to be a concern in the questions where they are used as well as the last question.
Advice to teachers/tutors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Candidates should not paraphrase: what is required is an interpretation of a source(s) not to summarise the
sources in their own words but to give meaning to the source.
Candidates should not only copy the sources without giving an interpretation.
Candidates must make choices where it is required from them, if they don’t, then they will not score marks even
when the answer contains some other good elements to score high marks. Choices must be balanced/both sides
(e.g Agree and Disagree).
Make sure that your candidates know the content very well.
When they use support, it must fit to the Inference(s) made.
Develop in class the purposes in questions with keywords like: useful/less useful/why/trust/not trust.
To work out the purpose (why question), requires candidates to work out the intended impact in other words, the
Purpose must have an intended impact of attitude or action.
With comparison questions let the candidates compare the sources with one another not individually.
Encourage your candidates to have 3 or more quotes for support and 3 rejecting the statement in the last
question with support to score full marks.
Work on the vocabulary and the use of proper English in class.
Teach the candidates the difference between Hitler’s Foreign Policy and Depth Study Germany. Hitler’s Foreign
Policy does not fit.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Depth Study A: Germany, 1918 -1945
1

(a) This question was fairly answered. However, a number of candidates still failed to identify Valid
Inferences. Many candidates could not support such inferences with proper quotations; instead
they paraphrased or gave incomplete statements or simply copied part of the introduction. Many
failed to apply appropriate contextual knowledge which is relevant to the source and time period of
the topic. The appropriate contextual knowledge should be on how the curriculum/ school subjects
were carefully adapted to contain Nazi beliefs e.g. in Biology, learners were taught the superiority
of the Aryan race and the inferiority of other races and in mathematics, learners were taught
to calculate the percentage of land lost during the treaty of Versailles, etc. A few candidates
addressed cross-reference with other sources, they provided the correct support but failed to explain
in short how these sources link with one another. The demand for the question was to score a
valid inference + support + contextual knowledge or cross-reference to score full marks.
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1

Study Source A.
What can you learn from this source? Explain your answer with reference to the source and your knowledge. [6]
Level 1: General/copying, misinterpretation, no valid inference, contextual knowledge.

[1]

Level 2: unsupported inference
•
•

[2-3]

1 VI = L2/2
2 or more VI = L2/3

Level 3: VI + support from the source
•
•

[4-5]

1VI + support = L3/4
2 or more VI + support = L3/5

Level 4: Level 3 + contextual knowledge or cross reference
•

[6]

1VI + support + CK or CR = L4/6

e.g. Valid inferences:
•

the youth were brainwashed,

•

the youth were won over by Nazis ideas,

•

the author/youth supported the Nazis,

•

the youth were in favour of the Nazis to get their ideas taught in schools,

•

the Nazis beliefs were instilled in youth,

•

the youth were loyal to Nazis,

•

the curriculum was Nazified.

Marking grid
Symbol

Meaning

MI:
VI:
Sup:
CK:
CR:
PARA:

Misinterpretation
Valid Inference(s)
Support from source
Contextual Knowledge
Cross-Reference
Paraphrasing

2

This question was fairly answered. Many candidates managed to score L3/4 for the valid inference(s)
supported. Most candidates were hardly able to differentiate between the message( purpose) and the
general contextual knowledge. The majority of candidates failed to get a proper support from the source
as most of them failed to identify Hitler on the illustration, instead they identified him as an old man or a
teacher which did not earn them marks.

3

Study Source B.
Why was this illustration placed in a book for children during the Nazi period? Use the source and your
knowledge to explain your answer.

[8]

Level 1: Describe the source, contextual knowledge

[1]

Level 2: Infers a valid message(s) (valid inference(s) of the source without support from the source

[2-3]

e.g. ‘Illustrations were placed in children’s books because the Nazis wanted to brainwash the minds of
children
Level 3: Infers a valid message(s) (valid inference(s) of the source plus support from the source.

[4]

e.g. ‘The Illustration was placed in this book to get children to believe that Hitler was a nice, kind man.’
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Level 4: Infers a valid purpose from the source but this is not supported

[5-6]

e.g. ‘The illustration was placed in the book to encourage children to love Hitler so that they become
loyal supporters to him. This is clearly seen from the source as Hitler handing over the bouquet of roses
to children while also smiling or being happy.
NB: Purpose must have an intended impact of attitude or action.
Level 5: Infers a valid purpose, supported from the source

[7]

NB: Purpose must have an intended impact of attitude or action.
Level 6: Infers a valid purpose, supported from the source and contextual knowledge

[8]

e.g. ‘This illustration was placed in the book to try and make children believe that Hitler was a kind man
so that they would look up to Hitler as their only leader in order for him to safely rule the Reich for many
years. This is clearly seen from the source as Hitler handing over the bouquet of roses to children while
also smiling or being happy to them to be seen as good to them. After the Nazis came to power they
censored books, especially children’s ones because they wanted to win children over to make the Nazis
strong in the future. These books would support Nazis ideas and criticize groups like the Jews and
Communists.’
NB: Purpose must have an intended impact of attitude or action
Marking grid
Symbol

Meaning

MI:
VI:
Purp
Sup:
CK:
PARA:

Misinterpretation
Valid Inference(s)
Purpose
Support from source
Contextual Knowledge
Paraphrasing

3

This question was poorly answered. Most candidates failed to make the comparison of the two sources,
instead they treated the sources separately or in isolation. Many candidates did not make a choice to
show whether the sources agree or/and disagree. Some of them personalised sources, e.g. I agree or I
disagree with the source. They also lacked relevant contextual knowledge related to the question.

3

Study Sources C and D.
To what extent do these two sources agree? Use the sources and your knowledge to explain your answer.

[8]

Level 1: Writes about one or both sources but fails to compare them

[1]

Level 2: Compares the provenance of the two sources

[2-3]

Level 3: Compares the sources to show agreements OR disagreements
e.g. ‘These sources agree that there were German people who opposed the Nazis.
Both sources indicate that it was serious offence to go against joining the Nazis youth		
organisations.
[4-5]
Award 5 marks for comparisons supported from the sources.
Level 4: Compares the sources to show agreements AND disagreements
e.g. L3 plus The two sources also disagree; Source C shows the resistance from some parents who did
not let their children join the Hitler Youth while Source D shows resistance from some young people who
did not want to join the Hitler Youth.
[6-7]
Award 7 marks for comparisons that support at least an agreement or disagreement from the
sources.
Level 5: Compares the sources to show agreements AND disagreements plus contextual knowledge
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[8]

Marking grid
Symbol

Meaning

MI:
VI:
Sup:
Agree
DIS
CK:
PARA:
C
NC

Misinterpretation
Valid Inference(s)
Support from source
Agreements
Disagree
Contextual Knowledge
Paraphrasing
Choice
No Choice

4

This question was not well answered. Many failed to make a choice, e.g. useful and less useful. Only few
candidates succeeded to get valid assertions and few were able to get valid assertions and support but
in some cases, the valid assertion contradicted the choice. The majority of candidates failed to evaluate
usefulness based on the purpose. Most candidates failed to test the reliability of the source which is
the highest level of this question; instead,they ended up providing a simple evaluation based on
the provenance. Most candidates’ answers were not making any reference to the source, e.g. by saying
the source is useful because it states, indicates, tells, helps a historian to understand that, to show,
useful to learn that, etc, instead, they wrote more as a general knowledge.

4

Study Source E.
How useful is Source E to a historian studying Nazi Germany? Use the source and your knowledge to explain
your answer.
[8]
Level 1: No choice made/copying/general answer/misinterpretation

[1]

Level 2: Valid assertion of usefulness, unsupported

[2-3]

e.g. It is useful because it tells us that young people were happy to be part of Hitler’s Youth.
Level 3: Valid assertion of usefulness, supported

[3-4]

It is useful to show that there were youth who appreciated Nazi out their own will, without being terrorised
as the source indicates “I was full of enthusiasm when I joined the Hitler youth at the age of 10”. This
indicates how happy the youth were.
• 1 VA + support = L3/3
• 2 VA + support = L3/4
Level 4: Evaluate the source to explain usefulness (useful for what)?
•
•

[5-6]

1 purpose = L4/5
2 purposes = L4/6

e.g. The source is less useful because it only concentrated on the good side of Nazi, the author turned
a blind eye to the negative side of the Nazi, this could be that he was completely won over or that he
had no experience of other organisations apart from Hitler’s youth organisatins.
Level 5: Evaluate the source to test the Reliability of the source

[7-8]

Testing of Reliability
Consider the following for testing the reliability of the source:
Author: From where/the origin of the source/reasons why (purpose) author published the source.
Date: When it was published by then and why (purpose)?
Audience: For whom it was meant and why (purpose)?
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Marking grid
Symbol

Meaning

MI
Prov
Para
C
VA
Sup
CK
CR
TR
P

Misinterpretation
Provenance
Paraphrasing
Choice
Valid Assertion
Support
Contextual Knowledge
Cross-Reference
Testing of Reliability
Purpose

Testing of Reliability
Consider the following for testing the reliability of the source:
Author: From where/the origin of the source/reasons why (purpose) author published the source
Date: When it was published by then and why (purpose)?
Audience: For whom it was meant and why (purpose)?
5

Like question two, this question was also fairly answered. Most candidates could not identify and
explain or reach the purpose but could only make inferences without support. Some candidates are still
struggling to come up with a proper support. It was also difficult for candidates to come up with a valid
contextual knowledge.
Study Source F.
Why was this leaflet published in Germany in 1942? Use the source and your knowledge to explain 		
your answer.
[8]
Level 1: Describe the source, contextual knowledge
Level 2: Infers a valid message(s) (Valid inference(s) of the source without support from the source

[1]
[2-3]

Level 3: Infers a valid message(s) (Valid inference(s) of the source plus support from the source.

[4]

E.g.’ The leaflet was published to show that the German people must stop supporting the Nazis because
they are a danger to society. This can be seen by the fact shown in the source as it states “Germans! Do
you and your children want to suffer the same fate as the Jews.”
Level 4: Infers a valid purpose from the source but this is not supported

[5-6]

e.g. It was to convince the Germans that Nazi is bad in order to stop supporting it.
OR it was published in 1942, the year the White Rose began it activities, to call for active resistance
against the Nazis so that it would fail to gain victory during the war.
NB: Purpose must have an intended impact of attitude or action.
Level 5: Infers a valid purpose, supported from the source
NB: Purpose must have an intended impact of attitude or action.
Level 6: Infers a valid purpose, supported from the source and contextual knowledge
6

A general improvement in the answering of this question is noticed. However, it is important for teachers
to train their learners to balance their answers by means of rejecting and supporting the statement. It
is also important to teach candidates to make a choice by using the wording of the question, e.g. the
source support the statement. Candidates must refrain from using contextual knowledge to support their
answers instead of quoting valid phrases from the sources. Some candidates supported their choices
by quoting only one or two words from the sources which is wrong, the demand is to copy the whole
sentence. There were still candidates who grouped the sources. Candidates should be taught that they
must not paraphrase/rephrase the sources but must take valid support from the sources, meaning direct
words from the sources to support their choice. Candidates must be taught to quote the whole sentence/
phrase without paraphrasing. One quote per source for a Yes/No, the second quote for yes or no will be
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[7]

disregarded whether it is correct or incorrect. Candidates should only have one YES/ and one NO per
source and not more than 1 YES Or more NO.
NB: Contextual knowledge and Cross-Reference is not the demand for this question. The focus must
remain on what the sources say and not what one knows or thinks. The only difference is with the
cartoons/photographs/images/posters where the candidate must have the following in their answer: A
choice+ Valid Inference/Assertion and Support from the source.
6

Study all the sources.
‘The Nazis were successful in winning the support of young people. How far do these sources support this
statement? Use the sources to explain your answer.

[12]

Level 1: No choice made/choice made but no source reference/copying source (s)/only contextual knowledge/
misinterpretation/grouping of source(s) paraphrasing
[1-3]
Level 2: Support OR reject statement with valid support from the source(s) (one-sided)
•
•
•

1 Yes or 1 No = L2/4
2 Yes or 2 No = L2/5
3 Yes or 3 No = L2/6

Level 3: Support AND reject the statement with valid support from the source(s) (both sides)

NOTE:

[4-6]

•
•
•

1 Yes and 1 No = L3/7
2 Yes and 1 No = L3/8
2 Yes and 2 No = L3/9

•

2 Yes and 3 No = L3/10

•

3 Yes and 3 No = L3/11

•

4 Yes and 3 No = L3/12

[7-12]

A candidate who scored a maximum L3/10 and less but evaluated 2 sources may get 2 Extra
bonus marks which will be awarded for the test of reliability of any two sources.
1
•
•
•

Mark per source
TR =
One source
Two sources
= 2 marks.

= [1]
= [2]

Maximum mark for TR awarded

Yes: Source A , B, C and E
Source A: supports as it states that “We obeyed orders and we acknowledged the leadership principle because we
wanted to and because we liked it”.
Source B supports the statement by portraying Hitler as a good and a kind man(leader) to children in order to
brainwash their mind while at tender age so that they love him in order to continue support him for him to rule safely
and stay on power. This is clearly seen on the illustration which shows Hitler smiling to children while they referred to
him as ‘my Furher’.
Source C does not support the statement because it states that “The refusal of parents to allow their young
children to join the youth organization is regarded as an adequate reason for taking the children away”.
Source C also support the statement because it states that “Children have been deliberately taken away from
parents who refused to acknowledge their belief in the National Socialism”.
Source D does not support the statement because it states that “The formation of groupings of young people not
belonging to the Hitler Youth has been on the increase.
Source E supports the statement because it states that “I was full of enthusiasm when I joined the Hitler youth at
the age of 10”.
Source F does not support the statement because it states that “Germans! Do you and your Children want to suffer
the same fate as the Jews”?
NO: Source C, D and F
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Marking grid
Y
N
TR+1
TR+2
C

Yes/Support
No/Not Support
1 bonus mark for testing of reliability (correct)
2 bonus marks for two testing of reliabilities (correct)
Choice

Depth Study B: The USA, 1919 - 1974
Answer all the questions
1

Study Source A.
What can you learn from this source? Explain your answer with reference to the source and your knowledge [6]
Level 1: No valid inference made/copying/misinterpretation
Level 2: Valid Inference, but no support from the source

[1]
[2-3]

Women were discriminated against. Man remain dominant.
Level 3: Valid Inference (s) supported from the source

[4-5]

Level 4: Valid inference(s) supported from the source plus contextual knowledge/cross reference
2

[6]

Study Source B.
Why was this poster published in the 1920s? Use the source and your knowledge to explain your answer

[8]

Level 1: Describes the source

[1]

Level 2: Infers a valid message(s) (valid inference(s) of the source without support from the source

[2-3]

Level 3: Infers a valid message(s) (valid inference(s) of the source plus support from the source.

[4]

e.g. It was to show that women’s household chores were made easier.
To show women’s life were improved.
Level 4: Infers a valid purpose, but this is not supported

[5-6]

e.g. To show women’s life were improved in order to encourage women to embrace the new lifestyle.
NB: Purpose must have an intended impact of attitude or action
Level 5: Infers a valid purpose, supported from either the source

[6-7]

NB: Purpose must have an intended impact f attitude or action
Level 6: Infers a valid purpose, supported by the source plus contextual knowledge
3

[8]

Study Source C and D.
To what extent do these two sources agree? Use the sources and your knowledge to explain your answer

[8]

Level 1: Writes about one or both sources but fails to compare them

[1]

Level 2: Compares the provenance of the two sources

[2-3]

Level 3: Compares the sources for surface agreements OR disagreements

[4-5]

Award 5 marks for comparisons supported from the sources
e.g. ‘These sources agree that women play an important role.’ ‘These sources agree that women was
in charge of the household. ’
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Level 4: Compares the sources for surface agreements AND disagreements

[6-7]

L3 plus Source C shows that women were expected to live independently (liberal women) while
Source D indicates women’s freedom not acceptable. OR source C advocates for liberal women
while D advocates for women to live traditionally.
Award 7 marks for comparisons that support at least an agreement or disagreement from the sources.
Level 5: Compares the points of view of the two authors

[8]

These two sources have different points of view - Source D is underlying the traditional role of women
while Source C appears to be more liberal towards women
4

Study Source E.
Can you trust this source? Use the Source and your knowledge to explain your answer.

[8]

Level 1: No choice made/copying/General answer/Misinterpretation

[1]

Level 2: Unsupported assertions

[2-3]

e.g. ‘I can trust this source because it tells me that flappers were prepared to do away with social
barriers.
Level 3: Valid assertions, supported

[3-4]

e.g. ‘I cannot trust this source because it is a man pretending to be a flapper.’
Level 4: Infer valid purpose, unsupported

[5-6]

Uses other sources to check claims made in the source about flappers or women.
Level 5: Infer valid purpose plus support from the source

[7]

Uses contextual knowledge to check claims made in the source about flappers or women.
Level 6: Uses provenance of the sources and contextual knowledge or cross reference for a developed explanation
of why the source can/cannot be trusted ( Test the Reliability of the source).
[8]
‘This source cannot be trusted because it is written by a man pretending to be a flapper. He is a journalist
and clearly wants to make some points about flappers and to write an interesting article. Instead of
interviewing one, he has made up what a flapper would say. What he writes cannot be trusted because
it implies that all women’s lives were changed in the 1920s. It suggests they were free and had jobs. I
know this is not true. Many women were still stuck at home looking after the house and children and
those that did have jobs were very badly paid. They certainly did not have the freedom that men had.
The journalist is just trying to make it interesting.’
5

Study Sources F.
How useful is this source to a Historian studying the lives of women in the 1920s? Use the sources and your
knowledge to explain your answer.
[8]
Level 1: Describes the source – does not address usefulness

[1]

Level 2: Simple evaluation based on or undeveloped use of provenance/ unsupported assertion

[2-3]

e.g. ‘This is very useful because it shows women’s role in society changed.
Level 3: Valid assertion of usefulness, supported

[3-4]

e.g. ‘This source is not useful because it does not show if smoking by women was then acceptable or
not.
Level 4: Evaluate the source to explain usefulness (useful for what)?

[5-6]

e.g. ‘This source is very useful because it shows me that in the 1920s lives were changing for women.
They could know play golf and smoke.’
Level 5: Evaluate the source to test the Reliability of the source
6

[7-8]

Study all the sources.
‘The lives of most women changed in the 1920s’. How far do these sources support this statement? Use the
sources to explain your answer.
[12]
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Level 1: No choice made/choice made but no source reference/copying source(s)/only contextual knowledge/
misinterpretation/grouping of source(s) paraphrasing
[1-3]
Level 2: Support OR reject statement with valid support from the source(s) (one sided)
•
•
•

1 Yes or 1 No = L2/4
2 Yes or 2 No = L2/5
3 Yes or 3 No = L2/6

Level 3: Support AND reject the statement with valid support from the source(s) (both sides)

NOTE:

[4-6]

•
•
•

1 Yes and 1 No = L3/7
2 Yes and 1 No = L3/8
2 Yes and 2 No = L3/9

•

2 Yes and 3 No = L3/10

•

3 Yes and 3 No = L3/11

•

4 Yes and 3 No = L3/12

•

Yes: Sources A, B, C, F

•

No: Sources: A,D, E

[7-12]

A candidate who scored a maximum of L3/10 and less but evaluated 2 sources may get 2 extra
bonus marks which will be awarded for the testing of reliability of any two sources. 1 mark per
source
•
•
•

TR=
One source =
Two source = [2] maximum mark for TR awarded = 2 marks

[1]

DEPTH STUDY C: AFRICA AND WESTERN IMPERIALISM
Answer all the questions
1

Study Source A.
What can you learn from Source A? Use the source and your knowledge to explain your answer

[6]

Level 1: No valid inference made/copying/misinterpretation

[1]

Level 2: Valid inference, but no support from the source

[2-3]

Level 3: Valid inference supported from the source

[4-5]

Level 4: Valid inference supported from the source Plus contextual knowledge.
2

[6]

Study Source B.
How useful is source B to a historian studying the Algerian crisis? Use the source and your knowledge to explain
your answer.
[8]
Level 1: Describe the source – does not address usefulness
Level 2: Answers based on surface information (does not describe this as aims and methods)

[1]
[2-3]

e.g. ‘This source is very useful because it says that they have lots of support and the atmosphere is
favourable for them.’
Level 3: Undeveloped use of provenance
Level 4: Answers based on what the source tells us about the aims and methods of the FLN
Level 5: Answers that use contextual knowledge to support or disagree with the claims in the source
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[4]
[5-6]
[7]

Level 6: Answers based on purpose – it is not useful because of its purpose therefore its claims cannot be
trusted
3

[8]

Study Source C.
Why did de Gaulle make this speech in 1958? Use the source and your knowledge to explain your answer

[8]

Level 1: Describes the source

[1]

Level 2: Answers that use contextual knowledge of the Algerian crisis at this time and its message

[2-3]

e.g. ‘De Gaulle his speech because of the dreadful situation in Algeria where there was lots of fighting
by the FLN. He was also taking part in elections in France.’
Level 3: Infers a valid message(s) of the source and gives this as the reason for making the speech. The
messages(s) is/are not supported from the source.

[4-5]

Level 4: Infers a valid message(s) of the source and gives this as the reason for making the speech. The
message(s) is/are not supported from the source.

[6-7]

OR
Infers a valid purpose for making the speech but his is not supported
NB: Purpose must have an intended impact of attitude or action.

[6]

Level 5: Infers a valid purpose for making the speech – supported from either the source or from contextual
knowledge

[7]

NB: Purpose must have an intended impact of attitude or action.
Level 6: Infers a valid purpose for making the speech – supported from both the source and from contextual
knowledge
[8]
NB: Purpose must have an intended impact of attitude or action.
4

Study Sources D and E.
To what extent do these two sources agree? Use the sources and your knowledge to explain your answer.

[8]

Level 1: Writes about one or both sources but fails to compare them

[1]

Level 2: Compares the provenance of the two sources

[2-3]

Level 3: Compares the sources for surface agreements OR disagreements.

[4-5]

e.g. these sources agree on the need for de Gaulle to give independence of Algeria. Source D was
about cooperation after independence while Source E was about the need for France to untie herself
from Algeria
Level 4: Compares the sources for surface agreements AND disagreements.

[6-7]

Award 7 marks for comparisons that support at least an agreement or disagreement from the sources.
Level 5: Compares the points of view of the two authors

[8]

These two sources have different points of view – Source D is about de Gaulle wanted to still have to
keep Algeria under their wing even after independence while Source E is about him realizing to give
independence to Algeria.
5

Study Source F.
What is the message of this source? Use the source and your knowledge to explain your answer.

[8]

Level 1: Surface description

[1]

Level 2: Valid sub-message(s) – not supported from the source

[2-3]

e.g. ‘De Gaulle is strong.’
Level 3: Valid sub-message(s) – supported from the source
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Level 4: Main message of the cartoon – not supported from the source

[6-7]

‘De Gaulle is responsible for saving Algeria and giving it a new start.’
Level 5: Main message of the cartoon – supported from the source
6

[8]

Study all the sources.
‘De Gaulle was more important than the FLN in the achievement of Algerian independence’. How far do these
sources support this statement? Use the sources to explain your answer.
[12]
Level 1: No choice made/choice made but no source reference/copying source(s)/only contextual knowledge/
misinterpretation/grouping of source(s) paraphrasing
[1-3]
Level 2: Support OR reject statement with valid support from the source(s) (one-sided)
•
•
•

[4-6]

1 Yes or 1 No = L2/4
2 Yes or 2 No = L2/5
3 Yes or 3 No = L2/6

Level 3: Support AND reject the statement with valid support from the source(s) (both sides)
•
•
•

1 Yes and 1 No = L3/7
2 Yes and 1 No = L3/8
2 Yes and 2 No + L3/9

•

2 Yes and 3 No = L3/10

•

3 Yes and 3 No = L3/11

•

3 Yes and 4 No = L3/12

[7-12]

 NOTE: A candidate who scored a maximum of L3/10 or less but evaluated 2 sources may get 2 Extra
bonus marks which be awarded for the testing of reliability of any two sources. 1 Mark per source
•
TR
=
•
One source
=
[1]
•
Two sources
=
[2]
maximum mark for TR awarded = 2 marks.
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HOME ECONOMICS
4343
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The marks of the candidates ranged from between average to above-average, with only a minority of candidates who
fared poorly. The majority performed average, a few performed poorly and a few performed good.
Candidates must take time to read through the question paper thoroughly. Some questions were not read properly and
led to misinterpretation (Questions 18 (b), 19(c), 23 (c) and 25.)
The terms describe, explain and discuss still remain a huge problem. Candidates only listed or named and therefore no
marks were allocated. (Questions 18 (a) and 19 (c).)
Candidates still found it difficult to apply practical knowledge to theoretical questions, e.g. Questions 4 and 8. During a
practical lesson the theory needs to be linked to the dish the candidates are preparing, for example cooking methods,
mixing techniques, ways of heat transfers, recipe terms, parts and different forms of recipes.
Section C. The topic cannot be in question form. The introduction as well as the conclusion of the essay must be linked
to the discussion of the topic and must make sense. The body of the essay should be in paragraphs and not bulleted.
Candidates received one mark for each topic, introduction, paragraphs and conclusion (4 marks per question. Total of
eight (8) marks. Attention should be given to thus aspect. Most candidates wrote the correct format of an essay.
Some parts of the syllabus were poorly covered by most centres. Give more attention to: Namibian food and nutritional
guidelines, recipe terms, flour mixtures, milk products and communication skills.
COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Questions 1 ‒ 14
Most parts of the question 1 ‒ 2 were coorectly answered by most candidates.
The correct answers were:
1

(a) Cellulose / fibre
(b) Fat and oil / lipids
(c) Vitamin C
(d) Iron

2

(a) Saturated
(b) Unsaturated

3

This question was poorly answered by most candidates, they could not clearly state the Namibian Food and
Nutrition Guidelines.
The correct answers were:
(a) Eat a variety of foods
(b) Eat vegetables and fruit everyday products
(c) Use whole grain products
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(d) Use only iodised salt and use less salt
(e) Consume clean and safe water and food
4

Question 4 was poorly answered by most candidates. Most candidates could not give correct answers for 		
(a) Naming two parts of the recipes
(b) Two forms of a recipe and
(c) Recipe terminology

(a) 1 Ingredients		
2 Instructions /method
(b) Standard / descriptive / action / narrative

5

(c) (i)

marinade

(ii)

Meringue

(iii)

Coat

(iv)

Roux

(v)

Bake blind

This question was well answered by most candidates.
The correct answers were:
(a) Candidates were able to list three reasons for cooking food
-

To destroy micro-organisms
To make it more edible / soften
To make it more appetising and attractive
To enhance flavour and improve taste
To give a variety in the diet

(b) Candidates were able to suggest the most appropriate cooking methods for each of the following foods:
The correct answers were:
(i)

Spaghetti

		=boiling
(ii) Fish for a sick person
		 =Steaming / poaching
(c) Fairly answered, few candidates were able to list ways of heat transfer when cooking food.
The correct answers were:
6

Conduction
Convection
Radiation

Question 6, 7 and 8 were poorly answered, most candidates were not able to apply practical knowledge
on theoretical questions, teachers should give more emphasise on this part of the syllabus.
(a) Few candidates were not able to name the process by which starch thickens a liquid.
The correct answer was:

		Gelatinisation
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(b) Most candidates struggled to give the thickening agent of the sauces.
The correct answers were:
(i)

corn flour (bisto)

(ii)

Pureed apple

(c) Poorly answered as candidates found this question difficult to state two ways of preventing the
formation of lumps when preparing a white sauce using the roux method.
The correct answers were:
7

use correct proportion of ingredients
screen particles / with melted margarine
add liquid gradually
Away from heat
stir continuously / when adding liquid / during boiling
Use low to medium heat / gentle / moderate

(a) Fairly answered although not all candidates were able to match the terms correctly.
The correct answers were:
(i)

meat substitute

(ii)

Meat analogue

(iii)

Mutual supplement

(b) Well answered candidates were able to state the mineral found in pulses.
The correct answers were:
Iron / phosphorus / zinc / calcium
8

(a) This question was poorly answered, most candidates could not give the classification of flour mixtures.
The correct answers were:
(i) thin / running
		Medium
		
Thick / dropping
(ii) Soft
		Stiff
(c) Poorly answered by most candidates, they could not clearly understand the question and name the
raising agent.
The correct answers were:
(i) Steam
(ii) Yeast
(iii) Air
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(c) Fairly answered. Almost all candidates were able to give an example of a product prepared by each
of the mixing techniques. However most candidates could not give an example of a product prepared
by melting method.
The correct answers were:
(i)

Scones / cookies / pastry / rusks

(ii)

Butter cake and variation / Madeira cake

(iii)

Ginger bread / ginger biscuits

FAMILY AND LIFE EDUCATION
Question 9 and 10, nearly all candidates were able to answer these questions. Candidates enjoy answering Family and
Life Education because it relates to them.
The correct answers were:
9

Factors that may influence gender roles within the family.
(a) Custom and tradition
(d) Dual role

10 Descriptions
(a) The way the body responds to circumstances, causing a variety of physical and emotional symptoms.
= stress
(b) A social interaction in which persons seriously disagree.
= Conflict
(c) The picture a person has of himself or herself.
= Self-image
(d) To see yourself and know yourself in a realistic and positive way.
= Mature
11

Define
(a) Launching family stage.
= when the first child is gone till the last child leaves
(b) Empty nest till retirement family stages.
Stage between the last child leaves till retirement (pension)

MANAGEMENT AND HOUSING
12 This question was well answered by most candidates.
The correct answers were:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
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Expenditure
Budget
Net income
Credit transactions
Lay-by
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13 Most candidates were able to list only the elements of ‘throughout’ therefore only one mark was allocated.
The correct answers were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Input
Throughout or all the following for one mark
(Planning, organising, implementing, controlling, evaluation)
Output
Feedback

14 This question was well answered by most candidates. Candidates were able to give concepts for each
description.
The correct answers were:
(a) Physical aspect
(b) Mental / intellectual aspect
(c) Emotional aspect
15 Well answered, most candidates were able to choose and underline the
Examples of non-human resources and high density housing.
The correct answers were:
(a) Books
Money
(b) Cluster housing
Blocks of flats
CLOTHING AND CONSUMER EDUCATION
16 Well answered, most candidates were able to give a reason for a date stamp and a barcode on a food label.
The correct answers were:
(a) (i)
(ii)
(b) (i)
(ii)

Time within which the products should be used
Price
Medium iron
Do not dry clean

17 Well answered, mostly all candidates were able to state the reasons for packaging products, however only
a few candidates were able to name the approach used in the types of advertisements.
The correct answers were:
(a) Make product attractive / attract attention
		
Protect the content
		Provide information
(b) (i) Agony appeal
		(ii) Abrasive advertising
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SECTION B
FOOD AND NUTRITION
18 Question 18(a) was well answered by most candidates, however question 18(b) candidates confused
menu layout with meal planning and they did not use examples from the menu to answer question 18(c).
The correct answers were:
(a) -

Nutritional needs of family
Aesthetical qualities
Skills and knowledge of the cook
Lifestyle of the family
Time available
Money available
Equipment available

(b) (i)

-

Tomatoes are repeated
Pasta is repeated
Too many energy food
Lunch is written in the wrongplace - it should be just under “menu”

(c) (i)

-

Macaroni cheese / spaghetti bolognaise / rice pudding

(ii) -

Macaroni cheese
Tomato soup
Rice pudding

(iii) -

Tomato soup / tomato salad

to receive a mark there
must be a discussion of the need

19 This question was well answered by most candidates, candidates enjoy this topic for personal hygiene.
The correct answers were:
(a) Bacteria or Staphylococcus Aureus / Salmonella / Pathogenic Micro-organisms
(b) -

Stomach cramps
Vomiting / nausea
Diarrhoea / running stomach
Fever
Headache

(c) -

Do not allow food to stand at room temperature for longer than 1 – 2 hours
Use clean equipment / any kitchen hygiene / clean kitchen after use
Use personal hygiene – wash hand regularly / any personal hygiene
Store food in a refrigerator / cool conditions
Prepare food just before the meal
Store food in covered containers
Rinse chicken and eggs before cooking
Check sell by date on all products

20 This question was well answered by most candidates. They were able to name the substance in egg yolk
and clearly illustrate the structure of an egg with correct labelling.
The correct answers were:
(a) Lecithin
(b) The diagram shows the structure of an egg. Label the different parts.
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white
shell
yolk

chalaza
membrane
air-space

21 Question 21(a) which was referring to the effect of heat on meat protein was poorly answered. Question
21(b), (c) and 21(d) was well answered while 21 (e) was poorly answered. Reason for thawing frozen
chicken in a refrigerator was poorly answered.
The correct answers were:
(a) -

Collagen in the connective tissue change to gelatine – meat becomes soft.
Protein in the muscle fibre coagulates
The muscle fibre shrinks and become tougher
Elastin is not changed by moist heat

(b) Piece of meat, fish or poultry without bones
(c) -

Speeds up the change from collagen to gelatine
Shorten the cooking time
Gives the fish a firmer flesh
Whitens the fish
Enhance flavour

(d) -

No unpleasant odour
Firm and elastic
Eyes must be clear / protruding
gills clear and reddish yellow / bright red
scales shiny and moist but not wet
scales intact

(e) -

Salmonella (micro-organism) grow at room temperature
Refrigerator slow down growth
Thaw slowly to allow re-absorption of the liquid

22 This question referred to fresh vegetables was well answered, although some candidates gave advise on
the purchasing and storage of frozen vegetables.
The correct answers were:
(a) -

Should be young
Fresh not bruised
Not wilted
No signs of decay
should be crisp
Firm
Of a good colour

(b) -

Roots, bulbs and tubers – in dry soil or sand
Roots, bulbs and tubers – in a dark cool place
Stem, leave, flowers and fruits stored in covered containers or plastic bags
Tomatoes stored uncovered in the refrigerator
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(c) -

Cover with water /plastic / ascorbic acid powder to exclude oxygen
Blanching to destroy enzymes
Keep cool – the enzymes are less active
Cover with ascorbic acid powder or solution to change pH

23 This question 23(a) referred to dual roles was poorly answered by most candidates while 23(c) was
misinterpreted by most candidates. The question referred to communication ‘listening skills’.
The correct answers were:
(a) -

Both are responsible for household task.
Previous traditional roles changes, women can do men’s work and mencan do women’s work

(b) (i) (ii) -

No
Yes

(c) The sender: Chose a bad time to convey the message / does not formulate the message clearly / does
not say what he/she means / does not speak clearly/body language non-existent or contradictory/
being emotional, angry or aggressive discourage others to listen / using an unpleasant tone of voice
The receiver: not listening / not giving feedback / not saying messages not
Understood / not taking into account the feelings and thoughts of sender /not
Respecting senders viewpoint / display discouraging body language / interrupting all the time / 		
not understanding the context in which the message is given
The message: not clearly formulated / not in a language both parties understands /not clearly conveying 		
thoughts and feelings that go with the message
MANAGEMENT AND HOUSING
24 This is one of the candidate’s favourite question, they answer very well and most candidates gave the
correct answers. The question asked about the housing needs of families as it differs according to their
financial status and personality.
The correct answers were:
(a) Physiological needs / physical needs / primary needs – shelter etc.
Safety needs – feel safe in his house
Social – love and belonging
Ego needs – helps to build esteem and self-respect
Self-actualization – to develop full potential
(b) -
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Prefer to stay in their houses as long as possible
Enjoy the independence and sense of belonging
Convenience, comfort and security are especially important needs of senior citizens
Health deteriorates / hearing eyesight, sense of touch and movement
Small living unit to conserve energy
Small kitchen, enough storage within reach
Good lightning
Plenty sun and warmth
Safety devices / burglar bars, safety / handles in bathroom (toilet) stairs with bars (if there are stairs)
Single storey / not stairs / without steps
Cheap accommodation / reduced income (finances) / not expensive
Near friends, relatives, shops, church, doctor, clinic/hospital
Not isolated from community
Housing schemes residential, service orientated, or health orientated
Space for visiting children
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CLOTHING AND CONSUMER EDUCATION
25 This question was poorly answered by most candidates. The question read as follows: explain where she
went wrong with this outfit. Most candidates gave advise on how to dress to let her to look tall and slim.
The correct answers were:
Wrong:
		
		
		
		
		
		

-

horizontal lines creates width
bare shoulders creates width
layers creates width
wide belt create width
pleats creates width
too much detail
line is repeated

26 Well answered by most candidates. Candidates were able to define consumer and explain how to lodge
a complaint.
The correct answers were:
(a) Everyone who directly or indirectly spends money to buy goods or services.
(b) -

Make sure of facts
Complain to the right person (manager/ owner)
Have the necessary documents
Be polite and fair
Complain immediately
Can pay a personal visit or in writing
Keep proof of complaints (name of person or copies)

SECTION C
27 Fairly answered by most candidates although some candidates confused the effect of heat on milk with
different processes of milk. Candidates are expected to first start with the topic, a paragraph of introduction,
content with main points about the topic and then conclusion of the topic.
The correct answers were:
Milk
Structure:
Topic		
(T) (1)
Introduction I
(1)
Paragraphing P
(1)
Conclusion C (1) = 4
(a) Nutritional Value of Milk (max 3)
-

Milk protein are of a high biological value
Contain calcium and phosphorus
Milk fat contain both saturated and unsaturated fatty acids
Milk contains the carbohydrate lactose
Milk contains vitamin A, carotene, vitamin D (summer) riboflavin,thiamine
Poor source of iron + vitamin C

(b) Effect of heat on milk (max 10)
Scorching of milk
When milk is place directly on heating unit is easily scorches
Because milk protein denatures at temp. higher than 60°C.
These protein plus calcium phosphate scorches on bottom of sauce pan.
Curdling
When food contains acid and salt and heated with milk-curdling may occur.
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Skin formation
When heated in a uncovered saucepan, a skin forms on the surface
Water evaporates from surface and casein (protein) milk fat and calcium saltsassemble on top and form
a skin.
It traps the steam which cause milk to boil over easily (if skin is removed –lost of nutrients)
Change colour
Lactose, casein and whey proteins change to brown when heated.
Lipids
Protein layers around fat globules are disturbed during heating process
Fat rises to the top
Enzymes and Vitamins
(lipases)get inactive during heating when heated to 92°C
Vit C + B and riboflavin are destroyed by heat
Change of taste
Denaturation of lactoglobulin contributes to the cooked flavour of milk.
Lactose caramelized any give a sweet taste.
(c) Principles of heating milk
-

Heat milk gentle to prevent boiling over and scorching.
Use thick bottom sauce pan
Do not heat together with acid (tomatoes) it cause curdling
Rinse saucepan before boiling - it prevent scorching
Do not put lid on while heated – it boil over very easily

28 This question was fairly answered by most candidates. However, some candidates were not able to
distiquish between socialisation and maturity.
Candidates are expected to first start with the topic, a paragraph of introduction, content with main points about
the topic and then conclusion of the topic .
The correct answers were:
Socialization
Structure:
Topic		
(T)
Introduction I
Paragraphing P
Conclusion C

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1) = 4

Aims of Socialization
-

To teach knowledge
To teach mental and physical skills
To teach meaning (values and attitudes, goals beliefs
To teach behaviour (acceptable or not)
To teach communication skills

Or
Socialization teach us:
To get on with other people
To speak and understand the language of culture
A knowledge of the code of acceptable behaviour
Basic discipline
How to achieve the things you want in life?
Expected behaviour in gender roles
The process of Socialization
Socialization is the result of a continuous lifelong process of interaction between a person and his environment.
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Socialization agents
The family, the peer group, adults other than family members, friends, othercultural groups, the community, 		
the media, the school
Socialization occurs by
Socialization occurs by observation – watch what others do and copy
By direct instruction – mother tells you to pick up your clothes
By sanction – positive like rewards or negative by punishments
By the way others treat you – with warmth or hospitality
Maturity and the characteristics of a mature person
To be able to develop our own opinions based on what we believe is right.
Maturity is to see yourself and know yourself in a realistic and positive manner, to accept yourself and not 		
wish you were someone else.
To use your abilities and skills, take into account other people’s feelings.
To deal with your problems according to your values.
To accept others with tolerance.
POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•
•
•
•
•

Candidates who performed well come from centres that have worked through the whole syllabus to cover all
aspects of the content. Thank you for the effort you have put in under the difficult circumstances of 2020.
Candidates have improved on the way they write their essay; it was indeed a pleasure marking interesting essay
from most candidates.
Teachers are further encouraged to please use their syllabus for clear directions and to make sure that all aspects
of the content is fully covered.
During practical exercises and lessons teachers should identify the mixing and preparation techniques as this will
help candidates to be able to apply it in theoretical questions.
Thank you very much. All the best for the new curriculum and enjoy teaching the subject.
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4343
Paper 2

KEY MESSAGES
The inclusion of photographs as supporting evidence is compulsory. One clear, good quality photo of the candidates’
finished dishes and table settings is required. One close up photo of the finished dishes and one group photo of all the
candidates of the section sitting at their served tables is required.
All centres must ensure that they are familiar with the instructions which are sent to all centres. Examination numbers,
Centre number, Centre name and Candidate name are to be written on the Preparation Sheets and Practical Exercise
Mark Sheets.
Centres should ensure that they use the updated documents for the administration of the practical exercise, newly
updated for 2020. The Practical Exercise Summary Mark Sheet and the MS1 should all be included with the work. All
examiners should refresh their knowledge regarding the instructions and mark scheme annually.
GENERAL COMMENTS
There was an improvement when compared to 2019 in the quality of the dishes that were prepared and the written
preparation.
Many centres presented work of a good standard which met the assessment criteria. Many candidates need more
guidance and practise so that they can accurately respond to the demands of the test allocated to them. They need to
demonstrate sufficient skills in using a wide range of ingredients; the manipulation of various mixtures and the use of
different cooking methods that make full and sensible use of the oven, grill and the top of the cooker.
Candidates’ Time Plans should include brief but accurate details of preparation and cooking methods, cooking times
and oven temperatures. Candidates should also be encouraged to develop the skill of dovetailing when writing their
Time Plans. For example, while one dish is cooking, another can be prepared or decorated. In general, the timing of
dishes should be more carefully considered, with dishes requiring cooling, being prepared first, while hot dishes should
be planned for later in the test.
Centres are reminded that only one set of Preparation Sheets should be issued to each candidate. The original is to be
forwarded to the Moderator. Preparation sheets should be fastened together with staples in the correct order. Marks
should be carefully totalled, scaled and transferred to the Practical Exercise Summary Mark Sheet and the MS1. These
marks must be checked by a Head of Department for accuracy. Bundles of loose papers are not acceptable! The MS1
marks for Coursework is out of 200.
All candidates’ work must show evidence of having been marked, with annotations clearly written on the work to show
evidence of how and where credit has been awarded. Examiners need to annotate in sufficient detail to make the
moderation process straightforward. Candidates should indicate in the question number section of the Preparation
Sheet for which assignment dishes are being prepared. Examiners are reminded to indicate on the Preparation Sheet
how much credit has been awarded for each individual dish, with justification given on the Practical Exercise Summary
Mark Sheet. All of the Preparation Sheets should be clearly and concisely annotated.
Candidates’ performance
Overall, the standard of work provided by candidates was better than the products presented last year. Most centres
made use of old, practical question papers to ensure that recipes and assignments were completed on Grade 12 level.
General problems
1

Ensure that candidates numbers, registered names and chosen assignments appear at the top of each
preparation page.

2

If a certain ingredient is not available in a region or town, replace it with something similar. Just indicate
the name of the replaced ingredient on the marking sheet.
342
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3

Candidates are required to carry out two (2) practical exercises for the duration of the coursework. It is compulsory.
One should be completed by the end of Grade 11 and the second one by the end of the 2nd term of Grade 12.
Some centres still complete both in the Grade 12 year and therefore mix-up Coursework Preparation Sheets with
the Examination Test paper.

4

For the coursework, teachers must provide candidates with two assignments from which they must
choose one. If you provide the recipes, provide at least nine (9) recipes from which they can choose.
These practical exercises must be the unaided work of the candidates and must be carried out under
examination conditions. During the completion of a practical exercise there should be proper supervision.
Candidates should not repeat the same mistakes during the examination that were already made during
the preparation. At some centres all candidates chose the same assignment with exactly the same three
dishes. Moderator then doubts if the practical exercises was carried out under examination conditions.

5

For each practical exercise teachers must provide the two assignments, recipe booklet as well as the
memo. This must be sent through for moderation at the end of Grade 12.

6

Two assignments are given - choose one. To help you keep track of all the aspects, a table should be
drawn on a piece of paper for each of the dishes the candidates might choose, e.g.
Name of dish

Properties of
eggs in dish

1

*Column related
to assignment

2

Cooking method

Preparation method/
skills

Cooking time

3
This method will assist candidates to make the correct choices.
7

Ingredients where preparation is required, e.g. grated cheese, should be included in the time plan. (Add
grated cheese.)

8

30 minutes before commencement of the practical all ingredients and equipment for baking and serving
should be collected. Tins and dishes should be greased.

9

Candidates should: measure correctly, sift dry ingredients together, use equipment for the task correctly,
use beaten eggs immediately, know mixing- and preparation methods, e.g. cutting in method, folding in, roux, etc.

10 Some centres still send in coursework without the given assignment, recipe booklet and memorandum.
Please send in all three (3) pieces with the coursework ‒ it is compulsory.
11

Most centres have improved on the time plans. Take baking/cooking time of the last dish into consideration
for proper planning. All dishes must be done (completed) within 2 hours but not longer than that. Marks
cannot be allocated for this specific dish. If examiners did not penalise a candidate on dishes that were
not ready on time, the moderators cancelled the marks that were allocated for the third dish. Written work
must be carried out under examination conditions.

12 Some examiners still allocate high marks for a low standard of work. Words like “food is nice, good,
attractive, tasty” cannot receive a mark. Descriptive words must be used, e.g. For appearance: no
peak tops, no cracks, even shape, “the crust is golden brown, or burnt, For texture: no large tunnels,
well-raised with a soft, moist, coarse texture, For taste: no burnt taste, tasted like oranges, not too salty
etc. enough salt and you can taste the ginger.” Please encourage your learners to evaluate each dish
separately according to appearance, taste and texture. One word to describe evaluation of dishes is
not good enough. To say the taste of a fruitcake is sweet, is not correct. Rather identify the taste of the
fruit. Many candidates still use words like good, fine, attractive or delicious, for which they did not receive
marks. They should use more descriptive words as indicated above.
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13 Evaluation
Marks allocated for reason of choice: the reason must refer back to the assignment. “I chose the recipes
because all three demonstrate the different properties of eggs, i.e. coagulation, foaming and emulsifying.”
Reason for success or failure for i.e. oven was set wrongly and my dish burn: methods were clearly		
understood and easy to follow e.g. Not because look nice or I complete in time.
14 All centres sent in two photos. Please send in one (1) close-up photo of the food. If possible, cut out a
slice and display it in such a way that the texture is visible on the photo. Add a second photo where the
candidate sits behind his/her laid table - include table decorations and ensure that the flower arrangement
is visible on the photo. The third photo must be a group photo. Let the candidates sit at their tables
and take a photo. There is no need for candidates to hold dishes in their hands. The whole group of
candidates is supposed to be finished at the same time.
15 If teachers use their own recipes they must ensure that recipes are up to standard and written in metric
measurements. Cups and teaspoons are not allowed.
16 Presentation needs more attention. Table decoration is important. This part count 5 marks. Some
candidates did not have any decoration on their tables. Baked casserole dishes, puddings, macaroni
baked dishes were served in the dish they use for baking and is not supposed to be removed from the
dish - it spoil the appearance. Cutlery and water glasses should not appear on the serving tables. All
three dishes need to be decorated or garnished to receive a mark. Table cloths and serving dishes must
be clean to receive marks.
17 Group photos
Look at the examples. This is what is meant with the group photo. Candidates of the same group are 		
seated at the back of the serving table with the dishes that they prepared.

It is possible because the whole group is supposed to finish at the same time. It is the same as a written
examination. If the time is up - every candidate hand in his/her work.
Please do not take group photos of candidates that put dishes all on one table (like buffet) and standing in the
back with dishes in their hands.
18 Preparation for Coursework Practical Exercises and Practical Test
Please look at the example send to all centres. This is a very neat - organised - well trained workout. 		
Some centres send in very well cared work. Thank you for that. Some centres send in very unorganised 		
work. Papers not in correct order, untidy, dirty preparation sheet.
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Look at words to describe texture Smooth is not correct for a baked flour dish. Rather well raised, soft crunch,
etc. Smooth describe sauces ad egg dishes (without lumps)
Please use the updated Working Mark Sheet to mark work of candidates. Get rid of the old Mark Sheets.
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4343
Paper 3

KEY MESSAGES
The inclusion of photographs as supporting evidence is compulsory. One clear good quality picture of the candidates’
finished dishes and table settings is required, as well as a group photo of the group of candidates who did the practical
at the same time, with their dishes. Seated behind their serving tables with all three dishes.
All centres must ensure they are familiar with the instructions which are available at all centres. These instructions
clearly state that the Examination numbers, Centre number, Centre name, Candidate name and assignment number
are to be written on the Preparation Sheets and Practical Test Mark Sheets.
Centres should ensure that they use the updated documents for the administration of the practical exercise. The
Practical Exercise Summary Mark Sheet, attendance register and the MS1 should all be included with the work. Make
sure that the names of the candidates are in the same order on all documents.
Examiners should refer to the Practical Test Training Handbook and ensure that the mark scheme is accurately,
rigorously and consistently applied. All examiners should refresh their knowledge regarding the instructions and mark
scheme annually.
There are still examiners who either do not read the Examiners’ Reports or do not use prescribed mark schemes to mark
the Practical Test. Mark schemes are provided every year in “Instructions to Teachers”.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Many centres presented work of a good standard and submitted work which met the assessment criteria. Many
candidates need more guidance and practise so that they can accurately respond to the demands of the test allocated
to them. They need to demonstrate sufficient skills in using a wide range of ingredients: in the manipulation of various
mixtures as well as the use of different cooking methods that make full and sensible use of the oven, grill and the top
of the cooker.
Candidates’ Time Plans should include brief but accurate details of preparation and cooking methods, cooking times ad
oven temperatures. Candidates should also be encouraged to develop the skill of dovetailing when writing their Time
Plans. For example, while one dish is cooking, another can be prepared or decorated. In general, the timing of dishes
should be more carefully considered, with dishes requiring cooling, being prepared first, while hot dishes should be
planned for later for in the test.
Centres are reminded that only one set of Preparation Sheets should be issued to each candidate. Only originals are to
be forwarded to the Moderator. Preparation sheets should be fastened together with staples in the correct order. Marks
should be carefully totalled, scaled and transferred to the Practical Exercise Summary Mark Sheet and the MS1. These
marks must be checked by a Head of Department for accuracy.
All candidates’ work must show evidence of having been marked, with annotations clearly written on the work to give
evidence of how and where credit has been awarded. Examiners need to annotate in sufficient detail to make the
moderation process straightforward. Candidates should indicate in the question number section of the Preparation
Sheet for which assignment dishes are being prepared. Examiners are reminded to indicate on the Preparation Sheet
how much credit has been awarded for each individual dish with justification given on the Practical Exercise Summary
Mark Sheet.
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COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
General problems experienced with the practical test.
1

At some centres the order of the summary forms still differs from the order on the MS1. This issue needs
more attention. Some centres did not send in the summary form for the Practical Test.

2

Please staple the candidates’ preparation, mark schemes of preparation sheet, mark sheets of teachers
and photos together, with the mark sheet and photos on top. Ensure that the assignment number appears
on the mark sheets as well as on the preparation sheets of candidates. A bundle of loose papers is not
acceptable. Preparation sheets without the assignment number on is not acceptable.

3

Some centres were too lenient when awarding marks for time plans, shopping list and evaluation - use the
mark scheme provided to you during practical sessions, “Instructions to Teachers”. Include washing up in
between recipes; leave enough time for last recipe to be cooked in time. Ingredients wrongly placed on
shopping list receive no marks. Give attention and evaluate each dish separately.

4

Some centres still do not write supportive comments on mark sheets - some even give no comments.

5

Some centres still give 8-10 marks for burnt/poor quality dishes - please be more realistic.

6

Problems experienced with Work Plan
1

Include all documentation (marking grid, mark scheme of preparation sheet, marking sheet and
preparation of learners). This should be stapled together for each candidate.

2

Ensure correct choices from the received memo and use memo as a reference when marking.

3

List of ingredients

-

Encourage candidates to order garnish.

		

-

Do not subtract marks for including techniques.

		

-

Make sure there is clear differentiation between recipes.

4

-

Do not order water.

		

-

Vanilla is a condiment and spice.

		

-

Sugar is another ingredient.

		

-

Margarine is another ingredient

5

-

It should include washing-up in between dishes.

-

Follow through up to the end of the practical.

Shopping list

Time planning

		

		
		

Ensure that the last recipe has enough cooking time.
The recipes with the longest cooking time must be prepared first.

		

-

Indicate the recipes with which candidates are busy.

		

-

Ensure that the dishes are served.

6

-

Reason for choice - refer back to assignment, for example assignment 1.

Evaluation

			
Different flour types. I include cake flour, corn flour and selfraising flour.
		 I use baking, steaming and deep frying as a cooking method. Techniques
		 (beating, creaming, cutting in).
		
		
		
		

Please encourage candidates to do a complete evaluation of one dish
according to appearance, taste and texture as a whole, before they move to
dishes two and three - use descriptive words. Smooth can’t be used to
describe texture of flour mixtures - rather use: well-raised, no tunnels, etc.

			
		
		

To evaluate taste as sweet is not on standard. Rather use: The dish does
have a sweet taste and I can taste the raisins; eggs, apricot jam, apple,
cinnamon, etc.

		

Reason for success or failure must be motivated.
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SCHEME OF WORK
ASSIGNMENT 1
Prepare three dishes to demonstrate the use of different fruit and vegetables. The dishes must represent different
processed fruit and vegetables, different mixing techniques and different cooking methods.
Different fruit and vegetables (Make sure the choice include fruit and vegetables)
Recipe

Fruit and Vegetables

Mixing Technique

Cooking Method

1 Apple and raisin pudding

Dried/fresh fruit

Mix/stir

Steaming/boiling

2 Gingered fruit pudding

Dried fruit

Mix/stir/melt

Baking

3 Puffed omelette with Mexican
filling

Fresh vegetables

Beating

Shallow frying

4 Pumpkin fritters

Fresh vegetables

Stir/mix/mash

Deep frying/boiling

5 Spinach with bacon

Fresh vegetables

Roux/blanch

Baking

6 Upside down peach pudding

Canned fruit

Creaming

Baking

7 Vegetable bake with macaroni

Frozen vegetables

Beating

Baking

8. Vegetable frittata

Frozen vegetables

Beat/stir

Shallow frying

9, Quiche with onion and spinach

Fresh vegetables

Mix/whisk

Baking

Not suitable: Cheese souffle
			
Sago pudding with Meringue
ASSIGNMENT 2
Prepare three dishes to demonstrate the different properties of eggs. The dishes must represent at least two properties,
different mixing techniques and different cooking methods.
Different properties of eggs
Recipe

Properties of eggs

Mixing Technique

Cooking Method

1 Cheese souffle

Foaming

Roux

Baking

2 Puffed omelette with Mexican
filling

Foaming

Beating

Shallow frying

3 Pumpkin fritters

Coagulation/binding

Stir/mix/mash

Deep frying/boiling

4 Sago pudding with meringue

Foaming/coagulation

Beating

Baking/boiling

5 Upside down peach pudding

Emulsion

Creaming

Baking

6 Vegetable bake with macaroni

Coagulation/foaming

Beating

Baking

7 Vegetable frittata

Coagulation

Beat/stir

Boiling/shallow frying

8. Quiche with onion and spinach

Coagulation

Mix/whisk

Baking

Not suitable: Apple and raising pudding (only 25 ml eggs)
			
Gingered fruit pudding
			
Spinach with bacon
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MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, ARTS AND CULTURE					

HOME ECONOMICS				

											Working Mark Sheet for Coursework

DIRECTORATE OF NATIONAL						
Practical Exercises and Practical Test
EXAMINATIONS
AND ASSESSMENT								NSSCO						
REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA
									

Centre Number

Centre Name

Candidate Number

Candidate Name

Question Number

November

PREPARATION SESSION

Plan of Work

COMMENTS

Choice (8)
Meet specification of assignment

3

Variety of cooking methods

2

Variety of mixing techniques

2

Show awareness of time available

1

Ingredients (4)
Name of dishes

1

All ingredients listed in order of
use with a clear indication between
recipes

1

All listed in metric measurements

1

Correct quantities of each ingredient 1
Time Plan (4)
Time and activities into time slots of
5 to 15 minutes
Time spread to complete practical
work in 120 minutes/check last
recipe cooking time

1

Order of work in systematic order
‒ including washing up in between
‒ up to serving of dishes ‒ method
of preparation detailed enough to
follow recipe from time plan

2

Special points (preheat. Oven
temperatures and cooking times) in
column of special points ‒ no other
unnecessary information

1

Shopping List (4)
All ingredients transfer to shopping
list/no water

1

With quantities/no techniques

1

Amounts of similar ingredients added 1
together
Ingredients list under correct
headings
TOTAL

1
20
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Teacher’s
Mark

2

0

External
Moderator’s
Mark

METHOD OF WORKING

COMMENTS

General approach

5

Methods used

9

Variety of skills

5

Fuel economy

3

Hygiene

5

Food economy

3

Tidy and
methodical work

5

TOTAL

35

Quality/ Results

Comments on Dishes
Chosen

Dish 1:

10

Dish 2:

10

Dish 3:

10

Overall
Presentation

Teacher’s External
Mark
Moderator’s
Mark

Mark

Presentation (5)
Food presented in appropriate
serving dishes/no cutlery

1

Attractive garnish and decoration of
dishes

1

Cleanliness of dishes

1

Cleanliness of tablecloth/iron

1

Suitable simple flower or other table 1
arrangement
TOTAL
Evaluation

35
Evaluation (10)
Reason for choice - with reference to 1
assignment
Techniques used, e.g. roux, simmer, 1
chop etc. applicable in recipes used
Workplan and time management

1

Rate and reasons for success or
failure

1

Comments on appearance, texture
and taste of each dish

(a) 2
(b) 2
(c) 2

TOTAL

10

Name of teacher
completing this form

Signature

Date

Name of
internal moderator

Signature

Date
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MATHEMATICS
4324
Paper 1

General Comments
This paper was of similar standard as the paper of a previous year. There is an improvement on rounding skills although
there are some learners who are still rounding exact answers. There is an improvement on the use of a decimal point
(.), although there are still a small percentage of the learners using a comma on a decimal number. The following
aspects still proved to be challenging to the learners which resulted in the loss of marks.
•
Learners should be encouraged to show all their workings clearly especially with questions of trigonometry ratios.
Correct method should be shown ,many learners know how to identify the correct ratio to use but the presentation
of the work is wrong .i.e question 21,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learners should be encouraged to transfer their answers correctly to the answer space provided. This will avoid
transcription errors which were made to some questions.
Encourage the learners to show their workings on the space provided below the question and write only the final
answer on the answer space.  Few learners are writing both methods and final answers on the provided answer
space.
Learners should provide only one answer on the answer space because giving a choice means, only the answer
which is written first will be considered.
Encourage the learners to write down their full calculator display before they attempt to round off any answer to 3
significant figures.
Teachers should use both methods of elimination and substitution when teaching simultaneous equations.
Mathematical terms seems to be challenging to many learners, especially the spelling of the words, teachers are
encouraged to do more of a spelling test for the mathematical terms.
The following topics proved to be difficult to the learners:
Time calculation, Trigonometry, Limits of accuracy, Percentage increase, Ordering of numbers, Map scale,
Simultaneous equations, Rotational symmetry.

Comments on individual questions
1.

This question was well answered although some learners failed to differentiate between a common
fraction and decimal fractions. part (b), some learners lose the mark because of rounding to less than to
3 significant figures. Some learners failed to evaluate 25.

2.

Part (a) was poorly answered, some learners failed to recognize the prime number and they are confusing
it with odd number. The common wrong answers were 39 and 35. Part (b) was well answer although some
learners express 396 as a product of its prime factors.

3.

Part (a) was poorly answered as majority learners do not know how to round off to the nearest accuracy
given. Part (b) was well answered although some learners spoilt their answer by writing 43.4600.
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4.

This question was poorly answered, many learners failed to convert all given numbers to decimals
especially the 0.11%, learners took it as if it is already a decimal number. To order the given numbers,
fractions and percentage are supposed to be converted to decimals first but original given numbers need
to be used for final arrangement.

5.

This question was well answered although some learners used a point or a comma for thousand separators.
Calculator skill needs to be emphasised to the learners.

6.

This question was fairly answered. Some learners manage to find the difference but failed to divide with
the original.  Some learners used a wrong method by dividing 19 by 26.

7.

This question was poorly answered, learners failed to find the difference in time when the day lapsed.  
Most learners subtracted 07:10 from 17:15.

8.

This question was fairly answered. . Some learners calculated the total amount correctly but spoiled it by
adding 5 600 to their answer.. Some learners used a wrong formula of
Some learners calculated the simple interest rather than a compound interest.

9.

or

.

This question was fairly answered but some learners reverse their answers.  Some learners calculated
the lower bound and upper bound correctly but rounded them to the nearest whole number. Please be
advised that the answers of limit of accuracy are not rounded.

10. Part (a) was fairly answered although some learners wrote their answers as fractions or reversed as 2:7.
Part (b) was poorly answered as most learners used an incorrect total of 23.8g instead of 400g.  Some
learners managed to use the correct method but failed to get full mark because of pre-mature rounding.

11. This question was fairly answered. Conversion seems to be challenging as, learners seemed to be
unaware that 1 km =100 000 cm. Teachers need to display this information of conversions in their classrooms.
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12 This question was poorly answered as some learners wrote 1xy as an answer or 0 or xy.

13. This question was fairly answered but most learners factorised the given expression partially. The common
.
answers were

14. This question was poorly answered with the wrong common answers of −4 or 34 or 81. Teachers need to
put an emphasis on laws of indices.

15. This question was well answered although few learners struggled with the arrangement of like terms. A
common wrong method was 5x = −4 +1.

16. This question was poorly answered although some learners managed to find the correct answer without
a method shown.  Some learners used the substitution method although they struggle to simplify the
equations and solve.

17. This question was well answered although some learners changed the given expression and make it
an equation. The most common wrong answer was x(10 − 14).  There were a lot of misreading on this
question; learners should be advised to read the question carefully before attempting to answer it.

18. Part (a) was well answered although few learners wrote it wrongly as (0, − 3).  Part (b) was moderately
answered with the wrong common answer of y = 5 or (5, 0).

19. This question was poorly answered although some learners confused the rotational symmetry with the
rotation in transformations. The common wrong answer was 4 or 180°clockwise.

20. Part (a) was well answered although some learners spoilt their answer by writing it as a fraction. Part (b)
was poorly answered as most learners multiplied it like a fraction. The common wrong answer was

.

21. This question was poorly answered. Although many learners attempted to use the trigonometry ratios, the
used the wrong ratios of cosine or sine.  Some learners went as far as the Pythagoras theorem.  The most
common wrong method was

.
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22. This question was poorly answered as most learners lack the knowledge of terminologies used in
mathematics.  Some learners managed to get the terms with the wrong spellings.

23. This question was poorly answered because some learners failed to recall the formula of calculating
the volume of a cylinder. The common wrong formula was
.  Some learners calculated the total
surface area for the cylinder instead of the volume.

24. This question was fairly answered as many learners recognized the type of transformation but gave a
wrong scale factor of 2 or centre of enlargement.  Many learners managed to reflect using a wrong mirror line.

25. This question was fairly answered.  Some learners could not recall the properties of circle geometry. Many
learners had a wrong common answer of 68° to part (a) and 90° to part (b).

26. Part (a) was poorly answered with a common wrong answer of 0.2 or . Teachers need to emphasise more
on the probability of not. Part (b) was fairly answered with few learners having no idea of what to do.

27. This question was fairly answered.  Some learners multiplied with 100 or 180° instead of 360°.

28. This question was well answered.  Some learners writting a correct method but failing because of
calculator skill. Some leaners only managed to calculate the total but failed to divide it by 6.

29. This question was well answered although some learners read the bar of chocolate as 10.5 instead of 15.
Few learners wrote a correct sum of  15 + 40 + 20 + 10 with the wrong totaling of 84.
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4324
Paper 2

General comments
This paper was of a similar standard as the paper of last year, although there was a slight change in the questioning
technique which causes problems for the learners, for example, question 8, where the learners had to describe a
construction instead of drawing it. Learners should be exposed to different questioning techniques, for example,
question 4, where it has not been asked straight forward to find the HCF of the two numbers.
The standard of the learners work in the examination was not good. Learners should make sure that their final answer
is written in the answer space. Some learners tend to write the solution in the answer space, different from what they
wrote in their working, for example, they omit the inequality sign in question 14 and just wrote the number -28.
Care must also be taken to the spelling of mathematical terms like isosceles triangle, right-angled triangle or square.
Learners found the question on the histogram (question 22), very difficult and the calculation of frequency densities
were very seldom seen.
The algebraic work was very poor for learners at this level. Marks obtained in Questions 3, 12, 13, 14, 16 and 20 serve
as proof for this statement. Several candidates achieved marks below 20, and they would have been much better off
taking Core Level.
Comments on specific questions:
Question 1
This was meant to be an easy question, but the learners answered this question very poorly. Quite a number of learners
gave the answer as

which is incorrect. Teachers should make sure to teach learners their calculator skills and how

to convert recurring decimals to a vulgar fraction.
Mark Scheme

Question 2
(a) Well answered by most learners.
(b) Well answered although some learners changed the value of the people attending the football match
by writing down 972 instead of 9720.
Mark Scheme

Question 3
Most learners only scored one mark for using the compound formula correctly, but they failed to solve the exponential
equation using logs.
Some learners did not understand the question and subtracted the original population from the new population
(9.88 – 7.66) and used the answer in the compound formulae.
Mark Scheme
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Question 4
(a) Learners who knew that they had to use the HCF of the data, scored full marks, but not all candidates
recognised the question as an application of finding the HCF.
(b) Mostly those who got Part (a) correct also managed to get Part (b) correct.
Some learners unnecessarily lost marks because they swopped the number of pens and pencils used in the
answer space.
Mark Scheme

Question 5
Well answered and most learners got the answer of 4:3, but they wrote their final answer as either a fraction or as a
decimal and not as a ratio in its simplest form. Common wrong answer seen was 1:

.

Mark Scheme

Question 6
Exceptionally well answered, but learners still wrongly round an exact answer of
N$379.50 to N$380.
Mark Scheme

Question 7
Most learners only scored one mark for either 60.9 × 3 or 140.40 ÷ 3, but failed to work out the percentage discount.
Mark Scheme

Question 8
(a) Descriptions which were acceptable were not often found. The learners know how to draw the
construction, but it was difficult for them to describe the locus in words and common wrong statements
were used like halving or dividing the angle ABC into equal parts instead of bisecting angle ABC.
Statements like draw a circle 5 cm from A instead of drawing a circle with a radius of 5 cm from point
A, was found.
(b) Well answered questions, but emphasis must be put on drawing both arcs, to leave in the construction
lines, use a sharp pencil and avoid drawing double lines.
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Mark Scheme

Question 9
(a) Poorly answered. This is a question which proves that the algebraic work, of the learners in this
cohort is very poor. They do not know the basic laws of indices that anything to the power of 0 = 1.
(b) Learners wrongly tried to solve the equation using logs instead of just forming an equation with the
indices. Learners did not know that

resulting in a common wrong answer seen of q = 8.

Mark Scheme

Question 10
Most learners scored two method marks for correctly removing the bracket to 8x3 and simplifying the numerator, although
many failed in doing so by calculating 23 as 6 instead of 8.
Mark Scheme

Question 11
Poorly answered. In this question, the learners handled the expression as an equation. The working is very untidy and
non-mathematical since they can factorise and cancel, but the learners lose their denominators and numerators in the
final answer.
A common wrong answer seen was

or that they failed to cancel the (x+1).

Mark Scheme

Question 12
(a) This was an easy question and was well answered.
(b) Poorly answered, as the learners found it very difficult to form an algebraic equation. They were
confused which side of the equation to double or which one to triple.
Mark Scheme
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Question 13
Poorly answered, as the learners' algebraic skills were not good.
They had problems to take out -1 as a common factor. Most learners tried to equate the equation to zero
and ended up dividing with the negative sign.
Common wrong answers seen was -4 and -29.
Mark Scheme

Question 14
Moderately answered, learners changed the inequality sign into an = sign, and this resulted in wrong answers. Some
of them did not swop the inequality sign after multiplying or dividing with the negative sign.
Mark Scheme

Question 15
Most learners did not manage to write the equation of the straight lines. Some got the equations correct, but did not use
the correct inequality sign. Learners also did not answer the lines according to the way the lines were labelled, although
they were not penalised for doing this.
Mark Scheme

Question 16
(a) Learners misread the word "hemisphere" and calculated the radius for a sphere. A common wrong
answer seen was 4.76 cm.
(b) Many learners scored one follow-through mark here for the substitution. Learners also did not adhere
to the instruction of leaving their answer in terms of π. There was evidence of confusion in this
question as the learners did not know if it is only the outer surface area of the hollow hemisphere to
be calculated or if they had to work out the whole surface area. Both answers were taken into consideration.
Mark Scheme

Question 17
(a) (i)

Well answered. The learners knew the answer, but could not spell it at all. Emphasis must be
put on knowing the correct geometrical shapes and how to spell them correctly.

(ii)

Poorly answered. Many learners used the word isosceles again and misread that they have to
give a name in terms of the sizes of the angles. Right angle instead of right-angled triangle was
also commonly used.

(b) (i)
(ii)
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Common wrong answer seen here was rhombus, or diamond, instead of kite.
Well answered although learners had difficulty spelling the word square.
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Mark Scheme

Question 18
(a) Moderately answered. A common mistake seen, was calculating the ratio of the height of the bottles
instead of the ratio of the areas, resulting in the common wrong answer of 1: 3 seen.
(b) Moderately answered. Learners did not cube the ratio when working with volume and instead used
the ratio of the heights to calculate the volume resulting in the common wrong answer seen of 750.
Mark Scheme

Question 19
(a) Well answered, the learners know that total probability always adds up to 1. Some learners just
added

and did not subtract it from 1.

was a common wrong answer.

(b) Poorly answered. Some learners had no idea what a tree diagram is. Many learners got
for the option red and blue, but did not multiply it by 2 for the option blue and red.
Mark Scheme

Question 20
Most learners manage to score two method marks for making x the subject of the formula and for the substitution of the
linear equation into the quadratic equation. Factorising is still a problem, and then the learners were not able to give
their final answer in coordinate form (x, y).
Mark Scheme

Question 21
(a) (i)

Excellently answered.

(ii)

Excellently answered, although some did not draw the line of symmetry perpendicular between
the two triangles.

(b) (i)

Well answered, but some learners had trouble to describe the line of symmetry as line BG and
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referred to it as centre point BG or x-axis BG.
(ii)

Well answered, most learners could describe the transformation, but often the centre of rotation
was referred to as the point (0,0) as they are only used to work on the Cartesian plane.

Mark Scheme

Question 22
(a) This question was poorly answered overall. Only a few learners knew that they had to work with
frequency densities.
(b) Extremely poorly answered. The learners had no idea that the modal class is the group with
the highest frequency density, instead, they explained what the mode is, or they used the group
as the modal group, because it has the highest frequency.
Mark Scheme
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4324
Paper 3

Key Message
A better knowledge and understanding of mathematical concepts, terms and definitions would help candidates to
answer questions from the required perspective. For that reason, definitions, descriptions and appropriate mathematical
language should receive the necessary emphasis. For example in question 3, learners failed to understand that the
increase was on the balance after the deposit is paid.
General Comments
Majority of learners attempted the whole paper well by answering all the questions. This paper had a lot of real
mathematics as applied out of the classroom. A lot of questions in the paper required the candidates to link mathematics
to real life. However, it came out that some candidates still think that Mathematics is only learned in the classroom and
cannot be applied to real life situation and as a result, some of the candidates’ work and answered made little practical
sense to the questions. Teachers should therefore be encouraged to use real life examples in their teaching to increase
the link of Mathematics to real examples.
The questions were well distributed through the targeted grades (C, E and G). That is why most candidates completed
the paper by making an attempt at most questions.
The use of a comma as thousand separators emerged on a very small scale, this means that its use continues to
diminish.
The standard of presentation and amount of working was generally moderate. Schools should continue to encourage
candidates to show formulae used, substitutions made and calculations performed. Candidates should greatly be
encouraged show their working especially in questions with more than one (1) mark, as some marks are usually for the
method used. Showing their work increases the candidates’ chance of earning a mark even if their final answer ends
up being wrong.
Premature rounding cost a lot of candidates marks in this paper. Candidates should be taught that only the final answer
to the question should be rounded to the degree of accuracy required by the specific question. It could be seen that
candidates ignored the rounding instructions per question and mostly rounded to 3 significant figures.
Specific Questions
1.

This question on sequences and patterns was moderately answered.
(a) (i)

Well answered. Majority of the candidates could correctly list the next two terms of the sequence.

(ii)

Poorly answered. Many learners tried to use the nth term of an AP i.e. Tn =a+(n-1)d.

(iii)

Well answered. Candidates could correctly substitute into their nth term to calculate the 15th term.

Mark Scheme

2.

This question on directed numbers was well answered. Candidates could read off the correct temperature
from the thermometer given. However, some candidates struggled to get the correct temperatures after
each rise or increase.

Mark Scheme
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3.

This question on ratio and proportion was poorly answered.
(a) Many candidates divided 42 grams in the ratio 3 : 7 instead of using the ratio to calculate for
the proportion for cooper.
(b) Candidates failed to understand that they firstly had to calculate for the mass of copper used in the 12
kg of bronze. Many just simply multiplied N$ 54. 40 by 12 ending up with a common wrong answer
of N$ 652.80.

Mark Scheme

4.

This question tested candidates’ understanding of money, time and fractions.
(a) Many candidates answered this question partially correct. Many failed to understand that 3 teachers
were not going to pay as they will receive free tickets based on the number of learners.
Candidates simply did not understand the concept of the question.
(b) Many candidates did not realize that they did not have to add the 10 minutes after the last part of the
play as the break in longer needed as the play would have ended. Some candidates wrote time as a
duration, which attracted no mark, except for the method.
(c) Although many candidates answered this question well, it was worrying again to see that candidates
do not read their questions properly. Instead of working out the fraction for the boys of using the
girl’s fraction to obtain the number of girls and then subtract, many candidates simply calculated the
number of girls and did nothing thereafter.

Mark Scheme

5.

This question tested the candidates’ understanding on money (Hire purchase) and percentages.
Apart from part (a), this question was extremely poorly answered.
(a) Very well answered
(b) Candidates did not follow the instructions as listed in the question. Many did not increase the balance
after the deposit is paid but rather increased the initial amount of N$24 000. It is again boils down to
candidates not reading and understanding the questions properly.
(c) Many candidates seemingly did not know how to calculate the total hire purchase price as the deposit
was not added onto their total installments. It was also alarming to see that candidates simply did not
appreciate that this was a real life situation. Many candidates had installments that are more than
the initial amount 24 000 e.g. some had installments of 32 000. Schools and institutions are again
encouraged to make the candidates to appreciate the “real life mathematics” in their classrooms.
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Mark Scheme

6.

This question was fairly well answered. However, some candidates mixed up the two answers. It was
pleasing to see that at least candidates had the knowledge on angles although some confused the properties.

Mark Scheme

7.

This question on algebra was fairly to moderately answered.
(a) Most candidates spoilt their answer by not knowing that the answer comprised of 2 unlike terms.
Candidates also with the multiplication of the two negative terms.
(b) Well answered. Candidates had no problem in substituting the values into the formula.
(c) Many candidates had problems with changing signs as they moved terms to different sides of the
equation. Many candidates also confused b with d.

Mark Scheme

8.

This whole question was very well answered. The only worry here was seeing that some candidates
confused prime numbers with odd numbers in (iv).

Mark Scheme

9.

This question tested learners on loci. The question was well answered. However, it was evident that some
centers did not teach this topic as a number of candidates left the question unanswered.
Some candidates also had problems using the scale that was given.
Candidates should be made aware that they do not need to erase their construction lines.
Candidates should also be discouraged from using dotted lines for their constructions.
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10. This question trigonometry was well answered. However, some candidates lost marks due to degree of
accuracy required by part questions.
Mark Scheme

11. This question tested candidates’ knowledge on mensuration, specifically on circles. Candidates should be
encouraged to use the pi value on the calculators or to at least use 3.142 or . It was also worrying to see
that some candidates confused the formula for the area of the circle with the circumference.
Mark Scheme

12. (a) Very well answered. Candidates could substitute and calculate the corresponding y-values.
(b) Very well answered. Few candidates however lost marks by draw the curve using ruled lines instead
of a smooth free-hand curve. Candidates should also be encouraged to clearly show their plotting.
(c) Part (i) was very well answered. However, part 2 was well answered. Some candidates solved for the
roots using algebra instead of using their graphs as requested. Answers such as
or 2.449489743
did not score marks.
Mark Scheme
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13. (a) Very well answered
(b) Well answered
(c) moderately answered.
Mark Scheme

14. This question on probability was well answered. As in some other questions, candidates spoilt their
answers by incorrectly rounding. Candidates should again be made aware that probability is a number
and that words like nothing, impossible used to describe a probability of an event do not attract marks.
Mark Scheme

15. This question tested candidates on statistics. The question was very well answered. However some
candidates confused the range with the mean.
Mark Scheme
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4324
Paper 4

General Comments
The paper was of a similar standard as that of last year. The marks ranged from 0 to 113, with many of the candidates
scoring between 45 and 80. It was still a concern that some candidates entered for Extended Level instead of Core
Level because there was evidence that the majority of candidates in some centres scored less than 25 out of 120.
Most candidates showed their working which helped them to gain method marks even if their final answers were wrong.
It was still noticed that in questions that require method some candidates are still writing answers only, without showing
working, which should be highly discouraged.
There was improvement this year in terms of rounding. Most candidates were able to round off their final answer to 3 s. f.
Candidates are still encouraged to write the full calculator display before attempting to round off to the required degree
of accuracy. However candidates are advised not to round off their answers for questions on limits of accuracy. They
should write their full calculator display. They are also not supposed to round off exact answers. They should leave
the answer as it is or as a fraction e.g. k =4.625 should not be rounded to 4.63, but can be written as
fraction.

or equivalent

When candidates abandon their working and decide to start afresh, they are advised to clearly draw a line across the
abandoned work. If they leave the old working together with the new working side by side, this is regarded as a choice
and the work that is first seen is marked. Candidates should be discouraged from answering the question in two or more
different ways, in that case the first method is marked even though it might be wrong.
Most candidates completed the paper, although the questions on vector and the showing question on quadratic equation
were often left unanswered or partly answered by most candidates. Interpretation of the scale in the functional graph
and the cumulative frequency curve was a problem to some candidates and this affected their graph. Candidates
should be encouraged to plot points clearly before joining the points when answering questions on graphs in order to
gain plotting marks.
Candidates should be discouraged from writing in pencil (except when drawing) and should avoid rewriting over numbers
as it makes it difficult to read those numbers.
Topics that proved to be difficult are: Logarithms, Trigonometry (Sine and Cosine rules), Limits of Accuracy, Vectors,
Circle geometry, Statistics and Functional graphs.
Comments on specific questions:
Question 1.
Generally the question on money and finance was well answered by the majority of the candidates, except few because
of reverse percentage in part (c).
1

(a) (i)

Well answered
Candidates are encouraged to show all the steps in a showing question. They were expected to show
414+1040 before writing down the quoted answer.

(a) (ii)

Moderately answered
Some candidates found the difference of 1040 and 414 from part (a)(i), while others treated this as
limits accuracy. Some got 4200 and 1120 but did not subtract them.

(b) Well answered
Most candidates managed to answer this question. But some multiplied 560 by 3 but could not go beyond
that while others divided 560 by 3 and got 53.3 as their final answer. A few went on to multiplying 53.3 by 3
and got 159.9. They lost the accuracy mark due to premature rounding.
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(c) Moderately answered
Reverse percentage still proved to be a problem to some candidates. The majority found 25% of 2240 and
added it to 2240. The common wrong answer seen was 2800.
Mark Scheme

Question 2.
This question was not well answered by majority of the candidates.
2

(a) Moderately answered
Most candidates managed to factor out x in the numerator but could not go beyond x(x2-y2). They failed
to recognise the difference of two squares. The majority were however able to deal with factorisation by
grouping in the denominator. More attention must be given to simplifying algebraic fractions. Common
answer seen was

.

(b) Poorly answered
Most candidates still have problems in applying the laws of logarithm, especially where it involves the
reverse of the law. Most candidates managed to deal with the powers but could not handle the quotient law
or the antilog of 2. Some of the common wrong answers seen were log

or log

or

−2

Mark Scheme

Question 3.
3

(a) (i)

Well answered
The question was well understood by most of the candidates. However candidates are advised not
to round off exact answers. N$112.50 should not be rounded to N$113 as was seen from some
candidates. The instruction of 3 s. f. applies when the answer is not exact.

(a) (ii)

Moderately answered.
The concept of decreasing a quantity in a given ratio was not well understood by some candidates.
The most common mistake was to first add 3 and 5 and then calculate
answer was 2025.

(b) (i)

of 5400. The common wrong

Poorly answered.
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Most candidates did not interpret the question properly and ended up with a wrong equation. A few
candidates treated the question as inverse variation. The most common wrong equation was
w=kx2+(x+1)2. Some did not include the constant of variation in their equation. The rounding of the
constant value to 4.63 or 4.6 was often seen in some candidates’ working. They should not round off an
exact answer to 3 s.f.
(b) (ii)

Moderately answered.
Candidates who got part b(i) correctly often got this question right too. Some candidates got follow
through marks for substituting their k rounded to 3 s. f. into the next step but they lost accuracy marks
due to premature rounding value.

Mark Scheme

Question 4.
4

(a) Moderately answered.
Most candidates had difficulty in finding the limits. They failed to deal with ‘nearest mm’ when the lengths
are given in cm. Some preferred to change the lengths to mm first and then later change back to cm. This
was accepted as long as the calculations were properly done. A few candidates failed to use the perimeter
formula or they found perimeter of the wrong face.
(b) Moderately answered.
Most candidates realised they had to use the upper bounds to find the greatest volume. However
candidates are advised to clearly show how they get their limits before they substitute into the formula. This
helps them to gain method marks even if their limits are wrong. Substituting a number without a clue of
whether it is an upper bound or not will not help the candidate.
Candidates are advised not to round off the final answers in limits of accuracy. They should write
their full calculator display.

Mark Scheme
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Question 5
This whole question was not properly answered. There was evidence that the concept of fuel consumption per 100 km
was not well understood by the majority of candidates.
(a) (i)

Poorly answered.
Common wrong answer was

(ii)

Poorly answered.
Most candidates could not formulate a correct equation from the given scenario. A few managed to get
the first equation correct as they managed to identify the LCM but could not simplify correctly in order
to establish the given equation. Candidates are advised to show every step of the way clearly that
leads to the quoted equation. Some candidates even tried to solve the equation instead of showing the
equation.

(b) Well answered.
The quadratic formula or the method of completing the square were often used although the question could
easily be solved by factorisation. This resulted in candidates making substitution mistakes and lost marks.
Candidates are advised to try factorisation, where possible, before they opt for other methods.
(c) Extremely poorly answered.
The majority of the candidates misunderstood the question and ended up adding the rates of fuel
consumption for the two parts of the journey. That is,
taking only

leading to a wrong answer of 22.5 or

leading to the answer 12.5.

Mark Scheme

Question 6.
6

(a) Well answered.
Most candidates gave the correct angle but could not correctly give a reason.
(b) Poorly answered
The angle was often wrong but the reason was correct. Some candidates gave the reason in a vice-versa
way. For example angle at the circumference is twice angle at the centre.
(c) (i)

Fairly answered.
Some candidates assumed that angle BOE was 90°.

(ii)

Well answered.
Majority of candidates got the answer either by using the 90 - 70 or 180 – 90 - 70.
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Mark Scheme

Question 7
There is an improvement in functional graphs although the candidates still struggle with interpretation of the scales.
7

(a) Well answered
Candidates are advised to follow the rounding used in the table and calculate the missing values to the
same degree of accuracy.
(b) Moderately answered
Some candidates failed to interpret the scale guide given and the scale made it extremely difficult to plot
the points. Such candidates lost the scale mark and gained the plotting and curve marks, while some lost
everything due to failure to plot the points correctly. It was encouraging to notice that most candidates plotted
their points clearly with small crosses (x) before joining them with a smooth curve. This is commendable.
Candidates are advised not use a ruler in drawing curves of functional graphs.
(c) Moderately answered
Candidates should draw straight lines with a straight edge. It was observed that some candidates joined the
points by free hand, and they lost marks. Some treated the line as a curve also and tried to bend the line
towards the end.
(d) Moderately answered.
Some candidates managed to read the coordinates properly although some missed the negative on the
x-coordinate. Others failed to realise the concept of solving the simultaneous equations graphically and
attempted to solve algebraically.
(e) Moderately answered
Candidates are advised to draw a tangent whenever they are asked to calculate gradient at a given point.
Some tried to estimate the gradient without a tangent and it was not clear how they determined the points
they used in the calculation.

Mark Scheme
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Question 8
Trigonometry still proves to be a challenge in some centres. Candidates need to be taught this topic thoroughly.
8

(a) Moderately answered.
This question required application of the cosine rule. A few candidates who could not get this question
correct either quoted the cosine rule wrongly or used angle 60° instead of 150°. Others misread the given
distances. It was often seen that candidates used 100 instead of 1000. Candidates should read the question
carefully before writing down the figures.
(b) (i)
(ii)

Well answered
Fairly answered
There were some cases of candidates who used 120-360 or 180-60 to get the bearing and they lost
marks.

(b) (iii)

Moderately answered
There were some cases of candidates who used 693 from 8(c) and lost the accuracy mark due to
premature rounding. Some treated triangle OAB as an equilateral triangle and went to get angle OBA as
60°.

(c) Moderately answered
Some candidates could not understand the idea of minimum distance referred in the question. Those who
did, managed to get the distance 693 for OP but did not add 1000 for distance CP.

Mark Scheme

Question 9
The probability question was done relatively well although some candidates could not understand the possible outcome
diagram provided which affected the following questions.
9

(a) Moderately answered.
Candidates were able to fill up the grid properly. However some simply wrote the outcomes side by side,
separating them by a comma. The question required them to write the products of the outcomes not the
outcomes themselves.
(b) (i)

Well answered.

Often those who got their table correct managed to get the probabilities correct as well. A few used 20 as
their total outcome. Common wrong answer was
(ii)

Well answered.
Common wrong answer was

(iii)

.

.

Well answered.
Common wrong answer was

.
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Mark Scheme

Question 10
Vector geometry seemed to be a challenge to most of the candidates. It was evident that very few candidates understood
the topic. It is advised that candidates are exposed to more activities of the similar type.
10 (a) (i)

Moderately answered.
Some candidates left their answer as 4s − s without simplifying it. Others also tried to express the
answer as a column vector. This was not accepted.

(ii)

Moderately answered.
Those who got the correct answer in 10(a)(i) often managed to get the correct answer in this question
since they realised they only need to add 2t to their previous answer.

(b) Extremely poorly answered.
Majority of candidates could not get the correct vectors that could simplify to the quoted vector. There are
some who started by expanding the quoted vector and then factorise it back to the given vector. Candidates
should know that working backwards from the given answer that they are supposed to show, will result in
them losing all the marks. They should end with the quoted answer rather than start with it.
(c) (i)

Moderately answered.
Although majority could not get full marks for the final answer, they got method marks by writing the
vector

(ii)

in unsimplified form.

Extremely poorly answered.
Some candidates squared the answer

from the previous question. They treated it as area of similar

triangles. They didn’t realise that the two triangles share the same perpendicular height and therefore
the ratio of the area is the same as the ratio of the bases.
Mark Scheme
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